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COVER PHOTOGRAPH 
This photograph combines the data from two earth orbiting
 
satellites during the period June 16-30, 1969.
 
The various shades of grey are obtained by photographically
 
averaging daily pictures from the AVCS television camera on the
 
ESSA IX satellite. Theresulting picture shows an averaged dis­
tribution of clouds over a large portion of the tropics and sub­
tropics.
 
The line drawing which is superimposed on the photograph is
 
an analysis -of the infrared radiation loss from the earth. These
 
measurements were obtained by the medium resolution infrared radio­
meter on the NIMBUS III satellite; the units are 10-2 cal cm-2 min-1.
 
t rge values-of infrared radiation loss are indicative of relatively
 
c¢oudless areas in which much of the radiation is coming from the
 
warm-ocean or land surface. Whereas small infrared radiation loss 
values are indicative of cloudy areas in which most of the energy 
is being radiated from the colAd cloud tops. 
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PREFACE 
Research under this contract emphasizes both the meteorological application 
of measurements from satellites and also engineering studies related to satellites 
and satellite observing systems. During this first time period under designation 
NAS5-11542, our work has included study of geosynchronous satellite data as 
well as that from early and recent polar orbiters. The wide range of topics 
covered in this document* highlights the imagination and interests of the indi­
vidual authors. We thank all of them and all others in NASA and The University 
of Wisconsin for their contributions to our research. We especially thank Miss 
Betty Ann Erwin for her aid in preparing this report. 
Verner E. Suomi 
Thomas H. Vonder Haar 
Principal Investigators 
1 Note that two Special Reports were also issued during 1968-1969. They 
covered work on the problem of obtaining atmospheric temperature profiles from 
a geosynchronous satellite and the development of our balloon-borne radio 
altimeter. 
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GEOSYNCHRONOUS METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE 
V. E. Suomfand T. H. Vonder Haar** 
The University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 
The great advantage of a geosynchronous meteorological satellite is that 
the weather moves, not the satellite. It can monitor continuously the weather 
motions over a large fraction of the earth' s surface. 
High-resolution photographs from the ATS-i and -III spacecraft (launched 
in December 1966 and November 1967) have already been used for "weather 
watches" during hurricane and severe weather conditions. On these spin­
stabilized satellites, the spin scan cloud "camera" is really a telescopic 
photometer whose angle of view (0. 1 mrad) is determined by a pinhole in the 
image plane. Images are found by scanning the scene from west to east using 
the spacecraft' s spin, and scanning from north to south by slowly tilting the 
telescope through a small angle each revolution. This technique has several 
advantages. First, there is no optics distortion since all measurements are 
on-axis and the geometry Is generated by the highly uniform spin and tilt. 
Secondly, the same photometer scans all parts of the picture so the sensitivity 
is equal everywhere. Thirdly, the detector is a photomultiplier that has a wide 
dynamic range. Finally, contrast is limited by scatter in the optics only. 
In the color camera (Fig. 1) the three color components are generated by 
using three in-line pinholes, Fiber optics are used to carry the red, blue, and 
green color information to three separate photomultipliers. The first tube is 
equipped with a green filter, the second with a red filter, and the third with a 
blue filter. The signals thus generated are transmitted to the ground. On the 
next revolution, the telescope is tilted, ever so slightly. After 2400 rev that 
Presented as Paper 68-1094 at the ATAA 5th Annual Meeting and Technical 
Disptay, Philadelphia, Pa., October 21-Z4, 1968; submitted October 23, 1968; 
revision received December 10, 1968. The authors thank the many individuals 
who contributed to the satellite experiments, especially R. J. Parent. 
Professor of Meteorology and Director, Space Science and Engineering
 
Center.
 
Research Scientist, Space Science and Engineering Center. 
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Fig. 1. Multicolor spin-scan cloud camera used to obtain color photographs
 
from NASA' s ATS-Il geosynchronous satellite.
 
take about 24 -minfor spacecraft spinning at 100 rpm, the whole earth is scanned 
one line at a time from north to south. 
With the light signal broken down into three color components, the photo­
multiplier tubes convert these signals into electrical impulses. The informa­
tion then is relayed to earth on a-single channel using a time-division multiplex 
technique. The information is sent in groups of four signals. The first signal 
carries information concerning the intensity of green, the second, red, and the 
third, blue; the fourth signal is a fixed reference signal to help balance the 
colors when all the signals are integrated into a complete picture at the receiv­
ing stations. 
The red and green channels also contain a sun pulse for horizontal synchro­
nization during picture reproduction. Telemetry information provides data for 
line stepping and vertical synchronization. The vital timing information derived 
from the sun pulse first locates the camera relative to the sun. Together with 
ground station input regarding the relative position of earth and sun, the camera 
scan is then located with regard to the earth. After timing, processing, and 
other operations, the ATS data are fed to three separate recording systems. 
Standard color or black and white negatives are obtained from a photofax 
recorder able to receive either analog or digital signals and equipped with spe­
cially selected, narrow-band color filters. This equipment is located at the 
Rosman ground station; and photographs are processed at NASA' s NIMBUS-ATS 
Data Center at Goddard Space Flight Center. 
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Digitized samples of the signal from each channel are also recorded in 8­
bit form on magnetic tape. Use of these data allows quantitative studies and 
displays of the reflected energy from clouds and surface features that utilize 
the high dynamic range and areal resolution of the cameras. Figure 2, for ex­
ample, is a brightness analysis of some convective cloud regions in the tropical 
Pacific. Storing data in this form and using such data in a computer is a major 
headache, however, since one color photograph in digital form fills three or 
four reels of high-density magnetic tape. For this reason, application of the 
digital data usually is confined to detailed studies of portions of a picture or 
sequence of pictures. 
The analog recorder, in contrast, can pack 20 or 30 photos onto one reel, 
and so ATS data are archleved in this form. When we want to use the observa­
tions in a computer, an analog-to-dlgital converter is available to quantize 
CASE I at 2004Z 	 I I I-. 
Fig. 2. 	 An analysis of reflected radiance (brightness) values obtained from 
the ATS-I satellite over a small area of tropical convective clouds. 
Ocean areas are cross-hatched; brightest cloud areas are set off with 
"tic" marks. 
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selected portions of an ATS photo. In addition, playback of the analog tapes 
through precision electromechanical display devices can produce a photograph 
of very high quality an,' resolution (Fig. 3). 
Meteorological Application of the ATS Data 
When the motion of the weather is speeded up with a time-lapse technique, 
it is very easy for everyone to see the weather's progress. One can compress 
into 3 or 4 sec a very good example of diurnal convective activity that occurs 
over the Amazon basin. As thunderstorm clouds reach high levels, their tops 
expand horizontally. This daily cycle of cloudiness would make data from sun­
synchronous satellites difficult to interpret over this part of the world. 
mv
 
Fig. 3. 	 ATS-I photograph of the Baja California region; coastal stratus clouds 
and tropical cumulus clouds. 
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Solar heating over the high Andes and plateaus also produces well­
developed convective clouds by late afternoon. None forms over cold Lake 
Titicaca. A bright white area easily seen in the morning pictures is a large 
salt flat, 12, 000 ft above sea level. This might be a good calibration check 
for some satellite sensors. 
Convective clouds play a vital role in the atmosphere's energy balance by 
releasing energy into the high troposphere where it can be transported to other 
regions. In addition, horizontal cloud motions derived from time-lapse photo­
graphy give information about the wind field that we need to study the direction 
and variation of this energy transport. 
Severe Weather Watch 
Violent convective activity over the Midwest is often associated with 
damaging wind, hail, and tornados. Figure 4 is from a series of ATS pictures 
obtained every 15 min during a Severe Weather Watch on April 19, 1968. The 
view covers the eastern two-thirds of the United States, from Florida to Mexico 
and north slightly beyond the Canadian border. An intense, low-pressure 
center with its associated cold front was moving towards the Mississippi 
Valley. Severe weather develops along the warm air (cloudy) side of the front 
during the day. Near local sunset the damaging "squall line" areas can be 
clearly seen since they are marked by extensive cirrus blowoff from the thunder­
storms. Using the ATS digital data, we can pinpoint the exact location of the 
thick storm cells near the apex of each plume. At least 10 tornados were as­
sociated with these regions of severe weather, and a town in Arkansas was 
badly damaged by one of them. The real-time integration of pictures such as 
these into our existing storm warning network will have tremendous value. 
Quantitative Measurements from ATS 
Several techniques that infer wind velocities and divergence patterns al­
ready have been demonstrated to yield reasonable accuracies. Further work 
to develop fast and economical methods is now underway. Estimates of the 
vertical energy transport in cumulus clouds can be made by studying the cirrus 
outflow from them. Preferred organization, size, and life cycles of convective 
clouds have been measured and will be used to build realistic numerical models. 
Studies of the scales of organized weather systems in the tropics will help 
design and locate suitable field programs and provide additional information 
required for global models of the atmosphere's circulation. Average cloud maps 
made from the ATS photos have revealed features of the mean atmosphere not 
found in any textbook. 
All of this work has been the result of many research efforts. Most of
 
them will be published soon in Ref. 1, a volume that also will contain papers
 
describing technical details of the ATS Spin Scan Camera experiments.
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Fig. 4. 	 An ATS-II1 photograph of the central U. S. near sundown during a 
Severe Weather Watch. Brightest clouds within the frontal band mark 
areas of severe thunderstorm activity. (April 19, 1968) 
Summary 	and Future Prospects 
What we have discussed here is only an experiment. It does not yet 
represent an operation stage. The photos of planet earth that are now avail­
able were taken in sunlight during the daytime hours only. The weather motions 
that we can now observe and study have another drawback; we cannot easily 
determine the heights of the clouds and thus be sure of the level of the winds 
we see. Technology already has advanced to a point where suitable infrared 
radiation detectors make it possible to obtain both daytime and nighttime 
images. Besides providing continuous images of the cloud motions and loca­
tions, it also will be possible to derive the clouds, altitudes from the IR tem­
perature information. In addition, IR measurements in the proper spectral 
intervals will allow us to sound the atmosphere from a synchronous satellite. 
While the infrared signal is very low at geosynchronous altitude, we can 
again use the outstanding attribute of a satellite in such an orbit, its relatively 
stationary position, to give us a long access time for any region viewed. 
Resulting 	temperature profiles are vitally required for worldwide weather 
6
 
forecasting and for numerical models that simulate atmospheric conditions. 
Finally, the geosynchronous satellite also can act as the platform from which 
to radiate a storm warning system. The needed technology is available. 
Reference 
Suomi, V. and Hanson, K., eds., Weather Motions From Space University of 
Wisconsin Press,, Madison, Wis. , to be published. 
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APPLICATIONS FOR BISPECTRAL RADIANCE MEASUREMENT 
FROM A SATELLITE 
Kirby J. Hanson 
ABSTRACT 
This study considers the use of Rayleigh scattering as a measure of at­
mospheric parameters from a geostationary satellite. Two cases are con­
sidered: one for clouds with high reflectance; the second for the ocean surface 
with low reflectance. The objective was to determine (1) cloud top height, and 
(2) total mass above the sea level surface, or sea level pressure. It is empha­
sized that the model did not account for particulates. 
It was shown that with typical instrument performance parameters, the 
altitude could be determined to 200 ft and sea level pressure to less than 2 rob, 
providing a large number of measurements were used. It is essential, in sur­
face pressure determination, that no clouds are in the optical path. 
In addition, the study included means to optimize the instrument perform­
ance parameters. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
We are now in the period in which preliminary plans are being made for 
defining instrumentation systems to meet the data requirements for the Global 
Atmospheric Research Program (GARP U. S. 'Committee, 1969). In recent years 
there has been much more attention given to the question of remote sensing by 
inversion techniques in order to measure atmospheric variables, such as the 
temperature variation with height (Wark and Hilleary, 1969). 
The present study considers the question of how well reflected solar radia­
tion measurements from an earth orbiting satellite can be used in a radiance 
inversion technique in order to obtain: (1) the heights of cloud tops, and 
(2) sea level pressure. The basis for this inversion is the theoretical work of 
Sekera (e. g., 1952 and 1953) in which he obtains the solar radiance reflected 
from a plane-parallel molecular atmosphere with a diffusely reflecting lower 
boundary. Of course, the real atmosphere differs from this model in that it 
contains variable amounts of-aerosols, which scatter and absorb as well as 
absorbing gases, of which 03 is a principal absorber in the visible portion 
of the spectrum. Similarly, the actual lower boundary of the atmosphere dif­
fers from this diffuse reflectance model in that, if it is a water surface, it 
exhibits specular (Fresnel) reflectance and, if it is soil or water droplets 
(clouds), it exhibits bidirectional reflectance properties which are significantly 
different than diffuse (Lambert) reflectance. 
At the present time, theoreticians have not included atmospheric aerosols 
and specular reflectance at the lower boundary into the equations for reflec­
tance due to multinle scattering from the earth and atmosphere. This is a 
pressing problem which needs a solution for many applications. One applica­
tion is that of radiance inversion (to obtain atmospheric parameters) for a 
realistic model atmosphere. 
However, before such an inversion is attempted for an atmosphere with 
aerosols and realistic reflectance properties, an important question should 
first be resolved. It is: "If the atmosphere were molecular only, could we 
measure atmospheric parameters to sufficient accuracy by using a radiance 
inversion technique, given the constraints of remote sensing by earth satellite, 
solar illumination angle and photomultiplier noise in the measurement?" This 
needs to be considered first because, if we cannot make the measurements for 
a molecular atmosphere, we certainly cannot make them for the real atmosphere. 
This study, therefore, considers radiance inversion for only a molecular atmos­
phere with diffuse reflectance at the lower boundary. 
13
 
I. THEORY 
After Lord Rayleigh (1899) discovered the law of molecular scattering 
which explains the wave length dependence of intensity, the foremost remain­
ing radiation problem in, atmospheric physics was that of diffuse reflection and 
transmission of sunlight in a molecular atmosphere. There was very little 
progress on this problem until Ohandrasekhar (1950) recognized the importance 
of Stokes representation for its solution. In.his book Radiative Transfer, he 
derived the exact solution for Rayleigh's problem in terms of certain X and Y 
functions. The solution of these integral equations has been carried out inde­
pendently at Watson Scientific Computing Laboratory in New York and at the 
Institute for Numerical Analysis of the National Bureau of Standards located 
on the campus of the University of California, Los Angeles. From these X 
and Y functions, the Stokes parameters of the radiation emerging in different 
directions from the top and bottom of the atmosphere can be computed for dif­
ferent sun elevations and for different reflectivities of the lower boundary. 
The results of the computations performed at the Western Data Processing 
Center at the University of California, Los Angeles, are presented by Coulson, 
et al. (1960). More recently, the equations have been reprogrammed by Dave 
and Wharten (1968) for general use on high speed computers. 
1. Assumed Model Atmosphere 
The importance of the work by Chandrasekhar and Sekera to the present 
study is that it provides tables giving the exact distribution of reflected and 
transmitted light in a plane-parallel atmosphere, scattering in accordance 
with Rayleigh's laws. 
The assumptions of this model atmosphere (Coulson, 1960) are as follows: 
1. 	Plane-parallel atmosphere in which radiation is scattered according 
to Rayleigh's law. 
2. 	 There is no absorption in the atmosphere; thus the emerging radiation 
is characterized by the normal optical thickness 
00 
T f KS(z)' p(z)dz (I) 
where Kx is the mass scattering coefficient (which varies by K-4 
3. 	The model assumes no atmospheric aerosols. 
4. 	 The atmosphere is assumed to be illuminated at the top by parallel 
unpolarized solar radiation of net flux wF0 through a unit surface 
perpendicular to this radiation. 
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5. Reflectance (A) at the lower boundary is assumed isotropic, unpolarized, 
and constant for the wavelength increment considered. The model does 
not allow for transmittance through the lower boundary. 
2. Atmospheric Scatternci Theory 
The radiance emerging outwards from a Rayleigh atmosphere is made up of 
light scattered from the atmosphere and from the lower boundary surface (clouds, 
oceans or land). Thus a single measurement of the upward reflected solar 
radiance at a satellite includes radiation from both of these sources. The 
present study discriminates between the light scattered upward by the surface 
and the light scattered upward by the atmospheric column between the satellite 
and the surface. The latter term is the r"signal" studied in the present paper. 
a. Radiance Terms 
If a plane-parallel molecular atmosphere is illuminated by the sun, the 
radiance scattered and reflected outward from the atmosphere can be divided 
conveniently into five components. These components are illustrated in Fig. 1 
and will be discussed separately in the following paragraphs. The notation 
and equations In this section were presented by Coulson (1967) and (1968). 
Assume a surface with reflectance A is located at a height Z in a plane­
parallel molecular atmosphere and that the sun's incident radiance at the outer 
atmosphere is F0 units of energy per unit time, steradian, area and wavelength 
interval. Also let the solar zenith angle at a point P on the cloud be 0, and 
let the zenith angle from F_ to the direction of observation be 0. These 
angles are shown in Fig. 2. The azimuth angle * is the angular distance from 
the plane e0SC to the plane BOG. Phi ( ) is 180 degrees when the sun is 
behind the observer. We will further define­
0= cos 60 
FJ = cos 0 . 
The IDD Term. Figure 1 shows a component of radiance which is trans­
mitted directly through the atmosphere to the surface, where it is reflected in 
the outward direction, 0, 4 and it passes directly outward through the atmos­
phere with no scattering. The irradiance incident at the surface is 
- "
FD = g" P 0 Cos 8o"e T sec 4)0 (Z) 
where T is the Rayleigh optical thickness of the layer above the cloud. On 
traversing outward through the atmosphere, the radiance is further attenuated 
such that 
15 
P- "-
15*f(Z) 
'K- -­
.. 
1f(A,Z) 
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Fig. 1. Radiance Terms for Reflectance from a 
fusely Reflecting Lower Boundary. 
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IDD = A- F0. cos 0 e.T[sece,-sece (3) 
The ISD Term. The cloud surface is illuminated by diffuse sunlight, part 
of which is diffuse sunlight transmitted downward from above and part of which 
is the cloud reflected sunlight which is scattered back down by the overlaying 
atmosphere. Deirmendjian and Sekera (1954) evaluated the total (i. e. the sum 
of these two quantities) monochromatic skylight Fs as, 
"Y(oo) .7 -Ti. sec Eo (4) 
=- "cos 0"* [- A 4Fs F 0 
$-i-- A - e 
where y(Eo) has been computed from Chandrasekhar's X and Y functions and 
s is a known function of only T . The ISD component is transmitted directly 
back out through the atmosphere without additional scattering, 
ISD A. 0 ' cos , [t) .l e-T [sac e +-$ece] (5)0 
The IDS and ISS Terms. After reflection from the cloud top, part of the 
incident energy is transmitted diffusely upward through the overlaying atmos­
phere. That is, it is scattered upward through multiple reflections. The two 
terms considered there concern only thatenergy which is finally scattered in 
the direction of observation, 0 and d2 , which denotes an outward direction 
of measurement. Part of the energy incident on the cloud was transmitted 
drecotly downward through the atmosphere, and part of the incident energy is 
from diffuse skylight. Thus, it is necessary to define two terms which repre­
sent this energy. They are given in integral form in terms of Chandrasekhar' s 
(1950) transmission function T as 
I A. FD f Z( 
IDS 4 cos0 f 0 
f 
0 
T(T;E,4;',4 ')d cos8' d+' (6) 
A- FS 1 Zr 
I- j Tr;, ;9T, t)d cos0' d ' (7)
8S 4cosE0 0
 
H-ere, FD and FS are given in equations (2) and (4), respectively. Both of 
these terms are relatively small and are often computed together in numerical 
work (Coulson (1967)). 
The IS Term. A part of the radiation emerging from the upper atmosphere 
will not have reached the cloud top because of scattering in the overlying at­
mospheric layer. Extensive tables of this term have been computed by Coulson, 
et al. (1960). 
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In the present study, the magnitude of the IS component must be deter­
mined in order to evaluate the thickness of the atmosphere overlying the lower 
boundary-whether this boundary might be a cloud surface or the earth's surface. 
b. The 	Height Discrimination Terms 
The previous section described the five radiation terms which define the 
radiance in an outward direction for a plane-parallel, molecular atmosphere. 
Numerical values for these terms, as a function of the five physical parameters 
;P A eo, 0, and 4b have been calculated by previously mentioned investigators 
from exact theory and are published in various tables; for example, Coulson, 
etal. (1960). 
An indication of the magnitude of the five radiance terms can be seen in 
Fig. 3 which shows these terms as a function of wavelength (X)for the case in 
which 
A = 0. Z5 
00 = 53.10 (8) 
°
E = 50.2 
= 180 
4
The IS term is largest at short wavelengths and decreases by X- . The IDD 
term, which is direct transmittance downward to the surface and back upward 
through the atmosphere again, increases with k because of less attenuation 
06 
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Pig. 3. 	 Radiance Terms vs. wavelength for A = .25, 00 = 53.10 , 50.2' 
and p = 1800 (from Coulson, 1967). 
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(by scattering) at longer wavelengths. The three remaining terms, ISD , IDS, 
and ISS , are relatively small and decrease with wavelength (X) beyond 0.4 
microns because they are primarily scattering terms. The top curve in Fig. 3, 
, is the sum of the five radiance terms.IT 
Clearly the IS term is independent of cloud reflectance, whereas the other 
four terms are all dependent on reflectance as well as atmospheric thickness. 
Thus, it is convenient to sum the four reflectance dependent terms into a single 
term Ic ; that is 
i c = IDD + ISD + IDS + Iss (9) 
This makes it possible to express the total radiance IT as the sum of only 
two radiance terms 
IT S + I (0) 
of which the first is only a function of atmospheric thickness and the second 
is a function of thickness and reflectance of the lower boundary. That is 
18 = f(Z) 
I = f(A, Z). 
Typical magnitudes for these radiance terms are shown in FIg. 4 (A = 0. Z5) for 
the same angular condition as Fig. 3. 
In summary, there are two height discrimination terms I and Io . The 
Is term depends only on the atmospheric mass between the satellite and the 
lower reflecting surface, whereas the Ic term depends on both atmospheric 
mass and reflectance of the lower boundary. 
c. Radiance Dependence on 4,t0 [, 4, A, and T 
Numerical values of the radiance as a function of the five physical param­
eters ['0, g, 4,, A, T have been calculated previously for the present model 
atmosphere and are published in various tables; for example, Coulson et al. 
(1960). This radiance dependence on the five terms is shown in Fig. 5. It is 
evident that although Coulson's tables are extensive (and occupy a large vol­
ume) there are still only a limited number of data points to define the curves. 
For example, the radiance as a function of reflectance (A) allows only data 
points at zero, 0.25 and , 8. Also, the intensity as a function of [L0 has only 
seven data points and the curve is not linear. It is apparent that interpolation 
over some parts of the curves isuch as 4, for example) would lead to large 
errors in radiance. Recently, Dave and Warten (1968) developed a computer 
program which is a great improvement on Goulson's table in that it provides 
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nearly continuous determination of the radiance (IT) as a function of the five 
physical parameters. It actually provides continuous determination of 4, T 
and A; and allows for 100 values (between zero and unity) for both Lo and F. 
Radiance is the quantity which is fundamental to the present study. There­
fore it is important to know and understand its variation due to changes in the 
five physical parameters. In Figs. 6 and 7 we have illustrated the variation of 
IT with four of the five parameters-keeping the last parameter (T)constant at 
0. 2238. The basic difference between these two illustrations is that Fig. 6 
gives IT as a function of p. for a range of conditions of A, * and it. 
Figure 7, on the other hand, gives IT as a function'of vo for the same range 
of conditions of A, c, and p. 
I. Dependence on 4. The plots in Fig. 6 show that limb brightening 
(IT = f(p)) is common for all angular conditions of gi and , if the surface 
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reflectance is low. However, as the surface reflectance increases, the amount 
of limb brightening decreases for large 1'o values and finally becomes limb 
darkening at large values of A and [L . 
Clearly, for the case of a dark ocean and no clouds, limb brightening 
(IT = f{f )) will occur. However, for the case with clouds, there could be 
either limb brightening or limb darkening, depending on the values of A and 
pe •
 
2. Dependence on ge,. Figure 7 illustrates how the radiance varies as 
the sun moves from the zenith to the horizon, for a range of values of A, 
and p. 
The top row of data blocks (which is the zero reflectance case) shows that 
in some cases the radiance increases and in some it decreases, as the sun 
moves from the zenith to the horizon, depending-on the value of [.. We see, 
for example, that if a satellite sensor is viewing near the subpoint, the radiance 
decreases systematically as the sun moves from the zenith downward. However, 
if the satellite is viewing near the limb of the earth the radiance increases 
until b'0 is about 0. 4 to 0. 5 and then decreases toward zero as l'o approaches 
zero. These cases are typical for a low reflectance surface, such as the ocean. 
As the reflectance of the surface increases to large values, we see in 
Fig. 7'that for all values of p. the radiance decreases as the sun moves from 
the zenith to the horizon. This is the typical case with clouds having a reflec­
tance of > .50. 
3, Dependence on A and . We have seen in Figs. 6 and 7 that the 
radiance depends significantly on A. This has been discussed in the previous 
two sections. However, we have not considered the dependence of radiance 
on 4,. From Figs. 6 and 7 it appears that radiance values are slightly higher 
when 4, is either zero or 1800 than when 4 = 90 . The difference is small in 
most cases and it is always less than a factor of two. 
III. APPLICATIONS OF THE RADIANCE INVERSION TECHNIQUE 
In the present study we have considered two applications of the bispectral 
radiance inversion. One is the determination of cloud top height and the other 
is the determination of sea level pressure. In principle, both are determined 
in the same manher, because the radiance inversion yields Z0 which is the 
height of the lower boundary-whether it be the sea surface or a cloud top sur­
face. These two applications are discussed. separately in sections Z and 3 
which follow. 
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The precision by which the inversion determines Zn depends on the magni­
tude of the radiance change with changes in Z 0 . Thus, in order to make esti­
mates of the precision of determining either cloud top height'or sea level pres­
sure, it is useful to first consider the magnitude of the radiance changes with 
changes in Z0 . 
I. Radiance Dependence on Height (Z0) of the Lower Boundary 
In the previous section we have seen how the radiance varied with the four 
parameters lio, p, *, and A. In that section, the fifth parameter T was kept 
constant. This section will show the dependence of radiance on the fifth 
parameter T. 
Coulson et al. (1960) have defined T for their calculations as 
T f Ks(z)*-p(z)dz (2
Zn 
This shows clearly that T depends on wavelength (X) and the height of the 
lower boundary (Z0). The only assumptions needed to determine an explicit 
relation between T and Z0 is to assume density (p) and scattering coeffi­
cient (Ks) distributions with height (and for the latter value, the variation 
with wavelength as well). We have used the Rayleigh optical thickness T vs. 
Z0 tables compiled by Elterman (1965) which are based on the U.S. Standard 
atmosphere. T vs. Z0 values from Elterman are given in Table 1 for various 
wavelengths of radiance. 
It is apparent from equation (12) that the dependence of radiance on the 
height of the lower boundary also depends on the wavelength of the radiance. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 8 which shows the radiance (IT) as a function of 
Z0 for two wavelengths-0. 45 and 0. 55 microns. Clearly AIT/AZO is greater 
at the shortest wavelength (Table Z). It is also evident in Fig. 8 that the 
change in radiance with change in Z0 depends on whether a satellite is view­
ing near the subpoint or near the limb. 
To show this angular dependence more clearly, we have illustrated in 
Figs. 9 and 10 how both IT and &lT/AZ0 depend on [o, p and *. We 
have selected X= 0. 45 microns (which is near the peak response of the ATS-
III blue channel) to illustrate typical values in the blue portion of the spectrum. 
However, even larger Al/AZ0 values could be obtained by selecting a 
shorter wavelength. 
Figures 9 and 10 are useful because they show us the sensitivity of the 
radiance to changes in Z0 . In Fig. 9, which is for * = 1800 (Q = 0 is simi­
lar), we see that the maximum sensitivity of AIT/AZO occurs with a low 
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Table 1 
Rayleigh Optical Thickness (T) Values 
(from Elterman, 1965) 
Height microns 
Z) 0.32 0.45 0.55 1. 67(kmn) 
0 0.9290 0.2238 0.0984 0.0011 
1 0.8243 0. 1986 0. 0873 0. 0010 
2 0.7294 0.1757 0. 077Z 0. 0009 
3 0.6435 0.1550 0. 0681 0. 0008 
4 0.5661 0.1364 0.0599 0.0007 
5 0.4964 .1196 0.0526 0.0006 
6 0.4338 0.1045 0.0459 0.0005 
7 0.3778 0.0910 0.0400 0.0005 
8 0.3278 0.0790 0.0347 0.0004 
9 0.Z833 0.0682 0.0300 0.0003
 
10 0.2438 0.0587 0.0258 0.0003
 
reflectance surface (A = 0). The maximum value is -. 00[km-1' at [ = . 6 
and ji = . 2; however, for most angular conditions of [L0 and g, the sensitivity 
is between -. 010 and -. 020. Note also how the sensitivity diminishes as the 
surface reflectance is increased. The reason for this appears to be that if a 
surface has a low reflectance, an upward movement of the lower boundary 
simply means the (scattering) atmosphere is thinner and there is a decrease in 
the radiance with increase it Z0 . However, if the surface has a high reflec­
tance, there is the added factor that a thinner atmosphere allows less attenua­
tion of radiance reflected from the surface. This tends to increase the radiance 
with increase in Z0 . Thus, for a high reflectance surface, the increase due to 
surface radiance offsets the decrease from atmosphere scattering and the net 
result is that AIT/AZ4 values are less negative (closer to zero) and are some­
times positive. 
Another interesting fact is that although the surface reflectance has a dras­
tic effect on the radiance dependence on pt and 11D (see left-hand column of 
Fig. 9), it has a minimal effect on the chanre in radiance with Z0 (see right­
hand column of Fig. 9). This change which we see in AIT/AZ with increase 
in surface reflectance is (1)'a decrease In the sensitivity, which has been dis­
cussed above, and (2) a gradual shift of the maximum sensitivity toward lower 
Lo values, that is, higher solar zenith angles. 
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Table 2 
Values of AI/AZ0 (km- 1 ) 
A 
0.36 microns 1. 00 
0.05 
.01038 
0. 25 
.00629 
0.50 
.00301 
Ix 0.64 
0. 32 
.02039 
.02540 
.01589 
.02060 
.01176 
.01552 
0.45 microns 100 
0. 64 
0.32 
0.05 
.0045 
.0099 
.0148 
A 
0.25 
.0025 
.0075 
.0119 
0. 50 
.0012 
.0057 
.0090 
0. 55 microns 1.00 
oi0.64 
0. 32 
0.05 
.0021 
.0050 
.086 
A 
0.25 
.0010 
.0036 
.0067 
0.50 
.0005 
.0027 
. 0051 
1.67 microns 
v 
1.00 
0. 64 
0.32 
0.05 
.00003 
.00006 
.00011 
A 
0.25 
.00001 
.00004 
.00003 
0.50 
.00000 
.00006 
.00007 
Constants: 
0. 60 
S= 180 ° 
Z = 2to3km 
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Another fact of interest is that when the surface has total reflection, maxi­
mum sensitivity occurs when t and [o values are about equal. That is, it 
is not critical whether their values be large or small, but that they be about the 
same. This has rather important implications for satellite work-but will be 
discussed under the section on cloud height errors. 
The conditions of Fig. 10 are identical to Fig. 9 except that it represents 
= 90. Note that although the patterns of radiance and sensitivity depend­
ence on ji and Po are somewhat similar to 4 = 180' (Fig. 9), there is a sig­
nificant decrease in sensitivity at q = 90 
2. Sea Level Pressure Determination 
The measurement of sea level pressure on a global scale is needed for 
GARP because the present network of surface stations covers only a small frac­
tion of the earth (World Weather Program, 1969). The inversion technique being 
studied here applies in principle to the determination of sea level pressure. 
This is apparent if one combines the hydrostatic equation and equation (12) 
and obtains,
 
0 
I f K (p)dp (13) 
g X 
This shows that an explicit relationship between T and P0 is obtained if we 
assume a distribution of K , with pressure (p). The gravitational constant (g) 
is not strictly a constant over the range from P0 to the P value at satellite 
altitude. However, it is known quite precisely and could be evaluated within 
the integral. 
A logical first question which should be answered concerning pressure 
measurement is, for the model atmosphere and surface condition assumed, 
whether we have reason to believe that pressure measurements can be obtained 
to sufficient accuracy for the various conditions imposed by satellite measure­
ment (the angular and photomultiplier signal to noise (S/N) conditions). Thus, 
the question which the present study addresses itself to is, "What pressure 
errors would be expectea with a plane-parallel, homogeneous Rayleigh atmos­
phere, with a diffuse reflector at the lower boundary, and with measurement 
obtained by a photomultiplier (PM) tube on an earth synchronous spacecraft?" 
This question is answered in the next section. 
It is important to understand, however, that there are additional questions 
which are not considered in the present work. These are, "What pressure er­
rors would result from Fresnel reflectance at the sea surface, what pressure 
errors would result from a non-Rayleigh atmosphere and what pressure errors 
would result from the presence of clouds which cannot be resolved by the areal 
resolution of the satellite sensor?" 
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a. Pressure Error in P. Typical conditions for determining sea level 
pressure were assumed in order to estimate pressure errors. We have assumed 
a sea level pressure of 1013 mb, a wavelength of 0.45 microns. The resulting 
T value is 0. 2238. We have also assumed a surface reflectance of 0. 10, 
based on the data of Krinov (1947). * For these conditions, we have calculated 
(shown in Fig. 11) how the radiance (I) and the radiance sensitivity (I/AZo) 
vary for all values bf [. and [.. As would be expected, they are nearly the 
same as in A = 0 in Fig. 9-differing only because the reflectance is slightly 
higher in this assumed case. 
Also shown in Fig. 11 is the pressure error that results from electrical 
noise of a photomultiplier tube (PM) (such as the SSCC on ATS-II)** and from 
AI/AZ0 , for all angular conditions of p.0 and [.. This shows that the gradient 
in pressure error is reasonably small over nearly all angular conditions. The 
error is < 200 mb for most angular conditions. This error (for a single measure­
ment) is large; however, for ATS-type data an area of 460 km on a side near the 
subsatellite point contains 30, 000 radiance measurements. Near the earth's 
limb this number of measurements covers a much larger surface area, of course. 
If we assume one-third of these measurements contain useful information on 
surface brightness, then the 10, 000 measurements will reduce the pressure 
error due to random electrical noise by a factor of 100, because random noise 
is reduced by l/dn, where n is the number of measurements. Thus, the 
minimum pressure error (in Fig. 11) would be . 78 mb, and for most angular 
conditions, the pressure error would be less than 2 mb, for this model atmosphere. 
Pressure errors for all angular values of [LO and Miare shown in Fig. 11. 
For a synchronous satellite, however, a particular combination of M0 and p. 
values will occur for points on the earth' s disc, depending only on the time of 
measurement. Thus, for a given point on the earth, the pressure error due to 
electrical PM noise will depend solely on the time of measurement. We have 
illustrated these pressure errors in Fig. 12, in which it is seen that the optimum 
measurement time is at local noon of the subsatellhte point. The error is largest 
at that point at noon and smallest toward (but not at) the earth's limb. The 
pressure error gradient is quite flat and only varies by a factor of about 2. At 
0600 and 0900 local time at the satellite subpoint, it is apparent that pressure 
errors are considerably larger-especially toward the terminator. *4* Along the 
earth's limb opposite the terminator, the pressure error remains about the same 
as for that same location at local noon. 
*Cited by Elterman and Toolin, 1965 (Fig. 7-4). 
**ATS-III Spin-Scan Cloud Camera (SSC0) PM noise characteristics were pro­
vided by R. Parent, 1969. The noise is proportional to the square root of the 
PM output signal. 
*4*_
Errors due to the plane-parallel approximation become increasingly larger 
approaching the terminator. 
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Again, these pressure errors (in Fig. 1Z) may be reduced by a factor of 
100 if mean sea level pressures over 460 X 460 km areas are determined. Thus, 
for all the earth's disc at IZ00 local time, the sea level pressure error due to 
electrical noise of the PM tube is between 0.8 and 1.4 mb. This error is for 
the assumed model atmosphere with aerosols and Fresnel reflectance at the 
lower boundary. 
3. Cloud Top Height Determination 
Cloud top heights can be determined by measurement of IR radiance in 
"window" portions of spectrum and by a knowledge of the vertical temperature 
distribution in the atmosphere. Others, such as Wark (1965), have attempted 
more direct methods of determining cloud top height by measuring the Oz ab­
sorption in an atmospheric column between the cloud and the observer as a 
measure of its thickness. Errors of several hundred millibars were found in 
determining cloud top heights. These errors result from the fact that clouds 
do nbt have the same (simple) properties which must be assumed for the models. 
These errors are discussed by Saledy et al. (1965). 
We have seen previously from equation (12) that an inversion of radiance 
yields Z . This section answers the question of "what error is expected in 
cloud-top height due to photomultiplier electrical noise with the model atmos­
phere assumed and with the conditions observed by synchronous satellite?" 
Because of the model atmosphere assumed, the "cloud" top is a horizontally 
homogeneous bright surface which has diffuse reflectance properties and a 
transmittance of zero. Thus, it differs from clouds in the real atmosphere 
which are not characterized as Lambertian surfaces at a well defined height, 
Z0 (Bartman, 1967). 
a. Height Error in Z0 
In order to-determine the height error in Z0, we have assumed typical con­
ditions for a "cloud" case. We have let the reflectance at the "cloud" surface
 
(Z) be 0.50, the height of Z0 be 2km, and the wavelength be 0.45 micron. 
This gives a Rayleigh optical thickness (T) of 0. 1757. For these conditions 
we have calculated (and shown in Fig. 13) the radiance (I) and the radiance 
sensitivity (Al/Az0 ). 
The radiance sensitivity in the "cloud" height case is less than that for 
the sea level pressure case, because the reflectance is higher. In fact, sen­
sitivity values near zero are seen in Fig. 13 with the combination of small ' 
and large Ro values-and vice versa. Obviously it is not possible to determine 
"cloud" heights under these angular conditions in which A/AZ0 is close to zero. 
Height errors resulting from PM electrical noise are shown in the lower part 
of Fig. 13. We see an increase in height error for the angular conditions men­
tioned above; however, for other conditions the error gradient is reasonably flat. 
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For synchronous satellite applications, the height error will depend on the 
location of the "cloud" on the earth's disc and the time of measurement. "Cloud" 
height errors of 0600, 0900 and 1200 local time at the satellite subpoint are 
illustrated in Fig. 14. The units are kllomaeirs (km). As we saw previously for 
sea level pressure, the optimum time for measurement is at 1Z00 local. At this 
time the error is maximum at the subpoint and is greater by a factor of 6 than 
errors near the earth's limb. (For pressure it was greater by a factor of only 2.) 
At 0600 and 0900, the error in Z0 isconsiderably worse at the subsolar and 
subsatellite points. 
Although this "cloud" height error is large based on a single measurement, 
it can be reduced considerably for large "clouds" represented by many measure­
ments. For example, if a "cloud" is 30 km on a side, the height error due to 
random PM noise can be reduced by a factor of 17 if scanned by a sensor hav­
ing a 3 km ground resolution. Thus, the height errors at 12001 (Fig. 14) for 
these size "clouds" would range from about 200 to 1100 ft. over the earth's 
disc. 
4. The Effect of Aerosols and Specular Reflectance 
The error analysis of the previous two sections have assumed a molecular 
model atmosphere and a diffusely reflecting surface. Further studies will ulti­
mately have to show the error analysis for an atmosphere with aerosols and 
gaseous absorbers and for realistic surface reflectance models. At present it 
is possible to evaluate the effects of these changes in the model only quali­
tatively-because the theoretical solution has not been completed for multiple 
scattering with these improved models. 
Studies byShettle and Weinman (1969) show that if one assumes a rela­
tively simple model (primary scattering, and a simple scattering function for 
aerosols) it is possible to estimate the relative effect of Rayleigh vs. aerosol 
scattered irradiance outside the atmosphere. Although the effect of aerosols 
is relatively smal1 when l0 is large and the wavelength (X)is near 0.40, the 
relative effect of aerosols increases with small values of t0 and large values 
of X. At X = . 7 micron, and 11o = .3, for example, the radiance from erosols 
appears to be about 3 times greater than that from molecular scattering. This 
fact may eventually serve as the basis for a determination of aerosol concen­
tration-which could then be used to correct-for the radiance scattered from 
these relatively large particles. 
Specular reflection from the sea surface also departs from the diffuse re­
flectance model which we have assumed. The model underestimates the radi­
ance within the sun glint area and overestimates the radiance outside the sun 
glint area. This is shown clearly in Fig. ZZ and Z8 which illustrate observed 
and model calculated radiance values. It is difficult to determine qualitatively 
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how specular reflection affects the radiance terms because it changes both re­
flectance from the surface and the effective path length upward through the 
atmosphere. 
The accuracy of radiance inversion also depends on the effect of radiance 
from clouds which only partially cover the field of view of a sensor or in some 
other manner act as "noise" to the intended measurement. The elimination of 
cloud "noise" is discussed in Chapter IV. 
5. Radiance Inversion Technique 
We have seen previously that it is possible to determine radiance as a 
function of the five physical parameters assuming a plane-parallel molecular 
atmosphere. 
IX = f(0 , t, 4, A, T) (14) 
Now assume in equation (14) that 110, f' and * are known. Under that con­
dition, radiance (I) is only a function of A and r, which implies that an in­
version may be obtained on equation (14) such that two measurements of the 
radiance at different wavelengths (I>., 1X2 ) will yield values of A and T 
The analytical solution to the radiance inversion is being completed by 
Sekera (1969) at UCLA at the present time. He has previously completed the 
inversion of the polarization characteristics of radiation emerging from a 
planetary atmosphere in order to evaluate optical thickness (Sekera, 1967). 
In the absence of the analytical: solution of the radiance inversion, it as 
possible to obtain an iterative solution of the inversion. An inversion of this 
type has been developed in the present study and is shown in Fig. 15. In this 
inversion the radiance scattered from the atmosphere (Is) is evaluated at the 
shortest wavelength and the radiance scattered from the surface and atmosphere 
(I.) is evaluated at the longest wavelength. Therefore, T is estimated from 
Is and A is estimated from Ic . 
a. Results of Iterative Technique 
In employing this technique we found it is possible to begin with values
 
of radiance of two wavelengths, assume A = 0 and Z = 0, and, through the
 
above iteration procedure, to converge on proper values of A ant r
 
We find this iteration scheme converges logarithmically to the correct 
height* and reflectance. A typical example is shown in Fig. 16. We also find 
'Height may be used instead of T because X is shown. 
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Fig. 15. Functional Diagram of the Radiance Inversion Technique. 
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t 
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Fig. 16. 	 Example of the Radiance Inversion Technique Showing Convergence 
on the Correct Height, Z0 = 5 kn. 
that this technique converges rapidly for nearly all angular conditions of ±o 
and [ . For example, in the tok left block of Fig. 17 is plotted the number of 
iterations required to converge within 10 meters of the correct height. It is 
seen in that figure that the number of iterations required varies only slightly 
with to and p. when the height is two kilometers and the reflectance is . 05. 
That is, under these conditions the number of iterations varies from only 14 to 
18. However, looking at the other blocks in Fig. 17, it is readily apparent 
that a greater number of iterations is required to converge under certain angular 
conditions. 
b. Convergence Factors 
The number of required iterations varies with angle. In Fig. 17 it is ap­
parent that most rapid convergence occurs when the numerical value of pe and 
± are about equal. Similarly, slowest convergence occurs when either to is 
small and ji is large, or vice versa. This is particularly true with large sur­
face reflectance values. In Fig. 9 we saw previously that the AT/AZ0 values 
approached zero under these same angular conditions-which also explains the 
large number of iterations required for these particular angles (Fig. 17). 
The number of iterations also appears to vary with height (the ordinate in 
Fig. 17). This is misleading because the iteration scheme begins at Z = 0. 
Therefore, we would expect convergence to the 2 km level more rapidly than 
the 10 or 15 km levels. Thus, the data blocks in Fig. 8 should not be com­
pared vertically. There is, however, a natural reason why convergence within 
10 meters of 15 km would be slower than within 10 meters of 2 km. It is that 
this system is sensitive to optical mass and we know that Ap/aZ is smaller 
than at Z km. Thus, for a fixed &Z, a smaller resolution of optical mass is 
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required at 15 km than at 2 km. This simply requires more iterations at 
15 km. 
Convergence can be obtained rapidly for nearly all angular conditions. 
Our results on the UNIVAC 1108 computer indicate an iteration rate of about 
600 iterations per second. Thus, the complete inversion of two typical measure­
ments requiring 20 iterations can be carried out in only 33 milliseconds. 
IV. TESTS WITH SATELLITE DATA 
At the present time the only available satellite bispeotral radiance measure­
ments for large portions of the earth are the ATS-1IT cloud camera data. These 
data are stored in three forms: (1) photographs, (2) digitized on magnetic tape, 
and (3) in analog form on magnetic tape. The photo in Fig. 18 is the ATS-III 
picture* for January 20, 1968 (1855 GMT) which has been used in this study to 
examine the observed brightness in the blue and green channels. The digital 
data were used in order to provide a quantitative measure of the brightness. 
The red channel had a major digitizing problem at this time and is not useful. 
Grid areas were selected for certain portions of the picture and are shown in 
Fig. 18. These areas have dimensions of 100 lines by 300 picture elements. 
(The entire picture is composed of 2400 lines and 8200 elements. ) Near the 
subsatellite point these areas have dimensions of approximately 4. Z° latitude on 
a side, or approximately 460 kilometers. Each area contains 30, 000 individual 
ATS-1I1 brightness samples. 
In the photo (Fig. 18), it is possible to see cirrus moving out of the tropics 
from areas 16 through 18 toward higher latitudes. The ITC can be seen cross­
ing areas 37 through 52. Cumuliform clouds associated with a large subtropical 
high pressure system can be seen in areas 61 through 86. An area of sunglint 
is also visible in the picture and is seen centered between areas 58 and 59. 
For sea level pressure determination by inversion, it is necessary to re­
move the cloud noise from the 305 000 brightness measurements in each area. 
A discussion of how the noise was removed is presented in the next section. 
During this work a digitizing problem with the data was noted. This prob­
lem occurred at the Rosman Ground Tracking Station. These digitizing errors 
were removed from the data and a discussion of the problem is given in the 
Appendix. 
This photo is a composite of the blue, green and red thannels. 
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Fig. 18. ATS-II Spin-Scan Cloud Picture of lanuary 20, 1968 (1855 GMT). 
1. Removing Cloud Noise 
Most satellite studies show that, given an arbitrary area of a few hundred 
square kilometers, there is a high probability of clouds occurring in the area. 
For example, studies by Smith (1969) (based on SIRS data) show there is partial 
cloudiness within an arbitrary 1U5 n. mile square at least 85% of the time. We 
also know from aircraft flights in the tropics that large cloudless areas are ex­
ceedingly rare. This is important to the present study because if we wish to 
discriminate surface brightness (for surface pressure) with a cloudless atmos­
phere, it is necessary to identify and eliminate the "cloud noise" data from our 
samples. This, of course, leaves us with fewer "clear" measurements than 
would be found in a cloud-free region of the same size. 
A few of the 87 areas in Fig. 18 appear to be relatively cloudless. Two 
such areas are 10 and 48. The frequency of occurrence vs. brightness plots for 
these areas, shown in Fig. 19, indicate a near Gaussian distribution in bright­
ness. This also suggests the area is relatively cloud-free. In other areas, 
however, as cloudiness increases, the right-hand side of the Gaussian 
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Fig. -19. 	 Frequency of Occurrence vs. Observed Brightness with ATS-IlI 
January 20, 1968 (1855 GMT). 
distribution is skewed upward as shown in the top of Figs. 20 and 21-because 
of the increased frequency of occurrence of bright elements. 
Based on these ideas, a method for attempting to remove cloud noise was 
determined as follows (and is shown in Figs. Z0 and 21): 
1. 	 The frequency of occurrence vs. brightness data from ATS-III were cor­
rected for the digitizing error, as described in the Appendix. 
Z. 	The data on the left-hand side of the Gaussian curve were used, and 
remaining data on the right-hand side (which includes cloud bright­
nesses) were ignored. 
3. 	 The data from the left-hand side of the curve were used to estimate the 
complete curve and its descriptive parameters including its mean bright­
ness value. This was estimated by obtaining a least-square fit of the 
frequency of occurrence (F) vs. brightness (B) data to the expression, 
F 	 = 81 e-02(B0-3)Z (16) 
03 	 is the mean brightness. 
These calculations were completed for each of the 87 areas in Fig. 18; 
the resulting mean brightnesses of the blue and green channels are shown in 
Figs. 22 and Z3. 
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Fig. zo. 	 Illustration of the Technique for Determining the Mean Brightness 
without Clouds, Field 71. 
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Fig. 21. 	 Illustration of the Technique for Determining the Mean Brightness 
without Clouds. 
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If a horizontally homogeneous layer of clouds or aerosols extended across 
an area, such as in Fig. 18, we would find that the frequency of occurrence vs. 
brightness curve would be displaced to the right by an amount which depended 
on the brightness of the layer. Thus, the method described above for removing 
cloud noise would fail to remove the effect of a horizontally homogeneous 
(cloud) layer. 
Similarly, small cloud elements, which are considerably smaller than the 
camera resolution and are uniformly distributed over the area, influence the 
left-hand side as well as other portions. The technique also falls to remove 
the effect of these clouds. 
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Fig. ZZ. ATS-II Observed Brightness without Clouds-Blue Channel. 
January 20, 1968 (1855 GMT). 
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There is evidence in Figs. 22 and 23 that these two cloud situations may 
be influencing our calculation of "cloudless" conditions with ATS-Ill data. In 
areas 16-21, for example, where there appears to be considerable cirrus the 
brightness values for both channels are larger than would be expected (Figs. 
22 and 23). Similarly, in areas 37 - 40, which includes the ITC, the bright­
ness values show considerable scatter (Table 3). The brightness in areas 7 
and 9 also appears to be slightly greater than would be expected and may be 
influenced by clouds. Thus, the present technique (used with ATS digital data) 
appears to be limited in completely removing the effect of clouds. 
Some attempt has been made to determine a more effective means (than the 
technique outlined above) for removing the influence of cloudiness. On would 
imagine, for example, that perhaps a portion of the left-hand side of the Gauss­
$RCCNL:I CN'/,N &Z 
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Fig. 23. ATS-IlI Observed Brightness Without Clouds-Green Channel. Tanu­
ary20, 1968 (1855 GMT). 
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Table 3 
Mean Brightness Mean Brightness 
Field Blue Green Field Blue Green 
No. Channel Channel No. Channel Channel 
7 37.93 27.15 50 31.62 19.51 
8 36.47 27.49 51 35.38 26.42 
9 36.71 23.38 52 33.11 22.60 
10 33.38 4.00 53 16.00 25.48 
11 33.56 19.85 54 31.60 19.83 
12 35.01 20.95 57 43.96 38.02 
13 31.58 18.56 58 49.95 51.94 
14 31.79 17.42 59 49.57 51.54 
15 29.76 17.49 60 43.56 37.21 
16 36.05 24.88 61 42.89 35.55 
17 34.06 21.21 62 48.96 43.82 
18 34.44 20.02 63 46.38 43.42 
19 31.10 17.79 64 41.72 34.85 
20 39.80 26.14 65 41.95 29.50 
21 34.85 23.96 66 41.35 30.48 
Z2 32.65 21.09 67 42.49 32.72 
Z3 32.05 20.21 68 41. Z4 31.88 
24 37.55 28.15 69 40.56 25.10 
25 34.07 21.12 70 40.22 25.89 
26 32.21 19.91 71 41.09 27.16 
27 32.05 20.51 72 45.60 29.08 
28 Z9.48 16.99 73 38.73 29.63 
29 29.39 17.48 74 36.26 26.64 
30 31.05 17.01 75 35.85 26.03 
31 Z8.71 16.67 76 37.08 27.90 
32 27.35 16.84 77 35.71 26.92 
33 27.09 21.38 78 37.55 25.04 
34 31.98 20.51 79 42.76 28.81 
35 30.55 19.16 80 35.51 29.17 
36 29.18 18.03 81 35.64 32.65 
37 35.60 10.00 82 36.41 23.24 
38 36.94 31.67 83 40.33 25.83 
39 24.00 12.00 84 36.23 21.78 
40 35.73 23.44 85 34.27 20.91 
41 35.39 28.03 86 36.54 23.46 
42 38.21 31.29 87 41.33 23.78 
43 41.02 34.54 88 44.03 26.24 
44 36.08 29.38 89 43.09 27. 34 
45 40.04 33.35 90 45.12 32.37 
46 43.42 38.03 91 43.21 28. 00 
47 42.98 36.71 92 42.40 26.68 
48 39.68 33.27 94 51.86 27.41 
49 31.81 18.59 95 43.12 32.36 
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ian curve would be a better predictor of the mean brightness (03) than is the 
entire curve. We have made two separate studies on this problem. 
The first is that we have looked for a 'signature" in the Gaussian curve 
which might be descriptive of the effect of clouds. This has been done by 
plotting the frequency vs. brightness data on a probability scale. Such a plot 
should be linear if the data have a normal distribution. Shown in Fig. 24 are 
the plots for areas 10, 32, 36 and 48 which appear in Fig. 18 to be relatively 
cloudless. These curves should be compared with the curves representing 
cloudy areas (both stratocumulus and deep tropical convection) which are shown 
in Figs. 25 and 26. In all areas the curves are quite linear over most of the 
range, except near the highest frequency values where they become nonlinear­
particularly for the "clear" areas (Fig. 24). It should be pointed out that these 
curves have been obtained by normalizing the observed frequency values on 
the left side of the Gaussian curve to the maximum frequency value, whose 
normalized value is 0. 50. The maximum value may or may not correspond to 
the true peak of the Gaussian curve depending on the effect of clouds or any 
other nonrandom factor. To normalize the data properly, however, the maximum 
value and the peak of the Gaussian curve should correspond exactly. Therefore, 
the position of a curve on the graph depends on the single value on which it 
has been normalized. The importance of all this is that, as a result of the 
normalization, it is not possible to linearly extrapolate the curve to F = 0. 50 
in order to determine the mean brightness (03). It appears, from this study, 
that the maximum frequency value which we observe may occur at a slightly 
greater brightness than the brightness at the true peak of the Gaussian curve. 
This is most likely an effect of cloudiness. 
The question which this suggests is, can we improve in our estimate of 
the mean brightness (93) if we take successively fewer data points along the 
left side of the curve ? We have evaluated this question by calculating 03 in 
the usual amount by using all data from the smallest to the maximum frequency 
value, or a total of N observations. These calculations were repeated for 
N - l, N - 2, etc. observations. Theresults are shown in Table 4. We have 
made the calculations on four areas which appear to be relatively cloud-free. 
Compared to the mean brightnesses with N observations, there appears to be 
no systematic change in the hrightnesses with N - i, N - 2 and N - 3 ob­
servations. However, for N - 4 observations the mean brightness values are 
systematically less. This may be due to the small number of data points at 
N - 4, because at N - 5 there were so few data points that the least-squares 
iteration would not converge in determining A values. 
Thus, with the present ATS-II data, which has a limited number of data 
points to define the curve, the best definition of the mean brightness without 
clouds is obtained by using all data points on the left side of the curve. These 
data suggest, however, that when other data are available with greater bright­
ness resolution, it may be advantageous to disregard data points near the peak 
of the curve in order to better determine the mean brightness (03). 
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Table 4 
Area 
No. N-5 N-4 N-3 N-2 N-I N 
Mean Brightness (03) 
8 - 29.6 39.2 36.7 36.1 36.5 
28.8 3Z. 2 36.6 33.3 33.410 ­
13 - z8.6 29.9 30.7 35.0 31.6 
27.3 30.3 29.9 28.7 31.119 ­
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Fig. Z5. 	 Gaussian-Scale Plots of the Frequency of Occurfence vs. Brightness 
from the Lowest Brightness to the Brightness at N for Areas 7, 9, 71 
and 72 which are patil covered with stratocumulus clouds. 
Z. 	 Observed Radiance Distribution and Comparison with Theoretical Radiance 
Va lue s 
The mean brightness values (03) from the previous section have been de­
termined for each area (7-95) in Fig. IS by the method described above for re­
moving cloud noise. These mean brightness values have been plotted and iso­
photes are drawn in Figs. 22 and 23 for the ATS-IIl blue and green channels,
respectively. In both figures,' we see a strong sunglint centered between areas 
58 and 59. The brightess gradient in the sunglint is greater in the green 
channel than in the blue. Apparently this is because there is less attenuation 
of the sunglint in the green channel. 
In order to compare the ATS-III observed values with theoretical radiance 
values, we have calculated [L0, [L and ( for January 20, 1968 (1855 GMT). 
The values are shown in Fig. Z7. From these parameters we have calculated 
the upward radiance for the blue channel, assuming k = 0. 435 microns, and a 
reflectance of 0. 10 at the lower boundary (Krinov, 19-47). Dave and Wiarten's 
computer program (1968) was used for these calculations. The result is showcn 
in Fig, 28. We see limb brightening over most of the earth's disc, except 
decreasing radiance toward the northeast--due to the large zenith angle of the 
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sun in that area. This figure of the theoretical radiance should be compared 
with Fig. 22 which is the ATS-IlI observed radiance (blue channel). This par­
ticular time was selected for comparison in order to minimize the errors due to 
aerosols which are present in the observed data and not in the model. 
To facilitate a comparison of Figs. ZZ and 28, a brightness cross section 
has been taken along the 100th meridian and is shown in Fig. 29. 
Data for both the blue and green channels have been included. The most 
striking feature is that sunglint shows up markedly in the observed data but is 
absent in the theoretical calculations, of course, because the model assumes 
a diffusely reflecting lower boundary. The observed brightness values for 
area 38 (at 4. 50 N) appear to be larger than expected due to the ITC cloudiness 
which, apparently, is not fully removed from the data. 
J'o7I I I 
Fig. Z6. 	 Gaussian-Scale Plots of the Frequency of Occurrence vs. Brightness 
from the Lowest Brightness to the Brightness at N for Areas 37 and 
38 which are heavily covered with deep convection. 
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Fig. 27. 	 Angular Values for Points on the Earth's Disc on January 28, 1968 (1855 GMT). Sun (-200S, t 04 0W). 
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In order to test the -inversiontechniques on real data, we have used the 
ATS-111 digital data for January 20, 1968 (1855 GMT). We have attempted to 
remove the cloud noise from these data, as discussed in the previous section. 
The observed blue and green channel brightness values (Table 3) were 
normalized to the theoretical radiance values for area 31. Thle latter values 
are: 
ITB = 16041 
1TB .' 07950 
and are based on the following assumed values 
Blue Channel Green Channel
 
A = .10 A =.05 
T = .250 T 210 
k = .C435(microns) tO .535(microns) 
Pressure = 1013.o3 (Ib) DabPressure = 1013.A3 
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Fig. 30. 	 Result of Inversion of ATS-III Data (Blue and Green Channels) to 
Obtain Sea Level Pressure and Reflectance. 
The resulting normalized ATS-I1 data are tabulated in Table 5. These data 
were then used to test the inversion technique. A total of 15 areas were used 
in this test. We have shown the areas in Fig. 30. 
A wide range of locations and brightness conditions was included in the 
test. As shown in Fig. 30, in the three areas along 100 oW which are most 
affected by sunglrnt, we did not obtain convergence in the inversion. Obvi­
ously, this is because the model is for diffuse reflectance. Also, convergence 
could not be obtained for area 4Z, which is nearly covered by cloudiness of 
the ITO. However, for the remaining 10 (independent) areas, convergence was 
obtained rapidly for each case. Results of the inversion shown in Fig. 30 are 
also summarized in Table 5. If we disregard the two areas (42 and 46) which 
have largest errors (perhaps also due to sunglint), the variance of sea level 
pressure obtained by inversion is 80 mb. 
The reflectance values obtained by inversion are quite constant at. 07 ­
10 away from the sunglint. Areas 4z and 66 show that somewhat larger reflec­
tance values (. 18 and . 15) are found along the edges of the sunglint. 
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Table 5 
AreaNo. Lat.(ON) Long.(.W) 
Observed Radiance 
Blue Green 
Channel Channel 
Inversion Results 
Sea Level
Reflectance Pressure (mb) 
Observed 
Sea Level 
Pressure 
0 
13 
31 
25 
34 
36 
54 
Z4.0 
13.0 
8.0 
8.9 
8.9 
-2.5 
117.0 
100.6 
uZ.6 
100.4 
92:5 
83.7 
.14636 
.16041 
.15790 
.14819 
.135Z1 
.14645 
.10181 
.07950 
.11589 
.11254 
.09895 
.1088Z 
.095 
070 
.096 
.098 
.083 
.090 
953 
1013 
104Z 
942 
916 
973 
1021 
1013 
(1013) 
(1013) 
1012 
1012 
70 
85 
87 
-23.5 
-22.7 
-25.0 
100.2 
77.5 
130.0 
.18638 
.15879 
.19151 
.14208 
.11473 
.13048 
.108 
.089 
.090 
1139 
1014 
1139 
1024 
1016 
1012 
Variance of Pressure = 80 mb. 
There does not appear to be systematic errors in the inversion result as a 
function of distance from the normalizing area (in this case area 31). This is 
supported by the fact that reasonably good inversion results are obtained in 
areas 85 and 87 which are 2500 to 3000 miles away from area 31. Pressures 
of 1014 and 1139 mb and reflectances of. 09 were obtained in these areas. 
As indicated in Table 4, these pressures are in error by 2 and 127 mb, respec­
tively. 
V. POSSIBILITIES FOR IMPROVED PRESSURE AND HEIGHT RESOLUTION 
There are a few techniques which could improve our ability to discriminate 
the pressure or height of the lower boundary. These will be discussed indi­
vidually. 
1. Higher Digitizing Resolution 
The signal to noise ratio (S/N) of the PM tube is fixed by the input radi­
ance-and therefore there is no capability of improving this basic SIN value. 
However, the present ATS-I1 is being digitized from 0 - 255 for the full bright­
ness range of the camera, and we have seen in Fig. 22 that for a cloudless 
atmosphere the brightness rarely exceeds 40 on the scale from 0 - 255. Thus, 
the ground station gain could be increased by a factor of 5. 
In addition, the ATS-III A/D converter is an 8 bit system (of which our 
analysis has used only 7 bits-the lowest bit was unusable). It is possible 
to use instead a 9 or 10 bit converter, and thereby raise the resolution by a 
factor of 2 or 3 over that used in the present-analysis. 
Thus, by including both a higher gain and larger bit converter, the reso­
lution could be improved by a factor of 10 to 15. This means, for example, 
that instead of having 8 points to resolve the ocean brightness (Gaussian) 
curve (shown in Fig. Zl) we would have from 80 to 120 points. 
2. Spectral Separation for Radiance Measurements 
The work presented in Chapter III on error estimates for cloud height and 
sea level pressufe were based on an assumed radiance value at 0. 45 microns, 
if, instead, a shorter wavelength was used, the AI/AZ0 would increase due 
to Rayleigh's X-4 law. 
If, for example, the measurement-was made at 0. 36 microns, Table 2 
shows that the radiance sensitivity with height (AI/AZ0 ) would increase by a 
factor of about 2 compared to that at 0.45 microns. Figure 31 (which.should 
be compared with Fig. 8) shows this improvement. 
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The longer wavelength measurement is used to determine surface reflec­
tance. Thus, it should be independent of atmospheric scattering. If 1. 67 
microns were used, Fig. 31 and Table 2 show it is virtually independent of 
Rayleigh scattering. 
Obviously, the effect of aerosol on the radiance is very large at this wave­
length (1. 67 microns) compared to the effect of molecular scattering. For ex­
ample, Elterman (1965) tabulations of the Rayleigh optical thickness (TR) and 
total optical thickness (TT) (including aerosols and 03) show that rT is 
greater than T R by nearly 2 orders of magnitude. This is because TR is ex­
tremely small. The important question is, however, how large is the radiance 
from aerosols compared to the radiance from the surface, because it is the 
reflectance of the surface which must be determined in the near infrared. 
Perhaps two measurements will ultimately be required here-one to detect 
aerosols and one to determine the surface reflectance. 
3. Large Samples to Reduce Electrical Noise 
a mea­
surement can be improved greatly by averaging a large number of measurements 
in a grid area to reduce PM noise. Since this noise is random, it reduces by 
the factor 1/ n, where n is the number of measurements. 
It was previously pointed out (Chapter III) that the error in single 
If a pressure measurement is obtained over an area 460 x 460 km, the 
pressure error is reduced by a factor of 100. It a cloud measures 30 x 30 km, 
the error in cloud top height (Z0 ) is reduced by a factor of 17. 
4. Polarization Measurements 
Electromagnetic radiation is vectorial and requires four parameters to fully 
describe its state. One of these parameters is intensity (I) and another is the 
degree of polarization (P). The latter is defined in terms of Stokes parameters 
(Sekera, 1961) as, 
Ie ) z + Uz] i1/1[(Ir -
1 +1 
r e 
where Ir and Ie denote the intensity components perpendicular.and parallel 
respectively to the vertical plane that contains both the local vertical and the 
direction of observation, and U represents the third Stokes parameter which 
determines the orientation of the plane of polarization. 
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When the direction of maximum intensity coincides with the direction of 
either Ir or Ie , then a simple case exists in which P is described by only 
the maximum intensity (Imax) and minimum intensity (Imin). 
I -I 
= max min (18) 
Imax + Imin 
Certain cases of atmospheric polarization observed at satellite altitude 
are easily visualized. For example, if the surface reflectance is zero and if 
only single scattering occurs, then we would expect complete polarization at 
a scattering angle of 90 degrees and no polarliationat zero degrees. A surface 
reflectance (unpolarized) of greater than zero-will reduce the polarization ob­
served at satellite altitude, compared to the polarization of a zero reflectance 
surface. 
For most cases of satellite observation of polarization, it is not easy to 
visualize how the angular and reflectance factors affect the polarization. 
Therefore, we have calculated the polarization from the atmosphere, as ob­
served by a synchronous satellite. (Similar, more complete cases of P have 
been made by Sekera, 1961, for the satellite at an infinite distance from the 
planet. ) 
Shown in Figs. 32 and 33 is the polarization from Rayleigh atmosphere 
with an unpolarized surface reflectance of 0. 10. The optical thickness of 
0. 2238 was selected because it corresponds to the Rayleigh optical thickness 
of the earth's atmosphere at a wavelength of 0. 45 microns. 
The most important difference between Figs. 32 and 33 is the degree of 
polarization. Note that when the scattering angle is near 90' (Fig. 32), the 
polarization is large; in this case it is between 0. 50 and 0. 80 over the earth's 
disc. However, when the scattering angle is near zero (Fig. 33), the polar­
ization is smiall-ranging from zero to 0. 05 over the earth's disc. This is the 
important property of polarization. It also accounts for the fact that P is 
largest near the terminator at 0600 L time at the subsatellite point. 'There is 
also an increase in polarization toward the earth's limb when A is small 
(such as in Fig. 33). This increase is even larger with larger values of A. 
In Fig. 12, we saw that near the terminator it was difficult to determine 
sea level pressure by the inversion of radiance alone. We have seen in Fig. 
32 that polarization is largest near the terminator. Thus, there is an excellent 
opportunity to use the inversion of polarization in the region near the terminator, 
where radiance inversion is poor. 
A limitation on the above is that a water surface is a polarizing reflector. 
Therefore, if polarization is to be used .effectively in an inversion scheme, 
there must be a method of separating the polarization from the atmosphere and 
that from the surface. 
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Subsatellite Point. Satellite Height Above the Earth's Center is 
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VI. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study coincides with a general effort by many scientists to explore 
the feasibility of obtaining measurements to describe the state of the earth's 
atmosphere by remote sensing. In order to remotely sense any atmospheric 
parameter requires (1) a suitable radiance inversion scheme, either analytical 
or iterative, for the model atmosphere or conditions assumed, and (2) a set of 
radiance data which are representative of this model atmosphere or conditions 
assumed. 
The work that is presented here considers the possibility of obtaining sea 
level pressure and "cloud" top height for a molecular atmosphere without aero­
sols and absorbing gases and for a lower boundary of the atmosphere which is 
a diffuse reflector. The study shows that such measurements are feasible for 
this model atmosphere and surface. Unfortunately, however, such a model 
atmosphere is only a first approximation to the earth's atmosphere. Eventually 
studies similar to this must be carried out with model atmospheres which are 
more accurately representative of the earth's atmosphere if we are to use 
earth atmosphere data for an inversion. These studies cannot be carried out 
now because the theoretical description of multiple scattering for these 
complex atmospheres has not been completed. 
In order to test the inversion of radiance for the simple model atmosphere 
and surface, which we have assumed, we have used the blue and green chan­
nels of the ATS-IIi SSCC data. Obviously, this data does not match the model. 
In addition we have noted a digitizing problem in the ATS-III digital data and a 
relatively low camera gain setting which does not allow suitable resolution of 
the low (ocean) brightness values which are used in the inversion. 
Inasmuch as these data are the only data available on which to test the 
radiance inversion, we have used these data in an iterative inversion technique 
to obtain sea level pressure and-reflectance. The results of this test are en­
couraging in that we are able to obtain a solution over most of the earth's disc 
(viewed from synchronous altitude) except in the sunglint from the ocean. This 
region of sunglint is about 15 - 20 degrees latitude in diameter. The interest­
ing point is that this is precisely the area where we should not obtain a solu­
tion, because the sunglint reflectance is specular. At other locations, the 
inversion is obtained satisfactorily; however, the variance of the calculated 
vs. observed sea level pressure is 80 millibars. This large error is due in 
part to the problems with the ATS-iT1 data and in part due to the incompatibility 
of the model and the data. It is not possible to distinguish the individual 
contribution of each of these two error sources. 
This problem will be resolved when theoretical studies are able to include 
the effects of aerosols and specular reflectance on the multiple scattering from 
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the atmosphere, and when improved satellite data with higher brightness reso­
lution (at low ranges) and better digitization are available. 
APPENDIX 
REMOVING ATS-III DIGITIZING NOISE 
The ATS-III data are received at the NASA ground station at Rosman, North 
Carolina. A system block diagram for the spin-scan cloud camera is shown in 
Pig. A-i (NASA, 1968). It is evident that the data is received, demultiplexed, 
sent through a video processor and finally digitized before being recorded on 
magnetic tape. 
Figure A-Z shows more clearly the latter stages of the data flow system. 
Data from the video processor is sent to three individual A/D converters, one 
converter for each of the three-color channels-green, red and blue. The data 
is then simultaneously loaded into a partition core memory and sequentially 
unloaded onto digital tape. 
The A/D converters used in this equipment are Westinghouse High Speed 
Converter #339D?2Z (Westinghouse, 1968). This is a successive approxima­
tion type converter which has a sequence conversion rate of 106 words per 
second. Westinghouse claims an absolute accuracy of plus 2 bits for this 
converter. A flow diagram of the operation of this successive approximation 
converter is shown in Fig. A-3. In this unit a number of decisions are required. 
The first decision is whether the brightness ample is greater than 128. Depend­
ing upon the answer to that decision, the converter next determines whether 
the brightness sample is greater or less than 64 (or whether it is greater or 
less than 64 + IZ8. This decision process continues sequentially downward 
through all 8 bits. We have diagrammed only seven of the decision processes, 
inasmuch as we have used only the higher 7 bits in our examination of the data. 
In examining the ATS-III data for January 20, 1968, for a large section of 
the earth, it was noticed that there were large changes in the frequency of 
occurrence of one particular brightness value relative to the next value. For 
example, the frequency of occurrence of brightness value 36 was about one­
half as frequent as the brightness value 38. This lack of smoothness in the 
frequency of occurrence of brightness samples is shown in Fig. A-4. The data 
for Fig. A-4 were selected from area 38 (of Fig. 18) because that area is pre­
dominately cloud covered and should yield a reasonably smooth frequency of 
occurrence vs. brightness values over a large brightness range. It is also 
apparent in Fig. A-4 that the same type of problem is present and both the blue 
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Fig. A-I. 	 Functional Block Diagram of ATS-III Ground Station Data Processing 
and Recording System. 
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shows the data with the Digitizing Error. 
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and green channels-that is, the same basic pattern of high and low values­
occur at the same brightness values in both channels. This strongly suggests. 
it is a characteristic of the digitizing equipment, inasmuch as two identical 
digitizers were used-one for each channel. 
In examining the high and low values in Fig. 18, we have found the error 
pattern is characteristic of the 2 to 16 bit combinations of the converter. That 
is, there is a repetitive pattern of error in Fig. A-4 which is related to the 2­
16 bit combination. This error pattern is illustrated in Fig. A-5. 
In order to correct for this digitizing problem, we have calculated the 
correction factor required for each individual bit combination shown in Fig. A-5. 
Smoothed frequency vs. brightness data for areas 38 through 40 (Fig. 18) were 
used to calculate these correction factors. The corrections are listed in 
Table A-i. When these corrections are applied, the frequency vs. brightness 
curve is considerably smoother. For example, field 38 after correction is 
shown in Fig. A-6. In addition, corrected data for areas 44 and 71 are shown 
in Figs. 20 and 21. 
N6,96L Or AIDCOPtT' 
Fig. A-5. Model of A/g Converter Error. 
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Table A-i
 
Corrections for Digitizing Error
 
(Brightness Values) (Channel)
 
B B B B Blue Green 
0 32 64 96 0.886 0.900 
2 34 66 98 0.992 1.006 
4 36 68 100 1.190 1.276 
6 38 70 102 0.847 0.797 
8 40 72 104 1.071 1.049 
10 42 74 106 1.186 1.228 
12 44 76 108 1.004 1.003 
14 46 78 110 0.884 0.924 
16 48 80 112 0.983 0.937 
18 50 82 114 1.013 1.011 
20 52 84 116 1.163 1.235 
22 54 86 118 0.966 0.918 
24 56 88 120 0.846 0.823 
Z6 58 90 12 1.173 1.225 
28 60 92 124 0.938 0.991 
30 62 94 126 1.034 0.933 
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CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSPORT OVER THE TROPICAL MID-PACIFIC 
AS ESTIMATED FROM A GEOSYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE ALTITUDE 
Dhirendra Nath Sikdar 
ABSTRACT 
This dissertation, to my knowledge, is the first treatment of satellite 
cloud photographs as the data source for the evaluation of the convective trans­
port of mass and energy from the lower troposphere to the tropical upper tropo­
sphere. 
In the first part, an objective technique has been developed to estimate 
the mass and energy exchange In a convection system.corresponding to con­
gestus and cumulonimbus intensities. The technique involves measuring the 
area change of the cirrus outflow on a sequence of satellite cloud photographs 
obtained at geostationary altitude. The data show (1) that the technique is able 
to isolate vigorous and moderate convection regimes on the ATS-I and ATS-III 
satellite photographs, (2) that our values of mass and energy flux are consistent 
with ground based measurements such as those of Braham (1952) and Brown 
(1967). Thus, the geostationary satellite photographs can be used to estimate 
convective mass and heat transport. 
The second part deals with the application of the technique to the study of 
large scale convective mass and energy exchange over the tropical mid-Pacific 
(15'N to 15°S, 120 0W to 180 0 W). This investigation covers the period April I-
April 30, 1967 when frequent satellite cloud observations were taken. During 
this period additional conventional surface and upper air observations were 
available from the Line Island Experiment. 
The results show that the releases of convection on a meso- to sub­
synoptic scale over the tropical mid-Pacific are controlled by the large scale 
motion field and that the convective heat transport pulsates with an approxi­
mate periodicity of five days. In the short range time scale (minutes to one 
day) on some days intense variations in the daytime convective activities are 
observed, but these variations seem to have no relation with the diurnal heat­
ing cycle. Convective activity occurrence is random in character in the short 
range time scale but is well organized on a time scale of a few days to a month. 
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1. A SATELLITE ESTIMATE OF MESOSCALE CONVECTIVE 
TRANSPORT OF MASS AND ENERGY 
1. 1 Introduction 
The first section of this paper is an attempt to show that, subject to some 
reasonable assumptions, one can estimate the vertical heat transfer over the 
tropics from the ATS-I cloud photographs. 
It has long been recognized that the tropics are the heat sources, while 
the polar regions are the heat sink, and that over a long time scale a balance 
exists. Most of the heat is transferred upward and poleward from the tropics 
through convective systems of various scales. A number of studies on the 
dynamics of a single convective element have been done: Lilly (1962), .Ogura 
(1963), Orville (1965), Asai and Kasahara (1967). In the numerical prediction 
model, one need not include the effect of a single convective 6lement on the 
large scale flow pattern. It is enough to incorporate the dynamical interac­
tions of a convective ensemble on the large scale circulations, taking into 
the consideration the feed-back mechanisms that are presumed responsible for 
the organization of cumulus convection in the tropics. 
There are three important factors involved in the investigation of clouds. 
First, the released latent heat in clouds is a major source of heat for the at­
mosphere. Second, large amounts of sensible beat, water vapor and momentum 
are transported by cumulus convection. Third, the presence of clouds modifies 
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and redistributes the heat sources and sinks in the earth-atmosphere systems. 
In numerical prediction models, at present, the effects of latent heat release 
are incorporated by predicting a hydrological cycle. The second effect is simu­
lated by various processes called "convective" adjustments. Here again, the 
modeler looks for the composite effect of two causes in the convective systems 
so as to simplify the prediction model. The third effect is taken into account 
by a climatological distribution of clouds. So, if one desired to include the 
prediction of cloud population and its interaction to the large scale motion 
field in the numerical model for general circulation, a knowledge of the spatial 
distribution and magnitude of heat sources and sinks with time is an important 
requirement. 
So far the effects of the mesoscale process on the large scale circulation 
are not incorporated in the numerical prediction model because theft interactions 
are not well understood yet. Only in recent years, efforts have been made to 
parameterize the small scale motions with respect to the general circulation. 
Byers and Braham (1949) have noted remarkable dynamical characteristics of 
the mesoscale convective systems from the thunderstorm project. Malkus 
(1955) has studied the organization of the tropical cumuli related to large scale 
circulations. Many interesting structures of mesoscale systems have been re­
vealed in the past decade (Fujita 1963, Newtbn 1963). 
To enable one to study the mesos cale systems over a wide area such as 
the tropics, one needs a higher density of observation network having spatial 
separation between two stations not exceeding 2 km. This is not feasible, es­
pecially over the ocean. Therefore, for such investigations, one has to resort 
areto aircraft reconnaissance observations (Malkus and Riehl, 1964) which 
very expensive and therefore scarce. A meteorological satellite, on the other 
hand, has immense potential when it is equipped with sensors capable of sens­
ing the cloud systems of dimensions less than 2 km and has the sampling fre­
quency less than the life cycle of a convective ensemble. Satellite studies 
on cloud processes commenced as early as 1960 with the TIROS series of 
but the crux of the solution in sight with the launchingsatellite sensors, came 
of geosynchronous satellite carrying a spin-scan camera over the Pacific equa­
tor in December 1966. For the first time, meteorologists could view the growth 
and decay of the cloud systems over the Pacific region in spatial scale ranging 
from a. 3 nautical miles to the planetary scale. As regards the data on the 
cloud population and the scales of convection over the tropics, one started 
receiving volumes of information on these geosynchronous satellite photographs. 
The problem remains as to how best this information- can be utilized for better 
the fuel source for the atmospheric heatunderstanding of the tropics which is 
engine. 
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1. 2 Convection Models in the Tropics 
In the tropics, convection systems may be classified into two broad 
classes: (a) shallow convection, and (b) penetrative convection. Over the 
tropical oceans, shallow convection is associated with cumulus clouds whose 
tops do not penetrate the tropical inversion layer, while penetrative convection 
extends to the upper troposphere to at least 500 mb. As pointed out by Riehl 
and Malkus (1958), this penetrative convection may be the prime mechanism in 
the vertical transport of heat. 
Columnar convection is the penetrative type of vertical motion wherein 
less dense fluid streams upward in continuous columns into more dense fluid. 
Byers and Braham (1949) found that measurements in the large scale cumulus 
clouds and thunderstorms indicated updraft throughout most of the cloud heights. 
The concept of thunderstorm as a mesoscale phenomenon is very easily seen on 
the radar scope where individual echo cells do not distribute uniformly over a 
wide range of synoptic scale disturbance, but often concentrate into an organ­
ized pattern. Vonnegut, Moore and Botka (1950), in their experimental findings, 
supported the concept of deep connected flow in thunderstorms. It may be 
emphasized at this stage that the divergence associated with the mesoscale 
-system is of the order of 10- 4 sec 1. This is one order larger than that of the 
synoptic field. According to Malkus etal. (1964), the synoptic field presum­
ably provides a favorable condition for the development of convections. 
Ackerman (1959), in her study on the liquid water distribution in the tropi­
cal cumuli, has established a positive correlation between the liquid water 
content and the cloud width and depths. The increases in observed and relative 
water contents would imply that the net effect of the entrainment of clear air is 
less in large clouds than in small ones. In large clouds, the lateral entrain­
ment at the cloud periphery may be less effective in diluting the core because 
of the time necessary for diffusion into the cloud interior by mixing. Her ob­
servation supports further that the undiluted or nearly so penetrative convection 
might be a common feature in a tropical convective cloud ensemble that is 
responsible for the vertical transport of mass, momentum and heat. 
1 dM 
Figure I is a graph of entrainment rate _ dM as defined by Stommel 
(1947) as a function of convective cloud diameter D in Km for different 
values of exchange coefficients K (Malkus, 1960). The variations of K seem 
to make a minor difference in dilution compared to the-effect of cloud size. Ac­
cording to levine (1959), the value of K = 0.5 is emphasized to be more 
reasonable for large cumulus towers. This diagram indicates that under satura­
tion conditions, which are obvious in the tropical lower troposphere over the 
1Pacific, entrainment rates of less than 0. I 10- 5 cm- lead to insignificant 
dilution of clouds. In our analysis most of the clouds observed by satellite 
are much larger than 10 km in diameter. Therefore a few of the large towers 
in a large convective cloud complex will have no difficulty in reaching the 
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Fig. 1. Entrainment rate K dI-zas a function of convective cloud diameters.M dz 
tropopause and spreading laterally from there. 
Malkus, Ronne and Chaffe (1961), in a photogramatic study of the distri­
bution, found that convergence of towering cumuli in the central part of a hur­
ricane is several percent. This would mean that the development of the 
cumulus clouds is a dynamic necessity for the most efficient heat transport 
upward in a hurricane. 
The convection model we propose in this paper is an open flow system 
consisting of three sections of flow: (a) inflow at the sub-cloud layer; (b) verti­
cal motion in the cloud cross-section; and (c) outflow near the tropopause. The 
assumption of a steady state condition simplifies our flow model. A schematic 
diagram showing the flow systems in the model is presented in Fig. 2. 
(a) The inflow layer, as shown in Fig. 2, is the layer between the sea 
surface and the lifting condensation level. In this layer, warm moisture laden 
air is drawn into the aloud region because of the locally produced thermal con­
vergence in the surface layer. This layer also contains a part of the downdraft 
descending below the LCL in the mature and dissipating stage of convection. 
The thermal stratification and the moisture distribution in the warm air inflow 
would virtually decide on the degree of evaporation in the cold downdraft that 
enhances the sensible heat transfer from the subcloud layer. In the model, the 
lowest layer in all probability is considered to be the heat source throughout 
the life cycle of convection. 
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(b) The second layer is the convection layer extending from the LL to 
the "throat" (Bates, 1961), of the cloud near the cloud top where the buoyancy 
force is zero or slightly negative. In this layer the vertical motion will be 
maximum in the core, decreasing to a negligible value near the cloud periphery. 
In the case of the symmetric updraft regime, one could imagine this decrease 
of vertical speed to be linear across a horizontal cross-section of the cloud, 
Let us assume that the cumulus clouds under consideration are cylindrical 
in shape as shown in Fig. 2 and consist of an inner core undiluted by entrain­
ment. These clouds are axisymmetric such that it acts like a cylindrical pipe 
pumping the fluid from the subcloud medium. It is conceivable that the warm 
air inflow in the suboloud layer rises through the cylinder after converging 
about a point. 
One assumes that the buoyant air starts condensing above the LCL where 
the latent beat of condensation is released. An adiabatic model in general 
presumes that a unit volume of air while rising upward expands at a rate de­
pending on the pressure and temperature distribution in the vertical, and the 
latent heat, released through condensation or sublimation, is conserved in the 
volume itself. This feature is also schematically shown in Fig. 2. The release 
of latent heat increases the buoyancy force of the rising parcel, and as a result, 
more water vapor condenses out. From the Thunderstorm Project (Byers and 
Braham, 1949), we find that the stronger the updraft speed, the larger is the 
amount of liquid water carried through a greater depth. This might be the reason 
for a substantial amount of liquid water to sublimate into ice crystals in tower­
ing cumuli. The outflow of these ice crystals through the top of the tower ap­
pear as a shield in the form of an "anvil. " The adiabatic model gives rise to 
an increasing vertical velocity with depth to a level and then decreases above 
that level. 
(c) The outflow layer extends from the throat of the convective tower to 
the base of the tropopause. It is assumed that faster rising cloud particles 
lose their vertical momentum when they arrive very close to the throat of the 
tower and therefore they are under the influence of local wind. This damping 
effect of the stable layer below the tropopause on the vertical motion field has 
long been recognized. The situation is similar to a jet of air particles imping­
ing on a flat plate. The air reaching to the top of the storm comprises the 
source for divergence in the cloud plume at the top. 
1. 2. 1 Effect of Wind Shear on the Layer of Cirrus Outflow 
Figure Za shows the model outflow in the absense of wind shear in the 
upper troposphere while Fig. Zb presents the outflow in the presence of pro­
nounced wind shear in the upper troposphere. The model circulations in these 
two cases ate also presented. 
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In the former case, :or the presence of cloud material all through the cloud 
depth, the reflectance at the cloud top is expected to be very strong. In the 
latter case the cirrus shield will be blown off from the cumulonimbus tower 
and be embedded in the dry atmosphere. The reflectance will be significantly 
less than in the former case for the part of the incident solar energy will trans­
mit through the thin cloud material and get absorbed in the lower atmosphere. 
In the present study from the cloud reflectance analysis over the large scale 
cloud field, we had no occasion to identify such detached cirrus shields. The 
wind shear may change the shape of the cloud top but as long as the cloud 
thickness remains the- same our flux computation scheme will be valid. 
The outlines of this simple convection model indicate the possibility of 
probing into mesoscale characteristics as viewed from a stationary platform in 
space. The geosynchronous satellite views the lateral extent of the cloud 
field at different time intervals. If one is able to identify the types of convec­
tive clouds from a satellite photograph, it would be possible to evaluate the 
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,Figs. 2a,b. Schehatic diagram of a tropical convection model. 
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Fig. 2c. 	 Schematic diagram of a convective complex as viewed by a geosyn­
chronous satellite. 
rate of growth and decay of a convective ensemble from the successive time 
lapse photographs. The technique that has been used to classify such convec­
tion systems is presented ini the latter part of this paper. 
1. 3 Mathematical Formulation of the Model 
In Sec. 1. 2, we have shown that the convective cloud with diameter larger 
than 10 km has negligible entrainment, Thus, in the following mathematical 
formulation we will assume that the mass is conserved in the second layer 
(LVM) of the model. 
1. 3. 1 Volume Flux 
The volume at the level of divergence near the cloud top may he re­
lated to the volume at the subcloud layer, using the equation of state, by 
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Vt = (PtTL VL (1) 
where suffix "t and "L" stand for the base of the outflow layer and top of the 
inflow layer, respectively; Tt and TL are the corresponding virtual tempera­
ture s. 
In case of ideal flow through.the cylinder, Pt represents the static pres­
sure at the top and should be small. In the model Pt is defined as the lowest 
pressure to which a buoyant cloud will mainly penetrate from the surface layer. 
In most of the tropical soundings investigated in this work from parcel consid­
eration, Pt has been found to be close to 150 mb. Updraft air reaches an 
equilibrium at Pt and then spreads out in a layer probably not more than 1 km 
thick (Ludium, 1966). This flow model presumes that the cirrus outflow at the 
top of the cloud tower remains confined to a layer of thickness 1. 0 km (Borovi­
kov, 1963). 
dVt
Taking the mean value for Pt, PL, Tt, and TL, the volume flux - - at 
dt 
the layer of outflow may be related to the volume flux at the layer of inflow, 
by the equation 
dV PLT dV 
dt PTL dt 
ML 
Writing VL - , we getL PL 
dV / PtTL)\ A M \
 
tLL
 
where PL is the density of air at the subcloud layer. For a steady flow at the 
subcloud layer, PL may be assumed independent of time in which case equa­
tion (2) may be written as 
-t tLt dML (3)
 
dt PtTtLpL at 
In equation (3), Pt, PL and Tt are evaluated from the mean upper air sound­
ing in the vicinity of.the cloud ensemble under investigation. The term dVt /dt, 
however, is computed in an indirect method from the ATS-I satellite cloud 
photographs. 
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1. 3. 	2 Mass Flux 
The amount of mass transported vertically into the layer of outflow (LOF) 
through the convective towers in time At is given by -- (pw)At . In this 
model, we have assumed a steady state flow, and also the cloud motion repre­
sents the wind field in the orrus shield. The term 
-5atT + I Vp in the equation of continuity may be neglected for the following 
reasons: 
(1) 	 The local change of density in the assumed steady state flow may not 
be significant over a period of three photographs or more (i. e., more 
than~an hour). 
(2) 	 In a large convective cloud, the advection of density into­
the core is assumed negligible.
 
Under these assumptions one is able to establish 
cV+ _C) =-- c4 
ax ay 8z(4 
where subscript "c" refers to cloud particles. The quantity 
au- ava+ V V V can be related to increase or decrease of the area 
!xay/ H' a 
encompassed by the curve of cloud particles, and foes not necessarily reflect 
on the actual horizontal flow divergence VH"- V. 
Let us consider a cloud volume V = dx- dy- dz at time to . After a small 
finite time At, the cloud particles bounding the area will-have moved and the 
new volume would be 
au 	dxAt)(dy + av dytt)dz(dx -- ­
ax a - (5) 
au 8v au av 
= dxdydz(l + (-c +-)At+ (C + - )(At 2 )) 
ax By ax a7 
since dz is assumed constant. 
1This cloud divergence can be considered analogous to the horizontal spread 
of smoke particles in the atmosphere from a smoke chimney which occurs 
even in the absence of flow divergence, such as in a constant flow field. 
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The change in cloud volume is 
au Dv au av 
AV = dxdydz( C +-
ax Dy )t+ ac - ay (At2)) 
uC Dv C 
(6) 
V(V" 'VH c + ax - ay (At))At 
since V = dxdydz 
- 1dV (7) 
HI c Vcdt 
in the limit At approaching zero. 
This would mean a fractional change in volume flux of cloud particles 
around a point is equal to the radial divergence. With dz as constant, the 
equation (7) may be written as 
V%= dA 
C 
(8) 
H c A dt 0 
where A = dxdy = nr2 , r is the equivalent radius of the cirrus shield. 
c e 
From equation (8), we get 
dr2V = e 	 (9)H, c S dt 
e 
1. 3. 3 Computation of Inflow and Outflow Rate 
The 	anvil may be regarded as resulting from a circular disk expanding 
The outflow rate in the layer of 1. 0 km thicknessuniformly normal to its edge. 

(ludlum, 1966; Borovikov, 1963; Anderson, 1960) is given by
 
dVt
 
= ((v r) dz * (V -V )) m 3/sec 	 (10)
dt a H c 
where dz =1. 0 kin. 
Combining equations (3) and (10), one obtains the mass inflow rate at the 
base of the cloud tower as 
dML_ PtTLPLdz (V V)) (11) 
dt PLT(t( e H a 
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where p= Li x 0-3 g/cm . 
The term ((i r)(V.- Vc) in equation (13) is computed from the measure­
ments on the successive ATS-I satellite cloud photographs. 
1. 3. 4 Computation of Latent Heat Flux 
In this model it is assumed that the equivalent potential temperature at the 
LL is constant for a saturated ascent and that-all water vapor passes into the 
condensed phase during its ascent through the cloud core. From the upper 
air sounding data, one can estimate the amount of moisture likely to condense 
out in saturated adiabatic ascent, let this be W = (WL - Wt) g/g . The latent 
heat flux is 
dTMt
 
E = L" AW" (--M-)cal/sec (12) 
where L = 597 cal/gn at 0G. 
1. 3. 5 Compensating Motion in the Cloud Environment 
The law of mass continuity requires that the mass lifted up to the upper 
troposphere through the convective cores should be compensated by the down­
ward motions somewhere in the atmosphere. One can conceive of such motions 
to exist in the near and far regions of the penetrative convection zones. The 
far region compensating motions merge with the sinking motion associated with 
the permanent centers of action while the near region compensating motion 
exists in the vicinity of the cirrus outflow. 
The flow in deep convection has been shown schematically in Figs. Za, b. 
In these diagrams the arms of the descending circulation have been left open 
to show that in the large scale flow field the descent continues in other systems 
and that there is no boundary on that side (see Green, Ludlum and Mcllveen, 
1966). The re-entry of the far region descending air in the surface layer of the 
same latitude takes a long period of up to 20 days or more. We will assume 
that most of the return flow occurs at a distance from the cloud. 
It is probable that the near region compensating motion would evaporate 
some of the ice crystals in the cirrus shield and as such the area of the cirrus 
shield as viewed by a geosynchronous satellite would be less than expected. 
But, Darkow (1963) has shown that these ice crystals in the tropical upper 
troposphere have much longer life time than that of a convective cloud. In 
view of his findings, it is presumea that there will be no significant error in 
the mass and heat flux estimates due to evaporation of Ice crystals. 
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1. 4 Data Source and the Technique of Analysis 
From the ATS-I cloud photographs and digital information, we are able to 
do cloud sampling in time and space at approximately 20-2Z minutes to a year, 
and 2. 3 nautical miles to planetary scales, respectively. The grid matrix of 
the photographs consists of 8196 digital elements and 2018 scan lines. On 
this grid, we have information on brightness ranging from 0 to 256 digital num­
bers. The advantage of the digital display is that the outlines of small scale 
convections are difficult to draw on the satellite photographs, but they can 
very well be distinguished on the digital display. The large scale convective 
systems, however, can be analyzed from the enlarged photograph itself. 
The satellite camera observes reflected solar radiation in the wave band 
4500 to 6500 A. A solar spectrum is fairly flat in this region of the spectrum. 
A cloud target would appear brighter when its albedo is greater and also when 
the cloud top is high, one will have a small amount of attenuating atmosphere 
above it. 
Also, the brightness of a cloud top depends on the solar zenith angle. A 
cloud surface is not a Lambertian reflector, especially at large zenith angle of 
the sun (Bartman, 1967). However, for small zenith angle (+3M' to -30 ° ) of 
the sun, the top surface of a deep cloud may closely behave as a Lambertian 
reflector. Figure 3 is a plot of a set of brightness values as a function of time 
at 50N, declination 10. 9o. The brightness value hardly changes by a few per­
cent in the two hour period around local noon. 
Our primary objective is to measure the cloud area change in large clouds 
on the successive ATS-I digital displays. The cloud area depends on the 
choice of the brightness level but is independent of the brightness gradient. 
So, one has to be careful in selecting the brightness cut-off level and the 
period of observation. In order to avoid corrections to the brightness values, 
we have chosen satellite pictures close to local noon at the subsatellite point. 
From scanning many digital displays, it is noted that even the brightest clouds 
do not exhibit brightness values beyond 140-150 digital count, except on oc­
casions when the return signal is from a specular reflection zone or from a 
region of intense thermal stratification such as hurricanes, cyclones and con­
vective systems embedded in the ITCZ. These features are, however, well 
reflected on the brightness gradient. A schematic diagram is presented in 
Fig. 2o showing the nature of the brightness distribution as would be expected 
of a thunderstorm complex viewed by a geosynchronous satellite. 
The digital information needed is cropped from the original digital tape 
using the B5500 computer and then displayed in a desired grid through the CDC 
3600. Since the signal intensity varies from target to target, there is present 
a wide range of variations in the digital records. The presence or absence of 
a cloud over the sea surface can be recognized from the variations in the digital 
count. The calm sea surface will have maximum absorption of solar radiation 
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in a cloudless atmosphere and its albedo would be low enough to be distin­
guished from the cloud surface. A plot of digital signal across the cloud com­
plex is helpful at this point (see Fig. 4). By selecting proper digital levels in 
the cropped records, we can easily isolate the cloud area. Since the luminance 
of a particular cloud sample depends on the cloud properties like droplet size 
spectrum, liquid water content, etc. , the study of the brightness range and its 
gradient in the cloud population should reflect on these characteristics, at 
least qualitatively. Here we assume that clouds of the same type have approxi­
mately the same material characteristics at the top surface. 
Figure 4 shows the nature of the signal level across a convective ensemble. 
It is clear from this diagram that the signals higher than 75 digital counts prob­
ably correspond to the regions of deeper clouds in this convective ensemble. 
In this paper we will present two case studies-one relating the penetrative 
convection in a small scale cloud complex and the other in a large scale com­
plex. 
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Fig. 3. 	 Plot of corrected brightness values at different solar zenith angles at 
the sub-satellite point. 
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In this study, we have selected the day April 19, 1967, when small scale 
cumulus activities are seen in the regions of the Line Islands. The mesoscale 
convective activities on the northwest sector of Palmyra (5053 ' N, 162'05'W) 
are supported by aircraft reports as well as radar observations close to the 
period of satellite observations. Figures 5a, b, c represent the ATS-I cloud 
photographs taken at 210155Z, Z12450Z, 214810Z, respectively, on April 19, 
1967. Figures 6a, b, c give the enlargements of a section of the bordered areas 
of Figs. 5a, b, c, respectively. Figures 7a, b, c are the enlargements of a 
section of cloud field on the ITCZ in the southern hemisphere (location: 100S, 
approximately). Figures 8a, b, c and 9a, b, c represent the digital displays for 
the bordered areas in Figs. 6a, b, c and 7a, b, c, respectively. The object is 
to show the brightness contrast in the two types of convection regime. Figure 7 
corresponds to a moderate convection regime while Fig. 8 is an intense one 
associated with the southern ITCZ. 
The areas of the clouds outlined by the digital number 50 in Figs. 8a, b, c 
and by the digital count 75 in Figs. 9a b2 c are measured by a planimeter. In 
the computation of the scale factors on these displays, the distance between 
the two lines and two elements have been taken at 2. 3 nautical miles and 0. 7 
nautical miles, respectively. 
Fig. 5a. ATS-I satellite cloud photograph on April 19, 1967 at 2101 GMT. 
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Fig. 5b. ATS-I satellite cloud photograph on April 19, 1967 at 2124 GMT. 
Fig. 5c. ATS-I satellite cloud photograph on April 19, 1967 at 2148 GMT. 
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.J' 
Fig. 6a. 	 Enlargement of a section of cloud field Fig. 6b. Enlargement of a section of cloud
around Palmyra at 2101 GMT on April 19, field around Palmyra at ZZ4 GMT on
1967. April 19, 	 1967. 
Fig. 6c. 	 Enlargement of a section of cloud field around Palmyra at 2148 GMT 
on April, 1967. 
1. 5 Interpretation of ATS-I Satellite Photographs 
The first step In the interpretation of ATS-I satellite photographs is to 
identify the different cloud forms, their brightness values, pattern, structure 
and size. The brightness factor plays an important role in the cloud interpre­
tation. 
Whitney (1963) points out certain identifying characteristics of the satel­
lite observed thunderstorm complexes, i. e., rounded, very bright appearance, 
large scale, and frequent peripheral clear zones which help to isolate thunder­
storm complexes from other cloud complexes. 
It is obvious that the greater brightness from a cloud surface is expected 
to be associated with clouds having greater depth as the solar energy reflected 
from these cloud tops will have lesser atmospheric attenuation and also depends 
on the reflectance property of the surface (Conover, 196Z). For low clouds, 
on the other hand, the solar energy (visible) has to traverse a greater path length 
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Fig. 7a. Enlargement of a section of large scale cloud field at around 1O'S on 
the southern ITCZ at 2101 GMVT on April 19, 1967. 
z 97b 
Fig. 7b. Enlargement of a section of large scale cloud field at around 1008 on 
the southern ITCZ at 2124 GMT on April 19, 1967.
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Fig. 7c. 	 Enlargement of a section of large scale cloud field at around 10°8 
on the southern ITCZ at Z148 GMT on April 19, 1967. 
of higher air density where a larger part of the incident energy is lost in the 
process of atmospheric absorption and scattering. 
In general, over the tropical oceans, penetrative convection is associated 
with cirrus plumes at its tops. These cirrus plumes, when viewed by a geo­
synchronous satellite, represent anvil cloud material formed out of a thunder­
storm complex and exhibit a pronounced brightness. The regions of tallest 
clouds with maximum updraft in them are the regions of maximum brightness in 
the cloud complex. The zones of highest vertical motion in a cloud ensemble, 
in turn, relate the regions of maximum liquid water concentration (Byers and 
Braham, 1949), for it is in these zones that maximum amounts of water vapor 
pass into the condensed phase. The shallow convection, on the other hand, 
exhibit a poor brightness gradient. The key, however, is the growth of the 
citrus anvil or plume. It absolutely identifies deep convection areas. 
The insets in Figure 5 are examples of a number of isolated convective 
ensembles. It is clearly seen that the regions of active convection are 
brighter than the surrounding cloud cover. The cloud masses in these systems 
are associated with moderate penetrative convection in the ITCZ and as such 
their sizes are noticeably smaller than those developing in an intense penetra­
tive convection regime. Visual comparison of the cloud brightness in a, b 
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Fig. Ba. ATS-I digital display around Palmyra at 2101 
GMT on April, 1967. 
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Fig. 9a. ATS-I digital display of the large scale cloud field shown in Fig. 7a. 
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and c reveals a change in the brightness value with time. This change ob­
viously implies a complex feature associated with the various phases of develop­
ment of each individual convective cell related to the life cycle of a convective 
ensemble. The apparent decrease in the brightness of a cloud complex might 
result from the decay phase of the complex. Some of the convective cells (e. g., 
cloud #4 in Fig. 7) which were bright in a are less bright in b, becoming 
brighter in c. These features are typical of a convective complex. 
Figures 6a, b, c and 8a, b, c are examples of large scale convection regimes 
actively associated with the Intertropical Convergence Zone. The strong 
brightness indicative of the cirrus shield at the top of the convection complex 
is distinctly noticeable against the low cloud background. In this picture, it 
is easily possible to outline the cirrus shield but difficult to isolate the zones 
of active convection in the complex for the brightness gradient is not detected 
well by a human eye. However, it is possible to isolate them on the ATS-I 
digital displays. 
Once the satellite photographs are properly interpreted for the cirrus shield, 
it is possible to track the brightest cloud outlines on the two successive satel­
lite pictures. For dynamic reasons, one would expect that the size of these 
shields is a measure of the potential intensity of convection in a cloud complex 
since the brightness value is directly related to the upward mass flux of water 
vapor through the penetrative towers. 
Thus, we are able to identify convective regimes of (1) weak to moderate 
intensity, typical in a mesoscale system, and (Z) moderate to strong intensity 
in large scale convective cloud systems on the ATS-1 cloud photographs. 
1. 6 ComDarison with Other Models 
In the previous section, we stated that the brightness gradient of a con­
vective cloud plays an important role in deciding the character of convection 
associated with it. In this section we will use the Line Island data (1967) as 
the basis for a computation of heat and mass flux using our model and show 
(1) that our convection model is able to isolate vigorous and moderate to weak 
convection regime on the ATS-I satellite photographs, (2) that our values of 
mass and energy flux are consistent with ground-based estimate of Braham 
(195Z) and Brown (1967), (3) that a cloud complex is made of many individual 
cells, and (4) that this measurement scheme is applicable to storms of moder­
ate to high intensity. 
One of the important purposes of the Line Island experiments (1967) was 
to correlate surface, ship, aircraft and satellite observations. As a "cloud 
truth" we will discuss the observations in and around the vicinity of Palmyra 
(50 53'N3 1620 05'W) where we have surface radiosonde, radar and aircraft ob­
servations besides ATS-I satellite cloud pictures. 
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1. 6. 1 Thermodynamics of the Atmosphere over Palmyra on April 19, 1967 
Figure 10 shows the mean upper air temperature and moisture sounding 
plotted in the Skew-T diagram. The mean sounding is prepared from five sound­
ings taken at 00, 06, 12, 17Z5 and Z000 GMT. The mean surface temperature 
is as high as 28. 7C; and the specific humidity at the surface is around 19 gig 
becoming less than 0. 1 gkg at Zoo mb. The LCL is at 950 mb and the CCL is 
hardly 10-15 mb higher. 
From the radar photographs presented in Figs. Ila, b, c it appears that there 
were more than 35 precipitation echoes present in the 100 miles radius around 
Palmyra (5053'N, 16Z'05'W). The position of Palmyra on the digital display 
could not be fixed precisely for want of navigational data relevant for meso­
scale analysis. However, an approximate position has been indicated by a 
black dot on the digital displays. It is interesting to note from the radar 
photographs that there were as many as 20 precipitation echoes in the cloud 
complex 1 (see Figs. Ba, b and c) in the first period. These precipitation 
echoes closely correspond to the positions of the brightest zones on the satel­
lite pictures. The exact superposition is riot attempted for there is a difference 
in the scale. 
Nevertheless, it is clear that where conventional observations show the 
convective activity, the satellite photos show it also. Moreover, there is a 
good correspondence between the location of radar echoes and the bright spots 
in the cloud photos. The aircraft observations also indicated scattered cumu­
lus congestus developing with tops above 6-7 km in the west sector of Palmyra 
close to the period of observations. 
Figure 12 presents the mean Q-profile over Palmyra on April 19, 1967. 
Here the total heat content Q is defined as the sum of enthalpy (CpT), geo­
potential energy (gz) and the latent heat (Lq). This diagram reflects on the 
redistribution along the vertical of heat gained by the atmosphere from the 
ocean. The Q profile indicates two minima of magnitude, 78. 3 cal/gm at 800 
mb and 77. 9 cal/gm at 600 mb. The level of first minima corresponds approxi­
mately to the level of trade inversion around 5N. The level of second minima 
may be the highest level through which vertical mixing in the lower troposphere 
extends by eddy diffusion. The mechanism of eddy diffusion explains the heat 
and moisture tranfsport from the boundary layer to the middle troposphere, but 
it fails to account for the counter gradient heat transfer in the upper tropo­
sphere if the boundary layer is considered to be the primary heat source. 
Riehl and Malkus (1958) attempted to resolve this anomaly by assuming the 
existence of selective buoyancy mechanisms in the tropical convection regime. 
Cirrus outflow, which hardly occurs below 300 mb in the tropics is evidence 
of this mechanism. Quantitative estimates of the beat transfer to the upper 
troposphere by this mechanism is the basic contribution of this paper. 
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Fig. lha. 	 Radar echoes around Palmyra at 2100 Fig. lb. Radar echoes around Palmyra at 2114 
GMT on April 19, 1967. GMT on Apr1 19, 1967. 
Fig. 11c. Radar echoes around Paimyra at 2145 GMT on April 19, 1967. 
1.6. 2 Mass Flux Data 
Cloud physicists have observed that the growth rate of the convective 
cloud systems varies considerably from cumulus humilis to cumulonimbi. Brown 
(1967) has recently compiled all published data on convective cloud growth 
rates (Anderson, 1960; Brown, 1966), and developed a power function to esti­
mate the growth rate and available energy. The range of mass flux from ground­
based measurements has been shown to vary from 105 kg/sec for cumulus 
humlis to 107 - 108 kg/sec and above for cumulonimbus clouds. 
Figure 13 is a plot of our computed values of mass upward fluxes as a 
function of cloud area change as viewed by a geosynchronous satellite. All 
measurements are given in Appendix 1. In Fig. 13, the cloud numbers are 
indicated against each data point. The numbers in the parentheses refer to 
the order of the time interval. It is clearly seen from this diagram and Table I 
and IT in Appendix 1 that the mass upward flux, which is really a measure of the 
convective cloud growth rate, linearly increases with the cloud size and that 
the values obtained from the ATS-I photographs are entirely consistent with 
the ground-based estimates. In the light of Brown's (1967) convective cloud 
-
mass flux classifications, the clouds indicating flux values greater than 107 
108 kg/sec should be considered as cumulonimbi. The mass flux range 106 to 
io8 kg/sec will refer to the category of cumulus congesti. Braham (1952) 
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gives the mass influx associated with a moderate thunderstorm as 5.1 X 107 
kg/sec between the levels 5, 000 ft to 10, 000 ft. 
In the cloud complex I in Figures 8 a, b, c' the computed mass flux values 
are 3.57 X 108 kg/sec and 1.51 X 108 kg/sec during the first and second periods, 
respectively. These magnitudes are well within the cumulonimbus scale. The 
decrease of mass flux in the second period is in close agreement with the de­
crease of precipitation echoes on the latter radar photographs (see Fig. lic). 
Thus, it is clear that the cirrus outflow as seen by a geosynchronous 
satellite in a moderate to intense convection zone results from many individual 
cells embedded in the convective complex and that the model evaluates the 
average magnitudes of the fluxes. 
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April 19, 1967. 
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1. 6. 3 Energy Flux Data and the Cloud Mass 
Figure 14 presents the computed energy fluxes as a function of mass in­
flux at the subcloud layer. Figure 15 gives the convective cloud energy (ergs) 
as a function of cloud mass. The data on the cloud mass are evaluated using 
Brown's (1967) empirical equation 
E c = 1.4X 109 Ma 1.14 
where E. is energy (ergs) and Ma is the cloud mass in kg. The estimated 
cloud mass should refer to the clouds that extend to the upper troposphere and 
represent the average mass of the clouds participating in the cirrus outflow. 
According to Brown's (1967) convective cloud mass scale (see Fig. 16), a 
single cumulonimbus should have cloud mass greater than 10 z2 ergs. Braham 
also quotes the same order of magnitude for the total work done in an average 
thunderstorm against the environment. In the cloud complex 1, where tower­
ing cumulus congesti were reported on the west section of Palmyra by an air­
craft earlier to the period of observations, the computed energy values are 
22.3 X l0 Z (ergs) and 9.48 X 10Z2 (ergs) in the first and second periods, 
respectively. 
Referring back to Tables I through 4 in Appendix 1, one finds that the 
cloud number 20 has the largest contribution towards the upward mass and heat 
transport to the tropical upper troposphere. The computed magnitudes of heat 
flux for this cloud are 0. 67 X 1013 cal/sec and 4.3 X 101 3 cal/sec during the 
first and second periods, respectively. These magnitudes are nearly two orders 
higher than the evaluated for mesoscale complexes. This implies that the 
energy transport in the large scale cloud processes in the tropics is signifi­
cantly large compared to isolated mesoscale convective complexes. 
It is, therefore, clear from the data presented that one can, indeed, esti­
mate the average magnitudes of convective fluxes of mass and heat in the 
tropics from the ATS-I cloud photographs based on the model and classify the 
scales of convection accordingly. 
The technique outlined in this part of the thesis may as well be employed 
for the estimation of horizontal momentum exchange through deep convections 
in the tropics. This problem, however, has not been treated in this research. 
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2. 	 A SATELLITE ESTIMATE OF LARGE SCALE CONVECTIVE 
TRANSPORT OF MASS AND ENERGY 
2. 1 Introduction 
In the first part of the thesis we have developed a tool for probing into the 
energetics of a convective complex in the tropics as seen by a geosynchronous 
satellite. This part will deal with the application of the technique for the 
evaluation of average transport of mass and heat through large scale convective 
systems in the mid-Pacific. 
The tropical oceans have long been recognized as a heat and moisture 
source of the atmosphere. Most of the mass and heat transport to the tropical 
upper troposphere first pointed out by Hadley is accomplished through deep 
convection. Riehl and Malkus (1958) estimated the heat budget parameters for 
the equatorial trough zone based on the radiation estimates of London (1957). 
Their estimates demanded an upward mass transport of 18 X 1013 g/sec through 
undiluted hot towers to the tropical upper troposphere in order to compensate 
for the radiative losses. For the entire 10' latitude belt around the mean posi­
tion of the ITCZ, Riehl and Malkus (1958) have shown that only 1500-5000 
active giant clouds are needed at a time to maintain the heat balance of the 
equatorial trough zones. 
Recently Yonder Haar (1968), using more than forty months of radiometric 
measurements from the first generation meteorological satellites, has shown 
that in the low latitudes the net radiation is about 40 percent higher than 
previously estimated by London (1957). In the light of Vonder Haar's (1968) 
estimate of radiation budget parameters one should expect much greater trans­
port of heat from the tropics. 
The "hot tower" concept of Riehl and Malkus (1958) leads to a broader 
understanding of the mean heat sources and sinks in the atmosphere but their 
analysis did not look into the short and long period fluctuations of these 
transports that might result from various large scale dynamical causes. Also, 
their study did not answer the question as to how these meso- to sub-synoptic 
scale convective cloud processes are coupled to the large scale heat transfer 
poleward from the tropics. 
In this part is an attempt (1) to estimate, from the ATS-I satellite cloud 
photographs, the sensible heat and latent heat transfer through the undiluted 
"hot towers" in the tropical convergence zone, (2) to investigate as to how 
these computed large scale fluxes vary with time, and (3) to what extent these 
fluxes are comparable with others' estimates. 
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Z. 2 Implications on the "Hot Tower" Concept 
Figures 17a and 17b present the mean vertical cross-sections of total heat 
content of air (Q = CPT + gz + Lq) over Palmyra (5'52'N, 162 0 061W), Christ­
mas Island (20 N, 157°Z3'W), and Figs. 18a and 18b over Canton Island 
(2*46'S, 171043'W), and Pago Pago (14 0S, 171'W) for April, 1967. The mini­
mum Q-values in these cross-sections is higher at Palmyra Island than over 
Christmas Island. The interesting part of these diagrams is the increase of 
Q-values above 500 mb. The existence of higher Q-values in the tropical 
upper troposphere cannot be explained by a simple mass circulation of the4 
Hadley cell as pointed out by Riehl and Malkus (1958). The mechanism of dif­
fusive advection through small scale convections may account for the transport 
of heat and mass to the level of minimum Q, the average top of the moist layer, 
but it fails to explain the counter-gradient heat and mass transport to the 
tropical upper troposphere. Embedded in the tropical convergence zones are 
cumulonimbi clouds whose central cores are protected from mixing with the en­
vironment by the large cross-sections of the clouds. We have shown in Part I 
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that the cirrus outflow from these undiluted towers in the large scale cloud 
field are easily identified on the ATS-I satellite photographs. 
Z. 3 Grid Selected in this Study 
The grid used in this computation scheme covers the area between longi­
tude 120GW to 180 0W and latitude 150 N to 150S over the mid-Pacific ocean. 
The section 120*W to 180 0W, 00 N to 150 N will, henceforth, be referred to as 
the Northern Hemisphere (N.H.) sector, while the region 120 W to 180'W, 
0* to 150S becomes the Southern Hemisphere (S. H. ) sector. In this grid box, 
it is assumed that there is no significant change in the cloudiness from the 
lateral advection into the grid box over a period of 2-3 hours and that the 
large scale wind fields do not change appreciably during the period of obser­
vations. 
The observation period is planned for two hours on either side of local 
noon at the sub-satellite point, because during this period of small solar 
zenith angle, the cloud brightness is nearly independent of solar zenith angle 
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within the sector. In the period of 4 hours we can get as many as eleven 
cloud photographs, provided the satellite was turned on to obtain continuous 
coverage. 
Z. 4 ATS-T Satellite Data Coverage 
Although the ATS-I satellite is capable of a continuous watch over the 
Pacific province, because of other scientific experiments on the spacecraft 
this is rarely done. During the Line Islands Experiment (LIE) (March, April, 
1967), however, an almost continuous watch was maintained for a compara­
tively longer period. 
Table I presents the data covering during the observation period (i. e. 
two hours on both sides of local noon at the sub-satellite point) each day for 
April, 1967. Iris seen from this table that the data coverage is far from satis­
factory during the period from April I through April IZ, except on April Z and 
April 4, 1967. 
To compute the vertical heat transfer, we need at least two satellite cloud 
photographs. In this computation scheme we have used all available informa­
tion with not less than three photographs in the observation period, except on 
April 12, 1967. For want of sufficient samples the daily means of the average 
magnitudes may not be very representative for certain days, but when con­
sidered over a period of one month it is presumed that these individual contribu­
tions will be adequate. 
The study of short period fluctuations of the large scale cloud parameters 
will be confined to the period April 16 through April 23, when there was.no 
single interruption in the satellite watch. 
2. 5 Technique of Analysis 
The bordered regions in Fig. 19a, b, c show a section of a large scale 
cloud field associated with the Southern ITCZ. These photographs are pre­
sented to show the significant difference in the brightness values between the 
mesoscale and large scale cloud complexes in the tropics. Figures Z0a, b, c 
are the enlargements of the bordered section in Figs. 19a, b, c. The large 
scale cloud fields are well defined on the ATS-I satellite cloud photographs. 
These are the areas of ascending air connected with cloud cluster disturbances 
in the tropics. Martin (1968) showed that "cloud clusters" are an identifiable 
entity of the tropics and the term has since been adopted in a Joint Organizing 
Committee working group on tropical studies. The areas covered by these 
large scale cloud fields associated with the synoptic disturbances at one 
time are small-hardly I/lath of the area of the tropics. From the ATS-! satellite 
cloud photographs, one can easily visualize that the upward transport of heat 
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TABLE I 
Number of Cloud Photographs Used in This Scheme 
No. of Cloud 
Date Photographs 
April, 1967 Day no. Used Remarks 
1 91 3 
2 92 8 
3 93 0 Data inadequate 
4 94 10 
5 95 3 
6 96 4 
7 97 3 
8 98 4 
9 99 3 
10 100 5 
11 101 0 Data inadequate 
12 10z 2 
13 103 12 
14 104 11 
15 105 7 
16 106 12 
17 107 12 
18 108 12 
19 109 11 
20 110 i1 
21 111 12 
22 112 12 
23 113 13 
24 114 7 
25 115 10 
26 116 11 
27 117 3 
28 118 8 
29 119 4 
30 1z0 4 
Total 217 
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Figs. 19a2 b, c. A section of the large scale cloud field in the southern ITGZ. 
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and moisture must be accomplished in these zones over the tropical oceans. 
As already mentioned in Part I, the intense brightness of this large scale 
cloudiness is pronounced at the tops of the deep clouds. Cirrus outflow is 
common in the zones of intense convection and the size and particularly the 
growth of the cirrus shield is an indication of its severity. The regions of 
brightest cloud cover on successive ATS-I satellite cloud photographs can be 
easily outlined and tracked. 
Figures ZIa, b, c are the examples of these outlined made from the ATS-I 
satellite photographs shown in Figs. 20a, b, c, respectively. Figure Z2 is the 
superposition of the cloud outlines shown in Figs. Zla, b, c. Figure ZZ shows 
significant changes in the cloud area within a period of 44 - 45 minutes. 
This technique of heat transfer estimate has been applied to ATS-I satel­
lite cloud photographs over the tropical Pacific. Example photographs are 
presented in Fig. 23, and details are given in Appendix 2 in the form of tables. 
The enlarged photographs show some intense but small scale convection cells 
whose areas are not large enough to be planimetered. We have already shown 
that the area change of scale convective cells is small enough compared to 
that of large scale systems to be ignored. 
2. 6 Vertical Cross-section of Temperature and Moisture in the Grid Box 
Our computation scheme requires information on the mean vertical cross­
section of temperature and moisture profiles in the grid box shown in Fig. 24. 
We have only a few meteorological stations taking upper air soundings routinely 
in the study area, but changes are comparatively slow in the tropics. We 
have used upper air observations recorded from Palmyra Island (5' 5Z'N, 
162'06'W), and Christmas Island (ZN, 157 0 23'W} in the N.H. sector, and 
Canton Island (2°461S, 171 0 43'W), and Pago Pago (14*S, 1710 W) in the S. H. 
sector. The mean vertical profiles of T0 C and W/g/Kg from all of the four 
stations for April 1967 are presented on a thermodynamic diagram (Skew-T), 
Fig. Z5, while the mean over individual stations in the N. H. and S. H. sectors 
are given in diagrams (Figs. 26 and 27), respectively. These diagrams indi­
cate that the horizontal variations in temperature at any level are insignificant 
except in the case of Christmas Island which shows a temperature profile 
more than 1. 0'C lower than the mean at all levels. This temperature gradient 
southward may be sufficient to give a mass circulation between these two 
regions. 
We have taken 17. 9 g/Kg as the mean suboloud layer mixing ratio for our 
computation scheme. The mean lifting condensation level (LCL) in the grid 
box is about 950 mb, and the convective cloud top appears to be at 150 mb. 
The presence of a large positive instability area from the IC! to the cloud top 
is conducive to a convection once the parcel is triggered to the level of LOL. 
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Fig. 23. 	 A sequence of ATS-T cloud photographs of the day 107 used in this 
research scheme. 
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investigation. 
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rig. 5. Mean thermodynamic Stats of the atmosphere in the grid box. 
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Fig. 27. Vertical cross-sections of tern­
perature 0C and mixing ratio (g/kg) 
over Pago Pago and Canton Island. 
2. 7 Short Range Fluctuations of the Meteorological Events 
2. 7. 1 Percent-bright Cloud Cover 
Figures 28 and 29 present the percent-bright cloud cover in the N. H. S. 
and S. H. S. as a function of time for the observation period on days #106 
through #113. Figures 30 and 31 show their deviations from the mean as a 
function of time. Off hand one would expect to find a short time variation in 
the cloud cover for the short time scale of ordinary convections. These dia­
grams show that such changes do exist but we are unable to find any relation­
ship with diurnal heating or atmospheric tides. All one can say from these ob­
servations is that on some days more active convections are present than on 
other days. 
2. 7. 2 Average Upward Energy Transport 
Figures 32a, b present the average upward transport as a function of time 
in the N. H. S. and S. H. S., respectively. It is expected that the heat flux in 
the grid box would fluctuate in the same pattern as the cloud tower growth-rate. 
The growth-rate of a convective complex is reflected in the rate of cirrus shield 
expansion. These diagrams clearly point out that the convective activity 
varies dunng'the day but not on the diurnal cycle, and that the large scale 
upward heat transport is accomplished in the form of surges. These heat surges 
seem more frequent and larger in amplitude in the N. H. sector than in the S. H. 
sector of the grid box. In a period of 3-4 hours the heat released during these 
surges may be as high as 1-2 langley per minute over an extensive area. 
Z. 8 Long Range Fluctuations of Meteorological Events in the N. H. and S. H. 
Sectors 
2. 8. 1 Cloudiness Cycle 
While our studies have shown that during the day the convective activity
 
is more or less random, the picture is very different when we look at the ac­
con­tivity extending over a number of days. On this time scale, we find the 
vective activity well organized. 
Figure 33 presents the daily mean percent-bright cloud cover during the
 
period of observations for April, 1967. The percent-bright cloud cover in the
 
N. H. S. is considerably higher all through the month. The peaks in both the 
sectors are almost always in phase, but their day-to-day variations do not
 
follow the same trend. The phase differences in the two trends -may be
 
attributed to the local differences in the meteorological conditions (e. g.,
 
temperature, moisture field in the vertical) in the two sectors. The simul­
taneous appearance of the peaks in the two sectors probably indicates that
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the intensification of large scale cloudiness cycles over the equatorial Pacific 
is accomplished by the same upper tropospheric disturbance field. 
Z. 8. 2 	Daily Mean of the Average Cloud Divergences 
Figure 34 gives the daily mean of the computed average cloud divergences. 
These values represent the averages of the positive cloud divergences only. 
The estimate of the percent-bright cloud cover, on the other hand, includes 
both growing and decaying clouds. The cloud divergences in the layer of out­
flow are proportional to the convergence field and their fluctuations reflect on 
the character of vertical motion field (i. a., weak, strong, etc.) in the zone 
of intense convection in respective grid sectors. This time cross-section 
clearly shows that the vertical motion field varies considerably from day-to­
day over the tropical mid-Pacific and significantly differs in magnitude in the 
two sectors. 
24 	8. 3 Mass Inflow Rate at the Subcloud Layer and the Convective Heat Trans­
port to the Tropical Upper Troposphere during April, 1967 
Table II gives the mean of the average mass influx at the subeloud layer 
and of the average heat transport to the tropical upper troposphere in both the 
hemispheric sectors. In the N.H. S., the mass influx in the subcloud layer is 
about twice that over the S. H. S. The greater inflow rate is an obvious conse­
quence of stronger heat convergence field there at the boundary layer. The 
estimated mass inflow rate 4.87 x 1013 g/sec at the subcloud layer compares 
very well with Riehl and Malkus' (1958) data on the lateral influx in the layer 
1000-900 millibars. Their estimate pertains to a 100 latitude belt around the 
globe with the northern ITCZ as the base line and to the month of February. 
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Fig. 34. Daily mean of the average cloud divergences. 
TABUE 11
 
Monthly mean for the mass influx rate (1013 g/sec) at the subcloud layer and
 
for the convective heat transport (1014 cal/sec) to the tropical upper troposphere 
(April, 1967) 
Number of days Mass influx +onvective heat Heat flux density 
computed rate transport fly/rain) 
N. H. S S . . N. . NH, S. S. H S. N.H.S. S.H.S. 
28 28 4.87 2.40 5.Z4 2.60 0.Z838 0.1408
 
Table II also indicates the computed flux density as 0. 2838 ly/min for theN. H. S. and 0. 1408 ly/min for the S. H.S. (Sikdar, 1968). The upward transport 
rate in the N. H3S. is nearly double that in the . H.dS. gonsidering the area 
and season these flux densities for April are about 30 to 40 percent higher than 
those of Riehl and Malkus (1958). House (1965) and Vonder Haar (1968) have 
shown that the planetary albedo is less in the tropical region and greater at 
higher latitudes than accordng to earlier calculations. This demands a greater 
transport of energy poleward than was thought necessary. In view of their re­
slts, the higher values of convective heat transport in this research compared 
to those of Riehl and Malkus should be expected, but the readeris reminded 
that Rehl and Malkus calculated the transport for the whole tropical belt 
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whereas this study pertains to the area 60* longitude X 30 ° latitude-about a 
1/4 sample. 
Figure 35 shows the daily mean of the average heat transport for April, 
1967. The most interesting feature in this diagram is the periodic fluctuation 
of the convective heat transport rate in both the hemispheric sectors, especially 
over the N.H. sector. Each data point on this diagram represents the averages 
of many growing clouds in the respective sectors, and on a number of succes­
sive cloud pictures. Although 30 such data points are inadequate for conclusive 
time series analysis, it is felt that at least some qualitative information on the 
periodicity of the large scale tropical disturbance field and its interaction with 
the mesoscale convection systems may be obtained. Figure 36 gives the power 
spectral estimate of these heat fluxes. It is clear from this diagram that the 
large, scale convective transport pulsates with an approximate periodicity of 
five days in the M.H. S. while in the S. H. S. the periodicity ranges between 6 
to 10 days. These observations invariably imply that the large scale convec­
tive systems over the tropical mid-Pacific are dynamically coupled to the 
equatorial wave'type disturbance field (Palmer, 1950, 1951), and that their 
individual contributions are additive. These observations further imply that 
the large scale vertical motion in the tropical troposphere results from the inte­
grated effect of an ensemble of rather rapidly ascending cloud groups separated 
essentially by nondivergent clear spaces. 
Thus, it is clear from this study that the daily variations in the convective 
activity in the tropics are controlled by the large scale motion field. Yanai 
et al. (1968) indicated from the analysis of power spectra of meridional com­
ponents of wind in spring over the tropical mid-Pacific that a large spectral 
density is found at periods 4 to 5 days throughout the upper troposphere where 
the mean wind is from the west. Our observations are in agreement with Yanai' s 
finding s. 
In our computation scheme we hypothesized that in the ITCZ there are high 
intensity "hot towers" that transport moisture to the tropical upper troposphere 
sufficiently to produce cirrus shields. Our observations supported the hypothe­
sis. The meridional heat exchange between the tropics and extra-tropics is 
probably accomplished through these cirrus streamers in the tropical upper 
troposphere which are .dynamically coupled to the oceanic boundary layer con­
vergence field. In fact, Suomi and Fujita (1968) presented direct evidence 
through a time lapse picture from the ATS-11 that narrow streams of cirrus 
originated over tropical cloud systems over the Pacific, flowing north-eastward 
with a velocity as high as 100 knots. 
Further, these large scale cirrus streamers when spread laterally near the 
tropopause may remain dynamically inactive but radiatively effective to pro­
duce strong radiative convergence through the cloud layer source. Over a long 
time scale these streamers may act as a radiative source in which case our 
estimates of heat fluxes may be even greater. 
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Fig. 35. Daily mean of the average upward heat transport for April, 1967. 
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2. 8.4 Phase and Speed of the Upper Tropospheric Disturbance Field 
In order to study the phase and speed of the upper tropospheric disturbance 
field, mentioned in the previous section, an analysis was performed in the 
longitudinally separated grid sections (IZ0°W to 150 0 W, 150°W to 180 0 W) in 
the two hemispheric sectors. No definite conclusions could be derived from 
this analysis for the following reasons: 
(1) 	the longitudinal coverage was inadequate for the cloud population to 
be representative, 
(Z)the satellite data was inadequate for sufficient sampling of the cloud 
populations, 
(3) 	 the large scale cloud was almost always present in the two longitudinal 
sections across 150 0 W in the N.H. sector and as a result, the eval­
uated fluxes could not be assigned properly. 
The analysis could, however, be'performed with the extended longitudinal 
coverage around the sub-satellite point and selecting the boundary based on 
cloud census in the grid box. This will be attempted when adequate data are 
available. 
2. 8. 5 Implications for Modeling the Tropical Atmosphere 
One of the key problems in the models of the tropical atmosphere is to 
account for the heat release by convection-a phenomenon whose space scale 
is much smaller than the grid mesh used in the model. The statistics from this 
study have clearly shown that the release of convection is not random but is 
controlled (at least in the area under investigation) by large scale motion. 
Thus there is some hope that one can predict the heat release by sub-mesh 
scale convections from larger scale motion. Perhaps through use of the tool 
developed in this research and a determination of the motion field using the 
cloud displacement, one can learn if it is possible to predict the quantity of 
convective activity. Finally, to complete the story we must find how the heat 
thus released affects the large scale motion. In principle, it should be pos­
sible to tackle this problem also using our technique. We have been able to 
estimate the mass flux from the lower -to upper troposphere due to convection. 
The cloud motions in the lower and upper portions of this layer ought to give 
one useful information on the horizontal momentum in each layer. Thus one 
would be able to measure the vertical momentum transfer of the visible portion 
of the atmosphere at least. Using radiosonde data, one might be able to 
assess transfer in the same "visible" portion of the atmosphere. All this is 
a task for the future. 
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3.0 SUMMARY 
-There is no doubt that the convective clouds in the tropics constitute im­
portant elements transforming heat, moisture and momentum in the vertical. 
The primary purpose of this research has been to show that, based on some 
reasonable assumptions, one can estimate the convective transport of mass 
and thus energy fluxes to the tropical upper troposphere from the ATS-I satel­
lite cloud photographs. For extracting this information, a technique has been 
developed in this research. 
From the data presented in the first part of this thesis, the technique is a 
promising one for the quantitative estimation of upward fluxes of mass and 
energy associated with a mesoscale system in the tropics. Numerical modelers 
are interested in the character of mass circulation and the related energy 
release over wide scales of convection. The growing clouds are the energy 
sources. This technique will help find the spatial distributions of energy 
sources from the satellite cloud photographs over the vast oceanic regime. 
This knowledge would eventually be of importance in the understanding of the 
interactions between the small scale convection regime and the large scale 
atmospheric circulations in the tropics. 
Although the technique has the excellent capability of evaluating mass 
and energy upward fluxes in the tropical convection regime, there are some 
obvious limitations. The technique assumes a cirrus outflow layer of thickness 
1. 0 km based on a few observations (Anderson, 1960; Ludlum, 1966; Bcrovikov, 
1963). When considered over a long period, this assumption may not be un­
justified, but one feels that in the light of its potential for probing tropical 
energetics, a few aircraft reconnaissance flights over the ITCZ may be of great 
value by providing this information. 
This investigation indicates that the meso- to sub-synoptic scale convec­
tions are controlled by the large scale circulations by redistributing the heat 
sources and sinks. This redistribution is continuously going on in the vertical 
and over the vast area at the same time. The tropical atmosphere exhibits 
pronounced short period fluctuations in the convective activity during the day. 
but not on the diurnal cycle. The upward transport of mass and energy is ac­
complished through various scales of eddies in the form of high energy surges. 
On occasion, the amplitudes of these short period pulses may be as high as 
1-2 ly/min. These short period pulses have been observed mainly in large 
cloud ensembles (size larger than 1014 cmZ). 
The spectral estimate of the convective heat fluxes indicate that the con­
vective heat transport over the tropical mid-Pacific pulsates with an approxi­
mate periodicity of five days, especially over the N. H. sector. This 
invariably implies that the convective heat release is controlled by the large 
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scale motion field. In the S. H. sector, however, a periodicity of convective 
cloud intensification ranging from 6 to 10 days is indicated. This difference 
in the periodicity may be attributed to lesser convective cloud population in 
the S. H. sector in the period of study. Further research in this area will be 
fruitful. 
4. 0 PROPOSED FURTHER INVESTIGATION WITH THE ATS-I PHOTOGRAPHS 
The magnitude of cloud divergences in the layer of outflow is as well an 
indication of the character of average vertical motion field in the embedded 
"hot towers. " With the available upward mass flux measurements based on 
the technique, one can, indeed, estimate the average vertical motion field 
provided the areas of convergence are known by some direct or indirect means. 
The radar echoes would indicate the zones of convergence directly beneath the 
concerned cloud complex but, over the vast oceanic regime in the tropics, 
such direct.measurements are scarce. Therefore, an indirect method needs to 
be developed utilizing high precision satellite cloud photographs. 
It is likely that from the brightness gradients on the digital displays, one 
will be able to estimate the size of the convergence field in the regime of deep 
tropical convections. Once this technique is developed, it will be possible 
to relate the average vertical motion field to the average rainfall rate in the 
cloud complex for these parameters have unique correlation. 
Moreover, the outflow of air at the top of a deep convection originates 
from the oceanic boundary layer. So, based on some modeling assumptions 
one might be able to sense the average magnitudes of evaporative fluxes in 
the oceanic surface layer. 
This investigation has indicated that the large scale convective transport 
to the tropical upper troposphere pulsates with a periodicity of 4 to 5 days. 
The large scale heat flux from the boundary layer is obviously tied to the wind 
convergence. The question whether the heat convergence leads or lags the 
wind convergence in the large scale disturbance field or they appear simul­
taneously remains to be answered. A geosynchronous meteorological satellite, 
together with the observations planned in the GARP, may give clues to its 
answer. 
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TABLE I
 
Measurements on ATS-I Satellite Photographs
 
Day 109
 
Mean Cloud Div. 
Cloud Area I Area 2 A2 - Al area 
12 4No. (1012 cm Z) (10Zomz) (l0' 2 cm2 ) (10 cm2 ) (10 - per see) 
1 81.280 99. 500 18.220 90.390 1. 623 
2 7.516 6.955 -0.561 7.236 -0. 540 
3 1.049 1.835 0.787 1.44Z 5;436 
4 1.486 1.932 0.446 1.709 2.174 
5 2.272 2-318 0.046 2.295 0. 146 
6 7.604 7. 728 0.124 7.666 0.118 
7 5.069 7. 9ZI Z.852 6.495 4.076 
8 3.496 3.671 0.175 3.583 0. 362 
9 3.234 3.478 0.244 3.356 0.543 
10 26.220 27. 050 0.828 26.630 0.228 
11 51.390 71.480 20.090 61.440 2.832 
12-13 68.870 73. 130 4.255 71.000 0.447 
14 11.890 14.970 3.087 13.430 1.881 
15 4.370 2.512 -1.858 3.441 -3. 080 
16 3.496 1.932 -1.564 2.714 -3.241 
17 8.740 5.796 -2.944 7.268 -2.440 
18 3.321 2.705 -0.616- 3.013 1.343 
19 9.614 11.590 1.978 10.600 1.490 
20 637.8 725.o10 87.30 681.5 0.991 
1PRECDG PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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TABIE II 
Measurements on ATS-I Satellite Photographs 
Day 109 
Mean Cloud Div. 
Cloud Area I Area 2 Az -Al area 4 
No. (1012cm2 ) (I012cm) (G0 1cm2 ) (10'2 cm2 ) (10 per sec) 
1 99. 500 107.300 7.753 103.400 0. 564 
2 6.955 11.490 4.536 9.223 4.725 
3-4 3.767 3.830 0.063 3.799y 0,121 
5 Z.318 2.298 -0.020 2.308 -0. 062 
6 7.728 9.576 1.848 8. 65z 1.732 
7 7.921 9.097 1.176 8.509 1.075 
8 3.671 3.830 0.160 3.751 0.315 
9 3.478 3.9z6 0.449 3.702 0.934 
10 Z7. 050 3Z. 560 5.510 29.800 1.476 
11 71.480 84.270 IZ.780 77.880 1.Z94 
12-13 73.130 98.630 25. 510 85.880 2.527 
14 14.970 12.450 -2.524 13.710 -1. 221 
15 Z,512 4,213 1.702 3.363 4.909 
16 1.932 4.788 2.856 3.360 10,710 
17 5.796 6.129 0.333 5.962 0.416 
18 2.705 6.3Z0 3.615 4.512 9.680 
19 11.590 11:490 -0.101 11.540 -0.063 
20 725. 10 760. 60 35.50 742.9 0. 354 
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Volume flux (Vt) 
at the 
Cloud cloud top 
No. (1014 cc/sec) 
1 13.20 
2 
3 0.57 
4 0,32 
S 0.03 
6 0.09 
7 2. 06 
8 0.13 
9 0.18 
10 0.60 
11 14.50 
12-13 3.07 
14 2.23 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 1.43 
20 56.75 
TABLE III 
Mass flux (MI )
from the 
subcloud layer 
(108 kg/sec) 
Heat flux (EC) 
(i0n cal/sec) 
3.57 38.40 
0.15 
0.09 
0.01 
0.02 
0.56 
0.03 
0.05 
o.16 
3.94 
0.84 
o.61 
1.66 
0.94 
0.10 
0.26 
6. Ol 
0.37 
0.51 
1.75 
42.40 
8.97 
6.51 
0.39 
15.4Z 
4.17 
165.70 
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TABLE IV 
Volume flux(Vt) Mass flux (MI) 
at the from the Feat flux (Ec) 
Cloud cloud top subcloud layer 11-
No. (1014 cc/see) (108 kg/sec) (10 cal/sec) 
1 5.56 1.51 16.20 
2 3. Z5 0.88 9.50 
3-4 0. 05 0.01 0.13 
5 
6 1.32 0.36 3.87 
7 0.84 0.23 2.46 
8 0.11 0.03 0.33 
9 0.32 0.09 0.94 
10 3.95 1.07 11.50 
11 9. 16 Z.49 26.80 
12-13 18.30 4.97 53.40 
14 
15 1.22 0.33 3. 56 
16 2.05 0.56 5.98 
17 0.24 0.06 0.70 
18 2.59 0.70 7.57 
19 
z0 23.00 6.25 7.15 
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TABLE V 
Using Brown's (1967) Energy Equation 
MA = (1"4 5 (kg.) 
and our Heat Flux Data, Ec 
From Table III From Table TV 
Cloud Energy (Ec) Cloud Mass (MA) Energy (Ec) Cloud Mass (MA) 
No. (i0Z1 ergs) (1011 kg) (1021 ergs) (10'' kg) 
1 Z23. 00 28. 70 94.80 13. 60 
2 55.50 8.47 
3 9.6Z 1.82 
4 5.45 1.11 0.77 0,20 
5 0.56 0.15 
6 1.52 0.36 22.60 3.85 
7 34.90 5.64 14.40 2.59 
8 2.14 0.49 1.95 0.45 
9 2.98 0.65 5.48 1.11 
10 10. 10 1. 91 67.40 10.00 
11 246. 00 31. 30 156.00 21.00 
12-13 52. 00 8. 01 312.00 38. 50 
14 37. 70 6.04 
15 20.80 3.58 
16 34.90 5.64 
17 4.07 0.86 
18 44.20 6.94 
19 24. ZO 4.09 
20 960. 50 94. 80 392. 10 432.60 
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TABLE I
 
Area of Clouds for Day 107
 
(1014 cm)
 
NORTHERN HEMISPHERE
 
15°N) 
Picture 5 Picture 6
 
212101z 214415Z
 
3.7 3.3
 
1.4 2.4
 
Z4.0 25.0
 
69.0 69.0
 
0.9 1.6
 
1.0 1.3
 
150.0 150.0 
4.7 5.3
 
250.0 260.0 
22.9% 23.3% 
Picture 11 Picture 12 
234029Z Z40349Z
 
5.6 5.6
 
2.4 2.6 
27.0 26.0
 
110.0 120.0 
4.7 4.7 
4.3 4.1
 
76.0 180.0
 
6.0 6.2
 
Z30.0 340.0
 
20. 8% 31. 11 
(Longitude 120W 
Cloud Picture 1 

No. 194802Z 

1 2.8 

Z 1.5 

3 26.0 

4 7.2 

5 0.6 

6 0.Z 
7 200.0 
8 4.8 

Totals Z40.0 
clof e 21.90
cloudines s 
Cloud Picture 7 

No. 220735Z 

1 4.1 

2 3.0 

3 22.0 

4 70.0 

5 1.6 

6 1.4 

7 160.0 

8 5.5 
Totals 270.0 
%of
clou 24.1% 

cloudiness
 
Picture 2 

2011159 

4.4 

2.2 

33.0 

75.0 

5.7 

0.3 

Z30.0 

5.9 

350.0 
31.9% 
Picture 8 
223046Z 

4.6 

4.1 

Z5.0 

78.0 
1.9 

1.6 

150.0 

6.8 

280.0 

24.9% 

Mean of percent - 24. 7% 
- 180°W, latitude 0° -
Picture 3 

203430Z 

1.3 

0.2 

24.0 

65.0 

2.6 

0.1 

160.0 
3.4 

z60.0 
23. 1% 
Picture 9 
225400Z 
4.1 

2.9 

19.0 

78.0 
2.0 

1.5 
130.0 

6.z 

240.0 

22.0% 
Picture 4 

205805Z 

3.4 

1.1 

2.6 

72.0. 

2.7 

0.6 

190.0 
1.7 

Z80.0 
25.09 
Picture 10 
231715Z 

3.7 

Z.7 

23.0 

85.0 
2.8 

2.3 

150.0 

6.6 

280.0 

25.4% 

Table I (continued) 
SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE
 
(Longitude 120 W - 180SV, Latitude 0 ° - 15'S)
 
Cloud Picture I Picture 2 Picture 3 Picture 4 Picture 5 Picture 6
 
No. 194802Z 201115Z 203430Z Z05805Z 212101Z 214415Z
 
1 9.4 12.0 12. 0 1Z.0 12.0 14.0 
2 13. 0 15.0 13.0 15.0 10.0 11.0 
3 3.7 4.0 Z.7 3.1 Z.Z 1.4
 
4 2.5 2.3 3.3 1.6 2.4 2.1
 
5 2.3 1.4 2.1 Z.7 2.3 1.7
 
6 2.3 2. 5 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.1
 
7 3.6 2.7 2.1 1.8 2.4 2.4
 
8 19.0 26.0 14.0 23.0 22.0 22.0 
Totals 56.0 67.0 50.0 60.0 55.0 56.0
 
% of
cloudiness 5.1% 6. 0% 4. 5% 5.5% 5. 0% 5.0% 
Cloud Picture 7 Picture 8 Picture 9 Picture 10 Picture 11 Picture 12 
No. 220735Z 223046Z ZZ5400Z Z31715Z 234029Z 240349Z
 
1 14.0 17.0 16.0 17.0 23.0 23.0
 
2 8.7 10.0 7.7 9.0 13.0 15.0 
3 1.3 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.7 1.9
 
4 1.7 Z.3 2.1 1.4 3.8 6.6
 
5 2.5 z.6 3.5 3.5 6.1 6.9 
6 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.1 2.2 Z.9
 
7 1.6 2.6 2.7 1.8 0.8 0.7
 
8 23.0 24.0 23.0 26.0 Z4.0 30.0 
Totals 55.0 62.0 58. 0 62.0 74.0 87.0 
*%of 5. 6% 5.3% 5.6% 6.7% 7.9%ou 4.9%6 cloudine ss 
Mean of percent - 5. 6% 
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TABLE II 
Cloud Divergence for Successivej Time Intervals, Day 107 
(10-4 per sec) 
NORTHERN HEMISPHERE 
(Longitude IZOW - 180'W, Latitude 0' - 15'N) 
Cloud Ist Znd - 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
No. Period Period Period Period Period Period 
1 4.1 -5.1 12.0 0.7 0.1 0.6
 
2 3.6 -6.4 25.0 2.4 4.7 2.1
 
3 2.z -2.0 -6.3 61.0 0.1 -0.8
 
4 68.0 -1.0 0.8 -0.3 0.0 0.1
 
5 60.0 -3.9 0.4 -5,0 6.3 0.0
 
6 3.6 -3.6 23.0 5.3 1.9 0.6
 
7 0.9 -2.1 1.5 -1.7 0.0 0.4 
8 1.7 -3.1 -3.6 13.0 0.8 0.3
 
Cloud 7th 8th 9th 10th 1Ith
 
No. Period Period Period Period Period
 
1 0.9 -0.7 -7.6 3.7 -1.2 
2 2.6 -Z.2 -0.3 -0.8 0.5 
3 0.7 -1.5 1.4 1.z -0.3 
4 0.7 0.0 0.7 1.6 0.9 
5 1.4 0.4 2.9 4.6 0.0 
6 1.0 -0.4 3.4 6.4 0.3
 
7 -0.2 -1.2 1.4 -3.7 9.7
 
8 1.7 -0.6 .5 -7.0 0. z 
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Table II (continued) 
SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE 
(Longitude 120W - 1800 W, Latitude 0' - 150S) 
Cloud Ist Znd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
No. Period Period Period Period Period Period 
1 Z.1 0.0 -1.8 -0.1 1. 0.3 
2 1.4 -1.2 1.2 -2.2 0.3 -1.4 
3 0.5 -2.3 0.9 -2.1 -Z.5 -0.8 
4 -0.5 2.9 -3.7 3.7 -0.9 -1.3 
5 -2,9 3.3 2.1 -1.1 -1.8 3.4 
6 0.6 -4.4 1.6 0.7 -1.1 1.3 
7 -1.8 -1.6 -0.7 2.0 0.0 -Z.3 
8 2.6 -3.4 4.7 -0.2 0.0 0.3 
Cloud 7th 8th 9th l0th IIth 
No. Period Period Period Period Period 
1 1.5 -0.5 0.5 2.4 0.1 
z 1.3 -1.8 1.2 3. Z 1.2 
3 2.2 -0.4 0.3 -0.5 0.8 
4 z.6 -0.6 -2.3 12.0 5.3 
5 0.3 Z.4 0.0 5.3 1.0 
6 -1.0 1.2 -1.1 6.4 2.5 
7 4.4 0;3 -Z.4 -3.8 -0.8 
8 0.1 -0.1 0.9 -0.7 1.9 
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TABLE III 
Mass Flux from the Layer of Inflow, Day 107 
(1012 g/sec) 
NORTHERN HEMISPHERE
 
(Longitude120 OW- 180°W, Latitude 0' - 15 ° N)
 
Cloud 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th
 
No. Period Period Period Period Period Period 
1 Z.8 3.7 0.6 0.1 0.6 
a 1.3 1.4 0.6 1.6 i.2 
3 14.0 39.0 0.6 
4 120.0 14.0 0.0 1.6 
5 9.0 0.3 1.3 0.0 
6 0.2 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.2 
7 45.0 57.0 2.2 16.0 
8 2.0 5.5 1.0 0.5 
Totals 190.0 77. 0 47.0 7.4 20. 0 
Cloud 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 
No. Period Period Period Period Period 
1 0.9 3.4
 
z 1.9 0.3
 
3 4.1 6.7 7.0 
4 13.0 1.4 13.0 35.0 22.0 
5 0.5 0.2 1.5 3.2 
6 0.4 1.3 3.6 
7 45.0 180.0 
8 2.3 0.7 0.3
 
Totals 23.0 1.5 68.0 52.0 200.0 
Mean of 
the totals - 63. 0 
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Table III (continued) 
SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE 
-(Longitude 120W - 180°W, Latitude 0' 15°S) 
Cloud Ist 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
No. Period Period Period Period Period Period 
1 4.9 0.1 3.4 1.0 
2 4.4 3.7 0.8 
3 0.5 0.6 
4 1.6 1.4 
5 1.2 1.1 1.4 
6 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.4 
7 1.0 
8 13.0 16.0 1.9 
Totals 23.0 Z. 9 22.0 2.6 4.1 4.6 
Cloud 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 
No. Period Period Period Period Period 
1 5.3 Z.1 10.0 0.8 
2 2.7 2.3 7.1 3.8 
3 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.3 
4 1.1 4.2 4.9 
5 0.2 1.5 0.1 4.5 1.5 
6 0.3 1.8 1.3 
7 1.7 0.2 
8 0.7 4.9 11.0 
Totals 12.0 Z. 2 9.6 28.0 24.0 
Mean of 
the totals - 12. 0 
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TABLE IV
 
Heat Flux in the Layer-of Outflow, Day 107
 
(1013 cal/sec)
 
NORTHERN HEMISPHERE
 
(Longitude 1200W - 180 0 W, Latitude 0O - 150 N)
 
Cloud Ist Znd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
No. Period Period Period Period Period Period 
1 3.0 3.9 0.6 0.1 0.6 
z 1.4 '1.5 0.7 1.8 1.3 
3 15.0 42.0 0.7 
4 130.0 15.0 0.0 1.7 
5 9.7 0.3 1.4 0.0 
6 0. z 0.9 0.9 0.5 0.2 
7 48.0 61.0 2.3 17.0 
8 2.1 5.9 1.0 0.5 
Totals 210.0 83. 0 50.0 7.9 21.0 
Heat flux per 1. 7.5 4.5 0.7 2.0 
sq. cm. (10-3) 
Cloud 7th 8th 9th loth 1 ith 
No. Period Period Period Period Period 
1 1.0 3.6 
2 2.1 0.3
 
3 4.4 7. Z 7.6
 
4 14.0 1.5 14.0 37.0 24.0 
5 0.6 0.2 1.6 3.5
 
6 0.4 1.4 3.8
 
7 48.0 190.0 
8 2.4 0.7 0,3
 
Totals 25.0 1.6 73.0 56.0 220.0
 
Heat flux per 2.2 0. 15 6.6 5.0 20.0 
sq. cm. 
Mean of the totals (1013) - 68.0
 
Mean of total heat flux per sq/cm (10 - 3 ) - 61.1 
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Table IV (continued) 
SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE 
(Longitude 120 0W- 180 0 W, Latitude 0Q - 1508) 
Cloud 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
No. Period Period Period Period Period Period 
1 5.2 0.1 3.6 1.0 
2 4.7 4.0 0.8 
3 0.5 0.6 
4 1.8 1.5 
5 1.z 1.2 1.5 
6 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.4 
7 1.0 
8 13.0 17.0 2.0 
Totals 24.0 3.1 23.0 2.8 4.4 5.0 
Heat flux per 2.2 0.3 2.1 0.3 0.4 0.5 
sq. cm. 
Cloud 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 
No. Period Period Period Period Period 
1 5.7 2.3 11.0 0.8 
2 2.9 Z.5 7.7 4.1 
3 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.3 
4 1.Z 4.5 5.3 
5 0.2 1.6 0.1 4.9 1.6 
6 0.4 1.9 1.4 
7 1.9 0.2 
8 0.8 5.3 12.0 
Totals 13.0 2.4 10.0 30.0 Z5.0 
Mean of 
the total 
Heat flux per 1.2 0.2 0.9 2.7 2.3 
sq. cm. 
-Mean of the total heat flux per sq. cm. (10 ) - 1. 2 
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A CENSUS OF CLOUD SYSTEMS IN THE TROPICAL PACIFIC OCEAN 
I 
by 
Otto J.Karst 
ABSTRACT 
As a supporting study to a GARP tropical meteorology experiment a census 
was made on cloud systems in the tropical Pacific Ocean using ATS I and ESSA 
III satellite photographs. The study area ranged from 110'E to 100 0 W and 250S 
to 25 0 N, and was subdivided' into five equal regions. Organized cloud systems 
were classified by geometric patterns into an oval, line, wave, or spiral vortex. 
There are large differences between the northern and southern hemisphere in the 
level'of organization and the frequency of cloud systems. The northcentral 
Pacific region (150°W to 160°E) has a lower level of organization than the two 
other regions in the northern hemisphere. The study shows that there are high 
frequencies of waves and vortices for the northeast (150 OW to 100 0W) and 
northwest (I 60'E to 110'E) tropical Pacific regions during the summer and early 
fall months. In terms of the frequency of organized cloud systems the northeast 
region and the northwest region would seem to be about equally suitable for a 
prospective tropical field experiment. 
iNote added in proof- Since the completion of this study, an extension to the 
tropical Atlantic has been supported by the same contract; in addition, inter­
comparison of the present paper and the work by Vonder Haar et al. Included 
in this same report, has purposely been avoided up to the present time. 
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I Introduction 
The impetus for a cloud census of the tropical Pacific Ocean arose from 
the GARP joint organizing committee in Stockholm, 1967. At this time the com­
mittee was planning a detailed tropical meteorology experiment in the Pacific 
Ocean. The purpose of the study was to investigate the interaction of the 
cloud cluster scale phenomenon with that of the wave scale. Recommendations 
were made for a preliminary census of cloud systems in this area so that the 
best location for the study could be selected. The location that is chosen 
would have to contain a large number of organized cloud systems throughout 
the study period. 
11. Data Used 
Martin and Karst (1968) conducted an initial cloud census of the central 
and eastern Pacific Ocean from 1600 E to 100 0 W, and 25°8 to 25N. The period 
of study was from March, 1967 to February, 1968, inclusive. The satellite 
pictures available for the census were ATS I geosynchronous and ESSA III 
photographs. 
On the suggestion of the GARP tropical working group a supplementary 
cloud census in the northwest Pacific Ocean from 160'E to 1100 E, and V to 
25°N was added to the basic census. Only ESSA III photographs were avail­
able for this region. 
Figure 1 shows how the study areas was subdivided into five equal regions: 
northeast, northcentral, northwest, southcentral, and southeast. 
Ill. Method of Investigation 
Each day's satellite photographs were examined for organized cloud sys­
tems. These systems were tracked from day to day until they dissipated, 
merged with other systems, or moved out of the major boundary of the study 
area. The systems were classified according to a geometric appearance: oval, 
line, wave, and spiral vortex. Figures 2, 3) 4, and 5 give representative ex­
amples of each cloud category, respectively. 
"Ovalr was comparable to a cloud cluster because it contained a mass of 
cloud with no observable rotation. A typical cumulonimbus would be classified 
as an oval. "Line" classification indicated a cloud system stretched out along 
an axis. A subtropic frontal system that extended into the tropics would be 
classified as a line. The ITO in itself was not classified as a line, but dis­
turbances on the ITO were included in the statistics. At times it wa6 difficult 
to separate a line and oval classification since the geometric shape of the 
cloud system was the only guide used. "Wavet represented any disturbance 
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-i-T 
7­
.. 4*:W 
census.pig. 1. Five regions in the tropical Pacific Ocean included in the cloud 
Fig. 2. ATS I photograph with a geometric oval pattern outlined in white. 
Fig. 3. ATS I photograph with a geometric line pattern outlined in white.
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Fig. 4. ATS I photograph with a geometric wave pattern outlined in white. 
Fig, 5. ATS I photograph with a geometric spiral vortex pattern outlined in white. 
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with an inverted V geometric design. Typically this system was observed along 
the ITO. "Vortex" was used for any system that had rotation. 
The motivation behind t.is geometric classification was-developed through 
personal correspondence with E. G. Astling. See Fig. 6 for the development 
of a spiral from a line. 
In addition to the geometric classification, the following parameters were 
also noted: 1) degree of organization (weak, moderate, pronounced), 2) loca­
tion (latitude and region), 3) size (cloud area in degrees of latitude squared), 
4) growth from the previous day, 5) movement of the system in 24 hours, 
6) and lifetime of the system. Also the parameters of cloud height and direc­
tion of blowoff were estimated from the satellite photographs. 
FORMS OF TROPICAL CLOUD DISTURBANCES 
TERM IDEALIZED SHAPE LINEARIZED FORM (NORTHERN HEMISPHERE) 
OVAL _ 
LINE-
WAVE 
SPIRAL 
VORTEX
 
DEVELOPMENT OF A SPIRAL FROM A LINE 
(Originated by E 0 Aitltng) 
Fig. 6. Development of a spiral from a line. 
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ATS time lapse films were useful in establishing the original classification 
of the individual parameters mentioned above. The films were particularly good 
in estimating degree of organization, growth, movement, and blowoff. There 
was good agreement in data when comparing the original estimate of cloud param­
eters derived from individual ATS I cloud photographs with those ATS I photo­
graphs available in film series for April 1967. 
IV. Results of the Cloud Census 
The data was analyzed to study monthly, seasonal, and regional variations 
in the observed level of organization of cloud systems. Graphs were drawn to 
show the differences in the frequency of occurrence for each level of organiza­
tion of cloud systems. In addition graphs were prepared to show the variations 
in the other recorded cloud parameters: mean movement, length of life, and 
cloud area. 
1. Daily Frequency Distribution 
Figure 7 represents the frequency of occurrences forthe four levels of cloud 
organization in each month or region. Each system was tallied once each day 
of its lifetime or until it moved out of the major boundary of the study area. 
What follows is a description of the major characteristics in each of the five 
regions. 
Northeast Region 
A large peak in oval frequency is found in August, and the peak vortex dis­
tribution occurs in June, July, August, September, and October. There is a 
sharp decline in the frequency of vortices in November. Waves reach a maxi­
mum in the early fall and winter months of September through January, and lines 
are also more active in the late fall and winter months. 
N orthcentral Region 
The large number of ovals in the summer months of June, July, and August 
decrease to a minimum in September, and rise to another maximum in October. 
The vortex peak in August and September is not nearly as pronounced as in the 
northeast region. Waves are more frequent in the fall months of September and 
November, but lines show an increase in frequency in early winter. 
The wave maximum which occurs in early fall and winter months in the 
northeast and northcentral region coincides with the end of the rainy season in 
the northern hemisphere, and is related to a decline in the vortex distribution 
and an increase in frequency of lines. There are considerably more ovals in 
the northcentral region than in the northeast, but the vortex frequency is reduced. 
During this period the level of organization is lower in the northcentral. 
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Fig. 7. Daily frequency distribution of cloud systems for each month and region. 
Northwest Region 
Ovals are fairly active except for a decline in frequency during November. 
The large peak of vortices in July, August, September, and October is similar 
to the curves shown for the northeast region. However, the sharp decline in 
frequency occurs in December. While waves are more frequent in the summer 
months, lines again are more active in the winter months. 
Southcentral Region 
An inspection of frequency shows that lines are the most frequent systems 
in the southern hemisphere winter, and ovals have a sharp increase in activity 
during the summer months. Vortices fluctuate with a general decline in activity 
during the winter season. Waves are far less active than in the northern hemis­
phere. Notice that vortices do not have the large southern hemisphere summer 
maximum that were observed in the northern hemisphere summer, However, 
ovals do increase sharply in the summer months. This suggests that the level 
of organization is lower in the southern hemisphere summer. 
Southeast Region 
Lanes are by far the most active system and ovals show a large decline in 
frequency during the southern hemisphere summer. This is the most inactive 
region for waves and vortices. 
Large differences in convective activity exist between the northern and 
southern hemisphere. The cloud averaging techniques of the ESSA III photo­
graphs developed by Kornfield and Hasler (1963) in the University of Wisconsin 
point out clearly the fact that the northern hemisphere is much more active than 
the southern hemisphere. One sees the persistent line feature in the south­
central region of the tropics and the relatively low level of organization in the 
cloud systems for the northcentral region of the Pacific Ocean. 
Gray (1968) studied regions where typhoons form relying partly on data 
from pre-satellite days. He showed a large tendency for typhoons to form in 
the northeast and northwest regions, with virtually no typhoon formation in the 
northcentral region. The cloud census results agree with Gray's observed vor­
tex distribution in the northern hemisphere. 
2. Latitude Frequency Distribution 
A mean latitude position was assigned to every cloud system for each day 
it was observed in the study area. Figures 8a, b, c, d represent the seasonal 
and regional variations in the frequency of occurrence for each level of cloud 
organization as a function of mean latitude position. As in Figure 7 each system 
was tallied once each day of its lifetime, but only ovals, waves, and vortices 
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LATITUDINAL FREQUECY APIL. MAYDInStRIBUTION-MAcICRt 
"W N-EK
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9 WAVE I 
M VORTEX 
25 
w0 SC SN' 
(a) March-April-May 
Figs. 	 Ba, b, c, d. Latitude frequency distribution of daily cloud systems for 
each month and region. 
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(b) June-July-August 
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are included in the statistics. The seasons, beginning with March, April, and 
May, are chosen to correspond to the spring, summer, fall, and winter months. 
What follows is a description of the major characteristics in each of the 
seasons. 
March - April - May 
Ovals are distributed evenly in all regions, but notice the distribution 
° from 0 to 50N in the northwest region. The peak distribution for ovals is 
° observed around 5 -10 latitude, except in the northwest region where systems 
are found close to the equator, but then peak at 100. There is a peak vortex 
distribution in the southcentral at 20 - 25' . 
Tune - Tuly - August 
The peak distribution for vortices in the northeast and northwest region is 
found at 15 - 250 latitude, and equatorward for ovals in the southern hemisphere 
at 0 - 5' . In the northoentral region notice that the peak distribution for ovals 
is still between 5 - 100 latitude. 
September - October - November 
The peak distribution for vortices is around 10 - 15' in the northeast, and 
15 - 20' in the northwest. The wave peak in the northeast corresponds to the 
vortex distribution. There is a noticeable peak in the southcentral region for 
ovals at 5 - 10 ° and no peak occurs in the southeast region where activity is 
diminished. Ovals peak in the northcentral region at 100 latitude. 
December - fanuary - February 
Oval activity is found near the equator in the northwest region with a peak 
distribution at 5' . The peak activity in the northeast and northcentral regions 
has moved equatorward to 5 - 10' , with peak activity in the southern hemisphere 
moving poleward to 100 . 
Insummary one notices that large oval activity is restricted equatorward 
of 150 latitude in all regions. The peak activity in the northern hemisphere is 
usually found between 5 - 100 latitude in the winter and 10 - 150 in the summer 
months, except in the northcentral where it is still 5 - 10' . The vortex dis­
tribution increases sharply in the northern hemisphere in Tune - July - August 
with the systems found at 15 - 25' latitude. This distribution moves equator­
° ward in the fall months to 10 - 20 latitude. So there is a shift poleward of 
the vortex distribution in the summer months, and a shift equatorward in the 
fall months. 
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These shifts in the mean latitude distribution can be correlated to the sud­
den seasonal shifts in the mean position of the ITC. Oval activity is generally 
found associated with or equatorward of the ITO, while vortices are found pole­
ward of the ITC. The seasonal shifts in the ITO were verified by Kornfield and 
Hasler (1968) in the photographic cloud averages of the ESSA III satellite photo­
graphs. 
3. Percent Frequency Distribution 
Figure 9 represents the percent of cloud systems in a given region and 
season that reach each level of organization. A system is tallied once for each 
level of organization that it attains during its lifetime within the study area. 
For an example if a cloud progresses from a wave to a vortex, and dissipates 
as an oval, then It would be classified once as a wave, once as a vortex, and 
once as an oval. 
A vortex maximum is located in the northeast (40% of systems reach this 
level of organization) and northwest (357) during the summer months. However, 
vortex frequency is noticeably smaller but more uniform in the northcentral (10%6). 
Wave maximum is reached in the northeast during the late summer, fall, and 
winter months (up to 40% of the systems reach this level of organization). The 
wave peak in the northcentral is only observed in September (25%), while the 
northwest maximum is in Tune, July, and August (30%). Lines tend to be more 
frequent in the winter months, but this is not as noticeable for the northeast 
region. 
4. Mean Movement 
Figures 10a, b, c, d represent mean movement of cloud systems in three 
degree latitudinal strips for each season and region. The vectors point in the 
direction the system was moving with the scale 1 inch = 10 degrees per day. 
Movements for a strip were averaged individually for each compass point, i. e.,
0 
the mean movement = _iV0 V. where no is the number of movements in 
no 1=1 
a given direction and V. is the individual movements in a given direction. 
i 
In the northern hemisphere in all three regions we had strong westward 
movement in June, July, August, September, October, and November. There 
is a turning to eastward movement in the winter months in the northern hemis­
phere at 10 - 25°N latitude. In the southern hemisphere in the southcentral 
region there is the eastward turning at 13 - Z5' latitude in all seasons due to 
the frontal lines that occur in this region. 
One might want to compare the movement of cloud systems with observed 
streamline analysis in the central and western Pacific Ocean at various pressure 
levels in the atmosphere. 
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(d) D ecamber-lanuary-February 
Wiederanders (1961) used a number of radiosonde observations from islands 
in the Pacific, and compiled mean wind direction and speed at five levels in 
the atmosphere for each month. His streamline analysis at the 500 mb and 
200 mb level for July and January are shown in Figs. Ila, b and 12a, b, 
respectively, with the cloud census regions superimposed. 
One can compare the streamline analyses with the mean movement of 
cloud systems f[or June - July - August and December - January - February. In 
Wiederanders July streamline analysis in the northern hemisphere, the easterly 
winds extend from the equator to 25°N in all five pressure levels, except i.n 
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Fig. lZb. Streamlines for the Central and western Pacific at 200 mb for janUary. 
the northceniral region. In this region winds turn westerly at 300 mib and 200 
mb for latitudes 10 - 25'N. Therefore, the mean movement of cloud systems 
is similar to the streamline flow in the northwest region, but is in disagreement 
with the flow in the upper troposphere in the northcentral region. 
January streamline analysis is also in disagreement in the upper troposphere 
with the mean cloud movement in the northcentral region. From Wiederanders' 
analysis, westerly winds extend from ZSN to 106 N at 500 mb, and from 250N 
to the equator at 300 mb and 200 mb. Therefore, the mean cloud movement 
which shows westward movement from latitudes 00 - 12 0 N, is consistent with 
the streamline flow at 500 mb but not at the upper troposphere. In the north­
west region the mean cloud movement and streamline analysis are in agreement 
in the 500 mb and upper troposphere. 
The mean wind speed, as calculated by Wiederanders, is greater than the 
mean movements of cloud systems at 300 mb and 200 mb levels. At the 700 and 
500 mb regions mean wind speed is'equal to or less than mean cloud movements. 
5. Length of Life 
In Fig. 13 the lifetime of cloud systems averaged over the entire year is 
plotted by region. For all regions and seasons vortices were the longest lived 
systems (6 days), ovals the shortest lived (2 days). Lifetimes varied most 
from region to region in case of lines (2 days northcentral to 7 days southcentral) 
and least for ovals (2 days in all regions). 
Seasonal changes in lifetime (Fig. 14) were similar to regional variations. 
Lines varied most strongly from a minimum lifetime of just over I day (north­
central, Sept. - Oct. - Nov. ) to a maximum lifetime of 11 days (southcentral, 
Sept. - Oct. - Nov.). The lifetime of vortices was also quite variable, espe­
cially in the northeast region. In all regions vortices lived longest during the 
summer months. Waves showed no consistent pattern of variation regionally; 
ovals were quite uniform. 
One can compare the lifetime of reported hurricanes or typhoons in 1967 
(fromMariners Weather Log) to vortex lifetime distribution as recorded in Fig. 14. 
In the northwest region in the summer and fall months the average vortex and 
typhoon lifetimes are about the same. However, in the northeast region in 
June - July - August the mean vortex lifetime is about twice as great as hurri­
cane lifetimes. This means that a substantial number of the reported vortices 
have a level of organization lower than a hurricane, In September - October -
November the average lifetimes of vortices and hurricanes are about equal. 
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6. Cloud Areas 
In Fig. 15 the cloud area of systems averaged over the entire year is 
plotted by region. With the exception of lines only those systems wholly con­
tained within the major boundary of the study area were included in the cloud 
averages. 
It can be seen that systems tend to be smaller in the northeast and south­
east regions than in the western regions of each hemisphere. Over the entire 
Pacific waves and lines were 50% larger in cloud area than ovals and vortices. 
Seasonal variations in cloud area (Fig. 16) tend to be quite variable with 
ovals showing the only consistency from season to season. During summer 
and fall in the northern hemisphere systems tended to be smaller than in the 
winter months. In the southern hemisphere lines were remarkably large. Waves 
in the northeast region were also larger in the winter and spring seasons. One 
large and persistent vortex caused the unusually large increase in vortex area 
In the southcentral during December - January - February. 
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Fie. 15. Cloud area by cloud systems averaged over the entire year by region. 
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V. Conclusion 
As a result of the cloud census we find that the northeast tropical Pacfic 
Ocean contains an equally large percent of cloud systems that reach the organ­
izational level of wave or vortex as in the northwest regon. The northcentral 
Pacific region has a lower level of organization in the summer months than the 
two other regions in the northern hemisphere. There are considerable dffer­
ences between the northern and southern hemisphere in the level of organization 
and the frequency of cloud systems, 
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A CENSUS OF SYNOPTIC SCALE DISTURBANCES OVER THE CENTRAL AND 
EASTERN PACIFIC DURING MARCH, 1967 - FEBRUARY, 1968 
A. 	 Stayer I , T. Vender Haar, R. Cram and R. DeDecker 
1. Introduction 
Meteorological satellites are now providing a great deal of cloudiness in­
formation. This study classifies and counts the kinds of phenomena that form, 
move through and dissipate in defined regions of the tropics and mid-latitudes 
over the Pacific for the period of March, 1967 through February, 1968. The 
area studied corresponds to the usable ATS-I data. Its division into 14 nearly 
equal area regions is shown in Fig. 1. The once-a-day ESSA mercator and 
polar mosaics were also used. The initial criteria for identifying features was 
taken from Widger et al. (1965) and Simpson et al. (1968). It overlaps the 
study of Martin and Karst (1969) who studied the tropical features during 1967; 
however, the present study is less detailed, counts only large-scale features, 
and includes the mid-latitudes. 
2. Census Methods and Definitions 
The census taker's attention is focused upon the regions within one zone, 
such as the Northern Hemisphere Sub-Tropical zone which contains three re­
gions. Each day of the month under study a census of synoptic-scale features 
in each region is recorded, numbered and thereby tracked. Features differen­
tiated in subtropical zones included­
a. 	 Extratropical cyclones, clouds in a circular pattern with frontal clouds. 
The stage of development, developing, mature or dissipating is noted. 
b. 	 Vorticity maxima, bright clouds indicating-future development usually 
developing behind a low with no frontal association. 
c. 	 Frontal waves, long band of clouds developing a warm and cold frontal 
configuration with no closely associated low initially. 
1 Present affiliation: Northern Illinois University 
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Fig. 1. 	 Regions in the sub-tropics and tropics designed to be nearly equal 
areas in the usable portion of ATS-I photographs. 
Features 	differentiated in tropical zones included: 
a. 	 Migrating disturbance, bright clouds with no rotational motion moving 
with time. 
b. 	 Non-migrating disturbance, similar; however, remaining stationary. 
o. 	 Tropical wave, the "easterly" wave, a trough or cyclonic curvature 
maximum, forming an inverted V. 
d. Tropical depression, bright clouds with rotational motion. 
e. 	 Typhoons, large bright clouds with strong rotational motion. 
To test the objectivity of such a census, for some months and zones the 
same task was performed independently by another individual. 
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3. 	 Comparison of Results Obtained by Two People Independently Reading the 
Same Data 
a. Subtropics 
I) Extratropical cyclones. For a particular month in the Northern Heml­
sphere one man recorded 9 lows, the other 10. There is perfect agreement on 
8 of these, the others cut across or near the corner of the survey area. In the 
Southern Hemisphere, what one individual called a low was frequently called 
a vorticity maximum by the other man. 
2) Vorticity Maxima. There is little correlation between two individuals 
trying to pick out small distinct vortices in the cold air west of major cyclones. 
3) Frontal Waves. One individual recorded half as many frontal waves 
as the other. Succeeding photos were available to both individuals, one indi­
vidual recorded only those waves which subsequently developed. If only the 
smaller number of frontal waves is considered, there is near perfect agreement 
between the two independent surveys. 
In theory it would be niceto see a parent low and frontal system with a 
vorticity maximum approaching the front producing a developing frontal wave 
which subsequently becomes a new low with the old low dying. In this survey, 
if this process is considered one phenomenon the events recorded by two indi­
viduals show gbod agreement in the subtropics. Most discrepancies occur 
when one considers the breakdown into vorticity maximum, frontal wave and 
low; there is a lot of subjectivity in deciding which stage of development has 
been reached. 
b. Tropics 
There is little resemblance between phenomena recorded by two indi­
viduals. For example, one recorded Z9 while the other recorded 46 separate 
phenomena for May in this sector of the Northern Hemisphere tropics. They 
are evidently recording patterns which are actually very transient. Neverthe­
less, there are significant findings: 
1) There are 40 to 50 percent more tropical disturbances in the Northern 
Hemisphere than in the Southern Hemisphere in the studied area. 
2) There is good agreement on disturbances which move from west to 
east. Some of these point toward the formation of tropical depressions some 
distance farther east after the cloudiness which was moving from west to east 
has nearly dissipated. 
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3) There is, of course, excellent agreement on tropical depressions 
and typhoons. It is noted that when a tropical depression forms, other dis­
turbances in quite a large surrounding area die. When the depression reaches 
maturity, smaller disturbances reappear in the surrounding area. The formation 
of a depression therefore seems to entail the consolidation of vorticity from 
several small circulations. 
4) Even if one chooses to discredit some of the disturbances as being 
the juxtaposition of individual cloud masses with wave motions producing the 
illusion of moving physical phenomena, the total number each month must be 
related to the number of "real" disturbances. Particularly when the results 
from one individual are studied, the difference in average duration of disturb­
ances during each month and the number passing from one region to another 
must be considered significant. 
4. Results Obtained in the Subtropics 
Table 1 gives a broad scale view of activity in each subtropical region. 
Most notable are the large number of phenomena in both hemispheres during 
October, and the minimum number of phenomena in both hemispheres during 
July. The Southern Hemisphere displays a semiannual cycle in the number of 
phenomena with maxima during the equinoxes and minima at the solstices. A 
simplified view of the Northern Hemisphere numbers would indicate a maximum 
occurring from October through March and a minimum from April through Septem­
ber. 
The average number of phenomena shown in the bottom line of Table I 
point out that in 6 of the 1Z months, region 3 in the Northern Hemisphere con­
tained many fewer phenomena than regions 1 or Z. A generalized explanation 
which will be supported by other tables indicates that region 2 exported as 
many disturbances through its northern boundary as were sent on eastward into 
region 3. This would indicate the presence of a ridge somewhere near the 
boundary between regions 2 and 3. The Southern Hemisphere had a nearly 
equal number of occurrences in all regions, the only exception being the small 
number in region I as compared to region Z in May. The nearly equal number 
in all Southern Hemisphere regions leads to a conclusion of zonal flow as is 
usually expected. 
The duration information is hampered somewhat by following these disturb­
ances only in the sector under study (3 regions). Durations within the indi­
vidual regions were available, with these and the 4. 2 to 4. 9 days indicated 
in Table 1, a good extrapolation would indicate a 6 day lifetime for average 
phenomena. 
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Table I. Number of phenomena (total of lows, vorticity maxima and frontal 
waves) observed in each subtropical region and the average duration within the 
subtropical sector (3 regions). 
Duration Number of Number of Duration 
in days Phenomena Phenomena in days 
NHI NH2 NH3 NHI NHZ NH3 Month SHI SH2 SH3 SHI SH2 SH3 
3.8 4.1 4.8 12 14 10 Mar67 1Z 13 8 3.5 4.1 3.5 
3.7 4.1 3.4 10 9 7 Apr 11 14 9 3.7 4.6 4.4 
4.9 4.8 2.7 9 10 3 May 4 10 9 6.2 5.5 6.1 
6.1 6.1 4.9 8 8 8 June 7 8 6 4.6 4.8 4.0 
4.7 3.7 3.0 9 7 1 July 3 6 4 6.0 5.0 5.5 
5. Z 5.7 4.5 12 10 4 Aug 10 10 8 5.9 7.2 5.1 
3.8 3.6 3.8 12 9 4 Sep 8 10 7 4.6 3.8 4.1 
4.6 5.1 5.4 16 16 10 Oct 16 19 1Z 4.3 4.7 3.8 
4.1 4.3 4.0 13 15 10 Nov 15 13 13 4.3 5.5 5. Z 
4.3 3.9 3.8 11 11 4 Dec 67 9 7 9 3.3 5.0 3.7 
4.6 4.6 6.1 16 18 7 Jan 68 7 9 8 4.9 4.4 3.9 
3.8 4.5 4.2 15 13 9 Feb 7 10 7 4.3 4.6 5.1 
4.4 4.5 4.2 12 12 6 Average 9 11 8 4.6 4.9 4.5 
A rather surprising statistic is the fact that only 30 of the 360 phenomena 
traversed a region in the Northern Hemisphere, and even less, 17 of 338 
entered the western boundary and left via the eastern boundary in the Southern 
Hemisphere. None went through 2 regions in the Southern Hemisphere while 
6 did accomplish it in the Northern Hemisphere. Carrying this to its conclu­
sion, none in either hemisphere ever entered the west boundary of region 1 and 
exited from the east boundary of region 3. Frontal zones may propagate down­
stream, but cyclogenetic baroclinic portions of the atmosphere seem to form 
over a particular area of the earth's surface. The lows formed by the cyclo­
genesis evidently travel from western portions of this area to maturity at the 
eastern and after which they decelerate and dissipate. To traverse the 30 0 of 
longitude of each region in this study required an average of 3 days in the 
Northern Hemisphere compared to 4 days in the Southern Hemisphere. From 
Table 1 it should be noted that the average lifetime was 4. 5 days, while the 
figures stated above indicated only 7% managed to traverse a region requiring 
3. 5 days travel time. The majority of phenomena must be.quite slow moving; 
in other words, fast moving lows manage to traverse regions. There is no 
apparent difference in duration between speedy and nearly stationary cloud 
systems. 
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Table 2, 	 Number of phenomena moving west to east at region boundaries and moving poleward through the 
poleward region boundary. 
Number moving poleward through pole-
Number moving west to east at region boundary Month ward region boundary 
NHI NHZ NH3 SHI S42 SH3 NHI NHZ NH5 SHI SH2 SH3 
2 5 4 1 1 5 3 1 Mar 67 2 2 3 2 2 5 
3 1 2 0 1 4 3 6 Apr 7 1 2 2 5 2 
2 5 1 0 0 3 6 5 May 0 6 1 0 0 1 
2 3 1 2 1 5 2 1 Tune 2 6 0 0 0 0 
4 1 0 0 1 0 3 0 July 4 z 0 0 0 0 
7 4 0 0 6 3 4 5 Aug 2 6 0 0 0 0 
2 6 0 0 1 5 0 0 Sep 2 5 1 1 3 1 
11 9 7 1 5 10 7 5 Oct z 1 6 2 4 z 
8 5 7 1 6 7 5 5 Nov 3 1 0 2 5 1 
4 3 2 0 2 1 2 3 Dec 67 0 2 0 4 4 3 
8 8 5 0 1 2 2 2 Jan 68 1 1 0 5 3 2 
5 6 5 1 2 z 4 1 Feb 1 3 3 4 2 1 
58 57' 34 6 27 47 41 34 Total 26 36 16 2z 28 18 
5 5 3 1 2 4 3 3 Average 2 3 1 2 2 2 
Table Z contains the number of phenomena moving west to east at each 
region's boundary and the number leaving the region via the poleward boundary. 
A.gain the average number moving west to east indicate a more uniform flow in 
the Southern Hemisphere. The increase from 2 at the western boundary to the 
Southern Hemisphere's region 1 to 4 at the eastern edge is due to cyclogenesis 
as will be shown by Table 3. Table 3 will also explain the difference in aver­
age numbers crossing east-west boundaries in the Northern Hemisphere as 
being due to formation of cloud systems in region I as opposed to a sink in 
region 3 combined with a large number going toward the pole in region 2. It 
remains to be checked whether a large number going across the 500 latitude 
line toward the pole indicates a trough somewhere near the western boundary 
of that region. If it does, then the Northern Hemisphere should have a trough 
near 165E in April, 1967, one near l65W in May, julie, August and September 
and a trough near 135W in October. If these prove to be reasonably accurate, 
the following mean trough positions can be implied in the Southern Hemisphere: 
near 135W in March, 1967, near 165W in April and November, and near 165E 
in January, 1968. In both hemispheres more phenomena go poleward across 
the 506 latitude line during their respective summers. There is a very definite ­
minimum in the Northern Hemisphere in December and January and in the 
Southern Hemisphere from May through August. 
Table 3 shows the statistics on formation and dissipation in each region 
as well as their algebraic subtraction to determine whether a particular region 
in each month is a source or sink of cloud systems. In this subtropical sector 
there is a minimum of cyclogenesis"in both hemispheres during the month of 
July. There is a marked lack of cyclogenesis in region 3 of the Northern 
Hemisphere in all except March, April and June. If one wanted to study cyclo­
genesis, it would be best accomplished where the ratio of cyclogenesis to the 
total number of phenomena is large. This ratio is largest in December through 
April in both hemispheres, with the exception that region 3 in the Northern 
Hemisphere is a poor region to study cyclogenesis except in the months noted 
above. 
Figure 2 is an overall summary of phenomena entering and leaving the sub­
tropical sectors as well as illustrating that formation and dissipation far over­
shadow the number crossing the boundaries. The Southern Hemisphere sector 
is a source-formation exceeds dissipation by 56-whereas the Northern Hemi­
sphere sector shows a net dissipation of 5. Table 3 showed more detail indi­
cating that in the Northern Hemisphere region 3 is a sink and region I a source, 
while all regions in the Southern Hemisphere are sources, particularly region 1. 
The 9 existing and 7 existing shown in Fig. 2 are an admitted mathematical un­
certainty created by beginning and end of the month discontinuities in the 
census taking. The census taker was not allowed to study what he had re­
corded from chronological months, the.randomized procedure produced 9 more 
phenomena recorded on the firsts of the months as compared to the last day of 
the preceding months in the Northern Hemisphere, for example. Except for 
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Table 3. Formation and dissipation of phenomena in each subtropical region. 
Number-formed in each region 
Number 
region 
dissipated in each 
Month 
Source (+) or Sink (-) 
nomena 
of Phe-
NHl NHZ NH3 SHI SH2 S3 NHI NH2 NH3 8H1 82 SH3 NHI NH2 N23 SI SH2 SH3 
10 
10 
4 
5 
4 
5 
1 
6 
4 
4 
6 
7 
8 
7 
7 
3 
4 
2 
5 
3 
5 
8 
7 
10 
6 
5 
5 
1 
5 
0 
0 
2 
1 
3 
2 
2 
2 
8 
7 
4 
6 
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
6 
5 
3 
7 
9 
6 
3 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
6 
6 
5 
5 
3 
3 
1 
4 
5 
5 
6 
7 
4 
3 
4 
1 
4 
2 
3 
5 
z 
4 
5 
6 
6 
7 
8 
6 
2 
1 
5. 
4 
4 
6 
6 
6 
10 
5 
6 
5 
2 
6 
1 
3 
3 
3 
8 
4 
7 
4 
5 
3 
1 
2 
1 
6 
1 
3 
4 
4 
0 
1 
5 
3 
3 
5 
3 
3 
6 
8 
3 
1 
4 
3 
2 
1 
2 
4 
3 
3 
6 
6 
6 
2 
4 
4 
Mar 67 
Apr 
May 
Tune 
July 
Aug 
Sep 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 67 
Jan 68 
Feb 
6 
3 
1 
2 
2 
-4 
4 
0 
-1 
0 
1 
1 
-1 
1 
1 
3 
-3 
1 
-1 
-1 
2 
1 
0 
1 
-1 
0 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-3 
-1 
-2 
-5 
-2 
-5 
-2 
3 
4 
3 
4 
0 
-3 
4 
4 
5 
2 
5 
2 
2 
6 
3 
-Z 
a 
2 
-2 
-4 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
1 
-1 
-Z 
1 
-1 
-1 
0 
5 
0 
-1 
64 67 28 64 62 51 49 63 5Z 31 47 43 Total 15 4 -24 33 15 8 
5 6 2 5 5 4 4 5 '4 3 4 4 Average 1 0 -Z 3 1 1 
It 	 78 
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Fig: 2. 	 Phenomena entering and leaving the subtropical sectors as well as 
number formed and dissipated. 
:he significant number going poleward at the 502 latitude line, very few phe­
nomena were observed to cross the northern and southern boundaries. 
5. Results obtained in the tropics 
Tables 4, 5,and 6 present the census of tropical phenomena by region and 
nonth. They are presented in increasing order of meteorological organization: 
nigratory disturbances (MD), tropical waves (W), tropical depressions (TD),
knd typhoons (TYP).. The maximum number of MDs are found in the western 
'egion of each hemisphere-that is, the portion of the hemisphere included in 
his study. The decrease in number of occurrences in the eastern regions is 
nuch more marked in the Southern Hemisphere. In fact, in the Southern Hemi­
,phere s region 4 virtually none are found except in March through May. The 
lumber of tropical waves is a maximum in the Northern Hemisphere's region 3;
here are very few in the Southern Hemisphere. In the two types mentioned, 
riDs and Ws, there is little variation in frequency month to month with a 
;light tendency for a minimum near the solstices. Tropical depressions and 
yphoons 	are absent during each hemisphere's respective winter. The total 
umber is far smaller in the Southern Hemisphere. The Southern Hemisphere
naximum is in its western region with none occurring in its two eastern regions.
.he Northern Hemisphere maximum is in its eastern region, which is exactly 
>pposite that of MfDs There are virtually no TIs or typhoons in Northern 
lemisphere region 2. 
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Table 4. Number of migratory disturbances and tropical waves 
Number of 
Migratory Disturbances Month Number of Tropical Waves 
NHTI 2 3 4 SHTI 2 3 4 NHTI 2 3 4 SHTI 2 3 4 
12 10 10 6 13 14 10 5 Mar 67 1 2 4 2 1 Z 2 1 
10 12 
13 13 
15 9 
15 9 
10 11 
1111 
11 
10 
1z 
1Z 
7 
7 
6 7 Apr 
6 7 May 
4 Z June 
0 
z 
0 
2 
3 
0 
5 1 
4 1 
0 1 
0 
2 
0 
2 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
9 6 7 
13 10 10 
14 8 8 
14 13 7 
6 
9 
8 
8 
3 
12 
11 
1 
5 
B28 
6 
0 0 July 
3 1 August 
3 0 Sep 
Z 0 Oct 
•1 
z 
0 
0 
1 3 Z 
11 z 
2 1 0 
0 2 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
7 12 
7 5 
8 
10 
5 11 
7 11 
7 
9 
1 0 
3 0 
Nov 
Dec 67 
0 
0 
1 
2 
3 0 
1 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
12 11 12 8 10 7 3 0 Jan 68 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 5 3 4 8 4 1 0 Feb 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
133 114 I1 92 124 87 42 22 Totals 6 14 24 10 3 4 3 Z 
Table 5. Number of Tropical Depressions 
Total number in Number in Each Number in Each Total number in 
Tropical Sector Region Month Region Tropical Sector 
(N Hemi) NETI Z 3 4 SHT1 2 3 4 (S Hemi) 
1 1 0 0 0 Mar 67 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 Apr 0 1 0 0 1 
1 0 0 1 1 May 0 1 0 0 1 
4 0 0 0, 4 June 0 0 0 0 0 
6 1 1 4 3 July 0 0 0 0 0 
7 1 0 3 5 Aug 0 0 0 0 0 
7 Z 0 1 4 Sep 0 0 0 0 0 
10 1 1 3 6 Oct 0 0 0 0 0 
3 3 0 0 0 Nov 4 0 0 0 4 
0 0 0 0 0 Dec 67 0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 Jan 68 1 0 0 0 1 
0 00 0 0 Feb 2 1 0 0 3 
39 7 2 12 23 Totals 8 4 o 0 12
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Table 6. Number of Typhoons 
Total number in Number in Each Number in Each Total number in 
Tropical Sector Region Month Region Tropical Sector 
(N Hemi) NHTI Z 3 4 SHTl 2 3 4 (S Hemi) 
1 0 0 0 0 Mar 67 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 Apr 0 1 0 0 1 
1 0 0 1 0 May 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 1 2 June 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 2 0 uly 0 0 0 0 0 
3 1 0 1 2 Aug 0 0 0 0 0 
6 2 1 4 3 Sep 0 0 0 0 0 
5 1 0 1 3 Oct 0 0 0 0 0 
2 2 0 0 0 Nov 2 0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 Dec 67 0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 Jan 68 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 Feb 0 1 0 0 1 
22 6 1 10 10 Totals 4 3 0 0 7 
In Tables 5 and 6 the number in each region can be totaled for the four 
regions and compared to the total number in the sector (already tabulated), to 
ascertain how many tropical storms moved from one region to another. In the 
Southern Hemisphere none managed to cross a north-south boundary between 
two regions in the tropics. Since none occurred in regions 3 and 4, this 
merely means none of the 7 storms (4 TDs and 3 typhoons) went westward 
through the 180' longitude line. In the Northern Hemisphere there is some 
movement indicated in Tune through October. 
The lifetimes of these tropical phenomena as observed within the con­
fines of the tropical sector studied averaged as follows (in days): 
Migratory Tropical Tropical 
Disturbance Wave Depression Typhoon 
Northern Hemisphere 5.0 3.3 . 2.8 4. 1 
Southern Hemisphere 5. 1 3.53. 7 4.4 
Most striking is the similarity in duration when comparing the two hemispheres' 
figures for each type of cloud system. The majority of migratory disturbances 
dissipate, some move out of the sector under study and a few develop into the 
more organized types of phenomena. As shown in Tables 4, 5 and 6, each 
stage of organization has a smaller number of occurrences. The central stages, 
Ws and TDs, require a shorter time before they either dissipate or develop, 
which indicates they are not a dynamically stable configuration. Most of the 
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typhoons moved out of the sector under study, so their total lifetime is even 
longer. 
6. 	 Interchange between Hemispheres and between the Tropics and Subtropics 
of each Hemisphere 
The only cloud systems, on a scale considered in this study, which 
crossed the equator were classified as migratory disturbances. Seven went 
from the Northern Hemisphere to the Southern all in region I in March, April, 
June and December. Three went the other way in region I in April, Tune and 
December. Another three went from the Southern to the Northern Hemisphere in 
region 2 during April, July and December. The compensating movements toward 
the north and south across the equator in the same months seem like more than 
a coincidence. 
Table 7 shows the number of migratory disturbances going from the tropics 
to the subtropics and conversely, cloud systems coming from the subtropics 
into the tropical sectors surveyed. The numbers here should be about four-thirds 
times the numbers shown in Fig. Z, since the poleward boundary of the tropics 
was used here as compared to the shorter equatorward boundary of the subtropi­
cal sectors. The two hemispheres are remarkably similar with the majority of 
tropical disturbances going poleward in the western regions of the sector 
studied. Cloud systems coming into the tropics from the subtropics are infre­
quent that no generalizations can be surmised. As stated previously, only 
those that tracked from west to east seemed to point to development of tropical 
depressions. No general correlation exists between these occurrences and the 
number of TDs found in these regions. 
Table 8 shows the regions and months where more highly organized tropical 
systems went into the subtropics. Of the seven typhoons in the Southern 
Hemisphere, five went directly into the subtropics from the region in which 
they formed. Even the other two weakened to tropical depressions, and one of 
those went into the subtropics from its original region. Both hemispheres dis­
play the familiar late summer, early autumn maximum in their respective 
hemispheres. Looking at the west to east distribution, the Southern Hemisphere 
has a maximum of these "storm recurvatures" in its westerly regions where 
Tables 5 and 6 showed the total number of organized storms was a maximum. 
Recurvatures in the Northern Hemisphere also correspond to the total number 
of storms. Region 2 had only 3 storms; none recurved. 
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Table 7. 	 Migratory disturbances going poleward and equatorward through the 
° 20 latitu& line in each hemisphere. 
Migratory Disturbances going Month Migratory Disturbances coming 
into the subtropics from the subtropics 
NETI 2 3 4 SHTI 2 3 4 NHTI Z 3 4 SHTI 2 3 4 
1 4 0 0 3 2 2 0 Mar 67 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 
2 1 2 0 2 2 0 0 Apr 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
1 1 1 0 1 2 1 0 May 0 1 11 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 3 0 0 June 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 00 uly 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 
3 1 0 0 0 00 0 Aug 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 Sep 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
3 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 Oct 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 3 1 0 0 00 0 Nov 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 1 1 01 0 Dec 67 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 
0 0 1 1 4 1 0 0 fan 68 0 ­ 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 00 0Feb 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 
15 10 7 2 16 7 4 0 Totals 3 2 Z 4 3 6 3 0 
Table 8. 	 Regions where Tropical Waves (W), Tropical Depressions (TD), and 
Typhoons (TYP) went poleward into the Subtropics 
NHTI NHT2 NHT3 NF{T4 Month SHTI SHTZ SHT3 SHT4 
Mar 67 TYP W 
W Apr TYP 
May ZWs TD
 
TYP TYP une 
TD TD, TYP TD July 
2TD, TYP TD, TYP Aug 
TD, 2TYP 3TYP Sep 
ZTYP Oct 
Nov TD 
W Dec 67 TYP 
Jan 68 TYP 
Feb TD TYP 
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7. Summary and Conclusions 
Census taking of meteorological phenomena from satellite cloud photo­
graphs leads to a certain amount of ambiguity when different individuals attempt 
to interpret the same basic data. Most of the difficulty is caused by rather dis­
organized cloud clusters which occur both in the tropics and subtropics. With 
this reservation several tables and discussion of number of occurrences and 
duration of various phenomena have been presented. A reader would be advised 
to select that information which applies to the problem he is considering. For 
tropical studies an area the size of a region as used in this study would suffice 
since most storms would intensify, dissipate or move into the subtropics from 
one region. For studying typhoons, Northern Hemisphere region 4 would be 
the most suitable of those regions included in this study. September would be 
the best month with a high number of occurrences against a background of only 
a few migratory disturbances. Tropical "Easterly" Waves would best be studied 
in Northern Hemisphere region 3 in April, Movement of cloud clusters across 
the equator in both directions as occurred between the regions labeled as I in 
April should be studied further. Northern Hemisphere region Z and Southern 
Hemisphere regions 3 and 4 notably lacked phenomena. Turning the discussion 
to the subtropics, there Northern Hemisphere region 3 had a smaller number of 
occurrences. It remains to be determined whether a sizable export of systems 
toward the pole and/or a source of cyclogenesis within a subtropical region 
denote a long-wave trough near the wedtem boundary of the region. The 
longer-lived phenomena were slow moving; this combined with an average life­
time of 6 days helps explain the surprisingly small number of phenomena which 
traversed an entire region. Formation and dissipation followed by reformation 
in a newly created cyclogenetioarea seems to be the rocky pathway to be 
overbome by meteorological forecasters. 
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POSSIBILITIES FOR QUANTITATIVE RADIANCE MEASUREMENTS IN THE 
450-650 nm REGION FROM THE ATS-4 SATELLITE 
Susan K. Peekna, Robert J. Parent and Thomas H. Vonder Haar 
LIST OF SYMBOLS 
mzAc Area camera entrance aperture, 
As Area of source radiation, m2 
Asj Source area projected perpendicular to r s , m2 
H'(6) Effective irradiance on A. from a zenith angle 6 
m Optical air mass 2Nxs : Spectral radiance from a source, watts m- ster-inm-1 
m- - IN s'(y) : Effective radiance from As in direction y, watts ster 
Nr (6) : Effective radiance on A. from direction 6, watts m-2 ster- I 
P' : Effective power input to camera, watts 
Pxr : Power of wavelength X received at camera entrance, watts am I 
r s : Distance from camera to AS J m 
rl :Effective directional reflectance 
r Total directional reflectance of Kodak white paper 
RX Normalized spectral transmission of the camera optics 
V0 : Voltage output from the camera system, millivolts, volts 
, : Azimuth angle in plane of As 
y : Zenith angle of satellite from As , degrees, radians 
6 Zenith angle of sun from As , degrees, radians 
% Wavelength, millimicrons (nanometers) 
p? Effective bi-directional reflectance (ster - 1 ) 
a Angular field of view of camera, radians 
Wc :Solid angle field of,view of camera, steradians 
WS Solid angle subtended by the camera entrance aperture at the source 
do2 : Elemental solid angle 
Ce : Solid angle subtended by the sun at A. 
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1. Introduction 
The Spin-Scan Camera experiment flown on ATS-I consists essentially of a 
photomultiplier tube and associated optics that respond to variations in a se­
lected portion of solar energy reflected and scattered from the earth and its 
atmosphere. Other papers discuss the details of camera construction (Thomsen, 
et al. (1968)), and the pre-launch calibration (Suomi and Parent (1968)). They 
show that the spectral bandpass of the camera is from 450 to 650 mp. 
The purpose of this paper is to develop the equations that could be used in 
prelaunch calibration of satellite cameras such as that flown on ATS-I. We have 
used the prelaunch calibration that was done on ATS-I only as an example of 
how such a calibration might be performed, because these particular measure­
ments were obtained under less than optimum conditions and were intended 
merely to make necessary prelaunch adjustments to the camera gain level set­
ting. An absolute calibration of ATS-I cloud camera has been carried out after 
launch and is discussed by Hanson and Suomi (1968). 
Effective radiance values can be used to investigate the radiation budget 
of the earth-atmosphere system and, together with surface observations, the 
absorption of solar energy in the atmosphere. They can also provide new in­
formation about the spectral and bi-directional reflectance characteristics of 
different surfaces. Variations of cloud thickness can be inferred from radiance 
values and the type and amount of cloudiness over a region can be related to 
the reflected energy. Among the other possible uses of these quantitative 
values are studies of the diurnal variation of cloudiness, background bright­
ness of various regions and work oriented toward passive thermal control of 
spacecraft. 
The advantages of applying ATS-I data to these problems stem from the
 
high spatial resolution and large dynamic range of the sensors and the nearly
 
continuous time sampling of the experiment. For many studies, only relative
 
brightness measurements are required. This paper will present information
 
about this type of application of the ATS-I data and will also discuss the pro­
cedure for obtaining absolute values of reflected spectral radiance. At the
 
present time the most accessible quantitative values of ATS-I measurements
 
are stored in digital form on magnetic tape. Thus, the following sections will
 
consider the necessary steps required to convert these digital count values to
 
the effective radiance of-the source as viewed by the camera.
 
2. Total Power Input to the Camera in Terms of Earth Radiance 
The total power incident on the camera entrance aperture within the field 
of view of the camera can be related to the radiance of the source. The geome­
try for this calculation is shown in Fig. 1, which depicts the instantaneous 
view of the camera of an area on the surface of the earth. Assuming the field 
of view is a cone of angle a with a uniform response (i. e., the response is 
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a 
trmdem!Scar£ 
b 
Fig. 1. Satellite-earth geometry 
uniform within the cone of view and zero elsewhere), the spectral power Pkr 
received is from an earth As on the earth defined by the intersection of the 
cone and the earth. Pks can be calculated under these conditions in terms of 
the radiance of As , Nks , following the definition of N) used by Nicodemus2"J 
Assuming the radiating surface to be the top of the atmosphere and thus neglect­
ing atmospheric absorption, we have, 
Pr = A s)s N Ks() cos y [watts nm- I (1) 
Where 
entrance 
ws 
a
is 
per
the solid angle subtended at the center of 
ture Ac . Using a small angle approximati
As 
on, 
by the camera 
Ws -
Ac 
2 
s 
[sr.j (2) 
Now let A., be the source area projected perpendicular to rs Then 
Radiance is the radiant power (P) per unit solid angle () in the direction of a 
ray per unit projected area (A cos 0) perpendicular to the ray. 
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ASL As cos y 
As (3) 
A ­
s Cosy 
The area As 1 " is a circle, and its radius a,,, is given by small angle approxi­
mation, when a is expressed in radians, as, 
a =r-s2 (4) 
Substituting, jir z2 
2 (5)A = _aSL S 4 
Then: 
2ir r 2 a 
A - s (6) 
s 4 cos y 
Substituting (6) and (2) into (1), 
Pkr Nsx(y)Acr -W- (7) 
which is the desired relationship between P r and NXs(Y). 
3. Radiant Input Measured by the Camera 
In order to interpret the output of the camera as a measurement of radiant 
input, it is important to note that it is not the total power input that is being 
measured, but only that part which lies within the spectral band width (450 ­
650 nm) of the ATS-I camera. With this in mind, the "effective" power input, 
P', to the camera is defined as: 
P= f P R d% (8) 
where Rx is the normalized spectral transmission of the camera optics, which 
includes the effects of the mirrors, lens, filter and photocathode surface, and 
XI and X. are the limits of the spectral bandwidth of the camera'(Fig. 2). 
A thorough examination of the camera response to a known source is essen­
tial in providing a reliable relationship between' P' and camera output. This 
information will be provided by the inflight calibration. Substituting (7) into 
(8) givps the effective power received from the source as: 
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~ otmos..r..inmO) 
Fig. 2. Normalized spectral response of camera and photometer; normalized 
spectral solar irradiance on a surface perpendicular to the sun's rays 
for m = 0 at mean earth-sun distance. 
A T a % 
P, c 4 f N (-y) P dX (9)
r X] Xs X 
The integral in this equation can be defined as the effective radiance from the 
source As in the direction y , or N' (y). Using this definition 
A r az 
Pr - 4 Ns 
(I01 
Since for small angles, to = i 4 Eq. (10) can be expressed as: 
Pr = As Ns(y). (I11 
This last equation is true in general only under the condition stated, i.e., 
the field of view is a cone with a uniform response, and the source viewed is 
radiating uniformly over the area As . 
4- Bi-Directional Reflectance Measurements 
Additional information can be derived from the ATS measurements of Ns'{y) 
when they are used to infer the effective bi-directional reflectance 
p = 1(6, di, y, 4?) of the region viewed by the camera (Fig. 3). The general 
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1 
Z 
d&18 
ddQY 
A 	 I 
Z 
Fig. 3. 	 Geometry of incident and reflected radiation used in bi-directional 
reflectance discussion. 
expression for this relation (Nieodemus (1965)), is: 
A 2065 
where the effective incoming radiance Nrl(cbl, 6) as well as Nsl(( 2, -y)depends 
on an azimuth angle, , in the plane of As ; and dQ6 is an elemental solid 
angle subtended by the radiation source at As . The integration is taken over 
all such 	solid angles. 
For the special case when the incident radiation is only direct solar energy 
(no "sky" radiation) we may assume that pI and Nr'(4)i , 6) are constant over 
,Q5 , which is the solid angle subtended by the sun. Now 6 is the zenith 
angle of the sun and the subscript r is replaced by 0 for the sun. Then 
(12) becomes 
N S 6 y = pIN I(. 6) Cos 6Q (13) 
0 0 
, 
and since H 5 =No(4 1 , 6)2 0 , we have 
Y) 	 P'pS'(42,COS SH (14) 
or 
- ) (15) 
and from Eq. (11) 
P1 
SA H cos 6 (16) 
Note also that the effective directional reflectance, r' = r'(( 1 , 6) is 
defined as the ratio of radiation incident on As from the direction 6, 4, ,to 
that reflected (or scattered) in all directions and is related to p' by 
r= 	 f f p'(8, ,,a cos j sin y dyd4 2 (17) 
0 0 
and only for a Lambert reflector, where p' is constant over all directions, it 
is possible to integrate (17), so 
rl = p' 	 (18) 
and Eq. (15) becomes 
r= THS,(4)z) Y) 	 (9
- H Co 	 (19) 
Since many natural surfaces and clouds are known to be non-Lambert re­
flectors, measurements of p' from the ATS data can only be used to compute 
effective "albedo" values if a bi-directional reflectance pattern is known or 
assumed (see Bartman (1967)). In addition, some knowledge of the spectral 
reflectance properties of the regions viewed is required before the measure­
ments in the 450 - 650 nonometer region can be used to infer the "total" short­
wave albedo. 
5. Prelaunch Calibration Tests 
In order to relate PI to camera output, a reliable calibration must be 
made. This has been carried out by K. Hanson and V. Suomi. 
However, it is possible to use the prelaunch calibration tests as a basis for 
understanding the requirements for determining earth radiance values, and as 
an estimate of the relationship between P' and camera output. 
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The primary result of the prelaunch calibration tests was the determination 
of the required gain of the photomultiplier and the video amplifier such that the 
brightest clouds would not saturate the system while allowing a good dynamic 
range. A second important result was the determination of the slope of the 
input-output curve of the camera, and establishing the fact that below the 
saturation level this relationship is nearly linear (Fig. 4). To accomplish this, 
two kinds of measurements were made. In one the camera and a spot photo­
meter with a spectral response close to that of the camera (Fig. 2) viewed a 
light box with a variable quartz iodine source. Plots of the photometer output 
against the camera output on a log-log scale showed that below the saturation 
level the response of the camera was linear. Another set of measurements was 
made outdoors with the camera and the photometer viewing a piece of Kodak 
white paper illuminated by sunlight at normal incidence at various times of day. 
(Fig. 5. ) From a knowledge of the solar zenith angle at the time of each 
measurement, the number of optical air masses, (m), was calculated. Plots of 
camera output v. s. m. extrapolated to the top of the atmosphere give the photo­
multiplier output when viewing nonattenuated sunlight incident normal to a 
highly reflecting surface. This was assumed to be near the maximum input to 
the camera from clouds. Combined with the results of the previous test, this 
information was used to set the photomultiplier supply voltage and the video 
amplification such that this maximum value occurred at the top of the linear 
portion of the curve. 
6. Relationship Between Camera Output and P' 
The results of the prelaunch (solar) tests can also be used to illustrate a 
method for determining the relationship between PI and camera output if the 
solar spectral distribution at the time of the tests is assumed to be known. 
Since any linear.relationship when plotted on a log-log plot has a slope of one, 
only one point on the slope need be calculated to establish the P' vs. camera 
output relationship. 
The following calculation of P' is based on the spectral distribution of 
solar radiation for m = 0 from the Handbook of Geophysics and Space Environ­
ments (1965). 
The geometry for the test set-up was as shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen, 
the source in this case is a piece of Kodak white paper (average total directional 
reflectance, R = 0.88), at a distance of only 49 inches from the camera. Con­
sidering Eq. (11) from Sec. 2, it can be seen that P, however, is independent 
of the distance from the source. Thus, the radiance of the paper can be substi­
tuted into this equation to get the effective power. 
The tests were made with the paper kept nearly perpendicular to the sun' s 
rays and the camera axis nearly perpendicular to the paper, the deviation from 
the normal being just enough so that the camera did not cast a shadow on the 
paper. 
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Fig. 4. 	 Spot photometer output vs. camera output for two sources. Data taken 
during prelaunch tests. 
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Fig. 5. 	 Geometry of prelaunch 
solar test. 
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The effective spectral radiance of the paper is then given by-
N'= Xa H~0 (0 
Ns f 
X 
-
iT 
R,' r dk (20) 
where I-xe is the solar spectral irradiance on the paper, and HXer/ is the 
normal component of the radiance from a Lambert surface of reflectivity r. 
Equation 20 has been evaluated numerically using the distribution for 
HXe at m = 0 and the spectral response of the camera RX shown in Fig, Z. 
The result of this calculation is 
10 - 9 PI = 4. 55 x [watts] (21) 
From Fig. 6, the camera output for this input was 700 millivolts (my). This, 
then, established the point which was used to plot the curve shown in Fig. 7. 
As shown in Fig. 4, this value would actually saturate the camera, and so is 
shown on the curve on an extension of the linear portion. 
It should be mentioned that this curve is only an estimate based on pre­
launch calibration tests which were intended to assist in making necessary ad­
justments to the camera gain level setting in order that the camera would respond 
favorably to viewed conditions on earth. 
7. Field of View Considerations 
The real field of view does not have a uniform response. Its probable re­
sponse was determined during the prelaunch calibration tests (Thomsen, et al). 
The angular;field of view was estimated to he 0. 1 m. r. at the half-power points, 
tailing off to zero at 0. 35 mr. From the response curve in the above reference, 
it can be seen that about 26 percent of the detected input is from beyond the 
0. 1 mr field. 
In practice, the way to deal with this situation is influenced by the fact 
that both the ground calibration and the inflight calibration were done with 
sources that completely fill the field of view. Thus, in order to use these cali­
bration curves the data used must represent a source which also entirely fills 
the field of view. 
See paper by Thomsen, Parent and Suomi for a tabuluation of Rx and a more 
detailed plot. 
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Fi4. 6. Camera output viewing sunlight vs. number of optical air masses. 
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Fig. T. Camera output vs. effective power input. 
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This is especially important to note for those who wish to measure the 
radiance from small clouds. The following examples, shown in Figs. 8 and 9, 
are intended to demonstrate ambiguities and other difficulties which arise when 
one attempts to obtain a measurement of a source smaller than the field of view 
from the digital ATS data. 
In the first set (Fig. 8), a uniform field of view is assumed. The signals 
from clouds of equal radiances larger than or equal to the field of view have 
equal amplitude. However, a cloud of-the same radiance smaller than the field 
of view does not produce the same amplitude, because the signal is integrated 
over the whole field. The signal from a cloud which does not have as large a 
radiance, but fills more of the field could have the same amplitude as the 
smaller brighter cloud, but a different duration. In addition, the duration of 
the signal produced by clouds of the same size but smaller than the field of 
view is different depending on their location within the field of view in the 
direction perpendicular to the scan direction. 
In the second set, a field of view more like the real case is assumed. In 
this case the same difficulties arise as for the step function field of view, with 
added ambiguities. Here a cloud seen by the "outer edge" of the detector which 
is less sensitive could have the same amplitude as a less bright cloud seen by 
the center of the detector. 
From these examples, it is clear that the only time one can make unambigu­
ous measurements of the radiation from a cloud is when it fills the whole field 
of view (i. e. , beyond 0. 35 mr). To get an idea of how large a cloud has to be 
to get a measurement of its effective radiance by the camera, consider the 
plot shown in Fig. 10. Here the major and minor axes and the area of the 
ellipse formed by the intersection of a 0. 1 mr cone, vertex at the satellite, 
and a plane tangent to the earth at the intersection of the earth and the axis 
of the cone is plotted against the nadir angle of the camera. 
Clouds having these areas at these distances would fill the field of view 
defined by the half power points, i. e., the amplitudes of the signals from then 
would be approximately 70 percent of the amplitude for clouds of the same ef­
fective radiance filling a 0. 35 mr. field of view. 
If one were using the digital data, one would have to average the number 
of digital samples in the field of view. The signal is digitized linearly with 
respect to the scan angle, and there are 8192 samples within a 20' scan. This 
means a sampling rate of about Z. 35 samples per 0. 1 milliradian, or about 8. 23 
samples per . 35 milliradians. Thus, measurements from areas smaller than 10 
samples wide (8 n. ml. sq. at the subpoint and 15 n. mi. sq. near the limb) must 
be interpreted with care when using the -calibration curves. 
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Fig, 10. 	 Camera nadir angle vs. area, major axis and minor axis of projected 
ellipse. 
8. Using the Digital Data 
When using the digital data with the calibration curve in Fig. 4, the digital 
count (or average digital count) must be converted to millivolts out of the cam­
era. 
The video amplifier on board the satellite has two gain modes which can be 
commanded from the ground: mode Z. or normal mode, and mode 1, or high gain 
mode, which is 10 db* (3. 161 times) higher than mode Z. In addition to this, 
there is the capability of increasing the gain on the ground up to 1Z db higher 
(3.98 times) in steps of z db (1. 26 times). ** Table 1 lists these various gain 
steps and their corresponding amplification factors. 
The notation db means decibels. The number of decibels is equal to Z0 log 
VZ/VI, where VZ/V1 is the ratio of the voltage outputs. 
This gain 	information is recorded on the digital tapes as part of the documen­
tation code. 
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Table 1 
Spacecraft Ground Station Amplification Factor 
Gain Gain Relative to Lowest Setting 
MODEZ - 0 db 0 db 1.00 
Z db i. z6 
,t 4 db 1.58 
" 6 db 1.99 
It 8 db 2.51 
it 10 db 3.16 
it 1Z db 3.98 
MODE I - 0 db 0 db 3.16 
" 2 db 3.98 
i 4 db 5.01 
it 6 db 6.31 
It 8 db 7.94 
10 db 10. 00 
12 db 12.59 
As a result of the prelaunch test, the gains were set so that the maximum 
anticipated output of the camera video amplifier, when viewing bright clouds, 
would be approximately 500 millivolts in normal gain mode, zero ground gain. 
The telemetry link from the satellite through the ground station analog to digital 
(AiD) converter, is set so that the maximum digital number, D = 255, occurs for 
a 500 millivolt signal from the satellite video amplifier when in mode 2, zero 
ground gain. 
Thus if the camera is in the high gain mode and/or the ground gain is other 
than zero, the voltage represented by the digital value must be adjusted to give 
the equivalent reading for mode Z, zero ground gain, in order to use the cali­
bration curve done in this gain. 
For example, assume the camera is in high gain mode, the ground gain is 
2 db, and the digital number for a certain camera reading is 100. Then 
millivolts 500 - 196 
count 255
 
1.96 x 100 = 196 m.v. 
The high gain mode is 3. 161 times higher than the normal mode, so 
196 
62 m.v.3.16 ­
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is the corresponding reading for normal mode, ground gain 2 db. To convert to 
ground gain zero, this must be divided by 1. 26 (2 db), which gives 
62
i. z6 = 49. 2 m.v. 
as the millivolt output of the camera referred to mode 2, zero ground gain. 
Hanson and Suomi have referenced their inflight calibration to mode 2, ground 
gain 0. 
9. 	 Summary 
Measurements of N s I(y) can be derived from the ATS-I observations, and 
the relationship between these reflected radiance values and the camera voltage 
output or digital counts has been shown. Even with the camera inflight calibra­
tion, the digitized ATS data must always be considered in terms of the following: 
a) 	 the cam era measures only the effective radiance, Ns1 (y) between 450 
and 650 ml, reflected and scattered through the "top of the atmosphere" 
in a given direction. 
b) 	 the camera has a non-uniform response across its nominal field of view 
and thus measurements over areas of nonhomogeneous radiance must 
be interpreted with care. 
c) 	 the relation between the digital count values and the camera output 
voltage depends on two gain settings and must be considered before 
calibration curves are used to obtain absolute values of Ns ' 
In addition, the ATS-I data can be used to measure the effective bi­
directional reflectance of the region viewed by the camera. However, the con­
version of this measurement into an albedo value, even for the instant of obser­
vation, requires supporting information on the bi-directional and spectral reflec­
tance pattern of the"area in view. 
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A STUDY OF CLOUD DISTRIBUTIONS USING REFLECTED RADIANCE 
MEASUREMENTS FROM THE ATS SATELLITES* 
Alfred J. Stamm and Thomas H. Vonder Haar 
The University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 
ABSTRACT 
Reflected radiance measurements from the Multicolor Spin-Scan Cloud 
Camera on Applications Technology Satellite III are used to determine the per­
centages of selected areas of the earth that are cloudfree. The areas chosen 
are meteorologically active and represent common cloud patterns. Use of 
several data unit sizes shows how the observed percent clear area decreases 
with decreasing spatial resolution of a simulated sensor. Methods of determin­
ing a cloud-no cloud threshold are discussed. The change of cloud cover over 
a period of a few hours is examined. It is found that clouds smaller than the 
instantaneous field of view are often not recognized as clouds and therefore 
tend to affect the interpretation of spacecraft camera measurements, The re­
sults of this investigation are used to suggest the optimum spatial resolution 
for radiometrically sounding the atmosphere from a geosynchronous satellite 
using an instrument described in the report. 
I. Introduction 
There Is increasing interest today in detecting, from satellites, radiation 
that is reflected or emitted from the earth. In order to see the earth, a satel­
lite must look between the clouds, but there is very little information as to the 
size and frequency of the cloudless areas. 
One need for this information is to specify the optimum field of view of a 
radiometer designed to measure radiances from which the vertical temperature 
profile can be calculated (COSPAR Report, 1969). In order to acquire a tempera­
ture profile down to the ground, cloudless areas are preferred, but the most 
Research sponsored by NASA Contract NAS 5-11542 
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interesting weather occurs where there are clouds. Since a number of readings 
are needed for "good statistics, " especially from geosynchronous orbit, the 
problem of how close one can sound to baroclinic meteorological regions trans­
lates to the problem of what percentage of the area near various cloud patterns 
is cloudless. Also needed is information on the size of the cloudless areas, 
or rather what instrument spatial resolution is needed to see between the 
clouds. This is necessary because a tradeoff must be made between the spa­
tial resolution and the sensitivity of the instrument. More will be said about 
sounding in a later section. 
Scientists in the Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS) program are 
interested in looking at certain areas of the earth with various sun angles and 
at various times of the year. Salomonson (1969) gives an extensive list of 
references on cloud statistics. Before a viewing program can be outlined, in­
formation is needed on the clouds covering these areas at the times of interest, 
especially areas that are cloudy most of the time. Such questions as: "Can 
the information be obtained by looking between the clouds, or are cloudless 
days needed?", and "what is the likelihood of a cloud cover at various times 
of the day and year?", will need to be answered. 
A third possible need for cloud statistics data could be in determining the 
types of clouds by correlating the cloud radiance and variance in radiance with 
the amount of cloudless area. This approach may be called a quantitative 
nephanalysis. The present study is an initial attempt to derive information on 
cloud coverage specifically needed for the vertical temperature sounding prob­
lem. Portions of the work presented apply equally well to other applications 
of radiance measurements from a geosynchronous platform. 
2. Description of Data 
Among the best cloud cover data sources available today are the Applica­
tions Technology Satellite (ATS) spin-scan cloud camera pictures from ATS-I 
and ATS-Ill. In these experiments the "camera" consists of a photomultiplier 
behind the optics of a small telescope. The pictures are made as the instan­
taneous field of'view (IFOV) of the camera telescope (0. I mrad) scans across 
the earth while the satellite in geosynchronous orbit is spinning on an axis 
parallel to the earth's axis (Thomsen, Parent, and Suomi, 1969). After each 
scan, while the camera is pointed away from the earth, the camera is stepped 
down by an amount slightly greater than the angular field of view so that a 
new scan is made parallel to and just south of the previous scan. On ATS-TII, 
Z400 scans north to south comprise a complete picture of the earth. At the 
nominal 100 rpm spin rate this means a picture can be made in slightly less 
than one-half hour. The analog camera output of the 200 segment which com­
prises a scan across the earth is digitized into 8192 samples of 2. 35 samples 
per IFOV. Each sample is made up of 8 bits giving a dynamic range of 256 
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radiance levels. Vonder Haar (1969) discusses the relationship between the 
digitized counts (relative radiance) and the reflected solar radiance measured 
by the photomultiplier. 
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Fig. I. 	 Radiance level plot for part of a single scan line. January Z0, 1968 
(191131Z). Green channel. Latitude about 17'N. 
Figure 1 shows a radiance level plot for part of a single scan line. ATS-
III pictures have three colors-blue, green, and red-but only the green channel 
(0.48 - 0. 58 }±m) is used in the work reported in this article. This figure shows 
very well both the high dynamic range and high spatial resolution of the ATS 
data. 
Since there are more than 2 samples per field of view, each sample does 
not necessarily represent new information (i. e., the scan samples overlap). 
For this reason and also in order to work with a more square basic unit size, 
the values of 3 adjacent samples are averaged. Using the scan step size 
rather than the field of view, the size of the basic unit is roughly 4.6 km 
north to south at nadir and slightly less east to west. These basic units are 
then combined so that 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, or 36 go into a square data unit which 
is the area corresponding to the simulated spatial resolution or instantaneous 
field of view of a future instrument. A gri or field is the square area over 
which the computations are made and is 60 basic units across for the former 
and 100 basic units across for the latter. This corresponds to 276 km and 
460 km at nadir respectively. The former size was chosen because it is di­
visible by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, and the latter size was used for parallel work 
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being done on the same ATS picture (Hanson, 1969). Note that these areas 
are 48% and 132% respectively of the area of a basic Global Atmospheric Re­
search Program (GARP) grid mesh (GARP Report, 1969). A matrix is that com­
bination of grids or fields covering the particular cloud pattern of interest. 
3. Methods of Simulating the IFOV 
In terms of the ATS data, the problem is stated as follows: What percent­
age of the different size data units within a given grid or field are cloudfree ? 
Two methods have been used to treat this problem. 
The first method, called Method A, approximates an instrument which uses 
its entire IFOV to compare with a cloud-no cloud threshold (Th). This threshold, 
which is given in terms of a radiance level, will be discussed further in the 
next section. Method A uses the square data units and takes the average 
radiance of all the samples within the data unit to compare with the threshold. 
That is, each data unit is clear that satisfies the equation: 
n 
Z Si 
Th - 1= > 0 
n 
where S3 is the radiance value of the ith sample within the data unit and 
n = 3, 1Z, 27, 48, 75, or 108 depending on which data unit size is used. The 
observed percent clear area is then the percentage of the data units within a 
grid or field that satisfy the above equation (i. e., are entirely clear). This 
percentage will change with spatial resolution simulated by changing the data 
unit size. It should be noted here that the percent clear area observed at a 
given resolution is not the actual percent clear area (i. e. , infinite resolution). 
Figure 2 shows that when using Method A, the observed present clear area 
does not decrease significantly with deteriorating spatial resolution (i. e., 
increasing data unit size). In some cases it even increases. This is mislead­
ing because as the IFOV increases, small clouds are more likely to be found 
within the IFOV. In other words, viewing between sonie of the clouds may no 
longer be possible, and the observed percent clear area should decrease. 
The reason for this difficulty is as follows. When averaging over a large 
data unit, a small cloud may be obscured since a small fairly dark cloud can 
average with dark land around the cloud to dqual a radiance level comparable 
to bright land. -(In ATS pictures, land and ocean are generally darker than 
clouds. ) As a result, clouds smallr than the IFOV may not be detected. 
This difficulty is significant for the following reason. Based on experience 
with the relatively low spatial resolution temperature sounders on NIMBUS-III, 
Smith- estimates that ten percent cloudiness within the IFOV is enough to 
*William L. Smith, NESO, ESSA, private communication. 
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Fig. 2. 	 Percent clear area for various data unit sizes of an extratropioal front 
over Northwestern United States. April 23, 1968 (171410Z) Matrix 3. 
A and B refer to method (see text) and row and column locate grid 
within matrix. 
make a temperature profile below the cloud level inaccurate. Smith (1968) 
also shows that the effect of such partial cloudiness can be overcome only 
with the aid of special cloud statistics or additional information about the 
atmospheric temperature profile. 
To alleviate the difficulty of averaging over large data units (Method A), 
a second Method, B, was designed. It labels data units as cloudy even if 
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only one sample is over the threshold. Method B, therefore, simply changes 
every radiance level over the threshold to one million and then proceeds as in 
Method A. The problem of calling small dark clouds "clear" is thus almost 
eliminated because the averaging is done over a much smaller area (i. e., an 
ATS sample). This method approximates an instrument that uses another channel 
with an IFOV smaller than the sounding channels (e.g., a cloud mapping channel 
used to determine cloud velocities) to determine whether or not clouds are ac­
tually present. In other words, a data unit is now observed as clear if it satis­
fies the following equation: 
n 
Th A > 0 
n 
where ri = S1 if Th>S i 
rj = 1, 000, 000 if Th <S i 
(It should be remembered that Si ranges from 0 to Z55. 
In comparing Method A with Method B (Fig. Z), note that not only is the 
decrease in percentage clear area with resolution greater for Method B than for 
Method A, but also that the percentage clear area at 4. 6 km resolution is less 
for Method B. The latter occurs because Method A averages over three samples 
while Method B compares the value of each sample with the threshold. This 
gives some insight as to-how an abtual instrument (including, of course, the 
ATS sensor--) may erroneously flag an area as cloudfree, when clouds smaller 
than the IFOV are present. Since most instruments approximate Method A 
(. e., they average the radiances within their field of view), an instrument to 
be used for radiometrically sounding the atmosphere should be designed so that 
the cloud recognition is made at a higher resolution than the sounding. 
Figure 3 shows a map of the clear areas at three spatial resolutions using 
Method B. It depicts a case of cumulus and stratus clouds in the subtropics. 
If this region had been treated with Method A, not all of the 9. 2 km resolution 
cloudy area would have been within the 18.4 km resolution cloudy area nor the 
4. 6 km resolution area within the 9. 2 km resolution area. The remainder of 
this study uses Method B. 
4. Threshold Determination 
As mentioned before, each element has 256 possible radiance levels. 
Clouds are almost always brighter than either land or water but the 4uestion is: 
*W., Shenk, GSFC, NASA, is currently comparing the ATS radiance measure­
ments of cloud fields with even higher resolution data obtained from simul­
taneous Apollo photographs. 
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r"How much brighter?" Cirrus and other type clouds may be quite dark (poor 
reflectors). This makes it difficult to determine a cloud-no cloud threshold. 
A combination of two methods is used in this paper to select thresholds. 
First a plot of relative radiance versus sample number is made for a given line. 
By locating this line on the corresponding picture, the samples which represent 
cloudless land and ocean values can be determined. The upper values of clear 
land and ocean are then extracted from the line plot. Figure I shows a typical 
line plot of ATS-III. It should be noted that in the green channel (as stated 
before, the green channel is the only one used in this experiment), the ocean 
is darker than the land. This implies that the difference in radiance levels 
between ocean and clouds is greater than that between land and clouds. For 
this reason and also because the radiance spread is less over the ocean than 
over the land (see Fig. 1), it is easier to make a threshold determination over 
the ocean. 
o CLOUDY AT 's.92 AND 184 km- RESOLUTION AT NADIR 
ID CLOUDY AT 92 AND 184k , BUT CLEAR AT 46km 
o CLOUDY AT 184km, BUT CLEAR AT 92 AND 46km 
N CLEAR AT 46,92 AND IS4krn 
Fig. 3. 	 Map of cloud cover for a high pressure zone cumulus and stratus in 
the subtropics. January 20, 1968 (191131Z) Field 85. 
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The second method of determining the cloud-no cloud threshold is to plot 
the frequency at which a given radiance level occurs within a grid- If there is 
a reasonable amount of clear area within the grid, a large peak of roughly 
Gaussian shape will represent this clear area provided the clear area is homo­
geneous as is generally true over oceans. The point at which the curve starts 
to rise again or a few radiance levels to the cloudy side of this clear area peak 
is taken as the point where cloud interference is becoming important. This point 
is chosen as the threshold. Figure 4 shows a radiance level frequency plot for 
a cloudy area over the ocean. Land areas lack the homogeneity of oceans so 
this method of threshold determination is more difficult. Figure 5 shows a 
radiance level frequency plot for the average of eight grids over land. 
In order to check the significance of an incorrect threshold, these eight' 
grids were run with five different thresholds. The additional thresholds are 
indicated by small arrows in Fig. 5. Figure 6 shows the average clear area of 
all eight grids in the matrix versus resolution.for each of these thresholds. It 
is seen that the percentage clear area changes greatly with a change in 
threshold but that the shape of the curve remains about the same. Since it is 
difficult to obtain the threshold to within several radiance levels, an error 
might be expected in the values of percent clear area given in this-paper; how­
ever, the change in percentage open area with resolution is more significant 
and also more accurate, and will therefore b'e emphasized in this paper. 
In summary, cloud-no cloud thresholds can be determined from several 
methods. Two of the most basic have been used in this work. Particularly over 
300-
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Fig. 4. Frequency plot of radiance levels over water. RaW data corrected ac­
cording to Hanson (1969). January 20, 1968 (191131Z) Field 94. 
Thirty-six was taken as threshold. 
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Fig. 5. Average frequency plot of radiance levels for eight grids over land. 
Raw data corrected according to Hanson (1969). April 23, 1968 
(171410Z) Matrix 1. Twenty-eight was taken as threshold. Small 
arrows indicate additional thresholds used in Fig. 6. 
land areas the frequency distribution technique is difficult; thus more reliance 
was placed on the line plot displays in selecting a threshold over land areas. 
In all cases, a conservative estimate of the thresholds was attempted (i. e., 
when in doubt, the threshold was chosen to overestimate the cloudy regions). 
5. Results 
ATS measurements from April Z3, 1968 (171410Z) and January 20, 1968 
(191131Z) were chosen for this study., The grids for which the results are 
listed in this paper are in Matrices 3 and 5, and part of Matrix I of Fig. 7,
and fields 37-40, 79-81, 83-85, and 87-95 of Fig. 8. Table i gives the per­
centage clear area using Method B for each of the grids mentioned above. 
These six matrices represent various meteorological conditions including
extratropical fronts, cumulus and cumulonimbus over the Amazon, cumulus and 
stratus in the subtropical high pressure zone over the Pacific, and the inter­
tropical convergence zone. 
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Fig. 7. 	 April 23, 1968 (!T1410Z). Investigated areas include Matrix 1,'rows 
4 and 5. columns 2-5; Matrix 3 and Matrix 5. 
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Fig. 8. 	 January 20, 1968 (191131Z). IAestigated areas include Fields 37-40, 
79-81, 83-85, and 87-95. 
TABLE 1 
Percentage Clear Area Obtained by Method B 
-A~il 23,. 1968 (171410Z) Matrix 1 
Bxttatropical Front pv&r Midwestern U. S. 
Resolution at 
Nadir (kmi 4.6 °9.2Z 13.8" 18.4 23.0 27. 6 
Row4 clZ 11.36 9.00 7.25 5.78 4.17 4.00 
Row 4 ci13 16. 1-7 10.00 5.50 4.00 2.78 0 
Row 4cl 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Row4 cl 5 8.00 ­ 4. 22 1.75 1. 33 0 0 
Row 5 c12 * 24.00 19.33 15.25 13.78 8.33 9.00 
Row5cl 3 0.53 0.2Z2 0 0 0 0 
Row5c14" 1.14 0.11i 0 0 0 0 
Row5cl5 0 0- 0 0 0 0 
(Table 1 continued) 
PO9 
(Table 1 continued) 
April 23, 1968 (171410Z) 
Extratr6pical Front over Northwestern U. S. 
Matrix 3 
and Ocean 
Resolution at 
Nadir (kin) 4.6 9. Z 13.8 18.4 Z3. 0 27.6 
Row I cl 1 
Row I cl 2 
Row2 cl 1 
Row 2 cl 2 
86. 33 
8.92 
18.89 
40.53 
74. ZZ 
6.33 
12.67 
Z3.11 
67.75 
4.75 
9. 50 
10.25 
60.89 
3.11 
6.67 
4.89 
56.94 
2.08 
5.56 
1.39 
53.00 
1.00 
3.00 
0 
April Z3, 1968 (171410Z) 
Cumulus and Cumulonimbus 
Matrix 5 
over Amazon 
Row I cl 1 
Row 1 cl Z 
Row 1 cl 3 
Row Z cl 1 
Row Z cl Z 
Row Z cl 3 
9.81 
9.58 
12. 97 
41.14 
20.11 
12.75 
2.44 
Z. 89 
3.11 
15,44 
10.89 
3.89 
0.75 
0.50 
0.75 
6.75 
5.75 
0.75 
0 
0 
0 
2. Z 
4.44 
0.44 
0 
0 
0 
1.39 
3.47 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1.00 
1.00 
0 
Tan. Z0, 1968 (191131Z) Matrix 1 
Intertropical Convergence Zone 
Resolution at 
Nadir (kin) 4.6 9.2 18.4 
Field 37 
Field 38 
Field 39 
Fi&ld 40 
7. 85 
2. 04 
4.06 
18.58 
5.44 
0.52 
1.40 
13.16 
3.04 
0 
0. 32 
6.56 
Jan. 20, 1968 (191131Z) Matrix 2 
Subtropical High Pressure Zone Cumulus and Stratus 
Field 79 
Field 80 
Field 81 
Field 83 
Field 84 
Field 85 
9.33 
6.75 
40.36 
36.70 
70.54 
65.00 
Z. 96 
4.72 
34. 32 
25. 5Z 
60.64 
54.92 
0.32 
2.72 
27.36 
11.84 
44. 64 
39. Z0 
(Table I continued) 
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(Table 1 continued) 
Jan. 20, 1968 (191131Z) Matrix 3 
Extratropical Front over Southwest Pacific 
Resolution at 
Nadir (km) 4.6 9. 2 18.4 
Field 87 61.15 50.64 38.08 
Field 88 7.28 3.60 1.60 
Field 89 27.47 18.40 9.76 
Field 90 13.76 4.64 0.32 
Field 91 24.20 13.80 6. Z4 
Field 92 27.77 19. 56 9.76 
Field 93 0 0 0 
Field 94 7.12 4.60 1.76 
Field 95 14.60 8.72 3.52 
Figures 9 and 10 compare the various grids using the clear areas derived 
from Method B normalized to the distribution density for each grid (defined as 
percent clear area at 4. 6 km resolution). Use of this parameter, distribution 
density, provides a base to compare grids having different meteorological con­
ditions. Figure 9 shows that although the warm sector has fewer clouds than 
the frontal band at 4. 6 km resolution, its percent clear area decreases faster 
with reduced resolution. This is because the clouds in the warm sector are a 
more irregular mixture of different types. Figure 10, on the other hand, shows 
that when clouds of the same type are found in a number of grids, as is the 
case of high pressure zone cumulus and stratus, the decrease with resolution 
depends more on the distribution density. This suggests that for the same 
distribution density, a measure of variation in cloud type between two grids 
may be inferred from the rate of change of percent clear area with sensor reso­
lution. 
Figures 11 and 1Z summarize our results over various types of clouds and 
over regions with varying percent clear area at 4. 6 km resolution. Although 
the statistics are not large the results, as anticipated, show that both parame­
ters are important. 
In order to see how the cloud cover in the areas studied changed in several 
hours, pictures were selected that were 2 3/4 hours later on April 23, 1968 
(1959207) and Z 3/4 hours earlier on January 20, 1968 (162940Z). Since the 
selection of the threshold is very critical (see Fig. 5), it was decided to 
develop two selection methods tha't choose a threshold relative to the previous 
picture rather than use the threshold determination methods mentioned in the 
last section. 
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Fig. 9. Clear area versus resolution normalized to 
percent clear area at 4. 6 km for an extra-
tropical front over Northwestern United 
States. April 23, 1968 (171410Z) Matrix 3. 
Numbers indicate percent clear area at 4.6 km 
resolution and row and column locate grid 
within matrix, 
Fig. 10. Clear area versus resolution normal­
ized to percent clear area at 4. 6 km for 
subtropical high pressure zone cumulus 
and stratus. January 20, 1968 (191131Z) 
Fields 79-81 and 83-85. Numbers in­
dicate percent clear area at 4. 6 km 
resolution. 
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Fig. 11. Average clear area versus resolution Fig. 1. Average clear area of each matrix 
normalized to percent clear area at 4. 6 kmn versuis resolution normalized to 
for v;arious degrees of cloudiness. Numbers percent clear area at 4,.6 kmn. 
indicate range of percent clear area at 4. 6 kmn. 
The first method uses the cosine of the sun angle at the subsatellite point 
as a factor for normalizing the thresholds to the pictures. In using this method, 
it is important that the camera and ground station gain settings are the same 
for the various pictures involved. Ideally each sample of each picture should 
be normalized using a generalized bi-directional reflectance relationship, es­
pecially when angular sun and viewing conditions vary a great deal between a 
pair of pictures. Such a technique is still under development. 
The second method involves determining the fractional shift of the clear 
area peak of the radiance level frequency distribution (see Fig. 4). The peak 
is used because the peak is easier to find accurately than the point where 
cloud interference starts to dominate. (Hanson, 1969, shows that over the 
ocean the clear area peak can be accurately predicted by forming a Gaussian 
curve from the data on the left hand side of the peak-i. e., the side free from 
cloud interference. ) Results of the two methods agree with each other to within 
about three radiance levels (on a scale of 0 - 255). 
Figure 13 shows the change with time of the percentage of clear observa­
tions for the various fields within the intertropical convergence zone and the 
high pressure zone cumulus and stratus region. The total of all three types 
of shading must be taken to get the percent clear area of 4. 6 km resolution, 
and similarly the total of two shadings for the 9. 2 km resolution. Both of the 
regions studied for time variations are ones where air mass changes over a 3­
hour period are negligible. Despite this fact, a wide range in both relative 
and absolute changes of percent clear area over the same physical area are 
observed. 
6. An Application to the Radiometric Temperature Sounding'Problem 
The sounding problem involves a tradeoff between two conflicting phe­
nomena. The first involves the instrument. As the spatial resolution is in­
creased (i. e., the angular field of view made smaller), the amount of energy 
received by a given telescope detector in a given spectral interval is decreased. 
Thus to maintain the same statistical observational error, the instrument must 
look at the region of interest for a longer period of time. In order to make the 
observational time as short as possible, the instrument should have as low 
a spatial resolution as possible. 
The second conflicting phenomenon involves the clouds themselves. As 
shown earlier,, decreasing the spatial resolution (I. e., increasing the IFOV) 
decreases the percent of area which is seen as cloudfree. In many cases the 
cloudfree area goes to zero because there are no holes in the clouds larger 
than the field of view. Thus the spatial resolution should be as high as pos­
sible. Since this latter phenomenon is more significant the greater the cloud 
cover, it must first be decided for what cloud cover a sounding Instrument 
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Fig. 13. 	 Change in percent clear area in a few hours for a subtropical high 
pressure zone cumulus and stratus (Fields 79-85) and the intertropical 
convergence zone (Fields 37-40). January 20, 1968 (162940Z) and 
(191131Z). 
should be designed. Arking et al. - are working with averages over cloudy and 
clear areas to determine the probability of finding clear areas in specifid 
geographic regions as a function of the size of the clear area. The first areas 
studied have a rather large percentage clear area (69% on the average). The 
Wisconsin study deals only with cloudy areas since the soundings of greatest 
interest will be near meteorologically active situations (i. e., clouds), and if 
one can sound near clouds, certainly one can sound in clear areas. In other 
words, a sounder should be designed for cloudy regions. 
A sounding can be made by averaging the signals of all the cloudfree in­
stantaneous fields of fiew within a given area. (The CARP report recommends 
Personal communication based on unpublished report: "Cloud Statistics Af­
fecting the Sounding of the Lower Atmosphere from a Satellite. Preliminary 
Report: July 25, 1969" by Albert Arking, Frank Weinstein and lay Fleischman. 
Institute 	for Space Studies, GSFC, NASA, New York, New York. 
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an area 400 km on a side. ) Numerical models require the data to represent the 
large scale circulation; thus the input must be characteristic of the total area 
employed. The technique discussed in earlier sections fulfills this demand by 
considering many measurements over a relatively large area. Since the time 
base of the large scale variations is several days, it seems reasonable, if 
necessary, to spend several hours making a sounding. Thus the earth can be 
scanned several times to gather the required number of radiance neasurements. 
Temperature soundings inferred from such measurements will be asynoptic. 
However, they will also provide time derivatives of the temperature profile, 
data not obtained from a standard radiosonde network. The inherent time and 
space averaging must be done in conjunction with data interpolation and 
smoothing required by numerical models. (GARP Report, 1969. ) Another channel 
with higher resolution having point by point correlation with the sounding 
channels (perhaps an infrared mapping channel) would be required to determine 
whether a given instantaneous field of view is cloudfree for the reasons stated 
earlier (i. e., the contrast in results between Methods A and B). 
TABLE 2 
Number of grids which can be sounded in a given time at a given 
resolution. The first 18 grids of Table 1 are used. 
Resolution (km) < 1 Hour < 2 Hours < 4 Hours < 6 Hours 
9.2 2 5 9 11 
13.8 9 10 13 14 
18.4 10 11 11 11 
23.0 9 9 9 9 
27.6 7 7 7 7 
Table 2 which gives the number of "soundable" grids in a given time at a 
given resolution assumes a camera in geosynchronous orbit with 16 inch optics, 
spinning at 100 rmp and stepping 0.2 mrad each revolution. It is. looking at a 
spectral band 20 cm-1 wide centered at 14 xm with a detector having 
D_, 2 X 1010 cm Hzl/z watt- 1 . The camera scans the whole earth enough 
times to give an error of 0. Z5 erg per cmz sec ster cm -1 over an area 400 km 
on a side at nadir (Krauss, 1969) in the areas of interest, namely those pre­
sented in Table 1. This type of instrument was studied because it can be 
retrofitted to the camera system proposed for the Synchronous Meteorological 
Satellite (SMS). Table Z shows that a temperature sounding radiometer is 
detector noise limited at smaller IFOV and "cloud noise" limited at larger IFOV. 
The times in this table can be decreased if only that part of the earth which 
contains dense clouds is scanned repeatedly. The conclusion to be drawn 
from this sparse data is that the ideal resolution for sounding in cloudy regions 
from geosynchronous orbit is somewhere between 13. 8 km and 18.4 km. 
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7. Summary 
This study has examined the percentage of cloudfree area within defined 
regions. Furthermore, this parameter (percent clear area) was studied in relb­
tion to a varying IFOV of a possible satellite sensor. In addition, regions in­
cluding various kinds of meteorological (i. e., cloud) conditions were studied 
at two tames 2 3/4 hours apart. 
It is difficult to generalize the results from this relatively small sample; 
more work of this kind is needed. However, one result seems evident- the 
percent clear area in a region decreases as the spatial resolution of the 
sensor is decreased. This result is expected. In addition, the rate of decrease 
of the measured parameter is increased as cloud "contaminants" smaller than 
the IFOV of the instrument are considered. 
These preliminary results, based on actual measurements, from one of the 
highest resolution satellite sensors available to date (the ATS Multicolor Spin-
Scan Cloud Camera), may be interpreted and used for various applications. In 
the present study, meteorologically active regions have purposely been chosen 
as areas of interest. This choice was made since we are interested in assess­
ing the ability of an infrared sounder on a geosynchronous satellite to obtain 
vertical temperature profiles in and near these areas of prime meteorological 
interest. These sparse data, when combined with other studies of instrument 
design and accuracy to optimize an infrared sounding system, indicate that a 
good spatial resolution at nadir for a sounder is about 15 km. This is equiva­
lent to about 0. 4 mrad angular resolution from geosynchronous orbit. 
Of general interest is the indication that clouds smaller than the instru­
ment IFOV are very important. This indicates that determining a radiance level 
threshold in a visible channel is not sufficient by itself to decide whether 
small clouds are within the instrument's IFOV. Studies similar to the present 
paper should use simultaneous near infrared and thermal infrared data to see 
if some combination of threshold criteria in several spectral channels can 
detect cloud contamination with better precision. Furthermore, the sensor 
used to detect cloud effects should have higher spatial resolution than any 
sounding instrument. 
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SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS OF THE EARTH' S RADIATION BUDGET 
DURING A FIVE-YEAR PERIOD 1 
Thomas H. Vonder Haar 
ABSTRACT 
This paper summarizes an extended time series of measurements of the 
earth's radiation budget from the first and second generation United States 
meteorological satellites. Values of planetary albedo, infrared radiant emit­
tance and the resulting net radiation budget are now available for more than 
35 months during the period 1962 to 1966. These measurements show a mean 
global albedo of 30%, and net radiation balance within measurement accuracy. 
The discussion treats global and zonally averaged values for the "mean annual" 
case, for "mean seasons" and includes a comparison of measurements during 
the same seasons in different years. The role of these radiation budget mea­
surements in the total global energy balance is noted. 
1. Introduction 
Earth orbiting satellites provide an ideal platform for measuring the energy 
exchange between earth and space. Until this platform became available 
about ten years ago, our knowledge of this energy exchange was based exclu­
sively on theoretical and empirical calculations. The need for the information 
is fundamental, since the equator-to-pole gradient of energy transfer across 
the "rtop of the atmosphere" is the prime forcing function that drives our 
atmospheric and oceanic circulations. Measurements from satellites now 
allow us to study and understand our radiation budget. Regarding the future 
of our atmosphre, such measurements will allow us to consider the effects 
of natural or inadvertent changes within our atmosphere on the global ralation 
budget, and thus on global weather and climate. 
This paper presents a synopsis of measurements from the I st generation 
(TIROS-type) satellites, together with the most recent radiation budget measure­
ments from our 2nd generation (NIMBUS and ESSA) spacecraft. Only experiments 
that have measured both components (the infrared and reflected solar) of the 
IPaper presented at the Symposium on the Future of the Atmosphere, Madison,
 
Wisconsin, October, 1969. Also presented (with V. Suomi) at the AMS/RMS
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radiation budget are included (see Table 1). The first of these were obtained 
from TJROS-IV in 1962 (House (1965)). The most recent data available are pre­
liminary results from ESSA-III in late 1966, early 1967 (MacDonald, 1969). 
Within this period, Vonder Haar (1968) presented measurements obtained during 
33 months during 1962-1965. (Part of his data were collected by Bandeen et al. (1965).) Raschke and Bandeen (1970) provide a detailed discussion of two and 
one-half months of measurements from NIMBUS-II during 1966. 
All of these data are considered in the present study. However, nearly 
eighty percent of all observations thus far have been acquired by the lower 
resolution, Wisconsin-type sensors (Suomi at al, 1967), the remainder from 
medium resolution scanning radiometers. A summary of results obtained through 
1965 is discussed by Vonder Hear and Suomi (1969). 
TABLE 1 
Available Radiation Budget Measurements 
Year 
Season 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 
MAM x x x - MAM 
JJA x x x x - JA 
SON x x x - SON 
DIF x x x - F 
I 
ANNUAL 
NOTE: The DJF (December, January and February) measurements are plotted 
under the year for the respective December. Arrows indicate the 
method of averaging to form mean seasonal and annual values. 
2. Radiation Budget Measurements, The Mean Annual Time Period 
Z. 1 Global and Hemispheric Results 
Figure 1 shows the "mean annual" average of the radiation budget 
parameters integrated over the entire earth and separately for the Northern and 
Southern hemispheres. The parameters are-related by: 
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"MEAN ANNUAL' RADIATION BUDGET 
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Fig. 1. 	 Mean annual radiation budgets of the entire earth-atmosphere system, 
the northern hemisphere and the southern hemisphere as measured 
from the Ist generation meteorological satellites together with first 
results from the 2nd generation spacecraft. 
RN 	 = (-) (l. 0 - A) - W(1) 
with RN, the net Radiation; R. the earth's radius; 10, the solar constant at 
- 2mean earth-sun distance (1.95 cal" cm . min- 1 ); A, the planetary albedo; 
and WL , the infrared radiant emittance from the earth-atmosphere system. 
The figure shows that both the Ist and 2nd generation satellite measure­
ments present a consistent picture of the mean annual global and hemispherc 
radiation budgets. Absolute measurement accuracy is estimated to be one unit 
of the least significant digits shown. Using mean values of the parameters in 
equation 	(1) yields relative accuracy for thi- time and space scale of 2 - 3%. 
A summary of both the individual and combined data sets in Fig. I indicates: 
a) 	 Over a 4 to 5 year period the net radiation budget of the entire 
earth, and of each hemisphere separately, is in radiative 
balance as well as we can measure such a balance. With both 
hemispheres in balance, there is no requirement for a net 
energy exchange across the equator. 
b) The 	entire earth and both hemispheres are darker (A = 30% vs. 35%) 
and warmer (WL = 0. 34 vs. 0. 325) than earlier estimates had shown 
(London, 1957). The equivalent blackbody temperature difference 
is 30 K (2540 vs. 251'). Being both warmer and darker indicates 
that the earth-atmosphere system must accommodate (and most prob­
ably transport) more energy than previously believed ( 15%74 more in 
each hemisphere). 
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c) 	Each hemisphere has nearly the same planetary albedo and infrared 
loss to space on the "mean annual" time scale. This points out 
the dominant influence of clouds on the energy exchange with 
space, since the surface features of the two hemispheres are quite 
different. 
2. 2 	Zonal Averages and Geographical Variations 
Figure ? continues our view of the "mean annual" case. It shows the 
measured meridional profiles of planetary albedo, absorbed solar energy and 
infrared loss. The classic picture of excess energy absorbed at low latitudes 
and net energy loss from midlatitudes and polar areas isapparent. Note, how­
ever the lack of equatorial symmetry, with more energy retained in the southern 
subtropics than at the same latitudes in the north. This occurrence is offset 
by a difference in the polar radiation budgets. The Arctic is observed to be 
warmer and darker than the Antarctic, Latitudinal averages of planetary albedo 
are as low as 23% in the subtropics, ranging to 50% near the north pole and 
70% at the south pole, These polar values are heavily weighted by the summer­
time conditions. 
With the aid of Fig. 3 we take a closer look at the radiation budgets in two 
latitude zones of approximately equal area. For the regions 0 - 10'N and 60 ­
90'N, the "mean seasonal" energy gain or loss measured by satellites is 
shown by the bar graph, the "mean annual" average by the solid line. London's 
annual value for each zone is noted by a dashed line. On this space scale, 
smaller than that of the globe or a hemisphere, we find a wide range of depar­
ture between measurements and earlier computations. For the region 0 - 10°N 
we find that the net annual gain of energy calculated by London is 35% less 
than that measured from satellites. However, for 60 - 90 0 N, London's value 
falls much closer to the observed mean. Recall that the measurements have 
shown (and earlier calculations require) near hemispheric balance of gains 
and losses on this time scale. This occurs because zones not shown in Pig. 3, 
especially at mid-latitudes, have a measured net loss exceeding that compiuted 
(primarilyto the higher values of infrared loss already mentioned). 
The departure of measurements from early estimates in the deep tropics is 
of special significance. Astronomical factors insure large amounts of avail­
able solar energy during the entire year. The larqe energy gain shown in Fig. 3 
results primarily from a lower planetary albedo (Fig. 2). Thus, the tropics gain 
more energy because they are "darker. " More than any other single factor, this 
result of satellite measurements contributes especially to the total global 
albedo being lower than previously believed. In addition, the greater energy 
input at low latitudes implies either greater poleward energy transport by ocean 
currents or greater air-sea excha ige of energy and increased tropical convection 
Vonder Haar and Hanson (1969) used the satellite measurements together with 
a summary of the few available observations of solar radiation received at the 
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Fig. Z. 	 Mean meridional profiles (averages within latitude zones) of compo­
nents of the earth' s radiation budget measured during the period 1962­
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Fig. 3. 	 Mean annual and seasonal energy exchange with space, measured from 
satellites during 1962-1966, for two latitude zones. Bar graph repre­
sents seasonal values (I = Dec., Jan., Feb. , etc). ARNE/P is the 
net radiation gradient between equator and pole. 
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surface in the tropics (Quinn and Burt (19671). The surface data show that z0% 
more energy arrives annually (in the region 0 - 200 N) than was earlier estimated 
from climatic data and empirical relations (i. e., Budyko (1963)). Thus, the 
combination of recent measurements are in agreement and show that additional 
energy entering the earth-atmosphere system is primarily added to the oceans. 
Figure 3 also shows the wide seasonal range of net energy exchange with 
space over the Arctic cap. From a large net loss in the winter, to a small but 
significant net gain during the summer season, the range is about two and one­
half times greater than that for 0 - 10'N. Figure 7 will show that the southern 
polar regions do not have this wide a seasonal range, pointing out again the 
lack of equatorial symmetry in the energy exchange with space. 
An insert in Fig. 3 notes that the "mean annual" pole-to-equator gradient 
of net radiation measured from satellites is 10 - 151a greater than London's 
mean annual value for the Northern Hemisphere. This simple index is a measure 
of the planetary forcing function, the required poleward energy transport by the 
atmosphere and oceans. It indicates that our circulations are mnore "vigorous" 
than previously estimated. 
A closer look at time variations measured over the north polar cap is pre­
sented in Fig. 4. It shows a 17 month time series of the incident, absorbed 
and reflected solar energy, the infrared loss, albedo and net radiation. The 
earliest satellites (TIROS) had orbital inclinations such that they did not view 
this polar region. Thus, Fig. 4 shows our first long period of radiation measure­
ments over the Arctic. Second generation NIMBUS and ESSA satellites, in near 
polar orbits, also returned measurements over the poles, but during shorter 
time intervals of our five-year period (Raschke, Bandeen and Mbller (1967)). 
An interesting feature in Fig. 4 shows that the absorbed solar energy maximum 
lags a month behind peak insolanon. Several earlier studies had anticipated 
this observation based on information about the break-up and puddling on the 
Arctic ice pack during the summer. Even though the infrared loss reaches a 
flat maxima in July, the total radiation budget of the earth-atmosphere system 
is slightly positive. The time period of net gain began in May and ends 
abruptly in August it occurs primarily because of the features of the solar 
energy budget. 
Thus far we have only discussed global and hemispheric averages and the 
mean radiation budget within latitudinal zones. This can be misleading, be­
cause an important result of the satellite measurements shows that significant 
changes in the earth' s radiation budget occur within latitude zones, especially 
in the tropics. Figure 5 presents mean annual maps of the radiation data. 
These geographical variations of planetary albedo infrared radiation and net 
radiation will be discussed elsewhere in more detail. Note, however, the 
zonal pattern of isolines at high latitudes in both hemispheres. This occurs 
in the region of migratory storms, where alternating clear and cloudy conditions 
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occur over a given area. In the northern hemisphere a continental influence 
can be seen, especially in the map of planetary albedo. In the tropics semi­
permanent features of the atmospheric circulation, terrain features, or the 
influence of special conditions in a specific season (i. e., the monsoon) 
cause significant departures within the latitude zones. This is true even in 
the map of net radiation. Recall the maps are for the mean annual case, and 
thus all daily and even seasonal anomalies are smoothed a great deal. Even 
so, we see a definite distribution of relative energy gain and loss areas with 
a zone. In higher latitudes (more zonal patterns) the range of variation is much 
smaller. These results point out that a numerical model to simulate the circu­
lation of the atmosphere or ocean cannot add a forcing function only as a func­
tion of latitude over longer time periods (i.,e., as a function of solar declina­
tion). Such an input may be valid for the higher latitudes but certainly not 
for the tropics. Variation in net radiation is shown in Fig. 6 for three tropical 
zones. Some of the greatest minima are found over the oceanic deserts west 
of South America and Africa. Here the low, bright, warm clouds reflect the 
solar energy well and also radiate strongly in the infrared. Maxima of net 
radiation occur over clear oceanic regions. 
8 9 o 1 12 i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
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Fig. 4. Continuous time series of radiation budget parameters over the north 
polar region during 1964 and 1965. Ha and Hr are the portions of 
solar radiation absorbed and reflected by the earth-atmosphere system. 
I0 is the mean monthly insolation computed with a solar constant of 
2.00 cal. cm min 1 . 
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Pig. 5. Example of the geographical distribution of radiation budget parameters. 
Planetary albedo and longwave radiation measured from satellites during 
1962 - 1965, 
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Fig. 6. 	 The variatioh of net radiation with longitude (X) extracted from Fig. 5 
for three latitude circles, Dashed line is the zonal mean value; 
major land masses are shown schematically. 
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3. Mean Seasonal Budgets and Interannual Variations 
Reference to mean and specific seasonal measurements has been included 
above for comparison with the mean annualcase. Figure 7 gives a more detailed 
view of the average zonal net radiation as it varies with latitude during each 
season of the year. As in Fig. 2, we note the departure from exact symmetry 
about the equator. For example, in the north polar region has the wider range 
of net radiation with season. The net radiation reversal near the winter pole 
results from the absence of solar radiation at the highest latitudes combined 
with increasing infrared loss to space from the relatively warmer regions away 
from the poles. 
For a basic understanding of the energy exchange between earth and space, 
mean annual and seasonal averages provide the first step. Now that a relatively 
large sample of measurements is available we can proceed further, and examine 
observed interannual variations of the radiation budget. We use a simple index 
(ARNE/p) the difference in net radiation between the equator and 90'N or S. 
In Fig. 8 we see the change in the measured Index during the same season of 
different years. The horizontal line shows the mean annual gradient, slightly 
DIEC JAN-FES JUNE-JULY-AUG 
' / MAR -APR -MAY 
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90 60 30 0 30 so s0 
Is 	 N 
NET RADIATION OF EARTH S ATMOSPHERE
 
FROM SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS (1962-IS6)
 
Fig. 7. 	 Mean seasonal values of the meridional profiles of net radiation, ob­
tained from satellite measurements and using a solar constant of 
1.95 ly - min - 1 . 
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Fig. 8. Mean annual and seasonal values of the equator-to-pole gradient of 
net radiation and the range of interannual variation measured from 
satelliten. Table 1 shows the periods of measurement; units are 
cal- am- min -1 . Both northern and southern hemisphere results 
are shown. 
larger in the northern hemisphere. Dots indicate mean seasonal radiation 
gradients and the bars note the range of values during the three or four years 
of data for each season. 
We observed the largest gradient change between summer and fall in both 
hemispheres; a change toward a stronger gradient, a stronger forcing functon. 
The greatest range within one season Was observed during the northern hemis­
phere summer, the smallest range during winter of the same hemisphere. 
Absolute magnitudes of the gradient are largest during fall. However, the re­
versal of net radiation seen in Fig. 7 is not considered by our simple index. 
An upward adjustment for winter would make that gradient nearly the same as 
for fall. As expected, summer gradients are small in both hemispheres. 
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A further step will be to study the response of atmosphere to each specific 
season's measured gradient of net radiation. The measure of the forcing func­
tion used in this study (or another similar index) can now be obtained routinely 
by our meteorological satellites. Of course, we must consider the large thermal 
inertia of our oceans and thus expect the response and feedback to vary with 
both time and location. Some initial work in this area has been reported by 
Winston (1967). 
4. The Role of Radiation Budget in the Global Energy Balance 
The energy exchange between the earth and space by radiative transfer is 
only one component of the total energy budget of the earth-atmosphere system. 
True, on a global scale and over long time periods It is the overwhelmingly 
significant component, but we are very often concerned with higher frequency 
variations in space and time. In this section we shall use measurements of 
the earth' s radiation budget together with estimates of the other major terms 
in order-to present a simple depiction of the earth's total energy budget. We 
do this to illustrate the role of the radiation terms in the energy budget. Since 
much weight must be placed on climatological estimates of certain parameters 
the absolute accuracy of results in this section is open to question. In addi­
tion, the illustrative exercise falls short of a thorough discussion of atmos­
pheric energetics, the study of generation, conversion and dissipation of vari­
ous "forms" of energy in the atmosphere. 
Figure 9 shows, for the mean annual case, the total poleward energy trans­
port (RT) required by the measured radiation budget. Vonder Haar (1968) and 
others have shown that for no net energy storage in the atmosphere, earth or 
ocean the net required energy transport across a parallel of latitude must equal 
the sum of several horizontal energy transport terms. These are: AF, energy 
transport by ocean currents; LACV , the transport of energy in latent form as 
water vapor; and AC, the sensible heat plus potential energy transport by the 
atmosphere. To derive Fig. 9 we used estimates of AF and, IACV from a 
recent compilation by Sellers (1965). Thus, using satellite measurements for 
RT we obtain AC as a residual. Note that values plotted above the zero 
line in Fig. 9 indicate northward energy transport, below the line-southward. 
We note a double maxima of AC in both hemispheres, very similar in shape 
to one derived by Holopainen (1965) from northern hemisphere radiosonde data. 
Note also the requirement for southward transport of sensible heat and poten­
tial energy across the equator, but northward movement of water vapor by the 
atmosphere. 
It is possible to derive similar curves for the mean seasons (Rasool and 
Prabbakara (1966)). However, a major uncertainty in the transport terms arises 
from lack of knowledge about seasonal variation of energy storage in the oceans. 
It may be expected that within some -latitude zones, during some seasons, 
that the radiative, latent heat (i. e. , evaporation minus precipitation), and 
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Fig. 9. 	 Total poleward energy transport required by the radiation budget (RT) 
and its major components. 
ocean storage terms may all be nearly the same magnitude. Newell et al. 
(1970) discuss new measurements of the atmospheric transport terms. Of 
course, satellite measurements will be available on a continuing basis. We 
may eventually be able to study oceanic transport and storage as a residual. 
5. 	 Conclusions 
A summary of this first comprehensive study of measurements of the earth's 
radiation budget shows that: 
a) 	 The 1st generation meteorological satellite observations as well 
as the early results from our second generation spacecraft have 
independently shown a consistent picture of the earth's radiation 
budget. It is a warmer and darker planet than we previously 
believed. More solar energy is being absorbed, primarily in the 
tropics. 
b) 	 Although the tropics (30°N - 30'S) as a whole gain energy from 
space during all seasons, significant longitudinal variations in 
the solar input are noted. 
c) 	 Although the annual net radiation budgets of the northern and 
southern hemispheres are both in balance (despite the difference 
in topography) we do not find exact equatorial symmetry in radiative 
exchange with space. This is especially true in subtropical and 
polar regions. 
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d) 	 The prime forcing function, the equator-to-pole gradient of net 
radiation, has its greatest relative change between summer and fall 
in both hemispheres. In addition, there have been significant 
gradient changes measured between the same seasons in different 
years. Further study of atmospheric response is in order. 
e) 	 In like manner, even though the satellite measurements show no 
requirement for net energy exchange across the equator for the 
"mean annual" case, the measurements can be combined with 
independent observations to gain a better understanding of the 
global energy balance and the transport requirements of the 
atmospheres and oceans. 
Further Comments 
The results of satellite measurements shown in this paper are the first of 
their kind. Like all new observations, final Judgment of'their relevance must 
rest primarily on confirmation by independent means. The first such confirma­
tion is already on record, coming from sensors flown of the first of our second 
generation satellites. Of course, the absolute and relative accuracies of the 
measurements can be improved in future sensing systems. See, for example, 
error analyses included in the references dealing with the Wisconsin-type 
sensors (since these provide 80% of the measurements reported here). 
The trend toward departure from the earlier computation studies of the 
radiation budget seems irreversible. The reason for departure from previous 
estimates is still not completely resolved, although we strongly suspect that 
an overestimate of tropical cloudiness, especially as it affected solar energy 
transfer, must have been a major failing of the early studies. Indeed, Londoni 
has re-evaluated his 1957 study with new cloud information and computes a 
global planetary albedo of 31%. Thus, the computations are beginning to con­
verge on the observations. The end result of computations which use satellite 
measurements as a control at the upper boundary should be improved estimates 
of the vertical profiles of net radiative cooling in the atmosphere. Such pro­
files are very important in atmospheric energetics studies and cannot be easily 
measured on a global scale. 
Throughout this paper we have used London's 1957 study as representative 
of a great deal of extensive earlier computational work. It serves this purpose 
well and allows us to avoid repetitive comparison of the satellite measurements 
with the multitude of previous numbers computed by a like number of methods. 
In the same vein, to maintain some fluidity in this paper we have only 
1Personal communication. 
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discussed the great number of satellite measurements collectively via their 
time and space means. A great deal of research remains when the measure­
ments of the radiation exchange between earth and space are applied to special 
studies. Our initial work on interannual variations is a small start in this 
direction. Indeed, further work on these kinds of problems, not possible be­
fore, may be of more scientific interest than a polished description of mean 
conditions. 
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A STUDY OF THE INDIAN MONSOON USING SATELLITE 
MEASURED ALBEDO AND LONG WAVE RADIATION 
Gerald 1. Dittherner 
ABSTRACT 
Thirty months of continuous low resolution satellite data, emitted long 
wave radiation and albedo are used to study the Indian monsoon. These data, 
combined with rainfall data for the Indian subcontinent, are employed to de­
velop an intensity index which provides the first quantitative measure of mon­
soon intensity. Three monsoons are studied: the 1963 monsoon, the strong 
1964 monsoon and the very weak 1965 monsoon. Intensity differences show 
up most dramatically on the intensity index maps. The tlime history of the 
1964 and 1965 monsoons are examined showing how the intense cloudiness of 
the 1964 monsoon lingered on for a number of months apparently reducing sur­
face heating significantly preceding the weak 1965 monsoon. Typical values 
of the intensity index, long wave radiation and albedo are compiled for each 
season of the year preceding the 1964 and 1965 monsoons. Finally, the mon­
soon is described in terms of radiation depicting certain recurring, quasi­
steady state, seasonal features. 
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1. Introduction 
The term "monsoon, " according to Webster, is "a periodic wind, espe­
cially in the Indian Ocean and southern Asia; also, the rainy season of the 
southwest monsoon in India." The word is derived from the obsolete Arabic 
"Mausim, 11the Dutch "Monssoen, " and the Portuguese "Mancao" meaning "a 
time, a season." 
Predicting the monsoon onset is still one of the most challenging problems 
in meteorology. Rainfall during the southwest monsoon season (June to Sep­
tember) is extremely important to the agriculture of India and the economy of 
the country (Pant (1964) and Shamshad (1966)). In fact, 90% of the population 
of India is agricultural (Raman (1963)). 
To date there have been many studies of the monsoon, some of which are 
described in section 2. Most of these investigations were restricted to the 
use of data collected from land stations, with very little being available from 
the vast ocean areas. New data has recently become available. Vonder Haar 
(1968) in his study of the earth's radiation budget, accumulated more than 30 
months of continuous, satellite measured albedo and radiated long wave data 
over almost the entire globe. 
These data encompass the period from the summer of 1963 to the autumn 
of 1965. Thus, for the first time, continuous radiation data over land and sea 
are available which cover the growth and development-of two monsoons. 
Ironically, the monsoon of 1964 was very strong and the monsoon of 1965 was 
very weak and practically nonexistent. 
The main task, then, is to examine these two monsoons over a longer 
span of time and space than has ever been attempted before. Further, charac­
teristic radiation patterns of the monsoon will be suggested. In the process, 
there appear indications that the long wave radiation data can be combined 
with the albedo yielding a quantitative measure of monsoon intensity.­
2. Historical Background 
Differential heating as the cause of the monsoon was set forth as early 
as 1686 by Halley in the Memoirs of the Philosophical Society of Great Britain. 
This theory is still unchallenged. 
Simpson (19Z) states that the primary cause of the monsoon is the high 
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temperature and corresponding low pressure over the land. Air is then trans­
ported under the influence of this pressure system and the rotation of the earth 
from the southern hemisphere northwest across the equator and then northeast 
in the northern hemisphere. The moisture accumulated in the long journey over 
the oceans is then distributed over India due to orographic effects in and around 
India. Thus, he says, the rainfall associated with the monsoon is determined 
by topography, and says nothing about other causes. 
Wagner (1931) held that the monsoon represents a stationary system of 
cyclonic disturbances reaching up to the average height of the Himalayas be­
tween t'wo air masses, one continental belonging to the west winds of the 
middle latitudes and the other maritime. ie considers that the continental air 
is warmer than the monsoon air at the surface and colder above and that a con­
siderable part of the monsoon precipitation in and south of the Gangetic plain 
is due to cyclonic convergence. 
The Army Air Force in their study of India, Burma and Southern China 
(Climate and Weather of Southeastern Asia, 1942) carries this effect further 
observing that these Eastern cyclones move toward the low over northern India 
during the monsoon season and then move southward in late September. They 
conclude that the pulse and extent of the monsoon are related to these 
depressions. 
Yin (1949), in his renowned paper on the 1946 monsoon, discovered that 
the burst of the monsoon occurs as a mean low latitude trough that is displaced 
rapidly from one semipermanent position near 90 E to another relatively semi­
permanent position near 80 E. He finds that the motion of this trough is caused 
mainly by the displacement of the low level westerly jet from south of the 
Himalayas to their northern boundary. This displacement correlates in time 
with a general rearrangement of the northern hemispheric long wave pattern that 
results in a replacement of a mean ridge by a mean trough over central Siberia. 
A polar trough then extends all the way from Siberia to the tropics. 
Chakravortty and Basu (1956) investigated the influences of disturbances 
from the west on the weather over northeastern India during the monsoon season. 
They state that the contribution of such disturbances when they pass through 
the eastern Himalayas is to increase rainfall over the submountain regions of 
northeast India to a significant and often important degree. They maintain that 
the passage of such disturbances accentuates the monsoon trough near the foot 
of the Himalayas. They also state that the monsoon current becomes stronger 
due to the convergence of the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal branches of the 
monsoon.
 
Pant (1964) extended the work of Yin (1949) by incorporating the changes 
in large scale circulation as related to the gradual onset of monsoon rain over 
different parts of India. He maintains that the monsoon trough forms near 90 B 
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at 700 mb and then shifts westward to 80 - 85 E'and becomes more intense. 
The orientation of the primary axis of the monsoon trough, which was north­
south at the beginning of June, becomes east-west by the end of June, the 
monsoon low having formed with its axis along about 22 N. This is the time, 
he says, when the monsoon establishes itself over the whole country. At the 
same time, the Pacific High shifts northward toward Japan. He concludes that 
the onset of the monsoon thus occurs gradually and calls for new methods to 
forecast the formation and movement of the monsoon trough. It is worth noting 
here that the availability of satellite photographs and radiation data now pro­
vide a substantial data base for developing such forecast methods. 
Colon (1964) studied the Arabian Sea area and interactions between the 
southwest monsoon current and the sea surface. He states that over large por­
lions of the Arabian Sea there is a rapid warming of the surface water during 
late winter and early spring. The maximum temperatures are observed around 
May, at the time of the establishment of the southwest monsoon circulation. 
There is then a cooling trend to a minimum in August and September. The water 
cooling appears to be a direct result of the establishment of the southwest 
monsoon regime. large rates of heat flux by evaporation (670 langleys per day 
or 1. Z cm per day) were observed in the west central portions of the Arabian 
Sea. He shows that the evaporation makes a major contribution to the water 
cooling in that area. 
Rao (1966) used long wave radiation (8 - 12 microns) from TIROS IV to study 
the 1962 monsoon. He observes that the centers of low out-going long wave 
radiation associated with the cloudiness of the intertropical convergence zone 
(ITC) moved northward from April to June, the most abrupt shift occurring in the 
middle of May. With the advance of cloudiness, the monsoon sets in over the 
Indian subcontinent. Changes in the radiation values showed changes in the 
cloud fields. He also noted that when more satellite data become available 
it will be possible to study the variations in the monsoon circulation, the re­
treat and the development of the monsoon by observing the changes in the 
radiation intensities. 
The large number of investigations point out that the monsoon is still not 
completely understood. First generation satellites (the TIROS series) have pro­
vided the first good indication of what as happening over the vast ocean areas 
surrounding the Indian subcontinent. As satellite data increases in quality and 
quantity our understanding of the monsoon will likewise increase, thus yield­
ing more effective methods of forecasting the onset, intensity and duration. 
3. Data Availability 
Radiation data used here are essentially those of Vonder Haar (1968). Most 
of the data were collected by low resolution sensors whose design was based 
on principles first described by Suomi (1958). Data for June, 1963 to 
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September, 1963 were collected by hemispheric sensors mounted onTIROS IV. 
These are described in detail by Sparkman (1964) and House (1965). The data 
were transformed to radiation budget parameters (long wave radiation, albedo, 
and net radiation) using the techniques developed by House (1965) and Suomi 
et al.. (1967). 
Data for Tune; 1963 to May, 1964 were collected from medium resolution 
sensors mounted on TIROS VII. A complete description of this system is given 
by NASA Staff Members (1964). Seasonal averages of albedo and long wave 
radiation were computed in a manner similar to that of Bandeen, et al. (1965). 
Data for Tune, 1964 to November, 1965 were collected by disc sensors 
mounted on experimental satellites. The description and data reduction tech­
niques are similar to those for the hemispheric sensors, above. 
The data is given in terms of an average value for each 10 X 10 degree 
latitude-longitude block since the low resolution sensors require this limit on 
spatial resolution. Long wave radiation is given in langleys per minute and 
albedo is given in percent (representing 0. 3 - 3. 0 microns, see yonder Haar 
(1968)). 
The change of sensors in June, 1964 would lead one to suspect compari­
sons in any time series. However, there were about three months of over­
lapping data. These were compared by Vonder Haar and found to correlate 
almost exactly. 
The rainfall data were compiled from the Indian Journal of Meteorology 
and Geophysics (for example: Staff Members (1964)). The data are given in 
terms of percent of mean seasonal rainfall for the 30 meteorological divisions 
of India. 
It should be noted that because of the agricultural aspect of the monsoon, 
rainfall data in percent are used-rather than actual millimeters of rainfall. 
That is, the most important consideration to the economy of India is whether 
the monsoon rains were above normal or below normal. 
4. Procedure of the Investigation 
Long wave radiation and albedo at the top of the atmosphere are generally 
indicative of cloud top heights and cloud amounts, respectively. Fritz and 
Winston (1962), Wark, Yamamoto, and Lienesch (1962), and Rao and Winston 
(1963) have shown methods of converting long wave radiation values to cloud 
top heights. Although there are difficulties when dealing with high thin cirrus 
or scattered clouds, it is assumed that values of 0. 34 langleys per minute or 
below correspond, generally, to broken or overcast clouds and that regions of 
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lowest outgoing radiation correspond to the thickest clouds or clouds of large 
vertical depth (Rao (1966)). 
High values of albedo are indicative of large cloud amounts. The average 
albedo of the earth is about 30%. Vonder Haar (1968) calculated a value of 
29% (+ 1). The average cloud cover of the earth is 0. 4 to 0. 5. Thus about 
half the earth is clear to scattered and half is broken to overcast. The oceans, 
which cover most of the earth, under clear conditions have an albedo of.about 
10% (Conover 1965) and taking into account some scattered clouds and land, 
the average albedo for the "clear" half of the earth will be about-15%. This 
means that the average albedo for the "cloudy" half is about 45%. To include 
broken situations, a value of 28% or above is chosen to represent regions with 
broken to overcast conditions. 
The study of Rao (1966) shows how long wave radiation can be used to, 
study the monsoon. Similar studies could be conducted using albedo. Each 
type of data is adequate for examining the southwest monsoon (and other 
meteorological phenomena). But using both types in conjunction with one an­
other should provide much more insight. 
In this light, an attempt is made to combine three parameters (long wave 
radiation, albedo, and rainfall) into an index representing the intensity of the 
monsoon. 
It is generally accepted that more precipitation is expected from clouds 
with large vertical extents than from low clouds and that more precipitation is 
expected from areas with high cloud amounts than from areas with low cloud 
amounts. By identifying regions with low long wave radiation (high cloud tops) 
and high albedo (large cloud amounts), areas of maximum cloud activity can be 
located. 
Figure 1 shows this region qualitatively. That portion with low long wave 
radiation and high albedo is labeled high, thick, broken or overcast. The re­
gion with high long wave and high albedo represent bright, warm targets such 
as fog or low cloud decks. The region with high long wave radiation and low 
albedo represent warm, generally nonreflecting targets such as cloudless 
oceans. The region with low long wave radiation and low albedo represent 
cold, generally nonreflecting targets or a combination of high, thin cirrus.th 
some-radiation emanating from lower layers or the earth's surface coming 
through. 
A point located region I is expected to represent greater activity than a 
point in any of the other regions. 
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Fig. 1. 	 Qualitative diagram of long wave radiation vs. albedo showing regions 
explained in the text. 
4. 1 Long Wave, Albedo and Rainfall Relationships 
The Indian southwest monsoons for 1964 and 1965 provide an excellent 
opportunity to investigate the relationships between radiation data and rainfall 
because of the striking differences in intensity. In fact, there was enough 
difference in the two to cause the annual total agricultural production level to 
suffer a sharp drop in 1965 as shown in Fig. Z (based on data from Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 1968). 
An average precipitation percents for the three 10 X 10 degree blocks, 
which approximate the Indian subcontinent, were computed taking into account 
the different areal coverage of each meteorological division. Points oorre­
sponding to region I of Fig. 1 appear to show the best correlation. A diagram 
of these vs. the appropriate long wave radiation value (in time and space) is 
shown in Fig. 3. A similar diagram with albedo is shown in Fig. 4. These 
points are quite scattered, as expected, since actual rainfall is not a function 
of long wave radiation and/or albedo along but is affected by topography, 
local convection, etc. There does, however, seem to be some relationship. 
The distribution of points in Figs. 3 and 4 is different. The distribution 
for albedo vs. rainfall is wider than that for long wave radiation vs. rainfall; 
this implies that actual rainfall is more dependent on cloud top height and 
thickness than on cloud amounts, as expected. 
For the purpose of using these results as the first approximation to an 
intensity index, the distribution is considered to be the same on the two 
diagrams, and linear. The results of this investigation will show that this 
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first approximation does, in fact, produce meaningful results, thereby calling 
for further investigations to determine an optimum index. 
4. Z Intensity Index Nomogram 
With the results of the previous section, a nomogram is constructed in the 
fashion of Fig. I. The nomogram is constructed by taking points at unit dis­
tances for each value of rainfall from the relationships in Figs. 3 and 4 and 
plotting these on a diagram of long wave radiation vs. albedo, as shown in 
Fig. 5. The rainfall value of each point is taken as the index number that is 
shown on Fig. 5. 
The nomogram can be interpreted in several ways. For example: given 
values for the long wave radiation and albedo for a certain region, the nomo­
gram can be entered and the intensity index read off directly. The index repre­
sents a measure of meteorological activity with respect to clouds and an indi­
cation of intensity. Higher index values mean higher activity or higher 
intensity. 
Lines of constant intensity index can be interpreted as follows: If the two 
radiation values are given, and the corresponding index determined, a certain 
cloud intensity is defined. Now, if there is another value of long wave radia­
tion which is slightly lower, with the same albedo, more cloud activity is ex­
pected since this lower value represents higher cloud tops. In the same way, 
given an albedo which is slightly larger, with the same long wave radiation, 
more cloud activity is expected since this larger value represents a larger 
cloud amount. 
40-
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Fig. 5. Intensity Index Nomogram 
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Fig. 6. Intensity index nomogram with actual precipitation (%of normal). 
It must be noted that great care is to be used when trying to apply this 
index over land surfaces. Misleading index values can occur, for example, 
because of high albedos from clear deserts (such as the Sahara), or low long 
wave radiation values over snow or ice, especially in high and middle latitudes 
in winter. 
It is also expected that this nomogram (which is still a first approximation) 
will work best in the region of the graph representing low long wave radiation 
and high albedo. 
4. 3 Test of the Intensity Index 
On Fig. 6 the nomogram is reproduced and has, additionally, the actual 
precipitation values for the points falling in region I of Fig. 1. Note that 
most of the actual rainfall data fall reasonably close to the corresponding in­
tensity index. There also appears to be some indication that for large actual 
precipitation values the intensity index is too low. Perhaps one reason for 
this is that actual precipitation data is being compared to the empirical inten­
sity index. In addition, the derived index is only a first approximation. Even 
so, the data fits well enough to suggest that refinement of the index would be 
a worthwhile effort. 
Now that a certain degree of confidence in the index has been reached, 
its use shall be extended to study the Indian southwest monsoon not only over 
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land but out over the vast data , parse region of the oceans surrounding the 
Indian subcontinent. 
5. The 	 Indian Monsoon using the Intensity Index 
In this chapter, the Indian monsoon is studied using long wave radiation, 
albedo and the intensity index. It is shown that either long wave radiation or 
albedo can be used to study the monsoon but can also produce misleading re­
sults. It is also shown that the intensity index combines the best features of 
both types of data producing meaningful, quantitative results. 
Seasonal maps of long wave radiation, albedo and the intensity index are 
presented in Figs. 7, 8 and 9. The season depicted encompasses fune, July 
and August (JJA) and defines the monsoon season as used in this paper. 
Figure 7 depicts the monsoon seasons of 1963, 1964 and 1965 in terms of 
long wave radiation. Shaded areas denote regions with values of 0. 34 langleys 
per minute or less, and generally represent broken to overcast conditions as 
described previously. In the monsoon season of 1963 (Fig. 7), two areas of 
high clouds dominate, The main area is over the southeast Asian peninsula 
and a smaller area covers the ocean southwest of Kerala (on the southern tip 
of India). Clear conditions exist over the Arabian peninsula and eastward to 
about 70 E. Another clear area is oriented along 17 S. Some cloudiness also 
is in evidence over Africa at about 10 N. 
JJA 63 JJA6 	 JJA 65 
Fig. 7. 	 Mean seasonal values of outgoing long wave radiation during the 
monsoon season (June, July and August) for 1963, 1964 and 1965. 
Units are in langleys/min. Shaded regions represent values less 
than 0. 34 langleys/min. 
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The intertropical convergence zone (ITO) can be seen situated along 10 to 
15 N, as evidenced by the regions of lowest radiation in the monsoon pattern 
and the low values over Africa. 
The monsoon cloudiness has a minimum value of 0. 30 langleys per minute 
northeast of the Bay of Bengal and extends from the equator to at least 40 N to 
the east of India. The western boundary is approximately along a line from 
central Tibet to the equatorial Arabian Sea. The seasonal cloudiness covers 
all of southern India and most of the northeast portion. Note that while the 
seasonal mean shows little activity in the northwest, an analysis of the 
monthly data indicates that the monsoon was most active in the northwest stat( 
in August and September. Such activity is not expected to show up on the IJA 
averages. 
The cloudy area southwest of the peninsula is interesting since it approx. 
mates the location of high net sea-air heat flux mentioned by Colon (1964). 
The intense monsoon season of 1964, as shown in Fig. 7, depicts exten­
sive cloudiness covering the entire portion of the map north of the equator. Th, 
African radiation minimum is farther north than in 1963 and is centered over 
Aden. Cloudiness covers the Arabian peninsula which was clear the previous 
year. South of the equator, the clear area is more evident but is still in the 
same location. 
In addition to covering a larger area, the monsoon cloudiness is more in­
tense. In fact, the minimum radiation is only 0. 25 langleys per minute com­
pared to 0. 30 in 1963. The radiation values over India are lower by about 
0. 07 langleys per minute. 
The ITC is slightly north of its 1963 position over Africa and slightly 
south in the Bay of Bengal. 
There is very little evidence of a cloudy region southwest of the peninsulE 
on this map. 
In 1965 the monsoon was very weak, especially in the northern states. 
But Fig. 7 shows the region of cloudiness to be lArger than in 1963. This 
apparent paradox will be considered later when the albedo is taken into ac­
count in determining intensity indices. 
In 1965, then, the cloudiness appears to cover almost all of India, south­
east Asia, the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal. The double minimum is still 
present although the main minimum Is shifted farther west by about 10 degrees. 
The southern hemisphere clear area is in the same position but is extremely 
zonal compared to the pirevious'two years. 
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The two radiation minimums have the same values as in 1963 although the 
pattern appears to be more widely separated. Note that the ITO is located 
south of its 1963-position over Africa by about 10 degrees. 
Again, there is little evidence of a cloudy region southwest of the penin­
sula. 
Considering the three seasons depicted in Fig. 73 the general features of 
the monsoon (such as the center over the Bay of Bengal) appear each year. 
Using these three maps alone, one can observe that the 1964 monsoon was 
indeed the strongest. However, it is not clearly evident that the 1965 monsoon 
was the weakest' Before proceeding on this point, the albedo maps merit 
examination. 
Figure 8 portrays these three monsoon seasons in terms of albedo. Shaded 
areas signify regions with values of 28/6 or more, and generally represent areas 
with broken or overcast conditions as previously described. 
The monsoon cloudiness of the 1963 season (Fig. 8) extends from Kerala 
eastward over the Bay of Bengal and southeast Asia and northward to at least 
40 N. The highest albedo value of the monsoon is 37%. High albedo values 
also exist over the Arabian peninsula and north Africa. Note that the Arabian 
and Sahara deserts alone have albedo values near 30% (Conover, 1965). This 
fact combined with the high long wave radiation values in Fig. 7 indicate an 
area that is almost completely clear. The large values near 10 N over Africa, 
however, are due to cloudiness since this area is not a desert region. 
6A3 J.6 	 JJAGS5 
Fig. 8. 	 Mean seasonal values of planetary albedo during the monsoon seasons 
of 1963, 1964 and 1965. Units are in percent. Shaded regions repre­
sent values greater than 28%. 
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Some evidence exists supporting the existence of the cloudy region south­
west of the peninsula. The clear area south of the equator is well defined by 
low albedo values. 
The strong monsoon of 1964, in Fig. 8, again shows cloudiness covering 
the entire northeast quadrant of the map, and almost all of the eastern half. 
The highest albedo is now 43% compared to 37% in 1963 and is in the same po­
sition. The cloudiness over the Somali Republic appears as a small region of 
high albedo values. Southwest of the peninsula, there does appear some evi­
dence of a cloud region which was not apparent on the long wave radiation 
map (Fig. 7). 
The clear area in the southern hemisphere is again broader than in 1963. 
The 1965 monsoon season (Fig. 8) shows cloudiness north and east of 
central India. There is little evidence of broken or overcast skies on any other 
portion of this map. The clear area in the southern hemisphere is very pro­
nounced, as is shown by albedo values of 10%. 
Recall that the albedo of oceans with no clouds is about 100 (Conover, 
1965). 
The albedo maximum is shifted westward about 10 degrees, which corre­
sponds to the westward shift on Fig. 7. 
Once again, considering the three seasons on Fig. 8, the general features 
do appear on all three maps but not as impressively as before. Using these 
three maps alone, it is evident that 1964 was the strong monsoon year and 
1965 was the weak year.
 
It is clear, from the preceding discussion that either long wave radiation 
or albedo alone can be used to describe, in part, the Indian monsoon. But 
neither tells the whole story; long wave radiation is lacking in its ability to 
determine cloud amounts and is perhaps misleading by itself. Albedo maps 
are lacking in the ability to locate the ITC, for example, and is misleading in 
areas with bright backgrounds. 
Figure 9 presents the three monsoon seasons in terms of the intensity 
index derived in section 3. Shaded areas denote regions with index values 
of 40 or more and represent zones with the most intense activity. 
In the monsoon season of 196-3 (Fig. 9) areas of high activity cover 
southern India, the Bay of Bengal and southwest Asia including northeast India 
and- Tibet. The zone of high activity over northern Africa shows up very well, 
with index values up to 47. The activity southwest of the peninsula is only 
moderate with an index of 28. In the strongest portion of the monsoon, 
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JAEJ 	 i 6 JJAEJ 4 65 
Fig. 9. 	 Mean seasonal values of nondimensional intensity index for the mon­
soon seasons of 1963, 1964 and 1965. Shaded regions represent 
values greater than 40 and cross-hatched regions represent values 
greater than 100. 
centered over eastern Burma and western Laos, activity is very intense with a 
maximum index of 100. Here one sees a true picture of monsoon activity de­
picted in terms of a quantitative measure of intensity. 
The strong monsoon of 1964 portrays itself vividly on Fig. 9. The most 
intense portion of the monsoon covers more than the northeast quadrant of the 
map and has index values up to 155 over Burma. High values exist throughout 
India, the Bay of Bengal and southeast Asia. The extension southwest of the 
peninsula is quite pronounced and active with index values up to 50. Note 
that the southern hemisphere clear area has index values of zero and larger in 
extent than that in 1963. 
In 1965 (Fig. 9) the maximum monsoon activity index is less than 70, and 
very restricted in size. It does not quite cover India, Tibet and Burma, and 
covers only a portion of the Bay of Bengal. There is no other activity on this 
map. 
The apparent paradox, mentioned earlier, was that the long wave radia­
tion map for 1965 (Fig. 7) indicated the same, if not more cloudiness than the 
map for 1963 when, in fact, the 1965 monsoon was much weaker. The reason 
comes to light by examining the corresponding albedo maps (Fig. 8). The 
albedo values over the Arabian Sea in 1963 were around 24% while those in 
1965 were only around 17%. When these are combined into index values 
(Fig. 9), this difference is readily apparent. Thus another limitation on using 
long wave radiation by itself has been found. It is clearly obvious from Pig. 9 
that the 1964 monsoon was the most intense and the 1965 monsoon was the 
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weakest. Further, by observing the maximum index values for each year, it 
can be determined quantitatively, how much more intense the 1964 monsoon 
was compared to, for example, the 1963 monsoon. The maxinum index for 
1963 is 100, for 1964, 155, and for 1965, 70. 
Before one can say that one monsoon is, say, one and one-half times as 
intense as another, it is necessary to refine this index into its most optimum 
form. Crude as the present index is, the results outline a method by which 
the intensities of various meteorological phenomena can be investigated. 
5. 1 The Time History of Two Monsoons 
Thirty months of continuous radiation data provide an excellent opportunity 
to examine monsoon development, progression and withdrawal. Time-latitude 
and time-longitude sections are chosen as the best method of investigation. 
The time-latitude sections depict average values for each 10 degree latitude 
belt from 40 N to 40 S and 30 E to 110 E. Similarly, the time-longitude sec­
tions portray average values for each 10 degree longitude belt from 30 E to 
110 E and from 40 N to 20 8. 
Advection of cloudiness or intensity northward or southward can be detected 
on the time-latitude sections, and eastward or westward motion, on the time­
longitude sections. 
Figures 10 and 11 show long wave radiation in terms of time-latitude and 
time-longitude sections, respectively. Shaded areas correspond to those used 
on previous diagrams. 
In Fig. 10 during June, July and August of 1963 (JJA 63) the most active 
portion of the monsoon appears between the equator and 20 N. A nearly clear 
area moves southward from about 40 N over a period of three seasons and 
stabilizes near 15 N in winter followed by a slight northerly movement in 
spring (MAM 64). This is the period of maximum surface heating preceding 
the onset. The 1964 monsoon season starts abruptly in June as shown by the 
strong gradient between spring and summer. Note that the monsoon trough 
described by Yin (1949) and Pant (1964) does not appear on these diagrams. 
The motion of this trough occurs in a very short period of time (from the end of 
Maylto the first part of June), and compared to the time scale used here, is 
not expected to appear. 
Cloudiness remains from 10 8 to at least 40 N for almost three seasons, 
becoming concentrated on the equator in DJF 64/65. It then moves northward 
throughout MAM 65 to its most northerly extent (about 20 N) becoming the 
1965 monsoon. In fact, northern India (north of 20 N) was extremely dry dur­
ing the monsoon. Cloudiness disappears completely in SON 65. 
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Fig. 10. latitudinal means of long wave radiation (30 E to 110 E) in langleys/ 
mmn. Values less than 0. 34 langleys/min, are shaded.-
Important differences in the two monsoons are now brought to light. In 
particular, the period of large surface heating so evident in IVAM 64 was vir­
tually nonexistent in M4AM 65. The abrupt onset characterizing the 1964 
monsoon occurs very gradually in 1965. Also, while the 1964 monsoon shows 
little influence due to cloudiness coming from the north or south, the 1965 
monsoon appears to have been caused entirely by cloudiness moving northward 
from the equator. 
The southern clear region is also interesting, moving from 10 S in the 
summer of 1963 to 20 S for the next three seasons and moving farther south 
following the 1964 monsoon. Its movement in the two years is completely 
different. 
Figure 11 is now examined for eastwvard and westward movements. Very 
little cross-longitude motion occurs in the year preceding the' 1964 monsoon. 
The cleat zone, which moved north to south during this period, remained con­
fined to the western region (30 B to 60 B). The abrupt monsoon onset in 1964 
is also apparent on this diagram, but indicated rapid motion from the east. 
Cloudiness remains across almost the entire longitude range for the next three 
seasons. The most cloudy portion appears to move westward to about 70 B 
until M4AM 65 when it moves eastward culminating in the 1965 monsoon. 
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Fig. 11I. 	 Longitudinal means of long wave radiation (40 N to 20 8) in langleys/ 
mmn. Values less than 0. 34 langleys/min. are shaded. 
Considering Figs. 10 and 11 together, it is seen that the 1963 monsoon 
dissipates almost completely leaving the following three seasons relatively 
cloud free (on a seasonal basis). During this period, surface heating takes 
place reaching a maximum in MAIM 64, and perhaps is 'the main cause of the 
1964 monsoon. Cloudiness from the 1964 monsoon, however, does not dissi­
pate significantly with high clouds moving southwest to about 0 N and 75 B by 
the end of autumn and remaining there until MAM 65. At this point it moves 
northwest into the southern portion of India becoming the 1965 monsoon. 
In other words, monsoon cloudiness in 1964 appears abruptly following 
the clear spring season. This cloudiness split into two segments, one moving 
northeastward, the other moving southwestward into the south Arabian Sea. 
More importantly, the Arabian Sea segment appears to have maintained its 
intensity until the 1965 monsoon season when it gradually moved into southern 
India. This is apparently the major source of cloudiness for the 1965 monsoon. 
Figures 12 and 13 show albedo in terms of time-latitude and time-longitude 
sections, respectively. Shaded afeas correspond to those used on previous 
diagrams. 
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In Fig. 12 the apparent regions of cloud cover north of 20 N are, to a large 
extent, due to desert regions and must be interpreted with great care. Again, 
the cloudless spring of 1964 is prominent as is the abrupt increase in cloud 
cover associated with the onset of the 1964 monsoon. The movement of high 
cloud cover to the south is also apparent. A slight increase in cloud amounts 
appears during the 1965 monsoon. 
In Fig. 13 the MAM 64 heating fs apparent. The most prominent feature 
is associated with the post-monsoon cloud cover. It originates during the 
monsoon and progresses steadily westward until DJF 64/65. At this point the 
diagram shows a decrease in cloud cover, and that which remains moves east­
ward until the 1965 monsoon. 
Considered together, Figs. 12 and 13 show the area of large cloud amounts 
dissipating after the 1963 monsoon, and the clear heating season preceding the 
1964 monsoon. Again, the region of large cloud amounts following the 1964 
monsoon appears. It moves southwestward until DJF 64/65. Note that cloud 
cover then decreases as it moves northeastward culminating in the 1965 mon­
soon. 
Figures 14 and 15 show the intensity index on time-latitude and time­
longitude sections, respectively. Shaded areas are the same as those on 
previous diagrams. 
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Fig. 14. 	 Latitudinal means of nondimensional intensity index (30 E to 110 E). 
Values greater than 40 are shaded and values greater than 100 are 
cross-hatched. 
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In Fig. 14 the region of greatest activity is associated with the monsoon of 
1964. The southward movement throughout SON 64 into DJF 64/65 is readily ap­
parent. Note the indication of some southwesterly motion following the 1963 
monsoon. This feature is also suggested on long wave radiation and albedo sec­
tions also (Figs. 10 and 12), but its relative magnitude compared to that of the 
1964 monsoon can be determined by using the index. The 1965 monsoon appears 
on Fig. 14 as a slight southward projection of an index isopleth. 
It is noted that these values represent averages over a latitude range 
(30 E to 110 E) that extends well beyond the normal western extent of the 
monsoon. In this light, values for 60 E to 110 E were computed and are pre­
sented in Table 1. Index values from Table 1 for the Indian subcontinent 
(10 N to 40 N) are about 43 for the 1963 monsoon, 95 for 1964 and only 28 for 
1965. These values can be interpreted as an indication of the relationship 
between monsoon intensity and agricultural production. 
in Fig. 15 there are indications of active regions moving westward follow­
ing the 1963 monsoon, but not nearly as pronounced as that following the 1964 
monsoon. This intense region moves steadily westward with time and has 
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nearly the same latitude spread for SON 64 and DJF 64/65. Note the decrease 
in intensity after DJF 64/65 and the eastward motion Into the 1965 monsoon. 
Figures 14 and 15 together show that the active area following the 1963 
monsoon moved southwestward in SON 63 decreasing in intensity, and then 
moved westward in DJF 63/64. But the intense region following the 1964 mon­
soon moved southwestward throughout SON 64 and DJF 64/65 and maintained 
its intensity. That is, the active area of 1964 was more intense, moved 
farther southwest and preserved its intensity longer than in the previous year. 
There is a priori verification of extensive cloudiness throughout the tropic 
regions in 1965. 1 
It is also instructive to consider representative values of long wave radia­
tion, albedo and the intensity index for the seasons preceding the two mon­
soons. Figure 16 portrays these seasons pictorially. The thickness and width 
of clouds on Fig. 16 symbolically correspond to the typical values of long wave 
radiation and albedo shown. Values are representative of the area of the Indian 
subcontinent from the Himalayas to the equator. It is assumed that land areas 
have albedo values of about 20% and long wave radiation values of about 0. 40 
langleys per minute. 
The intensity indices for 1964 follow the expected pattern, During the 
autumn (SON 63) it is quite low representing monsoon dissipation, in winter 
it increases slightly with the winter monsoon,- in spring it is very low allow­
ing maximum surface heating preceding the monsoon, and in the monsoon 
season the index is very high. 
Index values do not follow the typical pattern in 1965. Monsoon activity 
lingers on throughout the autumn with a very high intensity index. The spring 
is by no means clear, as pointed out earlier, reducing surface heating signifi­
cantly as shown by the low monsoon season index. 
5. 2 Description of the Monsoon in Terms of Radiation 
Inspection of all available seasonal maps and time sections reveals cer­
tain recurring, quasi-steady state, seasonal features. Such features suggest 
characteristic radiation patterns for the monsoon, in terms of seasons through­
out the year. These features are listed below. Discussion is limited to the 
area from 40 N to 40 S and from 30 E to 110 E (see Fig. 7). 
The spring season (MAM): Nearly clear skies prevail from the Himalayas 
to 30 S all across the map. Some weak activity exists around the equator at 
70 E. 
1 personal communication from Mr. Lewis Allison, NASA, based on Environ­
mental Technical Applications Center (ETAC) cloudiness summaries. 
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The summer (monsoon) season (JJA): Intense activity covers India, the Bay 
of Bengal and southeast Asia from the equator to at least 40 N. Two centers of 
maximum activity make up the monsoon. The strongest is located in the region 
of Burma and the Bay of Bengal and the other is located in the southeast Arabiar 
Sea near 10 N, 70 E just-off the southern tip of the Indian peninsula. A large 
clear area exists in the southern Indian Ocean east of Madagascar. Some ac­
tivity also exists over northeast Africa at 10 N. 
The autumn season (SON): The two intense centers associated with the 
monsoon split apart. The strongest center, which was in the Bay of Bengal 
region, moves to the northwest into eastern Tibet and southern China. The 
weaker center, which was in the south Arabian Sea, moves to the southwest-to 
a relatively stable position near the equator and 70 E. The Arabian See, Iran, 
Saudi Arabia and northeast Africa are nearly cloud free. A clear area also 
exists south of the equator to 30 S. 
The winter season (DJF): The active region near the equator at 70 E re­
mains in approximately the same position but becomes slightly more intense. 
North of 25 N cloud activity covers the entire map. These are the features 
usually associated with the winter monsoon. 
The preliminary model discussed here is based on seasonal maps of satel­
lite sensed radiation. It is but a suggestion of what could be done with 
monthly, weekly, or even daily data. 
6. -Summary and Suggestions for Further Research 
Thirty months of continuous low resolution satellite data, emitted long 
wave radiation and albedo, were used to study the Indian monsoon. These 
data, combined with rainfall data for the Indian subcontinent were employed 
to develop an intensity index which provides the first quantitative measure of 
monsoon intensity. It was assumed that the index is also representative of 
precipitation over the oceans where rainfall data is very sparse. Thus a use­
ful tool was developed to study the monsoon over land and the vast ocean 
areas surrounding the Indian subcontinent. 
Three monsoons were studied using the intensity indices and radiation 
data: the 1963 monsoon, the strong monsoon of 1964 and the very weak mon­
soon of 1965. Intensity differences in-the 1963 and 1965 monsoons were not 
readily apparent on the long wave radiation diagram. Some difference is ob­
served on the albedo maps, but only on the intensity index diagrams does this 
difference appear so dramatically. More importantly, the past history of the 
1964 and 1965 monsoons were examined. The pre-monsoon seasons proved 
to be the most interesting. The primary cause influencing the high intensity 
of the 1q64 monsoon appears to be the intense surface heating during the pre­
ceding cloudless spring. It was noted that activity associated with the 1964 
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monsoon lingered on for several months in the south Arabian Sea contributing 
to cloudy skies in the spring of 1965. Because of the marked cloudiness in 
this latter season, surface heating was reduced significantly. Thus the 
cloudiness gradually moving in from the south Arabian Sea became only slightly 
more intense upon reaching the peninsula. This factor, combined with the ap­
parent evidence that no other cloudy regions moved into India yielded a weak, 
almost nonexistent 1965 monsoon causing, a significant drop in the annual 
agricultural production. 
Typical values of the intensity index, long wave radiation and albedo were 
compiled for each season of the year preceding each monsoon. From this data, 
one finds that the intensity index for the autumn of 1964 was only slightly 
lower than that in the monsoon season. 
A model of the monsoon in terms of radiation data was suggested. The 
most important observation was that the monsoon is composed of two main ac­
tivity centers: one over Burma and the Bay of Bengal and one in the southern 
Arabian Sea just off the southern tip of the Indian peninsula. Following the 
monsoon season, the Bay of Bengal center moves north and east into eastern 
Tibet and southern China while the south Arabian Sea center moves southwest 
to a relatively permanent position near the equator and 70 E. 
As the result of this study, new and expanded research areas are sug­
gested. In particular, the intensity index stands only as a first apprioximation 
and calls for studies leading to a refined, optimum form. Such an index could' 
be used to study phenomena other than the monsoon. A study using actual 
precipitation rates rather than percent of normal would be particularly valuable 
over the oceans. The precipitation term in energy budget studies is difficult 
to determine over the seas of the world and a refined index could provide the 
first quantitative values for this term. 
Finally, the monsoon itself is still not completely understood. Further 
studies should be undertaken using higher resolution (spatial and spectral) 
radiation data and monthly, weekly or even daily radiation values. Such in­
vestigations would lend themselves to refining the model of the monsoon, and 
provide further insight into more effective methods of predicting the onset, 
intensity, duration and withdrawal of the Indian monsoon. 
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ABSTRACT
 
This report presents the results of studies designed to evaluate 
the feasibility of remotely probing the earth' s atmosphere by mdasur­
ang the refraction of microwaves propagated between occultation 
satellites. 
Several methods are developed for accurate calculation of refrac­
tion variables, and techniques for the representation of vertical refrac­
tivity profiles are explored. The results are applied to the simulation 
of microwave refraction for a number of atmospheric conditions, both 
modeled and "real. 1l 
Finall9, the inversion of microwave occultation measurements
 
to obtain useful meteorological data is,discussed.
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i. INTRODUCTION 
A. The Genesis of This Report 
This study was begun early in 1967 with the stimulation of V. E. 
Suomi in response to a definite need. The successful Mars occultation ex­
periments achieved using the Mariner probes had stimulated interest in possible 
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applications for observation of the Earth's atmosphere. A widely circulated 
proposal prepared by a Stanford University student group described a specific 
system (Stanford, 1966) and raised a large number of interesting scientific 
and technological questions. A climate of keen interest in novel, potentially 
versatile global observing systems had already been generated by the inter­
national and national proposals for the World Weather Watch and the Global 
Atmospheric Research Program (GARP). However, only a few groups which 
included Suomi and Stanford's B. B. Lusignan's appeared prepared and motivated 
to undertake the required feasibility studies. The required studies include 
not only substantial engineering systems design but also meteorologi­
ical, propagation and data analysis problems. 
In particular, the author decided to make careful simulation calculations 
as applied to the Earth's atmosphere. This required refinement of certain ap­
proximations that were applicable to the Martian atmosphere. The investiga­
tion of the occultation technique using "real" data, and in particular Southern 
Hemisphere data, was also proposed. The National Science Foundation 
approved a grant to carry out this work in Australia during the academic year 
1967-68. The study was begun during the summer of 1967 with the support of 
an ESSA grant supervised by Suomi and was continued in Australia. A prelim­
inary report was prepared in January, 1968, and published (Sargeant, 1968). 
Some of the salient results are presented in Section 0, "Summary of Pertinent 
Relations. " 
The detailed study continued until the author' s departure from Australia, 
,but a final report was not completed. Fortunately, almost immediately upon 
return, the writer was invited to join a NASA Study Group, formed to evaluate 
the occultation technique, so that the results of the work were disseminated 
informally to interested parties. During the summer of 1969, this final report 
was prepared with the partial financial support of a NASA grant supervised by 
Suomi. 
Although many of the results obtained early in the study are now dated 
and have served their utility as foundations for further work, some remain of 
current interest and others are worthy of record for future reference to avoid 
unnecessary duplication of effort. Already published results will not be 
belabored h6re. Thus, for a basic summary of the occultation concept, see 
the paper by Lusignan, eta l. (1969). 
B. The Status of The Occultation Technique 
The early excitement and enthusiasm of the promise of an Earth­
atmosphere occultation technique has waned as the detailed problems have 
been systematically identified and explored. To my knowledge, none of the 
technical problems identified appears to be insurmountable. However, the 
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"climate" has changed because of scientific, technological and operational 
developments. In particular, the specification of observational requirements 
and the concept of a global observing system have evolved considerably dur­
ing the past few years of planning for GARP. An incomplete set of observations, 
inhomogeneous in space, time, nature and quality, now appears acceptable. 
Significant achievements in observing systems include routine sounding by 
infrared spectrometers on an orbiting satellite and wind determination from 
cloud motions observed by geostationary satellites. Further improvements are 
firmly scheduled. 
On the other hand, the concept of a global horizontal balloon system has 
proven inapplicable throughout most of the troposphere and faces problems in 
the tropics due to probable systematic export of balloons to higher latitudes. 
An adequate global system for water vapor observation remains to be found. 
The determination of a pressure-height reference level is still in question. In 
fact, the whole problem of substituting, interchanging and combining the mass 
distribution or temperature field and the wind field still is not resolved. Dif­
ferent trade-offs and accuracy requirements appear to apply at different lati­
tudes. It is in this uncertain context that we must assess a possible role for 
occultation measurements. 
The most natural meteorological variable to consider (and the initial source 
of interest) is the mass distribution. In dry air, the refraction effects depend 
solely and quite sensitively on the density distribution. Furthermore, the micrc 
wave measurements can be obtained down to the surface even through clouds, 
in contrast to optical and infrared measurements. However, the appeal of these 
apparent advantages has been moderated by two factors. First, the simplest 
microwave measurements are significantly affected by water vapor in the region 
below cloud level, while the region above is already accessible to infrared 
measurements. Second, the application of statistical inversion methods to the 
NIMBUS III SIRS data has allowed inference of profiles below clouds to 
an extent exceeding original expectations, and the results should be substan­
tially improved by the use of sensors with higher spatial resolution such as 
now being prepared for future satellites. 
One should not immediately rule out any significant role for occultation 
observation of the density field, however. For one thing, the vertical resolu­
tion of occultation measurements should be far better than infrared measure­
ments. For another, by combining suitable complementary measurements, such 
as attenuation near I. 35 cm, the water vapor contribution may be separable 
so that profiles can be recovered much lower in the atmosphere. Even chima­
tological estimates of water vapor provide a substantial improvement. Both of 
these approaches have been investigated by Pomalaza (1969), and some of the 
results are ddscribed in Section V. 
In the lower troposphere, where water vapor is abundant, refraction effects 
are dominated by the vapor distribution. Rather than despair of the complica-
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tions thereby introduced for the deduction of density, perhaps we can deduce 
the water vapor profiles' Only recently has the concept of partial, comple­
mentary measurements come into vogue. Thus, even if occultation measure­
ments of phase path and attenuation cannot define both the density and vapor 
profiles, perhaps the addition of IR-derived temperature profiles will allow a 
solution. Such possibilities still require investigation. 
Another possible contribution of even a single pair of occultation satel­
lites is the determination of a pressure-height reference level. That is, given 
temperature as a function of pressure above some unknown height (for example, 
as derived by IR sounding above cloud level), both profiles are to be determined 
as a function of height. A preliminary study by the Stanford group (Luslgnan, 
1970) has already yielded promising results. 
At the present time, the meteorological-technological community apparently 
has set aside the microwave occultation method as inapplicable in the near fu­
ture. It is not obvious to the writer that the concept should yet he completely 
buried. The basic philosophy of the present study has been to try to prove that 
the occultation method won't work, by systematically devising a series of 
necessary conditions. The failure to meet any of these conditions would con­
demn the method to death. As yet, I have been unable to kill it. 
C. Summary of Pertinent Relations 
The basic relations for ray analysis of propagation in a spherically 
stratified atmosphere were developed in detail in the preliminary report by 
Sargeant (1968). Some of the essential results are summarized here. 
In geocentric polar coordinates (r, a), where 8 is measured from the point 
of closest approach (r, 0), and with refractive index n = n(r), the ray path sat­
isfies Snell's law: 
nr cos a = n r = constant (1. 1) 
where a is the angle between the ray and the circles of constant n. The ray 
is described by the differential equation 
do o = n A 2 AZ-i/2 
2rdr = cotL = nr(n 2r -nr) . (1.2) 
The bending of the ray due to non-uniformity of the medium, denoted by 
c = 0 - a, is determined by the relation de =- cot a d In n, so that 
A A r n'(r)dr
 
^n n(r) n' (1.3)
-nr/ r 
r n(rxnzr - 2 )/ 
The optical path length of a ray, denoted by L, is defined in terms of the ray 
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arc length s such that dL = nds = nr sec a do. It is convenient to express L 
as the sum of terms 
L(r) = Z(r) + 1(r) (1.4) 
where 
-f(r) = (nz Az I /2 +A(r) 
= nr(sin a + cos o) = nr (tan +c) 
= nr[sin (l + c /2 - e4 /8 + ... ) cos O(c /3- /30 +... )](L 5) 
and 
(n2rz - n__q!rr(r) . (1.6)r n(r))f,dr r 
Note that E, L, X and I are all measured from the point of closest approach 
and are therefore equal to half of the total values for propagation between 
satellites. 
Using these equations, the primary refraction variables can be conveniently 
and accurately calculated for a specified refractive index profile, height of 
closest approach and terminal height. For the case of satellite terminals, the 
computations of c and I become entirely independent of satellite position 
(except insofar as that would determine r') because both integrands -are propor­
tional to the gradient n' (r) which becomes negligible at great heights. this 
allows us to isolate the effects of refractive prbfiles from those of satellite 
positions. 
The calculation of 9 (and hence L), of course, requires specification of 
satellite position. However, L will be on the order of a few thousand kilo­
meters, while phase path measurement resolutions of a few centimeters are 
contemplated. Thus calculations must be very accurate to be maximally useful. 
By using equations (1. 4) and (1. 5), only the relatively small variable portions 
of L need be calculated by elaborate numerical procedures. For example, for 
the earth's atmosphere E, I and the excess of L over the geometrical "line 
of sight" are on the order of 10 mrad, 100 m and a few hundred meters, respec­
tively. This greatly relaxes the requirement for numerical resolution in the 
calculation of E and I compared to that for L. Incidentally, these con­
siderations also explain the utility of the last form of equation (1. 5), which 
can tolerate much less accurate values of e than the other forms and which 
does not require values of n and r at all. 
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II. NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF THE REFRACTION VARIABLES 
A. Summary 
Three different methods have been employed to, obtain numerical values 
for the various refraction integrals: analytical evaluation, numerical quadrature 
and ray-tracing. These methods are briefly summarized and compared below. 
1. Analytical Evaluation 
This method has been applied to the analysis for exponential re­
fractivity profiles. It is fully developed in the preliminary report (Sargeant, 
1968). The primary advantage of the method is the ease with which the effects 
of variation of the parameters) both "signal" and error, may be investigated. 
2. Numerical Quadrature 
This method is convenient when the profile is specified analytically. 
It is very efficient when the profile is smooth and similar to an exponential pro­
file. 
3. Ray-tracing 
When a profile is specified in tabular form, as are most empirical 
profiles, a ray-tracing procedure appears to be favored. However, care must 
be exercisedto insure that a sufficiently accurate procedure is employed in 
view of the stringent resolution requirements. 
B. Theoretical Considerations 
1. Numerical Quadrature 
It was shown by Sargeant (1968) that for exponential profiles the 
desired integrals for E and I have the form f x-/Ze-Xf(x)dx andcc 
x /ae-Xg(x)dx, respectively, where f(x) and g(x) are well-behaved funo­
0 
tions of order unity. Although these integrals were successfully evaluated us­
ing a rather complicated analytical procedure which yielded a rapidly convergent 
series, the method could not he generalized readily to other profile forms. How­
ever, integrals of this form can be evaluated conveniently using a Gauss­
I.aguerre quadrature scheme; that is,? m 
X e f(x)dx Z w1 f(x.) (2.1)0 i=l 
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where the xi are the zeros of the generalized Laguerre polynomial of degree 
m, viz. Lm(- /)(x), and wi are the corresponding quadrature weights. Such 
a formula is exact when f~x) is a polynomial of degree less than 2 m and thus 
is very efficient (see e. g., Hildebrand, 1956). The required zeros and weights 
are tabulated, e. g., in the IBM system/360 Scientific Subroutine Package, Pro­
grammer's Manual, or they may be generated by the method described in 
Abramowitz and Stegun (1964). 
Referring to equations (1. 3) and (1. 6), and letting x = (r-r A )/H where H 
isa suitable scale height, we find that 
(r) 	 =A(r)l/2 j-l/2-x [-He NI(^+Hx)1 + i- - ±
 
0 [I +N(fH+
rr]Ex 
+ Nr + N~r+Hx) IN(S) - N(V±Hx)] d 
+L-	 [I+ N(r+Hx)] d
 
(2.2)
)/ 
X
 
•1(r) (CZ H l/ 2f x-1/Ze-xf[-xexNr(I-+x)]
0
 
iixN + gcH....} 	 dx (2.3)Z r I Tx J [i+N( zr+Hx)] I 
where X = (r -r)/H. Sargeant (1968) has shown that the upper limit may be 
extended to infinity without appreciable error for a satellite terminal. Thus we 
expect the quadrature procedure to be efficient provided that 
17-r 
exN'( +Hx) 	 or e N'(r) 
is well approximated by a polynomial, which is true if Nir) is similar to a 
decreasing exponential of scale height H. 
A - A -X 
For the special case of N(r) = Ne H = Ne , these formulas become 
1A -X 
zN 	 l/2xA+x2j-Xlef0 f x 	 Z d
 
(2.4) 
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-x~~e Ie-X= N(2V±+H)l/ f e 	 &AlTxe ( /7)}-i H 
(2. 5) 
so that the computation is particularly simple. (In this case, accuracy is en­
hanced by letting F(x) = f(x) - 1 and computing the c -integral as 
I= + f xl/ e-XF(x)dx where f(x) is as in equation (Z.1). A similar 
0
 
procedure can be used for 1.) 
This method is also effective for the much more general case of a profile 
which can be represented iii the following form: 
N(h) = e-h/ H  ak(h)k where h = r-r k=0
 
i. e., an exponential times a polynomial of degree p. For reasons discussed 
in Section IIf. B. 3, it is convenient to use 
N(h) = e-h/ H t bk ) (2.6) 
k=O 
where t k is the laguerre polynomial of degree k. The Lk can be evaluated 
using the recursion relation 
Lk+llX) = (Zk+l - x)Lk(x) - k Lkxl(X) 
= LX)=
L0 (X), i, 1 -4 x. 	 (2.7) 
The 	derivative can also be evaluated recursively, by noting that 
-HeXNL(h) = h/E [bk(Z)b b 	 (2.8)E 1 k=lkO 	kH 
and 
xk(x) = kLk(x) - k 2 Lk-l(x). (M 9) 
See Section IV.A for discussion of results obtained using the quadrature 
method. 
2. 	 Ray-tracing Calculations 
The author noted earlier that special attention is required to 
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insure a routine having sufficient accuracy. A number of different programs 
were developed. The final version was later noted to be similar to the method 
published by Thayer (1967). The method makes use of the fact that the refrac­
tion variables may be integrated exactly through a layer having a profile form 
which is power-law in r. This latter form is negligibly different from a con­
stant-gradient layer, but is easy to apply exactly. 
From equations (LI) through (1. 6), we find that if we introduce the symbol 
r dn e d n n= - -(2,1I0) 
n dr dinr 
then: 
dc = (I - Q)d6 (2.11) 
dE =12d0 (2.12)[Q/(l-)]dr 
dL = i P seczade = [Hi/(l-fld(tan a) 
= r [d(tan a) d]+ n tanZa de (2. 13) 
and di = n tana d In r£2/(l-s2)]d(tana-a). (2.14) 
Thus for any layer through which 62 can be considered constant, the functions 
0, e, I and L can all be integrated in closed form. Only the values of a at 
the boundaries of the layer are required, and these can be determined using 
Snell's Law (equation (1. 1)) and the given profile. 
The assumption that 0 z constant implies that for any layer 
1 Z = (Z. 15)
n, r 
It follows that constant-2 layers having thickness r. - r, small compared to 
the earth radius are virtually identical to linear layers. If the layer thickness 
is chosen suitably small compared to the local scale height, a profile can be ­
adequately represented in this form. Once suitably thin layers have been 
selected, the corresponding -values and related layer constants can be cal­
culated once and for all for a given profile. Methods for selecting and inter­
polating suitable profile values are discussed in section IV. B. 2. If the kth 
layer extends from rk to rk+1 I 
In [n(rk)/n(rk+l)] 
'2k 'n(rk+l/rk) 
For computational purposes, this can be written 
29Z 
1+-X 1 - x3 +..a
 
x 2 3 4 
 3 (2. 17) 
k y 1 y+_y -7_"1 +1 
where 
N(hk) -N(hk+ I ) a hk+ I - hk
 
- Nx ~ hl}and y +
I +N(hk+I) r0 + hk
 
In this notation, the refraction variables can be calculated 
k I- k )k+l-k) k (2. IS) 
-
I = k (tana L tan ek) (ak k) n S AkAk; (2.19)-
 k;
k 1kk+l 
A 1 CI AtL nr [ [tan ak+l -tan ak] = nr Bk AA (2.20)kk
k k 
The quantities Aak, Axk and AA k can be calculated as follows: 
From equation (1. 1) 
'NAAA 
nr + N-N h-h 
i r Ul 
define
 
A A A A
e(h) I0 -hi+N h-h )(-N) 
r+h r+~0 + h 1+ N1 (.) 
a h-h N-N + (- N-N (?.21) 
so that 
ck =cos f k I - e(h.k) (2.22) 
But 
e cos a = 2 sinz. 
so that 
-1 ek+ 1/2 -1 ek 1/2 
k sai (sin2 (2.23)n2[s n 

Also, 
sin A&~ 
AA =snak(2. 24)k kck+l 
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and 
sin Aaek 
--- Ack 
A)'k ck ck+l k 
Aak 13 
) -(Aa )2 . .(- (2.25) 
ck Ok+ l kk+l 3• 5k . 
See section IV. B for the discussion of results obtained using this ray­
tracing method. 
C. Comparative Results for Exponential Profile. 
Table I shows some comparative results for rays passing at selected 
minimum heights ( ) in an atmosphere having exponential refractivity 
N = Noe-h/H , with No = 250 N units and H = 8 km. These values might 
roughly approximate a dry atmosphere. 
The Gaussian quadrature method is expected to be virtually exact in this 
case. The analytical method appears to provide the accuracy predicted in the 
preliminary report, viz. 0. 1%or better. The two ray-tracing programs differ 
principally in their method of layer selection. Both results are included in 
order to illustrate how important it is to use an adequate procedure. Details 
of the selection procedure and related accuracy criteria are discussed in sec­
tion IV. B. 2. 
Table I certainly justifies confidence that all of the various methods and 
programs are logically correct. 
III. REPRESENTATION OF REFRACTIVITY PROFILES 
A. Philosophy 
Although an exponential refractivity-profile model allows us to make 
reasonable estimates for the magnitudes and expected variations of the refrac­
tion effects on a radio signal propagated between satellites, such a parameter­
ization is only a crude representation. The estimiates of surface pressure and 
scale height of the Martian atmosphere provided by preliminary analysis of 
occultation data from the Mariner IV probe constituted a significant. increase 
in knowledge, but such estimates for the earth's atmosphei would be only 
mildly interesting at best. If "occultation" data are to prove useful for 
meteorological analysis, much more detailed information must be extracted. 
This obviously implies that more complete parameterizations are required both 
for simulation and for inversion studies. 
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Table 1. 
Comparative Refraction Computations Using Alternate Methods for an Exponential Refractivity Profile 
(No = 250 N units, H = 8 km) 
Bending Angle (E) in mrad Excess Retardation lengthening ()) in meters 
Minimum 
Ray A Approximate Gaussian Ray Ray Approximate Gaussian Ray Ray 
Height (h)
in km 
Analytical Quadrature Trace
A TraceB 
Analytical Quadrature Trace
A TraceB 
0 9.676 9.6753 9.6749 9.6755 66.466 66.480 66.484 66. 376* 
1 8.442 8.4406 8.4403 8.4406 59.099 59. 129 59. 132 59. 025 
2 7.376 7.3752 7,3750 7.3753 52.511 52. 537 52. 540 52. 435 
4 5.654 5.6527 5.6525 5.6527 41.353 41. 374 41. 376 41. 275 
8 3,357 3.3567 3.3566 3.3564 25.464 25.476 25.477 25.377 
17 1.211 1.2111 1.2110 1.2105 9.506 9.510 9.510 9.416 
*See Section IV. B. 2 for explanation of differences 
It is somewhat difficult to separate entirely considerations appropriate for 
simulation from those for inversion. The most realistic propagation simulations 
will of course result from the most detailed tabulations of empirical profiles. 
We shall see that such simulations essentially require a ray-tracing approach. 
On the other hand, simple analytical representations of profiles provide definite 
advantages for studying the effects of variations of profile parameters. Perhaps 
more significantly, presently conceivable experiments with earth-orbiting sat­
ellites can provide only a limited (and small) number of radio parameters for 
inversion purposes, roughly corresponding to observing only a few discrete 
heights in the atmosphere. 
For these reasons, it is necessary to investigate the problem of finding 
simple representations for vertical profiles, if only to attack the inversion prob­
lem. The discovery described earlier that a simple, low-order numerical quad­
rature calculation provided a fast and accurate determination of the refraction 
variables for a quasi-exponential refractivity profile naturally led to a con­
sideration of parameterizations which utilize this technique. Simulation based 
on quadrature is quite convenient and accurate for a sizable class of profiles, 
but an excessively large number of parameters is required if adequate represen­
tation and simulation is attempted for arbitrary empirical profiles. 
It-now appears that a more statistical approach-for example, using empiri­
cal orthogonal functions-is superior for representation, whereas straightforward 
ray-tracing using a tabulated profile is convenient for simulating refraction ef­
fects. Nonetheless, we shall present some of the results of the parameteriza­
tion studies as they provide insight into the inversion problem. 
B. Forms for Representation 
Profiles may be represented either analytically or in tabular form. 
Analytical profile formulations may be selected primarily for mathematical sim­
plicity, for fidelity or for some combination of these considerations. Tabular 
profiles are usually required to describe "real" observed profiles accurately. 
1. Some Selected "Real" Profiles 
It is useful to consider a basic set of "typical" profiles for use 
in both representation and simulation problems. In keeping with the basic 
philosophy of this research, the initial set was chosen to minimize the prob­
lem of simulation, interpretation and inversion of "occultation" data. In par­
ticular, it was desired to employ profiles which might apply over a large hori­
zontal area so that the assumption of spherical stratification would be reason­
ably valid, and for which the contribution due to water vapor would not be 
overwhelming. On the other hand, it was desired to include detailed profile 
features such as inversions and strong-gradient layers so that a realistic 
assessment of potential difficulties could be made. On these bases, a number 
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of composite profiles were chosen which are typical of various synoptic situa­
tions as observet at Campbell Island near 530S latitude in the Antarctic Ocean. 
These profiles were originally derived for another purpose by Martin (1968) from 
three months of daily winter soundings in 1966, The original temperature and 
dew point profiles are shown in Fag. 1. Note that all profiles have been normal­
ized to 1000 mb. Typical surface pressures are also given. 
For each of the profile types, microwave refractivity profiles were calcu­
lated using the familiar Smith-Weintraub formula (see Bean and Dutton, 1966) 
N = 77. 6 + 3.73 (10 E Nd+ N (3.1) 
A formula essentially equivalent to the Magnus formula was used to represent 
the saturation vapor pressure function. The formula used reproduced the values 
tabulated in the Smithsonian Tables to nearly four significant digits over the 
range of temperatures encountered. Heights were calculated by upward integra­
tion of the hypsometric equation using mean virtual temperature for each layer. 
40­
60­
too 
400 
700 .oGor o b 10 
t5 " 30 MM06 
Tf., VrK) 
Fig. 1. Sonpe typical "real" temperature and dewpoint temperature profiles.
Composite soundings, normalizedto 000 mb but withtypcal surface 
pressure given, for Campbell Island (53°S) in the Antarctic Ocean. 
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The "dry" and "wet terms were also calculated separately to assess the 
water vapor contribution. The results are shown in Figs. 2a through Ze. Some 
of the same data are plotted in Fig. Zf on a semi-log graph. This shows the 
quasi-exponential nature of refractivity profiles. 
When absolute heights must be compared between these profiles, an ad­
justment for surface pressure is necessary. In this report, this was accom­
plished by shifting the entire profile upward by 10 m/mb and extrapolating a 
new value at the surface. 
2. Mathematically Simple Analytical Profiles 
A number of simple profile representations that have proved use­
ful in past studies are summarized in the Radiometeorology monograph of Bean 
and Dutton (1966). These include 
(1) 	 Linear or "effective earth radius" Model: dN/dz = constant 
z / H(2) 	 Exponential model: N(z) = N 
-(3) 	Bi-exponentlal model: N(z) = N1e -z/H I + Ne a/ HI (interpretation: 
separate exponential "dry" and "wet" terms) 
(4) Statistically parameterized models: Exponential, piecewise linear and 
exponential, etc. 
See the cited monograph for further discussion, typical values of the parameters, 
and literature references. Some examples are shown in Fig. 3. These forms 
were used in some of the trial calculations described below. 
3. Generalized Analytical Forms 
For various purposes, especially for the mathematical inversion 
of radio refraction measurements, it is desirable to employ a more general 
analytical representation. The problem is to represent more "realistic" profiles 
but still retain a limited number of parameters. It is common to employ power 
series in such problems, but as refractivity profiles are generally quasi­
exponential functions of height, many terms would be required to account for 
that fact alone. The following representation, motivated partially by the nu­
merical quadrature method described above, employs an exponentially weighted 
polynomial. 
e - z / N(z) _=q (z) = I ak 2 e pr M (3.2) 
k=O 
This form assumes tha; the weighted profile e Z/N(z) can be efficiently 
represented by a polynbmial for some choice of scale height H. The profiles 
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Fig. 3. Examples of some analytic refractivity profiles. 
shown in Fig. 4a-e correspond to those of Fig, Za-e with exponential weight­
ing. Note that detailed profile features such as inversions are retained and 
even emphasized after weighting, and that it is difficult to compensate the 
general lapse in both the troposphere and stratosphere by use of a single scale 
height. 
The form of equation (3. Z) requires the specificationt of mn+ Z parameters 
(H and the ak). The question arises: how can these parameters be efficiently 
determined for a given profile ? In most of the following, it is assumed that 
a suitable value for 1-1 can be determined independently, or perhaps by an 
iterative optimization procedure. 
a) Fitting specified "anchor points. "1Perhaps the simplest procedure is 
to determine the ak such that pm(z) agrees with eo/HN(z) at In+ I speci­
fied points. This method was investigated numerically, but the results are 
summarized only briefly here. The general conclusion%is that successful repre­
sentation of quasi-exponential, analytically specified profiles is quite possible 
using this technique, but is,as expected, rather sensitive to the partioular 
!set of "anchor points" selected.
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Calculations were made using a selection of exponential, hi-exponential 
and piecewise-analytic profile models, and for various choices of the "compen­
sating" scale height H and sets of anchor points. The results were qualita­
tively insensitive to variations in H of a few kilometers. The exponential 
profiles could be well-fitted over the range 0 - 30 km by almost any reasonable 
choice of a small number(5 or 7) of anchor points, while the piecewise­
analytic profiles could be fitted reasonably only by a judicious choice of 
anchor points. Even the smooth bi-exponential profiles yielded "wild" results 
(e. g. negative N in some intervals) for particularly unfortunate choices of 
anchor points. A low-order fit to an empirical profile would undoubtedly produce 
even more problems. 
It was, therefore, concluded that an objective procedure for point selection 
or profile fitting was highly desirable, if not essential. 
b) Optimization for Z s (0, co): Laguerre Profiles. We can choose the 
polynomial coefficients in order to minimize the weighted-square error over the 
entire profile: 
e 	 f e-Z/ [N(z) - N(z)]2 dz.
 
0
 
It is 	 then convenient to write 
N(z) = ez/H bkLk(z/l), 	 (3. 3)
k=0 
where Lk(X) denotes the Laguerre polynomial of degree k which satisfies the 
CO 
normalization 	 f e-XI(x)dx = (k!)Z, and also the recursion relations given in 
0 r 
Section II. B. 1. In this case, is minimized by choosing 
1 001 
b H k f N(z)Lk(z/H)dz (k!)Z N(Hx)Lk(x)dx. (3.4) 
0 	 0 
The minimum value of C afforded by the above polynomial is 
min = H[ f eXNz(nx)dx - Z (k ! bk)Z]. 
0 k=0 
This 	parameter can be employed in criteria for selecting values of H and M. 
The coefficients bk must somehow be calculated for a given profile. In 
the case of simple analytical profiles such as exponential and bi-exponential, 
the integrals may be evaluated analytically. It is also possible to optimize the 
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choice of H analytically. These calculations are presented in Appendix A, 
and the results were used as a check on the more general method described be­
low. 
For a more complicated profile, the integral for bk must be calculated 
numerically. Since the basic assumption of the entire representation procedure 
is that ezAH N(z) = eXN(HX) is well-approximated by a polynomial, it is 
natural to consider a Gauss-Laguerre quadrature scheme similar to that already 
used in Section IL B. I. In this case, we calculate 
We X2N(HXI) (3.5)(k)Zbk = f e-X[eXN(Hx)Lk(X)]dX
k i=l
 
where the Xi are the zeros of the polynomial LM(X) described in Section 
IL.B. 1, and Wi are the corresponding quadrature weights. 
In order to perform the calculations in (3. 5), it is only necessary to know 
the values of refractivity N(z) at the M discrete heights 2 X-i. This is en­
couraging from the standpoint of the inversion problem, provided that Mi can 
be kept small. It turns out that when M is small, the gross characteristics 
of the profile are extracted, but M cannot remain small if fine-scale features 
of the profile must be accurately described. Note that this requirement on M 
is different from that which determines the adequate value for m in equation 
(3. 3). Inthat case, assuming that the bk are known exactly, the quality of 
the "fit" depends on the number of coefficients used (m + 1). The latter con­
sideration is significant when employing the numerical quadrature method of 
refraction simulation as described in Section I. B. 1. 
In any case, the M special values of N(Hx) suffice only to calculate 
coefficients bk for k < M, and values bk obtained are accurate only to the 
extent that eXN(Hx) really is well-approximated by a polynomial of degree 
ZM - I - k or less. That is, if eXN(Hx) really were a polynomial of degree 
m then eXN(Hx)Lk(x) would be a polynomial of degree m + k; and the high­
est degree coefficient bm would require a scheme accurate for polynomials of 
degree Zm, viz. a value M such that 2M - I > Zm. 
Computer programs were written to perform efficiently the calculations re­
quired in (3. 5) and (3. 3), making use of the recursion relations of Section 
I. B. 1. Again, exponential, bi-exponential and piecewise-analytic functions 
were considered first. The effects of choice of compensation scale height H, 
the number of "input'1 specified points on the profile, and the number of coef­
ficients in the representation were all studied with emphasis on recovery of the 
profile between 0 - 30 km. 
The "stability" problems of fitting specified "anchor points" are thus com­
pletely removed. Purely exponential profiles are again easy to recover. A 
guess of H within 1 km yields accuracy of 4 significant digits in the recovered 
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profile for 3 or 4 point quadrature formulas. Even bad guesses for H require 
only a few more points, and better guesses require only two. (Clearly, if we 
knew a riori that the profile was exponential, only two points would be require( 
to determine the two parameters. ) 
For other than exponential profiles, some of the considerations hinted at 
above become important, particularly if both high accuracy and low-order rep­
resentations are sought. First, a good choice of H is important, especially 
if the effective scale height of the profiles varies considerably throughout the 
range of interest. Second, the number of "observed" points (M) must be large 
enough to accurately determine a particular coefficient bk , and this depends 
on k. Third, the number of coefficients (m + I) must be large enough to 
describe variations of the scale desired. Finally, some of the high-order co­
efficients bk which can be calculated using a given M may actually degrade 
the recovered profile. 
It is convenient to illustrate these points using the bi-exponential profile 
shown in Fig. 3 because analytical solutions are available for comparison from 
Appendix A. Figure 5 shows the deviations between the original profile and 
those obtained using scale heights of 7 and 8 kin, and also those obtained 
using the theoretically optimum scale heights derived in Appendix A. The co­
efficients obtained from the low-order quadratures are used for H = 7 and 8, 
but only exact coefficients are used for the optimum cases. Zie importance 
of scale height selection is obvious from the graphs as is the superior descrip­
tion of steep gradients offered by more coefficients. Table 2 compares the first 
few coefficients obtained by various order quadrature formulas with the exact 
coefficient values. Note that the highest degree coefficients obtainable with 
a given order quadrature may be seriously in error, perhaps by a factor of two 
or three. 
These basic difficulties are compounded when the above technique is 
applied to "real" profiles. If the profile has pronounced local features, even 
low-degree coefficients may be inaccurate, even though high-order quadrature 
formulas are used. The source of the difficulty is perhaps better understood 
by considering the nature of the Laguerre polynomials. A given quadrature 
formula "samples" a profile at heights determined by the zeros of one of these 
polynomials. Figure 6 shows the lower "sample heights" for a few quadrature 
orders, assuming a scale height of 7 km. Note that even high order formulas 
make only a few samples of the region of interest, and thus may miss local 
"wiggles, " 
Since most of the interesting profile variations occur in a limited height 
range, coefficients may be calculated more accurately by using a finer-scale 
integration procedure in a finite lower height interval. This has been done 
using both trapezoidal and Gauss-Legendre quadrature, and the results are 
presented in Section III. B. 4 on applications. Of course, it is necessary in 
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Table 2. 	 Laguerre coefficients obtained by Gauss-Laguerre quadrature of a bi­
exponential profile, using a representation scale height of H = 8.
 
(See Fig. 3 for the profile. )
 
M* ba 	 b
bI 	 b3 b4 b5 b6
 
2 310.16 -28.909 
3 317.05 -22.284 5. 32& 
4 320. 23 -18. 101 7.770 0. 723 
5 321.59 -15.936 9. Z07 1.292 .1603 
6 322.14 -14. 899 9.983 1. 635 .2649 2,394 (-2)* 
7 322.36 -14. 426 10. 375 1.824 . 3273 3.941 (-2) 3. 039 (-3) 
8 322.45 -14.217 10.564 1.922 .3620 4.858 (-2) 4.953 (-3) 
9 322.48 -14. 127 10. 652 1.970 .3804 5.371 (-2) 6.083 (-3) 
10 322.49 -14. 089 10.692 1.994 . 3897 5.645 (-2) 6.717 (-3) 
EXACT 322.50 -14. 062 10, 723 2.014 .3985 5. 925 (-2) 7.417 (-3) 
M = number of points in quadrature formula
 
** (-2) denotes x 10-2
 
this case 	to separately account for the contribution from the upper part of the 
range. A procedure is developed in Appendix B. 
On the other hand, Fig. 6 also tells us that even high-degree representa­
tions with accurate Laguerre coefficients will have trouble describing profile 
details in the lower region of interest. The Laguerre optimization procedure 
simply requires too many of its degrees of freedom to accomplish the fit all the 
way to infinity. This naturally leads us to consider fitting over a finite height 
interval, and modelling the upper portion separately. 
c) Optimization for z E (0, zm): Legen~dre Profiles 
Separate modelling of the upper atmosphere appears justified because 
simple models seem adequate there and because the upper portion of a ray path 
will not contribute much to the occultation measurements anyway. However, 
forcing a large number of "wiggles" into a finite height interval will not neces­
sarily yield more satisfactory results for propagation simulation. Gradients of 
refractivity are most important, not absolute values, and gradients can be 
seriously distorted by a "wandering" fit. In any case, we can minimize the 
mean-square error between the exponentially-weighted profile and a polynomial 
over a finite interval-
Sz m [eZ/HN(z) - eZ/194(z)]2d2 
0 
- Z* zY + z X) - Pm(X)]dX, where z z/2 
-l 306 
It is convenient to write 
m
-(z-z*) 
N(z) = e H m ckPk{Z/z- (3.6)
k=0
 
where Pk(x) is the Legendre polynomial of degree k. Then the desired coef­
ficients ck satisfy 
c Zk+l N(z + z X)P(x)dx. (3.7) 
k 2 k 
As in the case of the Laguerre representation (Section III. B. 3. b), in analogy 
with part b), the integrals 3. 7 for the coefficients can be calculated by any 
suitable numerical method. it is convenient to use Gauss-Legendre quadrature, 
so that 
2k+l M z Xk 
'k - i=l Ie H- NzXi)Pk(Xi ) (3.8) 
where the Xi and Wi are the zeros and weights for an M-point Gauss-
Legendre formula. Again, it may not be desirable to retain all of the calculable 
coefficients. 
These polynomials will, of course, have all of their "samples" and "wiggles" 
within the specified height interval. Some results are presented below in Sec­
tion III. B.4. b. 
d) Obebyshev Optimization, and so on. It should also be possibly to 
select the polynomial pm in order to minimize the maximum error IeZ/HN(z) -p 
over a given Interval. This procedure has not been investigated. "Wandering
fit" problems mentioned earlier can almost certainly be expected. Also, as men­
tioned earlier, it now appears more satisfactory to use statistical expansion 
functions rather than systematically testing classical orthogonal polynomials 
for fortuitous resemblance to actual profiles. 
4. Application to Real Profiles 
In the preceding section, an exponentially-weighted polynomial 
form was proposed for generalized representation of refractivity profiles, and 
some methods for determining "optimum" coefficientswere described. The 
methods were illustrated and tested using analytically-specified profiles. In 
this section, the application to a "real" profile is examined. The results are 
illustrated using the "Ridge" profile shown in Fig. 2a,and shown exponentially­
weighted in Fig. 4a. Note especially that even the weighted form displays a 
marked, high-gradient inversion in the lowest two kilometers and also the 
tropopause inversion near 10 kilometers. These features will, of course, con­
stitute a demanding test of the representation capability. The profile above 
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i 
the last tabulated value of 25. 8 kilometers is assumed exponential with a scale 
height of 7 kilometers. 
a) Laguerre Fit. The following problems are recalled from Section III. B. 3. b: 
(i)How should the Laguerre coefficient bk be calculated? (ii) For a 
given method of calculation, how many of the coefficients will be suf­
ficiently accurate to contribute usefully to the representation? (iii) How 
many coefficients are required to describe the details of the profile to a 
desired accuracy? 
The answers to these questions depend on the intended application. Rela­
tively crude and simple schemes suffice to produce useful "smoothed" repre­
sentations of the profile which still reveal the pertinent details. However, if 
very accurate representation is required to perform simulated refraction calcu­
lations, or to recover meteorological variables to high accuracy, then much ef­
fort is required. 
Laguerre coefficients were calculated using the following methods- a) La­
guerre quadrature of various orders (using values linearly interpolated within the 
exponentially-weighted table), b)Trapezoidal quadrature of various spacings 
interpolated within the table, supplemented by an analytical "correction" for 
the upper part of the profile using the method of Appendix B, and c) Legendre 
"
quadrature of various orders within the table, plus analytical "correction. 
The results for the first ten coefficients are summarized in Tables 39 4 and 5. 
Table 3 shows that even high-order Laguerre quadrature formulas do not 
converge upon stable values for the coefficients. The reason for this can be 
seen by considering the distribution of quadrature "sampling heights" shown 
in Fig. 6 in relation to the profile in Fig. 4a. Only for high-order formulas 
are the details of the lower inversion sampled adequately. Fortunately, even 
the approximate coefficients obtained by low-order formulas yield a satisfactory 
low-order fit. Accurate coefficients are required only for detailed fits. 
To obtain more accurate coefficients, integration schemes must be used 
which consider the details of the profile. Table 4 shows the results obtained 
using Legendre and trapezoidal quadrature over the tabulated profile. Also in­
cluded is the "correction" for the upper part of the profiles. Table 5 summarizes 
the final results obtained by the various methods. 
Once a set of Laguerre coefficients has been obtained, accurate or not, 
a complete profile is specified. In order to display in detail the accuracy of 
fit, the difference between the actual and a few example Laguerre profiles 
plotted for the lowest 28 kilometers in Fig. 7a. Recall that the Laguerre pro­
files themselves are smooth, so that the excursions in Fig. 7a are due to the 
rapid local variations in the actual profile. Also note that the absolute error 
is plotted, and that N decreases from near 300 to a few N units over this 
range. 
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Table 3. Laguerre Coefficients Obtained by Gauss-taguerre Quadrature of Ridge Profile, Using a Represen­
tion Scale Height of H = 7. (See Figs. 2a and 4a for the profile. 
M* b0 b1 bz b3 b4 b5 b6 b7 b8 b9 
2 
3 
3Z4.7 
320. 1 
7.4 
-8.0 
-3.9 
-3.9 
4 325.3 -14.4 -10.3 -2. 0 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
12 
16 
Z4 
32 
333. 7 
331.4 
329.0 
329.6 
330.9 
333.1 
339.4 
333.8 
333.7 
331.2 
-13.5 
-10. 2 
-8.3 
-5.2 
-3.0 
-3.0 
-5. 3 
-3.1 
-6.4 
-6.2 
-13.6 
-10. 6 
-8.8 
-7. Z 
-6.3 
-6. 1 
-3.0 
-6.5 
-8.2 
-7.7 
-3. 9 
-3.2 
-?. 6 
-2. z 
-1.8 
-1. 7 
-2. 1 
-1.9 
-2. 2 
-2. 1 
-0.51 
-0.55 
-0.46 
-0.35 
-0.27 
-0.20 
-0.21 
-0.24 
-0.28 
-0.27 
-5. 3 (-2)* 
-5.4 (-2) 
-3.8 (-2) 
-1.8 (-2) 
-3.0 (-3) 
1.2 (-2) 
-6. 6 (-3) 
-3.6 (-3) 
-7. 7 (-3) 
-4.0 (-3) 
-2.8 (-3) 
4.7 (-3) 
3.2 (-3) 
7.9 (-3) 
4.0 (-3) 
5.6 (-3) 
4.0 (-3) 
-1.4 (-4) 
2.3 (-4) 
6.3 (-4) 
1.5 (-3) 
9.8 (-4) 
1.3 (-3) 
9. 6 (-4) 
Z. 0 (-5) 
6.7 (-5) 
1.9 (-4) 
1.4 (-4) 
1.8 (-4) 
1.4 (-4) 
4.1 (-6) 
1.8 (-5) 
1.6 (-5) 
2.0 (-5) 
1.4 (-5) 
M = number of points in quadrature formula 
** (-2) denotes X 10 - ? 
Table 4. Laguerre Coefficients for Ridge Profile Obtained by Various Methods. Representation Scale Height 
H=7. 
M b0 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 
 b7 b8 b9
 
Obtained Using M-Point Legendie-Gauss Quadrature 
4 322.1 16.9 -22.18 -4.97 
8 327. I 21. 9 -19.44 -4. 03 -4.2 (-Z)" 9.53 (-2) 1. 79 (-2) 1. 73 (-3) 
12 324.3 21.2 -19. 52 -4.09 -7.9 (-2) 8. 38 (-Z) 1. 56 (-2) 1. 37 (-3) 4.5 (-5) -4.0 (-6) 
16 325.3 22.1 -19. 11 -3.98 -5.4 (-Z) 8.83 (-2) 1. 63 (-Z) 1.46 (-3) 5.4 (-5) -3. 0 (-6) 
24 325.4 21.8 -19. 30 -4. 03 -6. 1 (-2) 8. 78 (-2) 1. 64 (-2) 1.48 (-3) 5.8 (-5) -2,6 (-6) 
32 325.2 .21.9 -19.26 -4. 02 -6. 2 (-z) 8. 73 (-2) 1. 62 (-2) 1.46 (-3) 5. 5 (-5) -2.9 (-6) 
No. of 
Points Obtained Using Trapezoidal Quadrature 
22 b0 b b b b b6 b7 b b9 
(Original 
Data) 326.96 22.48 -19.8 -4.32 -1.1 (-1) 9.1 (-2) 1.92 (-2) 2. 13 (-3) 1. 5 (-4) 6. 0 (-6) 
50 325.34 22.13 -19.1 -3.94 -3. 5 (-2) 9.4 (-2) 1.75 (-2) 1. 67 (-3) 8. 5 (-5) 7.9 (-7) 
100 325.20 Z1.89 -19.2 -4. 01 -5. 7 (-Z) 8.9 (-Z) 1.65 (-2) 1.51 (-3) 6.2 (-5) -2. 0 (-6) 
z00 325.Z1 Z1.86 -19.3 -4. 03 -6.2 (-Z) 8.7 (-2) 1.63 (-2) 1.47 (-3) 5. 6 (-5) -Z. 7 (-6) 
C orrection for Upper Part of Profile 
7.48 -Z7.57 11.6 1.94 -0.2 -0.9 -0.12 -0.46 -0.9 -0.2 
x 10­(-2) denotes 
Table 5. Summary of Laguerre Coefficients for Ridge Profile Obtained by Vari­
ous Methods. Representation Scale Height H = 7 km. 
32-point 32-point 200-point 
Laguerre quadrature Legendre quadrature Trapezoidal quadrature 
(with correction) (with correction) 
k bk bk bk 
0 331.18 332.67 33Z. 69 
1 -6.21 -5.69 -5.71 
2 -7.70 -7.64 -7.65 
3 -Z.092 -2. 088 -2. 089 
4 -0. 269 -0. 266 -0.265 
5 -7.7 (-3)* -6. 0 (-3) -5.9 (-3) 
6 3.95 (-3) 4.39 (-3) 4.44 (-3) 
7 9.57 (-4) 9.98 (-4) 1.01 (-3) 
8 1.35 (-4) 1.45 (-4) 1.47 (-4) 
9 1.43 (-5) 1.54 (-5) 1.56 (-5) 
3(-3) denotes X 10 ­
b) lecrendre Fit. Legendre coefficients ck were calculated by using 
Legendre-Gauss quadrature formulas of various orders and the tabulated profile 
over a range of 0 - 20 kilometers. For each quadrature order (M), half of the 
coefficients obtainable (M/2) were used to construct Legendre profiles. Some 
of the results are shown in Fig. 7b. The general character of low-order fits 
is surprisingly similar to that obtained using Laguerre profiles. As expected, 
the maximum deviations of the higher order Legendre profiles are somewhat 
smaller, but the occurrence of "wandering fit" across the true profile is more 
noticeable. The profiles are also clearly worthless outside the range of 
derivation. 
c) Conclusions. A direct comparison of 10-term Laguerre and Legendre 
representations of the Ridge profile is shown in Fig. 8. Note that percentage 
deviations are given this time. It is concluded from the above studies that the 
proposed generalized representation provides a satisfactory method for describ­
ing smooth profiles and also for smoothing irregular profiles, but that it is not 
adequate to accurately describe detailed features of irregular profiles. In par­
ticular, accurate simulation of radio refraction will not be possible without 
using a very large number of coefficients. This fact will be demonstrated in 
Section IV. 
It appears that an exponential profile may be simply too coarse a "first 
guess" to use as a base state, and that polynomials may not "wiggle" in proper 
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Fig. 8. 	 Deviation of Laguerre and Legendre representations of the ridge profile. 
(See Fig. Z.) 
places. It is suggested that the statistical mean profile relevant to a given 
location and time may provide a suitable base state. In this case, the appro­
priate expansion-functions might be 'empirical orthogonal functions, " viz. , the 
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix formed from a suitable collection of ob­
served profiles. A preliminary study using six months of arctic data suggests 
that the first few eigenvectors, often only two, are sufficient for the descrip­
tion of individual profiles, including commonly oocurnng "details. 
IV. RESULTS OF REFRACTION SIMULATION STUDIES 
A. Numerical Quadrature 
1. Introduction 
The details of the method are given in Section II. B. 1. 
noted there that this method is highly efficient for quasi-exponential 
It was 
profiles. 
In fact, for true exponential profiles, the refraction variables e and IE are 
calculated to 3 significant digits by a 2-point formula and to 5 or 6 significant 
digits by a 4- or 5-point formula. This is one reason why a substantial effort 
was invested both in generalizing the refraction calculation and also in devel­
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oping the profile representation. Unfortunately, the high efficiency is not 
retained for "detailed" profiles. 
It is revealing to trace the evolution of the quadrature program. The first 
version computed e and I from equations (2. 4) and (2. 5). The next version 
used equations (2. 2) and (Z. 3), with both N and dN/dz specified analytically, 
The next allowed N(z) to be specified by a table of Laguerre coefficients bk , 
and all required values and derivatives were computed using suitable recursion 
relations. All versions handled exponential profiles with high efficiency. 
Quasi-exponential (but smooth) profiles such as the bi-exponential required 
higher order formulas, but were treated successfully. Profiles specified by a 
reasonably small number of bs, such as the 16th order representation of 
"Ridge" outlined in Section III. B. 4, were also suitable. 
Unfortunately, many interesting profiles can neither be specified analytic­
ally nor adequately described by a reasonable number of b's. (Obviously, a 
number of b' s approaching the number of original data points is not very satis­
factory. ) In a final effort to extend the applicability of the method, interpola­
tion and finite difference techniques were applied directly to the tabulated pro­
file data. In the case of "Ridge, I' convergence of the e and I integrals to 
stable values could not be obtained using quadrature formulas of 3Z points or 
less. 
2. Specific Results 
The generalized quadrature method requires the specification of 
a suitable scale height B, just as the generalized profile representations of 
Section III do. As before, the efficiency of the procedure depends on the 
choice of H. Figure 9 shows the results of quadrature to calculate e and I 
for a ray just grazing the earth and for the analytically-specified bi-exponential 
profile discussed earlier. Note that the order of quadrature formula required to 
obtain accurate answers is reduced by a suitable choice of H. Additional 
calculations with higher order formulas (not shown) establish convergence to 5 
significant digits with quadrature formulas using between 12 and 16 points. 
The program using Laguerre coefficients was tested using analytically de­
rived coefficients for a true exponential of scale height 8 kilometers, but a rep­
iesentation H of 7 kilometers (see Appendix A). For any order of profile up to 9, 
the quadratures for E and I converge to 5 digits by using a 5-point formula or 
greater. (They also converge to the correct values for the exponential profile 
when 5 or more coefficients are used in the profile representation. ) 
A further test was made using a 16th order Laguerre representation of the 
"Ridge" profile, with the coefficients obtained by a 3Z-point Laguerre formula 
as described in Section III. The e and I quadratures converge using a 24­
point formula. Figures 10a and b show values of E and I versus minimum 
ray height for exponential, bi-exponertial and Laguerre-specified "Ridge" 
profiles. 
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Fig. 9. 	 Convergence properties of numerical quadrature calculation of the re­
fraction variables, c and. 1. Severe hi-exponential profile (Fig. 3), 
minimum ray height of zero km. 
Table 6 gives some sample resuits obtained using two entirely different 
schemes for interpolanng and differencing to estimate N and dN/dz directly 
from the tabulated values for tRidge. " Such results are the main reason why 
the quadrature method was abandoned in favor of ray-tracing for refraction 
simulation using real profiles. 
b. Ray-tracing 
1. Introduction 
A ray which passes between two points (e. g. , occultation satel­
lites) is affected by the entire intervening medium, as exhibited in the integral 
expressions for the various refraction variables. Only the "total', path­
integrated answers are available at the satellites, and the previously discussed 
quadrature method provides only those answers. Only those refrac­
tivity values required to define the integrals adequately for numerical quadrature 
are used, and intermediate terms in the summations are not retained. 
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Fig. 10 a and b. 	 Refraction variables, e . and Is, calculated by numerical 
quadrature for various profiles. Campbell Island Ridge profile 
represented by 16th order Laguerre profile. 
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Table 6. 	 Lack of convergence of refraction calculations for "Ridge" profile, 
specified by tabular values: 
-A: linear interpolation of exponentially weighted profile 
B: exponential interpolation 
M: order of quadrature formula 
c (mrad) - (m) 
M A B A B 
4 25.26 25.37 94.81 94.94 Minimum ray height 
8 11.93 11.95 76.34 76.46 Zero Kilometers 
12 11.29 11.29 73.26 73.29 
16 11.z0 11.20 76.67 76.57 
24 11.71 11.71 74.03 73.97 
32 16.62 16.53 88.44 88.27 
Ray-tracing not only provides the "final" answers but also determines 
relevant propagation variables at intermediate points along the ray-path. Thus 
if a detailed specification of the profile is required to do the quadratures, it 
may well be superior to ray-trace and thereby obtain the added intermediate 
information, which can, for example, be used to calculate weighting functions. 
The required high accuracy of the "final" answers has been discussed in 
Section I. This places special requirements on a ray-tracing procedure. First, 
the profiles to be traced must be specified with great precision, even though 
this implies fictitiously high accuracy in the original measurements. Second, 
the ray-tracing equations employed must be very accurate, as even minor ap­
proximations may prove disastrous for differential refraction calculations. 
Finally, the numerical calculations themselves must be formulated so that 
round-off errors are unimportant. 
The ray-tracing equations discussed in Section IL B. 2 are exact when ap­
plied to "power-law" layers-which are practically indistinguishable from linear-
N layers. Only refractivity values at the layer boundaries are required. Thus 
we need only insure that each layer in the ray-tracing table is adequately 
represented by a linear N-profile. Other, more complicated criteria were also 
studied, but these are more relevant to analytically specified profiles for which 
the deviation from a "power-law" actually is known. Some examples are 
briefly discussed below. 
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Another problem peculiar to the occultation analysis is the requirement 
that rays intersect predetermined points. As discussed in Section I, this prob­
lem can be isolated somewhat by calculating E and I which are affected only 
by the lower part of the ray-path. However, it is not possible to select, a 
priori the initial ray angle (or equivalently, the minimum ray height) which 
will put the ray (or possibly rays) through a predetermined point. An efficient 
iterative procedure was developed to allow calculation of refraction variables 
when both the satellite height and separation are specified. 
2. Accuracy Criteria and Layer Selection 
a) Criteria based on the ray-trace results. The various ray­
tracing versions developed were tested initially using exponential profiles to 
allow comparison with the other methods. Some results are presented in Table 1. 
Once a suitable, accurate set of ray-tracing equations is devised, the main 
problem is the selection of layers thin enough to insure accuracy but thick 
enough to keep the total number of layers manageable. Results obtained using 
two methods are given in Table 1. 
The integrand in the c formula (equation (1. 3)) is singular at the mlnimum 
ray height, so that c accumulates very rapidly in the lowest part of a ray. 
This is one reason why it is more convenient to use one of the angular variables 
9 or a as the ray parameter to be incremented. In one of the earliest programs, 
denoted RAYTRACE B in Table 1, layers were selected by incrementing e so as 
to produce E increments of 0. 1 mrad per step in the lower part of the ray, but 
limiting e steps to 1 mrad maximum. The trace was terminated when failed 
to increase by more than 10- 4 mrad at any step. Between 100 and ZO0 steps 
were required depending on the minimum ray heights, and the traces terminated 
when the rays reached a height of about 61 km. Referring to Table I and using 
the quadrature results as a standard, we note that RAYTRACE B results for r 
are comparably accurate except for large h, and that the I values are notice­
ably in error. The erors occur because E continues to increase slowly at 
great heights when h is large and also because an appreciable fraction of I 
is produced at great heights in all cases. (See the weighting functions shown 
in Fig. 11. ) Thus the traces terminate too soon. 
The method denoted RAYTRACE A in Table I was devised to accept tabulated 
as well as analytically-specified profiles. The results cited in Table I were 
obtained using exponential profile values specified only at the 22 tabulated 
heights for the "Ridge" profile and at the assumed satellite height of 300 km. 
Layers were added by "halving" in the original table and interpolating exponen­
tially until additional layers failed to alter the cumulative values of e or I 
by a factor exceeding 10- 5 . About 100 steps were required in each case, 
with several steps between 60 and 300 km. The tabulated results confirm our 
expectation of agreement with the quadrature method to within a few units in 
the fifth significant digit. 
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The same method (RAYTRACE A) was also applied to "real" profiles. Table 
7 compares the results obtained using values of 10- 5 and 10 - 4 for the "converg­
ence criterion" applied to both : and I when selecting each layer as described 
above. Note that approximately twice as many layers are required to obtain 
the additional significant digit. Also note that even though e and I are pre­
cisely calculated using either criterion, the values'of L can differ by many 
meters, and this variation exceeds the resolution expected in the radio mea­
surements. If L were calculated using equations (1. 4) and (1. 5), rather than 
by ray-tracing, a variation of only about 20 m or less in L would be expected 
for I mrad variation in E ! This assumes, however, that the "line of sight 
distance" or satellite separation is known exactly. When this distance (or 
equivalently the central angle 0) is determined by ray-tracing, a difference of 
-only 10 3 mrad in e (or E) produces a difference of about 6 m in rsin a and 
thus in L. This consideration is explored in later sections. 
b) Criteria based on the refractivity profile. The method described 
above requires many repeated tests during any trace and necessitates selection 
of a different set of layers for each minimum ray height, even within the same 
-refractivity profile. As mentioned earlier, it is possible to select layers once 
and for all, declare them to be exactly "power-law" between the specified 
points, and then have the equations developed in Section II. B. Z .apply exact. 
If the profile is originally derived from rather widely-spaced, vertical
 
samples of P, T and e, then perhaps the best estimate for the refractivity N
 
at an untabulated height will be obtained by exponential interpolation. Thus,
 
if we assume
 
N(z) = I exp (- zi when z c (z1 , Z.] then 
N (Z) = N2 where z- z , (4.1) 
This should be compared with linear interpolation which requires 
NZ -) (4.2Z)z
Npz 1 4= I 1~ 
It is, therefore, sufficient to construct a table for ray-tracing by merely add­
ing enough points to the original table using equation (4. 1) so that the linear 
assumption (4. 2) in the refined table differs negligibly from (4. 1). The result­
ing "linear" layers can be declared exactly "power-law" with as much justifica­
tidn as any alternative assumption. 
It we let p = (NI - N)/INI, then the maximum difference between equation 
(4. 1)and equation (4. 2) for a layer is given by 
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Table 7. Comparison using RAYTRACE A Method with Different Criteria. Ridge Profile 
Minimum 
Ray Height
 
(km) 
0 

1 

2 ­
4 

8 

16 

No. of 
Layers 
Al A2 
101 48 

121 54 

113 51 

108 50 

105 51 

104 50 

- 5Al Criterion 10
AZ Criterion i0 - 4 
Bending Angle (E) in Excess Retardation 
mrad Lengthening (I) in meters 
Al A1 - A2 Al Al - AZ 
13. 0683 .00094 78.445 -, 021 
14.9478 .00029 68.629 -.020 
8.12Z3 .00049 61.754 -. 013 
6.6333 .00048 49.162 -. Oil 

4.4052 .00027 29.722 -.0048 

1.3684 .00009 8.719 -.0015 

Total Path Length (L) 
in km 
Al A2 
2054. 133 .027 
2063.762 .022 
2017.960 .014 
2002.868 .013 
1977.019 .0089 
1933.042 .0028 
( 1 i + In - l . (4.3) 
when p << I, this simplifies to 
(NL -NE) jINi -NZj (4.4) 
Thus, it is a relatively simple matter to specify a criterion for a "thin enough" 
layer. The results presented below were obtained by requiring (N, - N)/N l <. C 
for each layer so that linear interpolations would be within about 0.03% of ex­
ponential interpolations within the refined tables, which corresponds to about 
0. 1 N-unit near the ground. This criterion resulted in tables of around 100 
values for the earlier presented Campbell Island data. 
c) Comparative Results. Table 8 provides a comparison between 
results obtained using the criteria of RAYTRACE A described in Section IV. B. 2. a 
and those obtained using the criterion described in Section IV. B. z. b, the method 
henceforth designated as RAYTRACE C. Several facts should be noted. First, 
method A requires essentially the same total number of (different) layers no 
matter what the minimum ray height is, whereas method C requires only that a 
fraction of the permanently specified layers is actually traversed by the ray. 
Second, although we have insured that the two profiles actually traced are es­
sentially the same, the differences inthe final results, especially for L, are 
substantially greater than the anticipated resolution of the radio measurements. 
Third, the differences between the methods are at least somewhat systematic, 
with larger differences in E and L for low-passing rays, and nearly constant 
differences in I for all rays in a given profile. 
These results can be understood by considering the evolution of the differ­
ences along the path of a single ray. Some examples are given in Table 9 for 
two contrasting cases. As noted earlier, the bending (E) occurs most rapidly 
near the minimum ray height and also in any region where the gradient is large. 
In these regions, method A requires many layers to obtain a stable value, and 
the computation is very sensitive to the small differences between the numerous 
exponentially interpolated layers and the thicker piecewise "power-law" layers 
used in method C. (Note that neither interpolated profile is more justified by 
the sparse original data, but that C is merely more convenient. ) The total 
path length L amplifies the differences in E by a sort of "optical lever" ef­
fect. Thus for a given ray the differences in e and L are accumulated almost 
entirely within the first layer bf the source profile, and the total differences 
for a ray are larger when the gradients in that first layer are larger (see Table 9 
and Fig. 2). 
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Table 8. Ray-trace Comparisons with Different Layer Criteria 
h ki a (mrad) ({m)h (k m) Layers L (kin) 
A*, 0 C A - C C A ­ 0 0 A - C 
0 
1 
2 
4 
8 
16 
103 
112 
110 
110 
104 
104 
80 
77 
74 
68 
57 
33 
13. 208 
11.590 
9.908 
6.993 
4.393 
1.382 
.048 
.020 
.026 
.007 
.004 
-. 0004 
80. 626 
71.340 
63.068 
49. 788 
30. 044 
9. 083 
-. 170 
-. 169 
-. 169 
-. 169 
-.172 
-. 182 
2054.909 
2042.173 
12029.01l 
2005.073 
1976.949 
1933. 123 
.300 
.128 
.162 
.042 
. 020 
-. 003 
Data above for warm sector profile 
Us 
0 
1 
2 
4 
8 
16 
A 
100 
108 
109 
111 
107 
103 
C 
92 
90 
87 
79 
69 
43 
Value 
12.139 
10.875 
9. 628 
6.773 
4.510 
1.375 
Difference 
.043 
.0025 
-. 025 
.Ol 
.007 
-. 001 
Value 
78.852 
69.925 
61. 879 
*48.945 
Z9.117 
8.889 
Difference 
104 
-. 099 
-. 097 
-. 100 
-. 100 
-. 105 
Value 
2048.360 
2037. 799 
2027. 367 
2003.736 
1977.724 
1933.077 
Difference 
.271 
.014 
-. 159 
.072 
-. 045 
-. 006 
Data above for post cold front profile 
Obtained using the 10- 5 criteria of RAYTRACE A described In Section IV. B. 2. a. 
Obtained using the profile criterion described in Section IV. B. 2. b. 
Table 9. Comparisons for Example INDIVIDUAL RAYS (See Table 8 for symbols) 
Ray height (kin)
 
(Selected from Cumulative
 
original tabulated Layer Count (mrad) I (M) L (km)
 
C A A - 0 A A- C A A- Cprofile) A 
*000 0 0 
.044 2.352 -.008 127.875 .280

.952 (1st) 30 3 5.112 

-.010 185.259 .289
2.007 40 7 7.304 .045 7.152 

5.381 56 17 10.221 .047 22.404 -.015 300.796 .294
 
20.105 (last) 83 59 12.998 .047 70. 142 -.oi6 564.402 .294
 
300. 103 80 13.208 .048 80.626 -. 170 2054.909 .300
 
A 
Data above for warm sector profile, h = 0 km 
N 
. 
2.0 0 0
 
2.163 (1st) 16 2 2.123 -.030 .169 -.0007 52. 893 -.134
 
-.003 114.872 -.146
2.793 31 4 3.867 -.028 1.369 

6.816 56 16 7.046 -. 025 14.194 -. 007 275.400 -. 153
 
23. 377 (last) 90 66 9.507 -. 025 55. 422 -. 008 565. 052 -. 159
 
300. 109 87 9.6Z8 -. 025 61. 879 -. 097 2027. 367 -. 159
 
A 
Data above for post cold front profile, h = 2 km 
The differences in A are due primarily to the differences in the two differ­
ent interpolated profiles between the last tabulated height and the assumed 
satellite height. The more widely spaced layers of method C result in system­
atically greater N values at all heights and yield slightly larger I values. 
These I differences are probably inconsequential for applications but well 
within the resolution of the tracing methods. 
In conclusion, we note that relatively minor differences in the specifica­
tion of a profile for ray-tracing result in significant differences in the refraction 
variables, especially the path length L. This is important when considering 
the differential refraction of rays travelling at different heights in the same pro­
file or when studying variations in refraction of similar rays in different profiles. 
Method C is superior in that it specifies exactly the same profile for any ray. 
Method A gives "exact" results for a profile which is exponential between tabu­
lated points by using as many layers as are required to obtain precise refraction 
values. 
d) Internal Consistency Checks. The programs described above 
determine e, A and L using essentially separate calculations according to 
equations (2. 18), (2. 19) and (2. 20). These quantities are related by equations 
(1. 1) through (1. 6), so that a number of consistency checks are possible. The 
quantities, r, 0, a, e, I and L are calculated at each step in the trace. De­
noting the final values at satellite height with subscript s, we expect: 
A A­
nrtan 5 = rS sina 5 ; (4. 5a) 
n r(e + tan c) r [(I + e sines -4c cos T] ; (4. 5b) 
Ts + I - L . (4. 5c) 
This procedure also provides a check on roundoff errors. It was found that us­
ing RAYTRACE A and the 10-4 criterion, Ls (equation (4. 5c)) often failed to 
-
agree by many meters. With 10 5 criterion or RAYTRACE C, the terms agreed 
within a few meters for calculations using single precision on an IBM 360/65. 
The lack of complete agreement is attributed to roundoff errors. Subsequent 
calculations using the same program on a Univac 1108 produced in Cll cases 
agreement within one meter. 
3. Ray-tracing With Specified Minimum Ray Heights 
The minimum ray height h is sufficient to uniquely define a ray in a given 
spherically stratified medium. The basic results obtained by tracing a single 
ray are the coordinates (r, 0) and the refraction variables e, I and L at 
points along the ray. The "total" values E. and Is at satellite height are 
independent of (rs, 0s ) due to the vanishing N-gradient at great heights. 
Figures Ila - d show examples of the distribution of refraction effects along a 
few selected rays. These results generally confirm the analytical predictions 
derived earlier (Sargeant 1968). However, the "weighting functions" of Figs. 
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I IC1 d are no longer smooth but reflect the occurrence of sharp-gradient layers 
which are absent in purely exponential profiles. 
6 A 
The quantities c s(h} and 16(h), once derived for a given profile, suffice 
to determine the total optical path L.(h) for an arbitray satellite height rs 
(or angular position es ) without any further ray-tracing. Equation (1. 1) deter­
mines one of the pair (rs, 9s) in terms of the other when es = Os - ar is 
known. Then Ls may be calculated using equations (. 4) and (1. 5) and Is 
Table 10 presents results obtained for the various Campbell Island profiles 
using ray-tracing method C described above. All profiles were adjusted to their 
typical surface pressure as described in Section III. B. I, and an 'average" pro­
file derived from values interpolated to half-kilometer intervals was also traced. 
Example values of Os, Ls and Les = Ls - r. sin 9. are also included for 
the special case ha = 300 km. The quantity Les can be interpreted as half 
the optical path length in excess of the direct, geometrical distance between 
two satellites at 300 km. 
The range of variation of refraction variables for these profiles is illustrated 
in Figs. iZa, b, and c. As the results are so similar in absolute value at corre­
sponding heights, some examples of the deviations from the average results are 
shown in Figure 13 along with the deviations of the corresponding profiles from 
the average profile. (The "average results" do not include those for the average 
profile. It is found, incidentally, that the deviations of results (c, etc. ) 
obtained for individual profiles from those obtained for the average profile be­
have rather differently from Figs. 13a, b, and c, but this is not shown here. ) 
It is apparent from these figures that N-profile deviations and refraction devia­
tions are closely related, as expected. Also, because gradients are most im­
portant, the relation is not a simple, point-for-point linear correlation. This 
question deserves additional attention, and is discussed further in Section V. 
A 
In any case, such deviations (at a given h) are certainly well within the 
range of expected measurement resolution. Unfortunately, the same par of 
satellites will not observe rays with the same minimum ray heights in these 
different profiles, as can be observed from the differing Os values for the 
same h in Table 10. In general, a ray which is bent more will go further before 
reaching the satellite height. Thus, to traverse the same angular distance As 
observed rays will tend to pass at heights which yield comparable bending 
angles Es . The extent of this "compensation" will be investigated in the next 
section. 
4. Ray-tracing with Specified Satellite Positions 
A 
It is not possible to specify (rs , 0s) and h independently for 
a given N-profile. In fact, h alone determines Fs and Is while h and 
rs or Os determine L3 . More simply, a ray launched at a given point with 
a given direction will go wherever refraction takes it. In a spherically strati­
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Table 10. Ray-tracing Results for Selected Minimum Ray Heights 
A 
RIDGE PROFILE WEST OF RIDGE PROFILE 
h (km) E s(mrad) Rs (m) Le s(m)
Se S LsS (kin) 0S (mrad) c (nmrad) A (m) L s (m) L S (kin) 0 (mrad)S 
0.0 13.180 80.020 253.62 2054.732 313.293 13.600 79.744 264.66 2057.379 313.709 
0.5 12,981 75.014 243.28 2052.224 312.900 13.057 74.796 245.04 2052.719 312. 978 
1.0 16. 626 69.810 346.72 2074.187 316.348 15.263 69.850 302.91 z065.588 314.998 
1.5 9.197 66.413 150.45 2026.040 308.789 9.995 66.233 165.57 2031.059 309,577 
2. 0 8.272 6z. 857 130. 72 2018.830 307. 657 8.424 62. 671 133. 07 2019.766 307. 804 
3.0 7.391 56.229 110.28 2010.452 306.342 7.457 55.91Z 110.94 2010.877 306.408 
4. 0 6.726 50. 107 94.78 2003.399 305. 234 6.718 49. 780 94. 35 2003.360 305. 229 
6. 0 5.486 39. 340 68.93 1989.754 303. 093 5.49Z 39. 019 68.68 1989.811 303. 102 
8.0 4.460 30. 399 49.88 1977.327 301.144 4.434 30. 107 49.36 1977,182 301. 121 
12. 0 2.855 16. 610 24. 53 1955.048 297.650 2. 783 16. 524 24.05 1954. 596 297. 579 
rS 16. 0 1.398 8.991 10.87 1933. 214 294. 228 1.419 8.873 10.81 1933.349 294. 249 
20.0 0.755 4.928 5.47 1916.139 291.553 0.750 4.805 5.34 1916.109 291.549 
24. 0 0.400 2. 716 2.87 1900.646 289.128 0. 392 2. 618 2.76 1900.596 289. 120 
Table 10 continued on next page 
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10 (continued) 
POST COLD FRONT PROFILE
 
o (mrad) 
313.321 
312.274 
311. 321 
310. 621 
309.255 
306.609 
305.497 
303:121 
301. 084 
297. 570 

294. 214 

291.517 

289.125 

C (mrad) 
12. 139 
11.441 
10. 875 
10. 542 
9.628 
7,523 
6. 773 
5.540 
4.510 
2.530 

1.375 

0.740 

0.379 

I (m) 
78. 852 
74.298 
69. 925 
65. 725 
61.879 
55.105 
48. 945 
38.145 
29. 117 
16. 062 

8.889 

4.903 

2.761 

( (mrad) 
13. z08 
12.350 
11.590 
11. 082 
9.908 
7.665 
6.993 
5.506 
4.393 
2.772 

1.382 

0.717 

0.398 

WARM SECTOR PROFILE 

$ (m) 
80. 626 
75. 874 
71.340 
67. 019 
63.068 
56.079 
49. 788 
38. 863 
30.044 
16. 598 

9.083 

5.114 

2.989 

L (m) 
254.98 
228.08 
205.19 
189.26 
160.58 
114.23 
98.08 
68.67 
48.94 
24.06 

10.92 

5.61 

3.14 

Table 	10 continued on next page, 
L (kin) 
2054.904 

2048.239 

2042.168 
2037.709 

2029.010 
2012. 153 
2005.070 

1989. 930 
1976.950 
1954.541 

1933. 125 

1915.904 

1900.626 

Le (m) 
225.96 
204.81 
187.69 
176.27 
153.94 
111.86 
94.24 
68.33 
49.04 
22.28 

10.71 

5.43 

2.90 

L (kin) 
2048.354 

2042.669 

2037.792 

2034.406 

2027.362 
2011.628 
2003. 734 

1990. 149 
1977.722 
1953.066 

1933.078 

1916.051 

1900.514 

0s (mrad) 
312.292 
311.400 
310. 634 
310. 102 
308.996 
306. 526 
305.287 
303. 156 
301.206 
297. 339
 
294. 207
 
291.540
 
289.107
 
Table 10 (continued)
 
EAST OF RIDGE PROFILE 
 AVERAGE PROFILE
 
A 
h e (mrad)(kin) s 
0.0 12.641 
0.5 12. 084 

1.0 12.230 
1.5 9.850 

2.0 8.585 

3.0 7.499 

4.0 6.727 
6.0 5.441 
8.0 4.435 
12.0 2.796 
16.0 1.381 
Z0.0 0.735 
24.0 0.382 
"2s (m)SC 
79.416 
74. 692 

70.017 
66.148 

62. 547 

55.846 

49.710 
39.026 
30.133 
16. 381 
8.901 
4.910 
2. 777 
L (m)
es 
239.02 
220. 39 

219.16 
162. 61 

135.67 

111.49 

94.39 
68.13 
49.39 
23.97 
10.74 
5.43 
2.92 
L (kin)
s 
2051.454 
2046.674 

2046.340 

2030.148 

Z020.804 

2011.142 

2003.431 
1989.496 
1977.184 
1954.700 
1933.119 
1916.018 
1900.528 
0 (mrad) 
312. 779 
312. 029 

311.976 
309.434 

307. 967 

306.450 

305. 240 
303. 053 
301.121 
-297.595 
294.213 
291.534 
289. 110 
e (mrad)
s 
12.934 
12.385 

13.002 
9.974 

8.855 

7.504 

6.786 
5.470 
4.441 
2.738 
1,388 
0.743 
0.389 
I (m) 
79.742 
74.947 

70.237 
66.334 

62. 618 

55.826 

49. 655 
38.871 
Z9. 949 
16.427 
8.934 
4.911 
2.740 
L (m)
es 
246.90 
228, 02 

238.96 
165.24 

140.43 

111.56 

95.13 
68.29 
49.26 
23.71 
10.79 
5.44 
2.88 
Ls (kin) 
2053.254 

2048,529 

Z051.225 
2030.866 

Z0ZZ.472 

2011,178 

Z003.798 

1989. 689 
1977.242 
1954, 338 
1933.158 
1916.067 
1900.581 
s (mrad)
s 
313.061 
312.320
 
312.743 
309.546
 
308.229
 
306.456
 
305. 297 
303.083 
301.130 
297, 538 
294.219 
291. 542 
289. 118 
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Fig. 13a ­ . Deviations of refraction variables from "average" results. 
Fig. 13d Deviations of the various profiles from the "average,) profile. 
fied medium with moderate gradients (weaker than "ducting"), the ray will 
eventually reach any great height, but only after traversing a uniquely specified 
central angle. 
A -
Furthermore, given (rs , es ) and a profile, h is not necessarily even 
uniquely determined. That is, there can be "multipath, " i. e., multiple rays 
through the same points, if the refractivity profile is appropriate. The Campbell 
Island profiles provide some examples as can be seen from the results already 
presented. Table 10 yields samples of the function f(s 5 ) for a fixed 
= s 300 km. Figure 14 illustrates an example. Note that multiple rays are
 
possible for Ridge and probably other profiles when es is between 313 and 316
 
mad. This results, of course, from the steep N-gradients at heights near 1 km. 
In order to reasonably simulate the refraction observations anticipated for 
occultation satellites, it is necessary to prescribe the satellite configuration, 
viz. h. and 0. , a priori. Then and the refraction variables for the ray or 
rays which intersect (rs , e.) must be determined for given profiles. A ray­
tracing method requires some iterative procedure equivalent to launching a 
"trial" ray toward the satellite, re-aiming a new ray based on the result, etc. 
The problem is to find an efficient, rapidly converging algorithm which mini­
mizes the required number of ray-traces. 
The following technique has been devised. First, we recall that for any 
ray (assuming n(rs) = I): 
AArs cos a(r s) = nr; (4.6) 
O(r) = a(r) + e s (4.7) 
E8 where isFor the desired ray, 6(rs) s , es the prespecified angular separa­
tion. We, therefore, form the function 
c4(r s) E s +qfr - s (4.8) 
and seek to relax 4, to zero. 
Let the desired value of h be denoted h s . Now, given any initial guess 
for h. , say hp we can calculate Es(h1) by ray-tracing, a,(rs) by equation 
(4. 6), and p1(r5 ) by equation (4. 8). We have thereby implicitly defined the 
function (not necessarily single-valued) h(4), and we seek (O). Given two 
values h(Ra1) nd h(4,), we can approximate h(c ) by the straight line p2( ) 
and estimate h3 = p2(O). More generally, given k values for h(4*),Awe can 
form a polynomial Pk(+) which assumes those values and estimate hk+l = Pk(O). 
This procedure is attractive because it utilizes the information from all of the 
previous cumbersome ray-traces. 
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multiple ray paths. 
The evaluation of a polynomial PkW4 ) which takes on k specified values 
is the classical Lagrangian interpolation problem. One form (Hildebrand, 1956) 
is 
h(i) ZIk(),
Pk(oo =[Ekt= I. 	 k 
where [ = (j .- 4) )(h - %1)... ('J1-I - ])(j+l - >)I (4k - 4. Thus,-
Pk( =j=k h k'D'I / j~l
J4 (0) = ,	 (4.9) 
The Ij's can be computed easily from earlier ones (smaller k) by a simple 
iterative procedure. 
Although the above procedure is elegant and effective when h(4,) is well­
behaved (i. e., when the profile is reasonably smooth), troublesome cases have 
been encountered. In case of multipath, it isAdesirable to "localize" the h 
estimates because of the multiple zeros of (,(h). One procedure which proved 
successful was to linearly nterpolate (or extrapolate) the current two "best" 
(smallest ( ) estimates of h, retaining one estimate for each sign of * after 
these were obtained. 
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Either of the above procedures requires a convergence criterion. The 
method selected required successive values of h to agree within one meter. 
This should normally define Es and 0s within one microradian. (However, 
even one microradian in 0 s corresponds to about six meters in Ls , so that 
"small" errors can be serious. ) Since the profiles themselves are specified in 
layers much thicker than one meter, it was considered extravagant to iterate 
ray-traces with t values so nearly equal, even though only cs values were 
being calculated without detailed print-out. Consequently, whenever two suc­
cessive traces yielded E S values within 0. 176 of one another, tracing was 
terminated and additional c . values were obtained by interpolation. Then 
after convergence to i, a complete trace was performed. As it turned out, 
these profiles were sufficiently "nasty' so that this procedure produced con­
vergence using interpolated os values which were noticeably different from 
the finally traced values in several cases. In addition, the procedure con­
verged to a spurious h in one case, and not at all in two other cases because 
of a logical error in the program. (The program, left in Australia, was not 
rerun. ) 
Some illustrative results are presented In Table 11. Note that the large 
deviations in r observed between profiles for the same h (Table 10) are 
largely compensated as anticipated above. Even more striking is the near 
equality of the excess path length values Les , which agree within about one 
meter whenever the es values are reasonably close. Note also the great ad­
vantage in being able to calculate Les accurately from e s , Is and slightly 
inaccurate values for Es . The differences in the traced values of Ls for 
nearly equal es are almost entirely explained by the expected differences in 
- Ls = sin 0 s due to es differences.Ls rs 
V. THE INVERSION PROBLEM 
A. Introduction 
Suppose that accurate propagation measurements can somehow be 
made. How can desirable atmospheric information be extracted from the data? 
We have seen that microwave refraction variables are quite sensitive to the 
vertical profile of refractivity, and especially to strong gradients. For dry air, 
refractivity is merely proportional to density, so that the refractivity profile 
determines the mass distribution. However, the contribution of water vapor 
to refractivity is disproportionate because of the polar molecules. This fact 
complicate s the inference of density, but potentially provides information on 
the humidity profile. Can we extract this information? 
As the physical relations governing the propagation depend on atmospheric 
structure through refractivity, one might suppose that a reasonable inversion 
procedure should seek to infer refractivityfrom refraction measurements. The 
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Table II. Ray-tracing Results for Selected Satellite Positions 
A 
Profile-z h (km) e S (mrad) As (m) Le es (m) Ls (kin) e)s (mrad) 
Nominal @, = 300 mrad 
Ridge 9.370 3.961 25. I3 40.44 1970. 030 299. 999 
West of Ridge 9.347 3.944 24. 932 40. 13 1970. 014 Z99. 997 
Warm Sector 9.266 3.905 25. 238 40.13 1970.030 299.999 
Post Cold Front 9.457 3.985 23. 524 39. 03 1970. 029 299. 999 
East of Ridge 9.331 3.939 25. 029 40.18 1970. 029 299. 999 
Nominal es = 304 mrad 
Ridge 5. 170 6.015 43.566 79.20 1995.526 303. 999 
West of Ridge 5.145 6. 001 43.374 78.85 1995. 526 303. 999 
Warm Sector 5.298 6.070 42.433 78. 72 1995.-529 304. 000 
Post Cold Front 5.183 6.011 42. 330 77.92 1995. 511 303. 997 
East of Ridge 5.118 5.987 43.488 78.80 1995.529 .303.999 
Nominal Os 306 mrad 
Ridge 3.318 7.188 54.225 105.3Z 2008.Z72 305.999 
West of Ridge 3.355 7.203 53.670 104.98 2008.271 305.999 
Warm Sector 3. 515 7.281 52. 776 105.18 2008.270 305.999 
Post Cold Front 3. 374 7. Z08 52. 739 104.11 2008.268 305. 999 
East of Ridge 3.387 7.217 53.398 104.90 2008.271 305.999 
L calculated using equation (1. 5).33 
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Table 11 (continued) 
Profile h (k) cs (mrad) Is (m) Les (m) Ls (km) 6s (marad) 
Nominal e s = 307 mrad 
Ridge 2.413 7.789 60.062 120. 17 2014.637 306. 998 
West of Ridge z.676 7.909 58.012 119. 96 2014. 643 306. 999 
Warm Sector 2.834 7.984 57. 167 120.30 2014.644 306,999 
Post Cold Front Z. 7Z7 7.928 56. 882 119.13 2014. 643 306.999 
East of Ridge 2.498* 7.905* 59.144* 121.06* 2015. 1Z8* 307. 075*-
Nominal 0 
s 
= 308 mrad 
Ridge 1.187 8,558 63.752 136.43 2021.003 307.997 
West of Ridge 1. 826* 8. 644* 63.912* 138.06* 20zl. 640* 308.097-* 
Warm Sector 2.523 8.859 59. 250 137.08 2021. 012 307.999 
Post Cold Front 2.182 8. 693 60.616 135.58 20z0. 965 307.992 
East of Ridge 1.984 8. 610 62.660 136.22 2021.007 307.998 
Nominal o = 309 mrad 
s 
Ridge 1.383* 11.678- 67.150* Z03.02* 2042.082* 311.306* 
West of Ridge 1.567* 9.67Z* 65.7Z3* 158.73* Z0Z8. 847* 309. Z29* 
Warm Sector Z.110 9.695 62. 233 155.58 2027.384 308.999 
Post Cold Front 1.999 9.630 61. 884 153.99 2027. 380 308.998 
East of Ridge 1.577 9,445 65.598 154.Z4 2027.387 309.000 
NOTE: Not the desired e value. 
s 
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- - - -
- -
Table 11 (continued) 
A 
Profile h (kin) e (mrad)sS 
Nominal 
Ridge 1.438 10.385 

West ofFidge 1.398* 10. 624* 
Warm Sector 1.727 10.547 
Post Cold Front 1.554 10. 459 
East of Ridge 1.390* 10. 583* 
Nominal 
Ridge 1.400 11.376 
West of Ridge 1.326 11.352 
Warm Sector 1.253 11.368 
Post Cold Front 0.767 11. 146 
East of Ridge - -
Program Error 
Nominal 
Ridge 1.344 12.360 
West of Ridge 1.169* 12.711* 
Warm Sector 0.652 IZ.134 
Post Cold Front 0.183 11.916 
East of Ridge -
Program Error 
NOTE: Not the desired S value. 
s 
I (m) Les (M) 
0 = 310 mrad 
s 
66.836 

66.98Z* 
65.187 

65. z93 

66.958* 
174.13 

179.31* 
175.80 

174.10 

178.41* 
8 31-1 mradS 
67.054 195.93 

67.490 195.83 
69. 108 197.80 
71.937 195.73 
0 = 312 mrad 
s 
67.396 

68.663* 
74.467 
77.158 

-
219.70 

Z29.84* 
221.32 
z18. 86 

L s (kin) e (mrad)s
 
2033.756 309. 999 
2035.306* 310. 243* 
Z033.749 309. 999 
2033.750 309. 999 
2035.081* 310. 208* 
2040.126 311.000 
2040.090 310. 994 
2040.128 311. 000 
2040.118 310.999 
2046.488 311.998 
2049.066* 31Z. 403* 
2046.491 311. 999 
2046.488 311.999
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problem of inferring density, pressure, temperature, humidity, etc. could then 
be separated entirely, in view of equation (2. 26). On the other hand, if den­
sity, temperature, etc. are desired, perhaps a reasonable procedure should 
relate these directly to the- observed variables. 
Perhaps a more appropriate question is what can be inferred from refraction 
measurements? There are at least two ways to approach this question: they 
nght be called "mathematical" and "statistical. " A theoretically direct and 
satisfying approach is to begin with a physical relation such as equation (1. 3). 
This can be considered to be an integral equation relating the functions E(r) 
and n~r). An analogous equation relates L(r) and n(r). The "mathematical" 
problem is then the solution of integral equations such as these. For example, 
we should like to know the necessary and sufficient conditions for a solution. 
We must inquire whether or not there are analytical or numerical techniques 
available to deduce n(r). If so, how sensitive are these methods to errors in 
the measurements or in the theoretical formulation itself? How many measure­
ments of which variables are required to determine useful information regarding 
n(r) ? Is there any optimum choice? 
Physical insight aided by recent experience with an analogous problem, 
that of inferring vertical temperature profiles from infrared radiance spectra, 
suggests caution when applying the mathematical approach. Practical measure­
ments may very well not provide a unique solution to the problem posed above or 
may yield a highly unstable solution, especially if an inherently nonlinear prob­
lem is linearized. Direct mathematical inversion of the integral equations as­
sumes that we know very little about the nature of the desired solution, aside 
from the existence of necessary derivatives, etc. In fact, we know a great 
deal about the desired solution; most of the "possible" profiles (i. e., con­
sistent with propagation laws) which correspond to a given set of measurements 
may be discarded a priori. We therefore seek an efficient procedure which in­
corporates our prior knowledge to better specify the problem. 
One can also view the inversion problem as one of statistical estimation 
of parameters. Given a set of measured "refraction variables, " what are the 
probable values of a set of related "atmospheric variables. " Here we explicitly 
recognize that the two sets of variables are not only mathematically related 
(e. g., equations (1. 3) and (Z.26)) but also statistically related, both within 
each set and between sets. Both kinds of relations have physical content. 
Prom the statistical point of view, we need to establish which variables should 
be included in each set, how "prior statistical knowledge" should be introduced, 
and what sort of criteria should be applied to specify the "probable" values of 
"inferred" variables when the "observed" variables are given. 
Both the "mathematical" and the "statistical" approaches have been applied 
to some extent, both for the occultation problem and for the analogous infrared 
problem. The author feels that the prospects for useful occultation inversions 
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are hopeful, but that the problem requires a good deal more study. A brief 
review of some of the efforts to date is presented below. 
B. General Considerations 
Analysis of the inversion problem depends on the specification of 
a) the meteorological variables to be determined-including accuracy and samp­
ling requirements, b) the propagation variables to be measured-including ex­
pected resolution and accuracy, c) the configuration of the satellites-including 
accuracy of location, and d) the nature and accuracy of complementary data to 
be available-including both concurrent and historical data. Of course, these 
factors cannot be specified independently, and the specifications are continually 
changing because of scientific, technological and operational developments. 
This problem was discussed briefly in Section I. B. 
The principal meteorological variables we can hope to infer are the vertical 
distribution of density and water vapor and with these also the vertical profiles 
of temperature and pressure. More specialized applications, such as deter­
mination of pressure-height reference levels are also likely, as mentioned in 
Section I. B. The principal candidates for microwave measurements are the phase 
path length (relative and absolute), refraction angle or angle of arrival, signal 
amplitude, and dispersion between selected frequencies; all as a continuous 
function of time or position, and all measured over a path between one or more 
pairs of satellites. The principal satellite configuration proposed consists of 
a mother and several daughters in the same circular orbit. in this case the 
actual separation between pairs remains essentially constant, but only a few 
limited height intervals are effectively sampled. Other configurations and 
variables are conceivable (and have been proposed) but are not considered here. 
The preliminary report (Sargeant, 1968) includes calculations of the sensi­
tivity of the refraction variables -, A and I to variations in refractivity, 
scale height, and minimum ray height foi propagation in an exponential atmos­
phere. The sensitivity and error requirements do not appear technically un­
reasonable, except that f may not be measurable accurately enough to add 
much information to the phase path L alone. The minimum ray height 9 also 
must be determined from the measurements. The satellite altitudes must be 
known as accurately as the required resolution in C, and the satellite separa­
tions must be known as accurately as the required resolution in L. 
Requirements for useful attenuation measurements and bandwidth to accom­
modate expected scintillations are discussed by Pomalaza (1969). Considera­
tions for dispersLon measurements have been investigated by Graves and 
Fischbach (1969) and others. 
All of the proposed microwave variables describe effects integrated along 
the path, and thus constitute weighted spatial averages. A "universal" set of 
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ideal weighting functions was derived an the preliminary report, and specific 
realistic examples are given in Section I. V. B. 3. Comparison with similar 
functions derived for passive infrared radiance sounding reveals some signifi­
cant differences. In occultation, the vertical region of contribution is sharply 
bounded below by the minimum ray height, and is generally thinner than for the 
infrared case. The degree of overlap between the various measurements is 
thereby considerably less. Also, the microwave measurements represent a 
much longer horizontal average (along the path). Despite these differences, 
the inversion problems are basically similar. What can be determined is a 
probable profile of refractivity (or other variable) and not independent values 
at particular heights. 
C. Mathematical Inversion 
The application of analytically-based integral-inversion techniques 
has been vigorously propounded by Graves and Fischbach (1969). They point 
out that the -refraction angle integral (equation (1. 3)) has an Abelian inverse 
giving the refractivity profile. However, there are difficulties in application 
to the practical microwave problem. First, the refraction angle must be known 
as a function of the "impact parameter" (fr)-which is not the case. Second, 
the entire continuous function ( r is required, whereas only a few samples 
are obtained using the proposed configuration. Interpolation techniques pro­
vide a possible solution to the latter problem. 
In any case, as the authors point out, the analytical technique provides a 
potentially powerful tool for feasibility studies and particularly for error analyses. 
The cited report includes an extensive bibliography relevant to the 
"mathematical" inversion problem. 
D. Statistical Inversion 
This method is basically parameter determination. In its simpler 
forms, one might call it "model fitting. ", Such a method has been adopted by 
Lusignan, et al. (1969), and Pomalaza (1969). As applied by the Stanford 
group, the excess phase path length (herein Les) is assumed to be an approxi­
mately linear function of suitable profile parameters, and least-mean-square 
values for the parameters are determined by an iterative procedure. Of course, 
the sufficiency of such a method depends on the identification of suitable 
parameters. Empirical orthogonal functions have been used to represent both 
temperature and humidity profiles in successful inversions of simulated micro­
wave data derived by ray-tracing using radiosonde profiles. 
Pomalaza concludes from his study that useful temperature and pressure 
profiles can be obtained above about 360 mb from phase measurements alone 
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(neglecting water vapor entirely), down to about 500 or 600 mb by using water 
vapor climatology, and down to 700 or 800 mb by adding attenuation measure­
ments in the 1.35 cm water vapor absorption line. Accuracies of about 0. 3 m 
in phase path length and about 0. 5 dB in attenuation are required using a con­
figuration of 5 or 6 satellites in order to define temperature and pressure pro­
files with rms errors of about 2°K and 3 mb, respectively. 
Although these studies demonstrate that practical refraction measurements 
probably can be inverted to provide useful meteorological profiles, the tech­
niques used are by no means optimal. There is considerable flexibility avail­
able in choosing the number and separations of the satellites, for example, as 
well as-the microwave measurements to be made. Probably more important, a 
great variety of meteorological parameterizations are conceivable, and various 
combinations of historical and concurrent meteorological data could be employed. 
Some incisive studies into these alternatives might well be expected to yield 
substantial improvements in the derived meteorological variables, particularly 
as regards water vapor in the lower troposphere. 
Smith (1970) has shown that linear regression techniques can be used to 
perform 'inversions" of infrared vertical-sounder data to obtain useful tempera­
ture profiles throughout the troposphere, even though clouds distort or com­
pletely obscure the lower region. The inherent correlation between meteorologi­
cal variables at various heights should also assist the inversion of microwave 
data. As noted earlier, the combination of both infrared data and occultation 
data may result in useful profiles of both temperature and humidity. Some 
simulation studies along this line would seem appropriate. 
One interesting problem is the selection of a more optimal collection of 
microwave and meteorological variables, and the development of techniques for 
extracting more nearly maximal meteorological information from the measure­
ments. Multivariate statistical analyses may prove applicable to this problem 
as well. A study is already underway to investigate the utility of canonical 
correlation analysis for this problem. 
One cannot escape the feeling, however, that linear statistical analyses 
constitute a "dumb-John" approach to the inversion problem. lust as integral­
inversion techniques ignore much of what we know about expected solutions 
because of meteorological constraints (often expressed only by climatology 
rather than equations), linear correlation analyses ignore much of what we 
know about the physical relations between and among propagation variables and 
meteorological variables. In particular, we know that many of the relations 
are nonlinear. The analogous situation for infrared profile inversion was 
pointed out by Chahine (1969), when he developed a stable, iterative nonlinear 
inversion procedure for a class of radiative transfer problems. This method 
has recently been extended by W. L. Smith (private communication, 1970) and 
applied to the SIRS data reduction. Perhaps a truly optimal solution must make 
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use of both nonlinear, physically-based relations and convenient statistical 
relations. 
In conclusion, it is noted that current views of observational requirements 
for numerical modeling explicitly recognize that ordinary meteorological variable 
are highly redundant because of dynamical and other physical constraints. 
Present primitive-equation models constitute an elaborate four-dimensional 
scheme to express our best, tractable statement of these relations, and these 
relations are numerically displayed in all four dimensions during the course of 
the calculations. Perhaps it is useful to apply such a view to potential obser­
vational techniques and variables. That is, perhaps all of the available four­
dimensional data, the meteorological relations (models), and tractable physical 
expressions for the probing process should be applied to extract the maximum 
"new" information from a "measurement. " Thus, in a prediction process, the 
difference between an actual measurement and the result expected from determin­
istic "prediction" of the atmosphere and the observational event can be con­
sidered as a fine vernier with which to adjust predicted atmospheric variables. 
The implementation of such a vision stands as a challenge for meteorologist 
and technologist alike. 
APPENDIX A 
ANALYTICAL CALCULATION OF LAGUERRE COEFFICIENTS 
Co 
From equation (3. 4), 
Theorem -x/p 
b k (k!)z f0 N(Hx)Lk(x)dx 
Theorem: f e LOX)dx = k!P(l - P) 
0 
This can be proved by induction on k using the recursion relations (equa­
tions (2.7)). 
-
A. Exponential Profile: N(h) = Noe h/H* 
N(Hx) =Noe X/P where p = H /H 
b = (Nik!)P(l- P) . 
_hEm-1 
Note: Define OZ(h)- e h/ bkLk(h/E)
, 
R=0 
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then 1f (0) - k! bk =N[l(l ) .
 
k=O
 
B. 	 Bi-exponential Profile: N(h) = Nieh/Hi + Neh/H2; 
N(Hx) = Ne x/p 1 + Nze-X/p2 where p1 = H 1 /H, p2 = Ha/H; 
=Hk--. H =H( E kbk 1 [NIHI El( 1 I - H 
Also, 191 (0) = Ni [I - H1 	 M2(I-"H )rn] + NJ1 - (I Hm]--	" 

Note that: I(0) = N(Q) if in is chosen odd and
 
Hi + aH N 2
 
i+ a ,where a 
A tedious calculation'also reveals that the minimum mean-square error 
term g mm/H (see equation following (3. 4)) is approximately minimized (for 
large m) by the above choice of H. This particular choice is called "optimum" 
in the text. 
APPENDIX B 
CALCULATION OF THE CONTRIBUTION TO THE LAGUERRE COEFFICIENTS 
DUE TO THE UPPER PORTION OF THE RAY PATH 
The contribution above a height h. is given by fsee equation (3. 4)) 
00 
Abk (k!) 2 f N(Hx)Ll(x)dx where u = hu/H. 
Ulmuh-h 
u ) 
If N(h) = N ue above height hu , then 
N -t N 
Abk - ) f a Lk(u+ t)dt - -- Ik 	 (ki)Z k 
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Theorem: Ik+1 = kIk - u~j(u); Io = I .
 
This can be proved by induction on k using recursion relations (equation
 
(2. 7)) and integration by parts. 
The "corrections" Ab k can thus be calculated by a simple recursive com­
puter program. 
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BALLOON-BORNE RADIO ALTIMETER 
Nadav Levanon 
Student Member, IEEE 
ABSTRACT 
This work describes an accurate pulse radar altimeter which is simple and 
light enough to be carried aloft by a regular sounding balloon. The altimeter 
uses a single superregenerative stage serving as both the receiver and the 
transmitter. This stage is used in a feedback system in such a way that the 
period between transmitted pulses is a measure of altitude. The relatively 
slow rate of change of altitude allows the averaging of many returns with cor­
responding improvement in signal-to-noise ratio. 
Accurate geometric altitude of a meteorological balloon can improve atmos­
pheric sounding. It can also replace either temperature or pressure measure­
ments through the use of the hydrostatic equation. Geometric altitude is essen­
tial in floating superpressure balloons, where; together with a pressure measure­
ment, it yields the necessary reference pressure. 
Analysis of the altimeter and details of the instrumentation are given, 
along with results of flight tests. Altitudes up to 20 km were measured in bal­
loon flight tests over lake Michigan. At midrange, the rms value of the random 
error was smaller than 0. 07 percent. Height readings were available every 2 
seconds during both' the ascent and descent of the balloon payload. The peak 
power of the altimeter was one watt. 
Introduction 
The radiosonde, an instrument package elevated to high altitudes in the at­
mosphere by a buoyant balloon, is the most widespread means of obtaining 
vertical profiles of atmospheric parameters. These parameters are: temperature, 
This research was supported by NASA under Contract NAS5-11542. 
The author is with the Space Science and Engineering Center, The Univer­
sity of Wisconsin; Vfadison, Wis., 53706. 
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pressure, relative humidity, and wind velocity. The meteorologist is particu­
larly interested in the change in these parameters with altitude. Sensors for 
the first three parameters are mounted in the balloon package, and their read­
ings are transmitted to the ground. The wind is studied by tracking the balloon 
with optical or radio theodolites. The only parameter that Is not measured 
directly is the altitude. However, we can allow one unmeasured parameter, 
because for thin layers of the atmosphere below 90 kin, the following relation 
exists: 
P = exp(-
g 0 MAhZ ) (I) 
P bR(T+P + Tb) 
where 
P = the pressure at the top of the layer 
Pb = the pressure at the base of the layer' 
T = the temperature at the top of the layer 
Tb = the temperature at the base of the layer 
go = acceleration due to gravity, at sea level 
M = molecular weight of the air 
R = universal gas constant 
Ah = the thickness of the layer (in geopotential meters). 
From (1) we see that once the pressure and temperature at a certain alti­
tude (usually the surface) are known, the height measurement is not needed to 
get the vertical profile, as long as the temperature and-pressure are measured 
at close intervals. However, at high altitudes these parameters are hard to 
measure accurately. For example, the barometer readings are in steps of 1 
mbar, which is 0. 1 percent of the total pressure at the surface, but which is 
10 percent at an altitude of 30 km. The temperature readings are also less 
accurate at high altitude as a result of stronger solar radiation. A direct 
measurement of altitude at this range could improve the accuracy of the vertical 
profile. 
The meteorological community is devoting much effort to several programs 
of global weather observations. Playing major roles in these programs are 
super-pressure balloons, carrying their sensors at constant-density altitudes 
and floating with the winds for several months. These balloons will float 
most of the time over the ocean where no ground stations exist to give the 
necessary reference readings of surface pressure. For these balloons, a 
radio altlmeter and a pressure measurement could supply such a reference. 
The simultaneous reading of pressure and geometric altitude is most use­
ful when we wish to study an unbalanced atmosphere. For example, the balloon 
in a balanced atmosphere will follow the wind along isobaric lines. Therefore, 
constant-pressure readings will be accompanied by constant-altitude readings, 
but when the geometric altitude changes separately from the pressure altitude, 
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the wind crosses isobars, implying that a weather disturbance is growing or 
filling. 
The above are just a few examples of the great need for a radio altimeter 
on board the balloon package. However, conventional radio altimeters are too 
heavy for balloons. It seems that just using modern circuit techniques like 
integrated circuitry would not be enough in reducing weight, size, and price;
and that in addition, a simpler system is needed. It should be noted that the 
balloon offers one big advantage-its low rate of altitude changes (compared to 
rockets,. for example). This allows plenty of time for averaging, which in turn 
can replace strong signals, or a good noise figure. This advantage is fully ex­
ploited in the proposed balloon-borne radio altimeter. 
Principle of Operation 
The proposed radio altimeter uses a single superregenerative stage [1] 
serving as both the receiver and the transmitter. This method was used for 
beacons in the early days of radar. This superregeneratve stage is used in a 
feedback system in such a way that the period between transmitted pulses is 
a measure of altitude. The following section describes this operation in more 
detail. 
The superregenerative stage, when triggered by the quench pulses, pro­
duces RF pulses whose envelope area depends on the RF signal existing at the 
input to the stage at the beginning of each quench pulse. The operation of a 
superregenerative stage is described in more detail in the next section. 
With no signal,. the noise is the only input. When there is a signal, and 
when the period of the quenching pulses is equal to the delay of the return 
pulse, the superregenerative stage detects it own pulses (Fig. 1). As we 
change the period (or repetition rate) of the quench pulses, we get a maximum 
output from the superregenerative detector near the repetition rate, 
- h (2) 
q Zh 
where 
fq = the repetition rate of the quench pulses
 
c = velocity of light
 
h = the altitude.
 
Varying the repetition rate around this value is equivalent to scanning the 
returned pulse. As we will see later, the returned pulse is close to an imper­
fect integration of the transmitted pulse, and, therefore, has a definite peak 
at the end of the transmitted pulse. 
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OUTPUT
 
QUENCH 
PULSES GENERATOR 
Fig. 1. 	 The output of the superregenerative detector peaks when the period of 
the quench pulses equals the delay of the returned pulse. 
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Ax)
 
Fig. 2. 	 The effect of sinusoidal parameter perturbations upon a single­
dimensional even-function curve.
 
The rest of the circuitry is a servo loop designed to lock on that peak. 
This is an example of a "single-dimensional sinusoidal perturbation adaptive 
system, " described in detail in the current literature [21. 
The principle of such a system is shownd in Fig. 2. This figure demon­
strates how a sinusoidal perturbation of the parameter X, on which we have 
control, serves to take the derivative of a given function, p(X), of this 
parameter. At the peak, the output signal of the perturbation frequency is 
zero, while off the peak there will be some slope, either positive or negative, 
and therefore an output signal, in phase or out of phase, respectively. This 
type of signal can be used as an error signal in a servo loop. 
The block diagram of the system'is shown in Fig. 3. The voltage controlled 
oscillator (VCO) determines the repetition rate of the quench pulses. This rate 
is linearly related to the voltage at the output of the integrator and is sinus­
oidally perturbed, In other words, the quench frequency is frequency modulated 
at the perturbation frequency fp ; the deviation of this FM is very small. The 
curve of the output of the superregenerative detector as a function of the quench 
frequency serves as an.F.Mdetector for the perturbatibn sighal. When the 
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the altimeter. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 4. Quench voltage (a) and relation to modes of oscillation (b)and (c). 
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quench frequency is too high, the detected perturbation signal is out of phase, 
compared to the modulating perturbation signal; when fq is too low, the per­
turbation signal is in phase; and when it is at the right frequency, we get only 
the second harmonics of the perturbation signal. 
The output of the detector is passed through a narrow-band amplifier 
centered around fp and then multiplied by the modulating signal. The output 
of this multiplier contains a positive dc voltage when the two signals are in 
phase, and a negative dc voltage when they are out of phase. The integrator 
output is affected by this do voltage, and locks the VCO to that frequency which 
gives the peak at the output of the superregenerative detector. 
The Superregenerative Detector 
The fundamental action in-a superregenerative circuit is centered around 
the growth of oscillations in an oscillator. The variation in grid voltage is 
shown in Fig. 4(a). Between positive pulses, the grid is at the negative po­
tential which biases the tube beyond EGO, the cutoff voltage. During the 
positive pulses, the grid potential is raised to a point where the circuii oscil­
lates, as indicated by projection into the shaded oscillation region. Thus, 
oscillation grows during the A periods and decays during the B periods. 
There are two modes of operation defined for superregeneration: a linear 
mode (Fig. 4(b)), and a logarithmic mode (Fig. 4(c)). The linear mode results 
when the positive quench period A is so short that the oscillations do not 
have time to build to full saturation amplitude. The logarithmic mode occurs 
when the A period is sufficiently long to allow oscillations to build to full 
amplitude before the end of the A period. In our case the circuit operates 
also as the transmitter, and we need as much output power as possible. There­
fore, we operate in the logarithmic mode. 
Before saturation is reached the envelope of the oscillations will rise as: 
e = V0 eRt/2L (3) 
where 
V0 = the input voltage when period A begins
 
R = the total negative resistance of the circuit
 
L = the circuit inductance.
 
When there is no input signal, the input is the noise voltage Vn . When 
a signal voltage Vs is present, the voltage at the start of the oscillations 
will be VS + Vn and (3) becomes Rt/ ? L+n 
ec = (Vs +V)e . (4) 
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Vn 
Pig. 5. The change in pulse area in the presence of signal. 
As can be seen in Fig. 5, a higher initial voltage would cause a shorter 
rise time period before saturation, and, therefore, a larger pulse area. The 
additional area in the signal-originated pulse is added with each additional 
pulse, and the total change appears at the output of the detector. The change
in average voltage of the detected output AV, assuming linear detection, is 
given by [1] 
V +V 
ZL ln n .AV= f q max R V (5)
II 
This change in output divided by the change in the input gives the gain of 
the stage. Assume, for example, that the signal is equal to the noise; then 
the change in the input is equal to the noise, which is on the order of a few 
microvolts. The change in the output, however, will be 
AV 'iL 2In (6)q max R 
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which is of the order of volts. This means that a gain of a million can be 
achieved in a single stage. 
It is for both the high receiver gain and the doubling of the single stage 
as a transmitter and receiver that the superregenerative stage has been chosen 
for a small, light, and accurate balloon-borne radio altimeter. 
The Returned Pulse 
The ocean surface plays the role of an imperfect integrator on the returned 
pulse. Let us assume, for a moment, that the three following conditions exist­
1) The average scattering 
the incident angle. 
cross section of the ocean is independent of 
2) The altimeter antenna is isotropic. 
3) The additional attenuation due to a longer path length of a side 
reflection compared to a downward reflection can be neglected. 
With these three assumptions, we will follow the pulse on its way to the 
ocean surface and back. The first reflection occurs when the front end of the 
pulse reaches the point B (Fig. 6) just below the altimeter. Side returns like 
that from point C will start later, as a result of the additional distance, and 
will reach the altimeter even later because the returning pulse also has the 
additional distance to traverse. While the front edge of the pulse is being 
reflected from point C, later portions of the pulse reach point B, and start to 
be reflected. 
In other words, the pulse can be seen as traveling on the ocean surface. 
When the trailing edge is being reflected from point B, the whole pulse is re­
flected to the altimeter, and the intensity of the return reaches a maximum. 
With the above three assumptions, this level will remain constant as the pulse 
on the ground travels away from the altimeter subpoint. 
Measurements have demonstrated [3] that with occasional exceptions, a 
radar return from the ground is largely due to area scatter. For this reason, 
no phase relations were introduced, and-when we speak of the returned pulse, 
we are referring to the mean pulse envelope. 
As we mentioned above, the maximum of the returned pulse occurs at the 
end of the transmitted pulse (if we ignore the basic delay). If we now remove 
the assumption that the antenna is isotropic, and, instead, assume that it has 
constant gain for 10 1 < eo and zero gain outside, we can calculate the mini­
mum 0 that still allows the peak to occur at the end of the transmitted pulse. 
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h h 
h(sec 0-1) 
a C 
Fig. 6. The geometry of reflection. 
From Fig. 
is, if we 
6 we see that the return from point C has additional delay 
assume a flat surface, 
Zh(7 
T =-(sec ao- 1) 
T , which 
(7) 
where 
h 
c 
= 
= 
the altitude 
the velocity of light. 
If the length of the transmitted pulse is shorter than T, then the peak of 
the return pulse occurs at the end of the transmitted pulse, which does not 
change with altitude. This is called "pulse-length-limited illumination. " If 
the length of the transmitted pulse is larger than T, the peak will occur at T 
which in turn is dependent on altitude. This is called "beam-width-limited 
illumination. " 
Our system locks on the peak of the returned pulse, and we would prefer 
the additional delay to be constant; therefore, we use pulse-length-limited 
illumination. The condition for such illumination is that 
CT
 o
 
sec0 0 a +1 (8) 
where 
TO= the length of the pulse 
hmin = the minimum altitude. 
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When we include the dependence of the average scattering cross section 
of the ocean on the angle of incidence, the additional attenuation due to addi­
tional distance, and the fact that the antenna pattern is not constant as a func­
tion of 0, the returned signal can be expressed as the convolution of the trans­
mitted pulse waveform in power units with a function which includes effects of 
antenna pattern, ground properties, and distance. 
Moore et al. [4] shows that for a flat earth and a system that is indepen­
dent of azimuth orientation, the mean received pulse envelope in power units 
is given by 
?,Z cd/? 1IZ 
P (d)R = z f 8(Zr)Z r -
( d 
T 
-
G I ()_((r)dr, (9) 
where 
r = the distance from the altimeter to the points of reflection 
(r = h sec 6) 
h the altitude 
0 = the angle from the vertical 
d the time from the leading edge of the transmitted pulse (d > 2h/c) 
X = the wavelength of transmitted energy 
G(O) = the antenna gain 
0(ro)= the average scattering cross section of the ocean 
PT( ) the envelope of the transmitted pulse in power units 
PR( )= the envelope of the received pulse in power units 
c = velocity of light 
We will include both the antenna pattern and the ground scattering pattern 
In one equation, 
G(e)o0(E) = G2ro-cos 6 0 = G2¢o0(r) (10) 
which is a good approximation in many cases. 
Inserting (10) in (9), we get 
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Further approximations lead to 
Lb X? Gzorc 	 9ChPR(t+ ) 16(2)Zh3 	 f PTt ) (- zh T)dT (12) 
0 
where t is the time from 	the reception of the leading edge. 
In Fig. 7 a typical superregenerative pulse is used as the transmitted 
pulse, PT When this envelope is used in (1Z), the envelope of the received 
pulse is as shown in Fig. 7. 
For pulses of length in the order of 1 s, the convolution integral can be 
approximated by a regular integral, and this will give a simpler expression for 
the peak of the received pulse P.a 
=6ZfhPZ = 16(Z)2h3 P(Tmax.T - t) .	 (1-3) 
The only constant in (13) that requires clarification is the average scattering 
cross section GrQ. Edison et al. [3] measured this value for vertical incidence 
at 415 MHz and found it to vary from 0. 7 for dense woods, to 4 for certain city 
targets, and up to 50 for slightly rough water. 
Differences between water and land exist also in the range of fading (de­
fined here as the range between the level below which only 5 percent of the 
return power is found, and the level below which 95 percent is found). This 
range was as small as 3 dB for a smooth water surface and as large as 19 dB 
for certain nonhomogeneous target areas. The effect of this fading range 
could not be included without knowing the correlation of the signal fluctuations 
and the number of pulses averaged. The last question can be answered imme­
diately. If the altimeter averaging period is about one second and the small­
est repetition rate is 5 x 104 pps, then at least 50, 000 pulses are averaged. 
As to the correlation of the signal fluctuations, data was unavailable for such 
a high repetition rate. Edison et al. [3] showed that at a repetition rate of 
400 pps, over wooded area, consecutive returns do not resemble each other 
at all. From this we can conclude that at this rate the correlation coefficient 
is close to zero. 
For the case of uncorrelated signal fluctuations, Schwartz [5] has shown 
that if the number of pulses averaged is larger than about 100, and the instan­
taneous reflected power obeys a Rayleigh probability-density function, which 
is typical for large targets, then the fluctuations have no effect on the 
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Fig: 7. The transmitted (a) and received b) pulses. 
detectability of the signal. Accepting Edison's results we know that we 
average at least 400 uncorrelated pulses. We can therefore assume that the 
mean returned pulse is a good approximation of the returned pulses. 
Let us introduce some typical values in(13): 
P = Iwatt 
max 
-12 
P0 = 4 X 10 watt 
-
T- t, = 0. 5X 10 6 second 
c = 1 (for land), 20 (for water) 
G = 3. 5 (Yagi), 13 (rhombic) 
X = 0. 7 meter, 
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TABLE I 
THE EXPECTED RANGE OF THE ALTIMETER 
Surface Land Water 
aol a 0 lAntenna 
Yagi 7 km 20 km 
G=3.5 
Rhombic 17 km 46 km 
G= 13 
and ask what is the height h at which P= P0 . The answer is summarized in
 
Table I.
 
Linear Analysis of the Altimeter 
The sinusoidal perturbation serves to take the derivative of a curve which 
is actually the dependence of the superregenerative detector output on the input 
to the VCO. This curve includes in it the delay, intensity, and shape of the re­
turned pulse, the linear voltage to frequency characteristic of the VO, and the 
logarithmic gain of the superregenerative detector. To simplify our analysis we 
will assume this curve to he a parabola. The amplitude of the signal in the per­
turbing frequency, f , as it appears after the amplifier is determined by the der­
ivative of this parabola, and is therefore a linear function of the distance from the 
peak of the parabola. 
We are thus able to draw a linear simplified equivalent block diagram of 
the altimeter Fig. S. In this block diagram c1 is the amplitude of the perturb­
ing signal, p" is the second derivative of the parabola (a constant). A is 
the total gain, and it includes the gain Or attenuation of 
1) the RF path
 
2) the superregenerative circuit 
3) the bandpass amplifier 
4) the integrator (= I/PC) 
5) the VCO 
6) the multiplier (= 1/2) 
F(s) is the Laplace transform of the total response of the networks in the
 
loop, and it includes
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I) the bandpass response of the fp amplifier transferred to low pass 
2) the filter response. 
Of these two, the second is the dominant. 
I/s represents the integrator, and n(t) is the noise voltage; n(t) is 
multiplied by i/114 to indicate that the synchronous detection-of the perturba­
tion signal eliminates half of the noise power accompanying it. The output of 
this loop could be either in voltage form, if it is measured at the input to the 
Vat , or in frequency form, if it is measured at the output of the VCO . This 
frequency, which is equal to the pulse repetition rate, is in essence the height 
information. 
The loop of Fig. 8 resembles a typical phase-locked loop. We can thus 
use studies made on this type of loop [6], [7], in order to optimize the output 
error due to noise, the steady-state eror, and the acquisition behavior of the 
loop. 
The conclusions drawn from phase-locked loops led to the inclusion of a 
lag-lead network as the loop filter, to a choice of damping factor g of 0. 7, 
and loop-noise bandwidth BL of 1 Hz. 
The primary noise source of the altimeter is the superregenerative stage.
As Hall [1] showed, the effect of the sampling done in the relatively broad RF 
stage is to multiply the effective noise bandwidth of the rest of the receiver by 
twice the ratio between the RF bandwidth Af0 and the sampling rate fq. 
Viterbi [6] has shown that in a linear phase-looked loop the mean square 
error due to noise c-x2 is equal to the inverse of the signal-to-noise ratio at 
the output, (SNR) O, i.e., 
I n 
Fig. 8. A simplified equivalent block diagram of the altimeter. 
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(SNR) (14) 
We can now give a crude yet meaningful answer to the following question. 
Given the allowed mean square error cr2 , what is the minimum signal-to­
noise ratio per each pulse at the input of the altimeter? 
To answer this question we shall use Fig. 9 in which the various processes 
which the signal passes, and their effect on the signal-to-noise ratio, are 
shown. 
The first term is the I/F change in signal-to-noise ratio due to the noise 
figure F of the RF stage. The second is the increase in noise due to sampling. 
The 4 u improvement is due to averaging of n- pulses'[8]. 
The term 2 is a result of the synchronous detection, and the last term is 
the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio due to the change from the RF band­
width Afo to the lcop bandwidth BL . 
We note that the number of pulses averaged, n, is given by 
f 
-n = (15) 
BL
 
where 
f = the repetition rate
 
BL = the loop effective bandwidth.
 
Thus we get from Fig. 9 that the signal-to-noise ratio at the output, 
(SNR)o , is related to the signal-to-noise ratio at the input, (SNR)i , as follows: 
TUBE CHANGE FROM 
NOISE SAMPLING AVERAGING SYNCHRONOUSDETECTI  RF TO LOOPBADIT 
FIGURE BANDWIDTH 
1q//
(S/N) (S)/N) 0 
Fig. 9. Signal-to-noise ratio budget. 
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(SNR)Q = ZF BL)3/2(SNR) (16)EL 16 
Using (14) we get 
-2 'q -3/2(SNR), = ZFm ( . (17) 
Equation (17) is the answer to the question we have just asked. However, 
we will go one step further to make it more meaningful. 
The noise power at the input is given by 
N, = KTAf 0 , (18) 
where 
K = Boltzmann's constant 
T = noise-source temperature, °K. 
Inserting (18) in (17) we get for the signal power input 
K.AfOZPo (SB3/ 
It will be interesting to put numbers in this equation. We recall that u 
is the mean square error due to noise. If the total error allowed is 0. 03 percent, 
a sensible choice of ax will be 0. 01 percent or 10-4; thus, we have for the 
balloon flight model: 
= - BL (19) 
-KT = 5X'10 21 W/Hz 
AfO = 5X 106 Hz 
F =8 
=0-4 
x 
f =10- Hzq 
B = I Hz 
and the resulting signal power required at the input is Si = 10- watts, which 
is 7 VV over 50 ohms. 
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The mean square error due to noise could be further lowered if a smaller 
loop bandwidth BL were chosen. The theoretical lower limit on BL should 
have been determined by the rate of change of height that the altimeter has to 
follow. However, some practical considerations enter here. The total delay 
range that the altimeter can measure is considerably larger than the deviation 
of the returned pulse. Unless the VCO period falls within the delay range 
covered by the returned pulse, the loop is not closed and no acquisition is 
possible. To overcome this problem, a constant voltage is fed to the integrator 
to cause a certain sweeping rate- of the VCO frequency, and thus, the whole 
range is scanned. This sweeping rate causes a steady-state error; and in 
addition, it could carry the transient error beyond the hold-in range, and thus 
prevent locking altogether. The locking behavior of the loop in the presence 
of this sweeping rate is similar to phase-locked loop tracking a frequency 
step. For the linear model it was found [9] that the relation between the sweep­
ing rate and the lower limit to the loop-noise bandwidth BLmin is given by 
B 9 (20)Lmin ZAT(0. 6 + 2) 
where AT is the time (in seconds) required to scan the leading edge of the re­
turned pulse. In laboratory tests of the altimeter it was found that the practical 
lower limit is about three times larger than the theoretical. 
Again, we shall insert practical numbers in (20). The delay range covered 
by the altimeter is 1Z to 27 gs, and it is scanned in 30 seconds; the leading 
edge of the returned pulse covers 0. 5 is. From this we can conclude that 
AT = I second. With the damping factor = 0.7, we get for the theoretical 
lower limit on the loop-noise bandwidth: 
BLm.n = 0. 27 Hz. 
The practical lower limit should be 3 times larger, and this would lead us 
to the choice of a loop-noise bandwidth of 1 Hz. 
Ambiguit 
There is no reason why the altimeter cannot transmit a second pulse before 
the previous one is received. We shall call this subharmonic operation (Fig. 
10). This mode of operation can happen by itself at any altitude above twice 
It should be pointed out that some sweeping rate is inherent in the system, 
and some is built-in due to circuitry offsetting. 
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the minimum altitude of operation. This immediately indicates that the mini­
mum range of altitudes required to get full coverage is equal to the minimum 
altitude. If the minimum altitude of operation is 2000 meters, then the range 
of the altimeter should be from 2000 meters to 4000 meters. Above 4000 meters 
the altimeter will switch to a subharmonic mode. From Fig. II it is clear that 
the first ambiguity problem starts at 6000 meters, which is 3 X 2000 meters, or 
2 X 3000 meters, and the altimeter can lock on both. The pattern of switching 
modes as the balloon ascends, in the case of no loss of locking except at the 
end of range, is marked in Fig. 11. However, this pattern is not guaranteed 
since loss of locking might occur. In any case, the ambiguity is at least the 
lowest altitude (in our example 2000 meters), and it can be resolved by pres­
sure reading or by the history of the ascending. 
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Subharmonic operation is recommended even if the range of operation is 
limited, as in the case of the superpressure balloons. In this case, however, 
it is possible to assure that only one mode will cover this limited range. Op­
eration with subharmonics means higher quench frequency fq and therefore 
better signal-to-noise ratio. 
Circuitry, Laboratory Test System, and Ground Station 
This section briefly covers the main features of the altimeter circuitry and 
the methods used for laboratory testing and reception of altimeter data. 
The superregenerative stage utilizes a nuvistor triode for the 403 MHz ver­
sion, and a pencil tube with integral resonator (the type used in radiosondes) 
for the 1680 MHz version. The narrow-band amplifier is an operational ampli­
fier with a twin T network in the feedback loop. The multiplier is a ring de­
modulator. The integrator and oscillator utilize operational amplifiers. The 
VCO is an astable multivibrator in which the charging resistors are returned to 
a variable input. The pulse shaper includes a monostable stage that determines 
the duration of the quench pulse and an amplifier. 
In addition, a bias control stage which is fed by all the supply voltages ­
involved in the superregeneration action keeps the tube bias at the correct level 
in order to assure proper superregeneration. Altogether there are seven inte­
grated circuits, one transistor, and one vacuum tube. 
Two types of antennas were used in the flight test of the 403 MHz version. 
°The first was a rhombic antenna with leg length of 3X, and tilt angle of 58.5 . 
The measured gain of the rhombic was 9 dB over a half-wave dipole. 
The second antenna was a two-element Yagi, with the parasitic element 
as the director, and a spacing of 0. 13X between the elements. The measured 
gain of the Yagi was 3. 2 dB over a half-wave dipole. 
The laboratory test system appears in Fig.- 12. The quench pulses were 
used to trigger a delayed pulse generator. These delayed pulses modulated a 
U-F signal generator whose output simulated the returned pulses. The output 
of the signal generator was connected to the input (and also output) of the 
superregenerative detector. This point was also connected to a detector in 
front of an oscilloscope. This scope was used to monitor the shape of the 
envelope of the transmitted pulses. The counter was used to count the repet­
tion rate. The chart recorder measured the input voltage to the VCO. These 
two pieces of equipment were used to measure steady-state error and noise 
error. The chart recorder was also used to measure the loop bandwidth. To 
do this the delay was modulated by a very low-frequency (VLF) sine wave from 
the function generator. The dual chart recorder recorded both the sinusoidal 
signal at the output of the function generator, and the resulting sinusoidal 
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signal at the output of the integrator. By comparing these two amplitudes at 
several frequencies it was possible to draw the frequency response of the loop. 
The amplitude of the simulated returned pulse was controlled by the output 
attenuator of the signal generator. It should be noted that changes in the re­
turned pulse amplitude affected mainly the signal-to-noise ratio but also the 
gain of the loop, as the gain includes it in the second derivative of the envelope 
of the returned pulse. 
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Fig. IZ. Block diagram of the altimeter and the test system. 
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Without any sweeping voltage, the altimeter starts to lock when the peak 
of the returned pulses is as low as 2.5 aV. With proper sweeping voltage (the 
entire range is scanned in Z5 seconds), good locking (with mean time to unlock 
on the order of hours) is achieved with 8 lV input. However, the steady-state 
error is about 0. 3 percent and the noise error 0. 1 percent. With an input of 
15 pV the total error is below the specified 0.03 percent. 
Data reception on the ground is accomplished by receiving and counting 
the pulse repetition rate. Two methods are used: either 1) receiving the alti­
meter RF pulses directly; or 2) modulating the VCO, or quench pulses, on the 
radiosonde signal and receiving those. In both cases the receiver at the 
ground station was to have IF and video bandwidth capabilities equal to the 
highest repetition rate, which, in our case is about 100 kHz. The video out­
put of the ground station receiver is thus a carrier varying slowly between 50 
to 100 kHz. From the altimeter loop bandwidth we can deduce that the informa­
tion bandwidth is less than one hertz. This type of signal naturally requires a 
phase-look demodulator for best reception. Yet,- despite the fact that the in­
formation bandwidth -isI Hz, the phase-lock loop bandwidth has to be at least 
fp .which is the perturbation frequency. The block diagram of the ground sta­
tion appears in Fig. 13. 
Flight Tests 
As of March 31, 1969, a total of 4 flight tests were conducted. The pur­
pose of the first one was to test the principle of operation, i. e., whether the 
altimeter would lock to the returned pulse, and how it would follow changes in 
altitude. This test was conducted on June 5, 1968, over Lake Michigan, from 
an aircraft provided by the National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, 
Colo. The antenna used in the flight was a slotted-dipole. Excellent looking 
was achieved up to the maximum altitude of the flight-8000 feet. During the 
30-minute period over the lake, locking was not lost even once, unless by 
external disturbance by the operator. Readings of altitude were performed by 
reading the period of the quench pulses with a portable oscilloscope. These 
VIDEO 
RECEIVER OUT BANDPASS JPHASE I 
403 OR a FILTER LOCK "COUNTER-PRINTER 
1680 MHz 30-120 KHz STAGE 
Fig. 13. Block diagram of the ground station. 
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readings were compared to readings of the pressure altimeter of the aircraft. 
With these rather limited facilities, readings on the tested altimeter were 
within ± 0. 1 percent of the readings on the aircraft altimeter. 
The height of the waves in Lake Michigan at the time of the above test was 
3 feet according to the U. S. Coast Guard. En route back to Madison, the al­
timeter was still locking over land at an altitude of 8000 feet. However, lock­
ing was lost from time to time. 
In the second flight test, the radio altimeter, together with a 1680 MHz 
radiosonde, was carried aloft by a standard 1200 gram neophrene balloon. The 
altimeter was launched from Madison, Wis., on November 22, 1968, and landed 
on a farm in Kenosha County, Wis. The rhombic antenna design was used in 
this flight. Power was drawn partly from the radiosonde battery (100 V and 6 V) 
and partly from additional water activated batteries (+ 12 V and -12 V). The 
balloon and the payload of this flight are shown in Fig. 14 a few seconds after 
being launched. The items from the top are: the balloon, two parachutes, 
radiosonde, a package with the additional batteries, a bag with a letter to the 
finder, the radio altimeter, and the rhombic antenna. As far as altitude measure­
ments were concerned, this flight was almost a complete failure. There was 
only a short intermittent period of about 10 minutes when locking was achieved. 
This happened at an altitude of Z2 km which is rather high for an overland flight. 
The reason behind this is that, due to poor temperature and voltage compensa­
tion, the sweeping rate of the altimeter was decreasing, and at very slow 
sweeping rate its sensitivity improves considerably. Despite the failure in 
achieving meaningful altitude readings, many helpful conclusions were drawn 
from this test. The major one was that the method of counting the altimeter 
pulses directly from the video signal at the ground station receiver was inade­
quate as a result of noise. This conclusion led to the addition of a phase­
locked stage between the receiver and the counter. Another observation from 
this test was that the radiosonde signal on 1680 MHz was stronger than the 
altimeter signal on 403 MHz. This was probably due to: 1) the fact that the 
altimeter antenna was pointing down while the radiosonde antenna was pointing 
sideways toward the ground station; 2) the higher frequency of the radiosonde 
which allows the use of a dish antenna at the ground station, with considerably 
more gain than the helix antenna used for the 403 MHz signal. This resulted in 
a change in which the altimeter VCO square wave is used to modulate the radio­
sonde 1680 MHz transmitter. Thus, the height information is transmitted to 
the ground through a better channel. 
The third and fourth tests were also balloon flight tests. They were 
launched near Sturgeon Bay, Wis., on March 14 and 15, 1969. The balloon 
flight test of March 14, 1969, was the most successful thus far, and will be 
described in detail. In this test the altimeter utilized a 2-element Yagi an­
tenna; the electronics and the antenna are shown in Fig. 15. The electronics 
weighs 130 grams and the antenna 40 grams. Separate batteries were used in 
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Fig. 14. The balloon payload.
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ION 
Fig. 15. The radio altimeter layout. 
this flight, so that the only electrical connection between the altimeter and the 
radiosonde is that of the altimeter VCO square wave, which modulated the 
radiosonde transmitter. Thanks to a calm day, we were able to use a very long 
string (about 300 feet) between the balloon and the payload, and thus minimize 
the peAdulum motion. After burst of the balloon, the payload landed at Norwalk, 
Mich., and was returned to us. From that we can conclude that most of the 
flight, and certainly all of the ascent, took place over Lake Michigan. 
Height readings started 7 minutes after launch at an altitude of 1. 8 km, 
and were received for the next 57 minutes at intervals of 2 seconds, until the 
balloon reached an altitude of 16 km. In the next 10 minutes the altitude read­
ings became intermittent. Yet, good data were still available up to an altitude 
of 18. 5 kin, where the signal-to-noise ratio of the radio altimeter decreased to 
the point that no locking could be achieved. 
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Fig. 16. 	 Altimeter height readings, compared to radiosonde height calculations, 
during the ascent of March 14, 1969, Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin. 
In Fig. 16 several height measurements of the altimeter In intervals of 
about 5 minutes, during the ascent, are compared to heights calculated from 
the temperature and pressure data received from the radiosonde. These calcu­
lations utilize the hydrostatic equation (1), where the layers Ah were between 
every fifth contact on the radiosonde baroswitch. Calibration of the baroswitch 
was performed two weeks before the flight. 
Height readings were received also on the descent, starting at an altitude 
of 14. Z kin and continuing down to Z. 2 kmn, although the readings were inter­
mittent during portions of the descent. Some of these readings are compared 
to the radiosonde data in Fig. 17. 
The altimeter data, which is actually the repetition rate fq , were recorded 
in a form of a 5-digit printer output every 2 seconds. The height h is related 
to the repetition rate through the following equation: 
c(m/R~s ) Fn x 1011 FS )
h (meter s) = 2 1q HZ) TGSl(21) 
37Z 
where i-	 is the width of the quench pulse (which was 1.40 E's in this case), 
o is the velocity of light in meters per s, and n is the subharmonic number. 
Altogether, more than 2500 meaningful height measurements were recorded 
during the flight. It is impossible to present all the data in this report. We 
chose the 200 mbar level, which happens to be the midrange of this flight, and 
presented readings received from the altimeter over a period of two minutes dur­
ing the ascent (Fig. 18) and one minute during the descent (Fig. 19). From 
Fig. 18 we note that the 2 seconds rms value of the random error, at an altitude 
of nearly 10 km, is smaller than 7 meters. This is an error of 0.07 percent. 
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Fig. 17. 	 Altimeter height readings, compared to radiosonde height calcula­
tions, during the descent of March 14, 1969, Sturgeon Bay, Wis. 
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There is no simple way to measure the absolute measurement error of the 
radio altimeter. The altitude, as calculated from the radiosonde pressure and 
temperature readings, is certainly less accurate. However, it should be 
pointed out that the difference between the radiosonde calculated height and 
the altimeter measured height was smaller than 100 meters through Lhe entire 
flight. 
The major difference in the fourth test was that the rhombic antenna was 
used. This flight terminated near Williamsburg, Mich. From this we can con­
clude that nearly two-thirds of the flight took place over the lake. The rhombic 
antenna was much bulkier than the Yagi, and matching it to the altimeter in­
doors was more complicated. Immediately after the launch, we could see by 
monitoring the RF pulses that it was not matched properly. As a result, the 
RF pulse was too wide and the sweeping rate too fast. Both have the overall 
effect of reducing the altimeter sensitivity. Despite this, and probably due 
to the higher gain of'the antenna, meaningful height measurements were re­
ceived from the thirteenth minute until the 65th minute of the flight, when the 
altitude was 16.8 km. In Fig. Z0 we give the readings received from this 
flight during a period of about one minute near the 200 mbar level. Contrary 
to the previous flight, the altimeter did not function at all during the descent. 
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Fig. 18. 	 Sample of the radio altimeter height readings over a two minute 
period during the ascent of March 14, 1969, Sturgeon Bay, Wis. 
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Fig. 19. 	 Sample of the radio altimeter height readings over a one minute 
period during the descent of March 14, 1969, Sturgeon Bay, Wis. 
A possible explanation for this could be that the rhombic antenna became 
tangled during the descent. Both this and the problems involved in preflight 
matching of the rhombic lead to the conclusion that the Yagi is more suitable. 
An addition of several directors would give it the necessary gain to achieve 
the required range of 30 km. 
Summary and Conclusions 
This paper has described the basic theory and design of an accurate pulse 
radar altimeter. This altimeter is simple and light.enough to be carried aloft 
by a regular sounding balloon. 
Altitudes up to 20 km were measured in balloon flight tests over Lake 
Michigan. At midrange the rms value of the random error was smaller than 
0. 07 percent. Height readings were available every Z seconds during both the 
ascent and the descent of the balloon payload. Small improvements in the 
antenna would easily increase the operational range to 30 km. 
When flown together with a radiosonde, this altimeter can improve the ac­
curacy of atmospheric sounding. It can also replace either temperature or 
pressure measurements through the use of the hydrostatic equation. This ap­
plication is most attractive for high altitude radiosondes where the pressure 
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resolution is inadequate, and for dropsondes when the thermistor time constant 
becomes too long compared to the rate of descent. Together with a pressure 
measurement, this altimeter can supply the reference pressure which is essen­
tial in the proposed system of floating superpressure balloons. 
In addition to accurate height measurements, the altimeter can look to an 
artificial return rather than its own returning pulse and, thus, measure distance 
to a transceiver. This can add wind measurement to its possible applications. 
All these applications should be studied and developed. 
Further improvements in circuitry should also be considered. These may 
include. solid state RF state at 1680 MHz, combining the several ICs into one 
package, and elimination of all components that do not meet the design goals 
for air safety consideration. 
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WOBBLE-SPIN TECHNIQUE FOR SPACECRAFT INVERSION AND 
EARTH PHOTOGRAPHY 
Norman H. Beachley* and John T. Uicker Jr. 
ABSTRACT 
If certain prescribed spacecraft moment-of-inertia relationships are main­
tained, a small cylindrical flywheel can be used to tilt a spin-stabilized satel­
lite with respect to its fixed angular momentum vector without inducing nutation 
and without changing the basic spin rate. A camera rigidly attached to such a 
tilting vehicle will have the same view as a pivoting camera in a satellite 
whose spin axis is fixed. This technique can be extended, if desired, to turn 
the satellite upside down-a very useful capability for spin-scan camera satel­
lites using radiation-cooled instruments. The control flywheel, which can be 
located anyplace in the satellite, must have its axis of rotation perpendicular 
to the satellite spin axis. The total vehicle must have a cylindrical moment 
of inertia configuration, with its axis of symmetry also perpendicular to the 
vehicle spin axis, and parallel to the flywheel's axis of rotation. 
Introduction 
The present ATS satellite is being used to take high-quality pictures of the 
earth from a synchronous orbit. This spin-stabilized satellite rotates at 100 rpm, 
and photographs a single line across the earth during each revolution. After 
each sweep, the camera is pivoted through a small angle to allow a new line 
on the earth to be photographed the next time around. A total of 2400 parallel 
lines is used to produce a picture of the entire earth. 
An alternate method to accomplish the same result is presented in this 
Received August 5, 1968; revision received November 25, 1968. This work 
was supported in part by NASA. 
Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, The University of Wisconsin, 
Madison. 
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paper. * This proposed technique is based on changing the spin axis of the 
satellite, thus allowing the use of a camera with fixed geometry relative to 
the vehicle. The maneuver is accomplished by a rotating flywheel inside the 
satellite, so that the momentum vector remains fixed in space. By using a 
system that does not induce nutation, the original spin axis will then "wobble" 
about the momentum vector, tracing out cones in space. The result, in terms 
of what the camera sees, can be shown to be identical to that obtained with a 
rotating camera (see Fig. I for a comparison of the two techniques). 
o)	ATS CAMERA b)PROPOSED SYSTEM 
ROTATION TECHNIQUE 
CAMERAS SCANNING A PLANE PERPENDICULAR 
TO THE SPIN AXIS 
CAC ,AROATED TO SArELLTC rITiED TO 
PHOTOGRAPH EDGE OF PHOTOGRAPH EOGE OF 
EARTH EARTH 
Fig. 1. 	 Comparison of the proposed wobble-spin technique with the present 
ATS spin-scan system. 
This method of control, allowing maneuverability without the necessity of 
chaniging the angular momentum vector, can eliminate some of the mechanical 
complexity of spin-scan camera satellites. This should be particularly signifi­
cant in some of the systems that have been proposed for the future. A camera 
that can be rotated mechanically through very small increments'in a space en­
vironment is a relatively complicated and expensive device and may require 
moving seals which introduce a reliability problem. Such cameras have been 
built and used with completely satisfactory results on the ATS satellites, but 
the problem tends to become accentuated with larger and more complex cameras. 
For example, an infrared camera presently under consideration would require a 
very large pivoting reflector mirror if used ina satellite with a fixed spin axis. 
The incentive for this work was provided by V. Suomi, University of Wis­
consin, who pointed out the potential usefulness of this concept if someone 
could conceive a practical method of control. 
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Its size dictates a very rigid and probably heavy support structure to prevent 
damage during the launch environment, With the technique presented here, 
however, not only the tilting mechanism but the miror itself could be eliminated. 
Another important feature of this technique is that it will allow the space­
craft to be turned upside down with very little expenditure of energy, and with­
out the necessity of an external torque, as would be required if the momentum 
vector itself were to be inverted. The only difference between rotating the 
satellite 1800 with respect to its fixed angular momentum vector and inverting 
the momentum vector itself is that they result in opposite directions of rotation. 
This, however, should add no significant difficulty to data acquisition and 
utilization. 
This inversion technique would be extremely valuable for any satellite 
whose spin axis is parallel to that of the earth, and in which there is an instru­
ment which must be kept at a very low temperature by radiation cooling in order 
to work satisfactorily (such as would be the case with a spin-scan satellite 
with an infrared camera using a Hg-Cd-Te detector). Figure Z shows the geo­
metric relationship existing between the sun and such a satellite in the summer 
and winter, and the usefulness of satellite inversion when a radiation cooler 
is employed. It is apparent that the cooler should "look" along the spin axis. 
This gives two possible directions for it to be pointed. The direction that is 
correct for the spring and summer (i. e., the direction that does not allow the 
sun's rays to enter) is incorrect for the fall and winter, and the cooler, even 
if of a complex shielded design, would be less effective then. If, however, 
the satellite were inverted twice a year, at the vernal and autumnal equinoxes, 
the cooler would be able to operate at a maximum effectiveness over the entire 
SPIN AXIS SPIN AXIS 
OF EARTH OF SATELLITE 
CORRECT POSITION 
OF RADIATION COOLER 
FOR FALL aWINTER-\ 
EQ UATO R+ 
CORRECT POSITION , 
OF RADIATION COOLER / 
FOR SPRING 8 SUMMER' 
Fig. 2. 	 Illustration of the advantage of inversion for a satellite using a radia­
tion cooler. 
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Details of Proposed System 
In order to accomplish this satellite tilting satisfactorily, the following 
requirements must be satisfied: 1) the method of control must allow the mo­
mentum vector to remain fixed in space (this is satisfied if control is accom­
plished by internal mass movement only); 2) the spin rate of the satellite must 
remain constant throughout the tilting maneuver; 3) the spin axis of the satel­
lite must coincide with a principal axis throughout the entire maneuver, to 
avoid inducing unwanted nutation; 4) the control mechanism must be small, 
reliable, and consume little power. 
A mathematical analysis of the problem (see Appendix) has led to a 
very simple concept that meets all of the preceding requirements. The pro­
posed system consists of 1) the basic vehicle, which must have certain pre­
scribed moment of inertia relationships and 2) a motor-driven cylindrical fly­
wheel whose axis of rotation is perpendicular to the vehicle spin axis. 
Figure 3 is an illustration of the proposed system. el, eZ, and e3 are principal 
axes of the entire satellite (including the flywheel) with the spin axis in the 
erae 3 plane. The satellite can, of course, have any shape. It is shown as a 
cylinder in the figure to emphasize the required moment of inertia relationships, 
H,ANGULAR
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Fig. 3. Proposed wobble-spin system. 
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122 = 133 and IZ > Il , with these values including the flywheel. With 
these conditions fulfilled, the flywheel may be placed anywhere in the satellite. 
Its axis of rotation, however, must be parallel to the vehicle el axis. 
To obtain spin-scan pictures with this type of system, the satellite must 
first be placed into synchronous orbit, and set into rotation with its spin axis 
parallel to that of the earth, the flywheel being at rest during these preliminary 
operations. The initial spin axis should be chosen so that the-view of the 
camera lies just outside the edge of the earth. To take a picture, the flywheel 
is made to rotate at a constant speed, causing the basic vehicle to slowly 
rotate, or tilt, in the opposite direction about its el axis (the basic spin ac­
tion being unaffected), allowing a series of properly spaced parallel lines 
across the earth to be photographed. When the picture is completed, the fly­
wheel can be rotated in the opposite direction to return the satellite to its 
starting position. This return time can be shortened, if desired, by running the 
flywheel at a higher rate of speed. 
The purpose of the "cylindrical" configuration is readily demonstrated. 
The vehicle el axis can be shown to remain perpendicular to the momentum 
vector throughout the tilting maneuver. With the cylindrical symmetry 
(IZZ = 133), the moments of inertia about all satellite axes passing through the 
center of mass and perpendicular to the el axis are equal, so that any one 
can be considered a principal axis. Therefore, the momentum vector will al­
ways lie on a principal axis, meeting requirement 3, and the spin rate will re­
main constant, due to the fixed moment of inertia about the momentum vector, 
satisfying requirement 2. 
For spin stability, it is desirable to keep the moment of inertia of the 
total satellite about the spin axis greater than that about the el axis. This 
is the reason for the requirement that 122 > Ill • 
As the flywheel is rotated, the satellite will tilt with respect to the fixed 
angular momentum vector, about the vehicle el axis. The angle of tilt, as 
shown in Fig. 3, is designated as a . Analysis (see Appendix) shows that the 
rate of change of the tilt angle is directly proportional to the flywheel speed, 
a = - 100/ 11 
where j0 is the moment of inertia of the flywheel about its axis of rotation. 
It is interesting to consider the gyroscopic torques that are present in this 
system. With the vehicle el axis perpendicular to the angular momentum 
vector, and the flywheel speed zero befbre the tilting maneuver begins, there 
is obviously no angular momentum about the el axis. During the subsequent 
tilting operation, therefore, the net angular momentum about the el axis must 
remain zero. This means that the el axis angular momentum of the spinning 
flywheel is equal and opposite to that of the slowly rotating main vehicle. The 
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gyroscopic torques (equal to the product of the .basic satellite spin rate and the 
el axis angular momentum) are therefore also equal and opposite for the two 
bodies (flywheel and main vehicle) and occur as merely radial loads on the 
flywheel bearings. 
As an example of the size flywheel required for this type of system, con­
sider a 1000 lb satellite spinning at 100 rpm, with a radius of gyration of 24 in. 
about the e1 axis, photographing the earth with a series of Z400 lines, the 
earth extending over a 15' field of view with respect to the satellite. The re­
quired tilt rate of such a satellite would be 0. 625 deg/minute, or 0. 00174 rpm. 
If this were to be caused by rotating the flywheel at, say, 1740 rpm (a very 
conservative figure), the required relationship between its moment of inertia 
and that of the main vehicle about the el axis would be 
= 	 1.0X 10- 6 JO/Ill = - 4/0 = 0.00174/1740.0 
If the flywheel were made of steel 1/4 in. thick, a diameter of 2. 10 in. would 
be required. 
The motor flywheel assembly could be hermetically sealed as a unit. This 
should result in excellent reliability. The power requirements of a motor to 
drive such a flywheel should be small. 
APPENDIX: Equations of Motion 
Nomenclature 
a = acceleration of the origin of the ei coordinate system 
ei = unit vectors of a right-hand Certesian coordinate system fixed in 
the main body, but with origin at the center of mass of the total 
satellite and directed along the principal axes of inertia of the 
total satellite 
H1 = 	angular momentum vector of the main body 
H2 = 	angular momentum vector of the flywheel 
I. = 	moments of inertia of the total satellite about its principal axes e l 
= 	moments and products of inertia of the main body about a set of 
axes parallel to e i but passing through the center of mass of the 
main body 
i](2) = 	moments and products of inertia of the flywheel about a set of axes 
instantaneously parallel to e i but passing through its center of 
mass 
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JO = moment of inertia of the flywheel about its axis of rotation 
mI = mass of the main body 
Mz mass of the flywheel 
s = first moment of mass of the satellite about the origin of the e, 
coordinate system 
a angle between the angular momentum vector of the satellite and the 
e 3 axis 
P! = position vector of the center of mass of the main body with respect 
to the origin of the el coordinate system 
P2 = position vector of the center of mass of the flywheel with respect 
to the origin of the e i coordinate system 
a, fl, 0 = angular velocity vector of the flywheel relative to the main body 
(a known function of time), components of 9 along the ei axes, 
magnitude of the vector 2 
W, W i = angular velocity of the main body, components of w along the e i 
axe s 
W0 = initial spin rate of the satellite 
Assumptions 
1) The satellite under study consists of two rigid masses, a main body and 
a flywheel, which are pivotally connected together and which can be rotated 
relative to one another by a controlled source of power. 
2) The flywheel, which may be located anywhere in the main body, is a 
cylinder which rotates relative to the main body about its axis of symmetry. 
The moments of inertia of the total satellite are therefore not affected by the 
flywheel's rotation. 
3) The net external force and torque acting on the satellite are both neg­
ligible. 
The generalized expression for the conservation of angular momentum 
for the type of system being considered is [1] 
H +H +s x a =0 (Al) 
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where H1 denotes the angular momentum of the main body and H2 that of the 
flywheel. Both terms are calculated with respect to an arbitrary reference 
point whose linear acceleration is a, and s represents the first moment of 
mass of the system about that point. 
By choosing the reference point at the center of mass of the total satellite, 
sxa = 0 (AZ) 
If this point is also chosen as the origin of a coordinate system fixed in the 
main body, then the angular momentum of the main body is 
-
H1 =ei j(1)j + ml1 X Pl (i, j = , ,3) (A3) 
with the vector Q defined as the angular velocity of the flywheel relative 
to the ei coordinate system, the angular momentum of the flywheel is 
2 = eJ (2)()(. + + mM (i, =1 ,2,3) (A4)
H iij j j p 
The total angular momentum of the satellite may now be written 
H1 + H2 = [eJG1) + j )&i+ mPn p +m 2P 2 x 2 ] + eir(2) 
(i, j 1, ,) (AS) 
If there were no relative motion between the flywheel and main body and 
if the angular velocity vector of the resultant rigid body were W, then its angu­
lar momentum would be given by the bracketed terms of Eq. (A5). With the co­
ordinate axes e. chosen to be directed along the principal axes of inertia of 
the total satellite, however, an alternate expression for the angular momentum 
of such a rigid body is eilill . Therefore, Eq. (AS) can be written in the 
simpler form 
HI + H2 = eilai,, + eJi £ (i,j = 1, 2, 3) (A6) 
If we now add the additional restriction that the flywheel's axis of rota-' 
tion relative to the main body is parallel to the el axis, the angular momentum 
of the satellite reduces to 
H-1 + H 2 = (111 W + j0S)e I + 12 2 Wze 2 + 13 3( 3 e 3 (A7) 
Substituting this expression into Eq. (Al) and using Eq. (AZ), we see that 
(I 11 + 106)e + I zz e + 133'"3e 3 + (1iWI + 00)6e1 + 
2 0b + 1133133 3 = 0 () 
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Since the ef coordinate axes are fixed in the main body, the time rates 
of change of the unit vectors are given by 
6l = coX e = W3e - W e 3 (A9ar 
e = 0wX ez = We - We (A9b)1 3 13 
e3 = ( X e3 = w2e - 1eZ (A9c) 
Substituting these expressions into Eq. (AS), we obtain 
[I 1 1 + j+(1 33 - I22)w2w 3]e 1 + 
[1222 + j0 O3 + (i11 - 13 3 ) io3]e 2 + 
[13 3w3 - j0a . 2 ( 1ii - 122) Wz]e 3 . = 0 (Ala) 
The governing differential equations of motion for the satellite are now found 
by-equating each component of Eq. (AiD) to zero: 
Ill I = - j + (122 - 133) 0 3 (All) 
I22 2 = - j11 - (I - I33)w3 (AIZ) 
133 =-3 0 w2 + (1 ii - IZZ)wItoZ (A13) 
Since the differential equations are nonlinear and cross coupled, their 
solution in closed form is not apparent. Equation (All) can be uncoupled, how­
ever, by placing an additional restriction on the configuration of the total satel­
lite, i. e., by requiring that its mass moments of inertia about the e2 and e3 
principal axes be equal, 
i22 = 133 (A14) 
With this restriction, the equations of motion become 
I116 = - (A15) 
1222 = - j1a)3 11 - Iz2) IO3 (A16) 
12203 = 2 + ( 1 1 - I 2 (A17)J0a 2 2 )iWc 
Equation (Al5) can now be readily integrated to give 
i= Ton/Ill (Al8) 
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with boundary conditions assumed such that (a, = 0 when 0 %0. Using this 
result, Eqs. (Al6) and (Al7) reduce to 
Z = - j0r"3/111 	 (Al 9) 
=( 3 T0Joz/Ill 	 (AO) 
Equation (A1S) shows that cq is a function of Q only and, since it was 
assumed that wio 0 when E = 0, the angular momentum vector of the system 
when 9 = 0 must be in the eze 3 plane. Since c)q is not a function of WZ 
or (03 , it will never include any component of the vehicle's original spin rate, 
and the angle of tilt of the main body from its original position must take place 
in the e2 e 3 plane. Therefore, regardless of the angle a between the angular 
momentum vector of the total satellite and the e 3 axis, the following relation­
ships must hold: 
(0 = W0 sin a 	 (AZI) 
W3 = 00 cosa 	 (AZZ) 
where wo is the satellite's initial (and constant, since 133 = Iz) spin rate 
about the angular momentum vector. 
Substituting these expressions into Eq. (A19) or (AZO) gives the equation 
relating the rate of tilt of the vehicle to the speed of the flywheel, 
= o/Ill 	 (AZ3) 
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